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Abstract
With the aim of defining a Quantum Systems Engineering paradigm, we show that the systems
engineering of quantum technologies is materially different from systems engineering in general.
The thesis is based upon a two pronged mixed-methods research approach considering: (a) a
comprehensive theoretical analysis of the difficulties in deriving systems engineering modelling
tools; (b) identifying systems engineering challenges in practical quantum technology devel-
opment through direct observation and case-study methods. We show a modified systems
approach should benefit early stage quantum technologies design and development, a stage
characterised by a low Technology Readiness Level (TRL), with the aim of accelerating capi-
talisation.
The research showed that systems engineering applied to quantum technologies will require
processes that are both more complex, and different from, those used for conventional sys-
tems technology development. This is fundamentally caused by the quantum properties of the
system.
Furthermore, the research evidenced that applying systems methods, tools, and approaches
to low Technology Readiness Level development, both quantum and classical, is very likely to
accelerate development, increase the quality of deliverables, and improve the alignment of early
research to end-user needs and natural technology pull.
Based on these results we have developed a series of recommendations, and a selection of
systems tools, which together constitute a light-weight systems approach for low Technology
Readiness Level development (some of which also apply to non-quantum domains). These are
contained within the concluding chapter of the report. Findings are presented both as a verbal
narrative and with full mathematical derivations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today’s society is underpinned by complex technology; by wide-scale integration of sophis-
ticated devices, often individually complicated and together truly complex. This is in stark
contrast to previous technological eras. Whilst complicated technologies existed earlier the
information era is one of complexity. One may think of complexity as the degree of difficulty in
predicting the properties and behaviour of a system when the behaviour of the parts is known [1];
hence it is a consequence of the integration of elements, and a matter not only of what has
been integrated, but how it has been organised and connected. At the core of all advancement
between technology paradigms has stood the systematic application of scientific method. The
constant pursuit of science has served to develop a fundamental and predictive understanding
of reality, the application of which has allowed us to tame the behaviour of the natural world
to our ends. Now, emerging, another such change in technological paradigm can be seen —
that of harnessing what are fundamentally quantum phenomena in order to develop Quantum
Technologies. One must note that this is not just a matter of delivering a set of new products.
Quantum technologies present the opportunity to include new aspects of physics in the toolbox
of the designer, the engineer, the architect. Enabling quantum technologies is to a enable a
fundamental addition to our technological capabilities.
It was not just through serendipity and hard work that modern engineering was established;
good process, and good records, enabled complicated systems to be developed with consistent
1
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quality. However, to handle complexity and large-scale integration a new approach was needed,
which was the origin of the field of Systems Engineering. Project complexity in the aerospace,
astrospace, and semiconductor industries has been demanding beyond anything before it. These
industries required sophisticated combination of a tremendous number of components and sub-
systems, at great cost, to generate deliverables of verifiable quality and performance. Trust in
this performance was critical, whether for aerospace or astrospace. Successful systems engineer-
ing did not only protect fiscal investment but also human life. An important paradigm shift in
this process was one from systematic performance to systemic performance. It was found that,
as complexity and interconnectedness increased, the performance and reliability of constituent
components was no longer a good indication of that of the whole. The complexities of these
systems bred a requirement for an engineering approach that considered attributes at a system
level: systemic was more than the careful organisation of the systematic [2].
The systems engineering method and approach has taken us far. Today it is applied, as standard
practice, to the development of most complex products across industries and technical domains.
Its scope has been broadened to include everything from the specification of systems and their
technological design, to maintenance, to supply chain analysis, and to all areas that might fall in
between — it manages and enables the design for a system’s entire life-cycle. It serves (among
other things) to analyse and improve design feasibility, track and record project progress, and
develop objective criteria against which system and sub-system functionality can be verified and
validated. Given its ubiquity and usefulness there is every reason to expect that application of
systems engineering methods will also become standard practice when it comes to delivering
future quantum technology.
This must, therefore, be related to where quantum technologies are today (2019). As described
in, for example, the UK Quantum Technology Landscape documents [3, 4], the Blackett review
into quantum technologies [5], and some recent road maps for the field [6, 7]: with the exception
of some quantum communications systems, quantum technologies are currently seeking proof-
of-concept demonstration, primarily through laboratory research. There is then the hope,
and the expectation, that technology demonstrators can rapidly be translated into commercial
products, providing some near-term devices of commercial or national value within five years,
3and a wide range of capabilities within ten.
In the UK, these endeavours are organised within the context of a the UK National Quan-
tum Technologies Programme [8], a government-led initiative with an initial investment of over
£270m into UK research into quantum technologies. The goal is to realise hitherto impossible
technologies for both defence and commercial application. It is a particular focus of this pro-
gramme to develop an industry for quantum technologies in the UK, harnessing the world-class
researchers and facilities already within the country to generate enabling science, which, not
least through the structure of the programme, can be transferred to industry for exploitation.
Hence, this investment of monies can be seen as a technology push with the purpose of demon-
strating capability and identifying a natural technology pull that can form the economic basis
for a quantum technology sector.
One may therefore suggest that there is a priority need to make sure that quantum tech-
nology research is aware of the requirements placed on their subjects of research (methods,
designs, techniques) by future operating environments and purposes. This way, research deci-
sions and practices can be designed in view of these, thus minimising the need for costly and
time-consuming re-engineering later. Similarly, it is important that a strong record of knowl-
edge associated with the technology designs is maintained, including capture of valuable tacit
knowledge that may arise from the research process. Furthermore, it is desirable that device
engineering today is guided by existing demand for technology; that priority needs and require-
ments for deployment domains are considered now, such that demonstrators show a valuable
capability for which technology pull exists, not just an elegantly engineered push of harnessed
quantum effects. The tasks of project guidance, of requirements analysis and translation, of
reliability engineering, performance optimisation, and ultimately of verification and validation,
fall within the remit of System Engineering processes.
Whilst the Systems Engineering approach is typical in advanced industries, it is unusual in
the context of Low Technology Readiness Level (TRL) [9] laboratory research. It is obviously
desirable, even in many cases necessary, that early lab-produced demonstration devices reliably
and demonstrably satisfy their operational requirements and, once this has been proven, can be
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translated into products which can be manufactured. Furthermore, in order to best capitalise
on the novelty of an emerging technology, it is imperative that the development process occurs
with minimal time and resource waste. Not only is technology push finite (e.g. due to economic
restraints), establishing an industry in quantum technologies is a matter of international com-
petition, with substantial investment from the US, China, and Europe. Whilst at high levels
systems engineering specifies general processes and their organisation in a project’s life-cycle,
for any particular technology domain it requires tailoring to match the demands of the problems
at hand [10]. So, whilst we would expect a systems engineering approach to apply, what we
must seek to understand is what defines the processes of Quantum Systems Engineering.
There is good reason to expect differences between quantum and conventional systems engineer-
ing processes. Quantum states are uniquely fragile, not only easily destroyed, but fundamentally
(and often irreversibly) changed through measurement, interaction, and environmental varia-
tions. Furthermore, interacting with quantum states implies entangling with them, a process
unique to quantum physics, which affects concepts of system boundary definition, and intro-
duces systemic complexity. The ability to model systems is fundamental to systems engineering
but a particular challenge in quantum physics; it is not only unclear if the modelling capabilities
necessary for systems processes exist, but if they are fundamentally possible. Lastly, quantum
systems will be used to perform classically impossible operations. In the computational domain,
this will result in outputs that cannot be classically verified, fundamentally affecting notions of
test, and feedback and control. Together, these differences suggest that systems processes may
have to be fundamentally altered for quantum technology development; that Quantum Systems
Engineering is not just systems engineering quantum technologies.
Based on these considerations we posit two hypotheses:
Systems engineering applied to quantum technologies will involve processes that are
both more complex, and different from, those used for conventional technology de-
velopment, due to underlying quantum properties of the system.
And
5Applying systems methods, tools, and approaches to low-TRL quantum technology
research will accelerate development, increase quality of deliverables, and improve
hand-over up the TRL chain.
As a corollary, we seek to find answers to the following two questions:
What are the key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies, and are
any of these challenges different to, or significantly more challenging than, those
seen in the systems engineering of conventional technologies?
And
For the purpose of accelerating technology realisation, what is the practicality and
effectiveness of applying systems methods, tools, and approaches, to low-TRL quan-
tum technology development?
It is important to realise here that we are not following a known path but taking the first steps
towards understanding a new domain.
From this, the remit of our work has been set. However, an exploration of a new domain re-
quires methodological care, both to ensure that relevant research is pursued, and to establish a
sufficiently wide evidence base to draw meaningful conclusions. Our project took a pragmatic,
mixed-methods, approach — involving positivist-quantitative and constructivist-qualitative el-
ements. Our methodology and the conceptual structure of the research is explained in Chap-
ter 2. Particular attention should be drawn to the logical overview, presented graphically in
Figure 2.4.
To help the reader navigate this document, we present a brief summary of the structure here:
We start by looking at the question of what Quantum Systems Engineering is — does it pose
challenges different to those of conventional systems engineering, and, if so, are these a matter
of process difficulty, or do they affect processes at a conceptual level? These are considered in
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Chapter 3. A key challenge identified is the modelling of quantum technologies, and definition
of system boundaries including specifying the System of Interest.
To verify the extent of challenges associated with system boundary definition, and to explore
the derivation of engineering-quality hierarchical models for fully quantum systems, in Chap-
ter 4 we consider modelling and simulation. We look at using Open Quantum Systems methods
to model the interaction between a simple, isolated, quantum system and its environment. We
elucidate why modelling quantum systems is a substantial challenge, with aspects different to
conventional modelling challenges, and link high-level system of interest concepts to fundamen-
tal physics.
In Chapter 5, we present a top-down practical case-study of systems methods applied to quan-
tum technology development. This is an investigation of where Quantum Systems Engineering
challenges arise, and directly examines if systems methods improve low-TRL quantum technol-
ogy development.
In Chapter 6 we use supplementary evidence sources and analysis methods to build confidence
in results from our case-study, generalising the research observations we made, and testing the
acceptability of systems engineering among a large cohort of PhD-level quantum technology
researchers. This allows us to start building a whole concept for Quantum Systems Engineer-
ing, highlighting key challenges, and leading towards recommendations to improve low-TRL
quantum technology development.
Finally, returning to our observations about technology pull, Quantum Systems Engineering
processes are applied to the case of quantum-enabled maritime Position, Timing, and Naviga-
tion, taking the form of a specific use-case analysis in Chapter 7. This builds understanding
of the priority that can reasonably be placed on the use of systems methods at low-TRLs and
highlights key barriers to realisation for first-generation, marketable, quantum technology.
These strands come together in our conclusion, Chapter 8, examining our hypotheses from a
variety of evidence bases and methodological approaches. This allows us to highlight specific
Quantum Systems Engineering challenges and not only to show the usefulness of systems en-
7gineering to low-TRL research, but also to provide implementable recommendations for using
systems engineering to accelerate low-TRL quantum technology development. We suggest a
complementary set of light-weight systems tools.
First, it is imperative that the methodology, and logical structure, of the project is presented
in full — the purpose of the following chapter.

Chapter 2
Methodology
In this chapter the methodological approach taken across the whole of the research project
and the reasons behind it are explained. The specific methodologies (and any associated lim-
its to certainty) utilised in each part of the project are elucidated. The way in which the
individual parts of the research inter-relate, and together contribute to address our research
questions, is highlighted. The chapter begins with a holistic discussion of our research approach
and the reasoning behind our high-level methodology. Following this, we describe the specific
components of the research project, explaining our research decisions; the purposes of each
sub-project and how they relate to one another; and the methodologies used for each part. To
make the structure of our research clearer we include Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the first showing the
chronological progression of the research, including strands undertaken simultaneously, and the
second showing a concept map of the overall project, complete with logical links, sequences,
and summaries.
2.1 Approaches to research
The choice of research methodology relates to both the type of questions one seeks to answer,
and the philosophical lens through which one views the problem. Here we will briefly outline the
possible forms of research, in order to provide context and explanation for the approach taken.
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Historically, research methods were grouped into one of two categories: the qualitative and the
quantitative. These sat conceptually apart and were viewed as dichotomies, however, during the
latter part of the 20th century, this view was gradually rejected [11]. Instead, the qualitative
and the quantitative were seen as poles on a continuum of research methodology that could be
associated with different forms of validity [12]. Methodologies that were previously seen as one
or the other were now classed as being predominantly one or the other, but in most cases with
elements of both. For quantitative research this often takes the form of supporting context,
enabling broader interpretation of results, and justifying generalisations; combining research
methodologies can expand relevance and applicability. By expanding the evidence base limits
to certainty, intrinsic to any one methodology, may be reduced in the context of the whole [12,
13].
Between the two ends of this spectrum one finds Mixed Methods, an approach that combines
both quantitative and qualitative methods and worldviews in tandem in order to lend a study
greater strength than either set of methods could provide in isolation [14]. Recently, this
approach to research design has gained popularity, in particular for addressing complex research
questions that have an interdisciplinary nature and can be seen from both quantitative and
qualitative angles. These approaches are gaining significant use in areas such as healthcare and
education research, where there are both objective criteria for success, and important qualitative
factors such as practitioner and subject experience, changes in behaviour, and acceptability of
proposed practice [15, 16]. Evidence of the acceptability and legitimacy of mixed methods has
been provided, among others, by O’Cathain et al. [17], who reported that by the early 2000s over
30% of healthcare research undertaken in England took a mixed methods approach (medicine
and engineering share many problem paradigms making it reasonable that they would share a
number of research methodologies).
Mixed methods are seen as having some distinct situational advantages. They are recognised
for making interdisciplinary research easier by facilitating collaboration between researchers
with diverse methodological practices, or by combining ‘traditional’ research methods from
several domains, accepting that outputs from, and processes within, various methods can be
synthesised without compromising their validity. This approach is also seen as being useful
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in situations where there is limited initial knowledge, meaning that the whole research path
cannot a priori be mapped and prescribed. Here methodological flexibility, the freedom to call
on expertise from the most relevant domains, and the ability to use qualitative and quantitative
methods in tandem — to explore and analyse — can make mixed methods a highly effective
research strategy [15, 18]. It is worth noting that a mixed methods approach does not stipulate
a degree of mixing, rather it stems from not imposing strict methodological barriers across a
project from the start — however the research finishes, one does not start with the assumption
that it is either strictly qualitative or quantitative. In that sense, mixed methods can be seen
as stemming from pragmatic research practices [15, 19, 20].
Having briefly outlined research strategies, we must also consider the philosophical lens through
which the research problem is viewed. Traditionally one may pair the quantitative and qualita-
tive with the positivist and the constructivist. The former takes a deterministic and reductionist
philosophy to engage in empirical observation and theoretical validation, and is epitomised by
the scientific method. Objectivity is often implicit in the methodology, limits to certainty tend
to be explicitly calculable, and the nature of the experiments offers a strong separation be-
tween the researcher and the research, diminishing issues of bias [15, 21]. In contrast to this,
constructivism is primarily concerned with analysing complex scenarios with a human element
by capturing a multitude of individual experiences and narratives, and from these attempting
to construct meaning (of the situation itself, corollaries, or causes). Constructivism especially
focuses on the interactions between people, how they live, and how they work. Methodologi-
cally there is a focus on inductive open-ended questions, accepting and acknowledging limits
of certainty, and carefully handling a mixture of subjective information sources, in order to
develop understanding. Issues of subjectivity and research bias constitute a central limitation
to constructivism, especially since many methods directly require the researcher’s participation
(direct observation, interviews, etc.) [15, 22].
Aside from these two worldviews, and often associated with mixed methods, is Pragmatism.
Pragmatism seeks to shift the focus away from strictly defined sets of methodology, and pre-
defined notions of acceptable worldview. Instead of focusing on methods, emphasis is placed
on the research question, and on finding applicable solutions to current problems ‘that work’,
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using the knowledge available [15, 23]. Research methods are selected based on the possible
rather than the ideal, and may come from a multitude of domains so long as their contribution
to a valid solution can be evidenced.
Pragmatism is often viewed as a philosophical underpinning to mixed methods approaches.
Pragmatists are mindful of, but not committed to, either positivism or constructivism; they
are able to draw openly from both qualitative and quantitative techniques — maintaining a
freedom of methodological choice throughout their project, and an ability to react to new
knowledge and opportunities. Similarly, there is a willingness to find best answers to research
problems, even if those are imperfect — the value of an answer lies both in the truth it contains,
and the insight it provides at the time. This last point is not so different to the evolution of
‘truths’ in science; it merely acknowledges at a philosophical level limitations of certainty, and
the nature of abductive reasoning [19]. Due to its focus on solutions, pragmatic research often
attempts to both build theories through observation, and then to assess those theories through
action, having cycles of inductive and deductive research. Again, one may note that this is not
dissimilar to the interplay between theoretical and experimental science, although the scope of
research methods goes beyond those that are quantitative. Pragmatism is an approach that
allows the researcher to both explore and analyse a research question, dynamically charting his
course in response to new knowledge, and selecting both methods and worldviews on the grounds
of suitability and usefulness rather than antecedent or dogmatic philosophical constraints [15,
18, 19, 23].
2.2 Overarching methodology
Having described some different approaches to methodology and worldview, we shall now focus
on the work here. Research physics typically takes a positivist worldview, and is predominantly
quantitative. Validity in this domain relies strongly on theoretical validation, consistency with
broader science, and, when possible, validation through direct measurement. Topically, it
primarily concerns itself with understanding the causation of natural phenomena, developing
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comprehensive predictive models and ontologies to which meaning can be associated. However,
as has already been described in the introduction, although this work integrally contains re-
search physics it also goes beyond it to include aspects of engineering. We shall shortly address
the methodology and worldview associated with each part of this research project, and in doing
so see that the physics within follows the positivist and quantitative description above. First,
though, we must make clear that ‘positivist quantitative research’ is not sufficient to describe
the work as a whole.
Several characteristics of this research project set it apart from typical theoretical physics re-
search. Firstly, we began in a very-low-knowledge situation — this thesis is the first (we know
of) to centrally address quantum systems engineering, and related topics. Current research is
primarily interested in demonstrating the basic capabilities of quantum technology, whereas
we instead chose to look ahead, and try to understand what will be necessary to enable and
accelerate industrial quantum technology development and utilisation. At the outset there was
no pre-existing framework of ideas pertaining to quantum systems engineering, nor much litera-
ture on the practical engineering (as opposed to experimental physics) of quantum technologies.
Notable exceptions include Quantum Engineering [24] and The SQUID Handbook [25], both
of which describe aspects of low-level component design but not of systems engineering. Fur-
thermore, when this project began in 2014, large quantum technology projects in computing
and metrology were not yet mature. Consequently, a significant part of this research was ex-
ploring the topic area in order to understand where to look deeply at the systems engineering
of quantum technologies: which parts mattered. This is reflected in one of our fundamental
research questions: What are the key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies,
and are any of these challenges different to, or significantly more challenging than, those seen
in the systems engineering of conventional technologies? Naturally, this also meant that the
exact course our research would take could not be plotted beforehand; open-ended exploration
led to the identification of significant topics, which were then analysed in detail — the research
path was not deterministic. Over the course of the project, this also led to a curtailment of
research avenues when we had derived sufficient knowledge to address our systems engineering
questions. Especially in the theoretical physics part of this thesis, it would have been possible
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to go further into a relatively narrow domain. This would likely have produced respectable
research outputs on a very specific topic. However, it would not have contributed to answering
the research questions we selected to address. Throughout the project we remained committed
to striking a balance between exploring the topic domain and analysing the most important
details.
A second key point is that this research was, from the beginning, cross-disciplinary. On the one
hand, we viewed systems engineering as a critical aspect of realising complex technologies and
wished to understand how systems engineering for quantum technologies looked; on the other
we realised that analysing this would require a deep understanding of, and likely investigation
into, fundamental quantum physics. Although at the beginning we did not know which areas
of systems engineering would prove to be most significant, we could easily foresee areas — such
as the reliability of quantum devices, an issue raised centrally by Silverstone in his thesis on
the engineering of quantum silicon photonics [26] — where knowledge and methods from both
systems engineering and physics would be required.
Thirdly, it’s important to note that systems engineering is as much about a holistic ‘systems-
thinking’ perspective, as it is about tools and practise. We may suggest all sorts of things
regarding challenges, benefits, and courses of action, but if we had no evidence that these
suggestions could be accepted and put into practice, our statements would ring hollow. This
signalled to us, at an early stage, that potential research paths existed for which both positivist
and constructivitst perspectives would be relevant, and both quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods important. It was not possible to say beforehand whether the research would lead us to a
single one of those avenues but we realised there would be cost without gain in philosophically
rejecting either area beforehand.
Lastly, this project was undertaken in order to contribute towards enabling future quantum
technology development. We were not only approaching this from a position of intellectual
interest, but more importantly, from a desire to develop workable and applicable solutions to
the problems we thought an emerging quantum technologies industry could face: challenges
that can be observed in the history of micro-electronics technology development, and to which
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systems engineering presented an effective, and now universally accepted, solution. Finding
solutions to extant problems is a theme that runs through this work, and that deeply guided
our research decisions.
Bringing this together, our research has four key properties: we started from a position of
limited initial knowledge, with relevant expertise spread between two domains; our research
was inherently cross-disciplinary, with good reason to expect a need to use methods from both
systems engineering and fundamental physics; the research questions we were asking had both
qualitative and quantitative angles, and substantiating claims could require elements of both;
and our research was motivated by a desire to generate solutions to problems, over and above
intellectual fascination. Considering our discussion on methodology above, these properties
match well the strength of pragmatic mixed methods research, and this was the dominant
research strategy we chose to adopt throughout the project.
Although not mentioned earlier, mixed methods research comes in a number of flavours [14, 27].
Considering all of these is not relevant here, but a couple of distinctions should be highlighted.
There is a concept of embedding in mixed methods research, whereby outputs from qualitative
and quantitative methods are combined before analysis into unified data-sets, typically by
associating quantitative values to qualitative responses or categories, and then merging these
various data sources into a single quantitative one. These types of methods carry with them
various risks to validity, and are discussed in detail in the previously referenced works. In
our case, we do not utilise any embedded mixed methods, the qualitative and quantitative are
addressed separately, and contribute independently (albeit in synergy) to the conclusions we
draw.
Mixed methods may be either sequential or concurrent. The former is more traditionally
typical [15], and often comes in the form of a quantitative study followed by a qualitative one,
usually to elaborate on the original findings from a constructivist perspective. The inverse is
also possible, especially in situations where there is insufficient context to plan a quantitative
study from the start. In either case, sequential mixed methods favours static methodologies —
the research is strictly sequenced as most earlier stages may inform the latter [15]. However, in
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this case one is not able to use both qualitative and quantitative methods in tandem to rapidly
feed back to and inform the research direction. The alternative is concurrent mixed methods,
where different research stages may overlap and dynamically inform one another. Furthermore,
both qualitative and quantitative data may be collected at the same research stage. At a high
level we used concurrent mixed methods throughout the project; as shown in Figure 2.3, at
most times multiple research strands were underway, and insomuch as it was relevant these
informed one another throughout.
Foreshadowing the next section slightly, this was less true within each research strand. Our
case-study on the applicability of systems engineering at low TRLs, detailed in Chapter 5,
contained mixed methods insomuch as quantitative and qualitative observations were recorded
throughout the study. Typically with quantitative measures of success being recorded through
distinct stages of the study, and qualitative data (e.g. participant interviews) being gathered
between stages, and at the end. Hence, this particular sub-project used sequential mixed
methods. Besides this, each individual research strand was either qualitative or quantitative
— mixed methods was used as a high level strategy, with mixing occurring between discrete
sections of the project, rather than within each section. This is not something we imposed upon
the project, rather we never found good reason to introduce additional mixing or methodological
complexity.
A small clarification needs to be made regarding our adoption of ‘pragmatism’. By some, the
pragmatic worldview is seen not only as a means to introduce results-driven and flexible research
methods, but as an evolving ontological concept that disputes the validity of positivist claims
of identifying cause and effect [19, 23]. Detailed discussions on how a pragmatic worldview
could influence epistemological concepts exist across literature on the topic [15, 18, 19, 23],
and is evidently part of ongoing academic discussion. That acknowledged, in our selection of a
pragmatic research approach, we are not carrying with us any novel epistemological standards,
disputing the validity of the positivist ‘truths’, or the effectiveness of the scientific method.
For example, our section on the theoretical modelling of open quantum systems (Chapter 4)
follows the normal procedure for positivist theoretical physics, and we see no reason why this
would be less valid due to our overarching pragmatic approach. We are not using pragmatism
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to insert or propose different standards of validity, only to enable a flexible and results-driven
methodology.
Irrespective of which methodology one selects, it is important that a project has sanity checks
and guidelines. This is particularly pertinent in a field with limited knowledge; prior practice
and existing theory is less available to guide one in the right direction. Similarly, if not man-
aged carefully, the freedom offered by pragmatic mixed methods can lead to an overall lack of
direction. In our view, the best way to generate guidance and sanity checks for this project was
to look at existing, successful, structures in traditional systems engineering. Inherent within
our primary research question was the intent of comparing current systems engineering prac-
tice with what might be required for quantum technologies, to see if anything would become
more challenging, or if anything new would arise. This provided an excellent starting point;
much of current systems engineering practice is codified, at a high level, in ISO 15288 System
and software engineering: System life cycle processes standard [28], which describes the typical
life-cycle steps associated with the systems engineering of a project. To start the project in
the right direction, we considered the general elements of systems engineering described within
the standard in the context of quantum technology development, highlighting anything that
required specific consideration. As described in Chapter 3, this process was very successful, ef-
ficiently eliminating numerous areas from consideration, and also focusing the project on some
key challenges that had commonality across several aspects of systems engineering. Under-
standing how these challenges would impact the systems engineering process formed the basis
of subsequent research strands.
Putting the right foot forward is not sufficient to keep a project on track. In order to keep our
research grounded in the practical requirements of systems engineering we considered the suc-
cessful outputs of systems engineering today, and attempted to relate the analysis we produced
to enabling the realisation of similar outputs in the quantum domain. One such reference was
the International Technology Road Map for Semiconductors (ITRS) [29], which is a road map
developed in agreement by the major semiconductor technology developers outlining significant
technology steps expected in the future with approximate time frames. This is key to enabling
the wider semiconductor industry, and the continued integration of novel semiconductor tech-
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Figure 2.1: SysML diagram taxonomy showing the logical organisation of the major types of systems constructs.
Reproduced from [30].
nologies into complex products. A manufacturer may know well in advance that they can rely
on certain technologies being available by certain times, and smaller manufacturers can see
that there is an agreed technology progression to which they can contribute solutions and in-
novations. There are many prerequisites to being able to accomplish a road-mapping exercise
of this scale and detail, both technical and political. We have, at numerous points in this
project, considered the technical barriers to being able to create a hypothetical International
Quantum Technology Road Map. This was an effective sanity check, especially when choosing
between different possible research paths. If we could verify that a research choice would lead to
knowledge that would contribute to making a quantum ITRS-style endeavour possible, or even
reveal important gaps in knowledge, we could have confidence that the research choice would
have relevance to our topic. This also informed us of when to discontinue research strands in
favour of exploring other areas; if deeper iterative research into a specific topic could not be
seen to enable these types of outputs, we re-assessed whether this was worthwhile compared to
pursuing other research options.
In the absence of prior knowledge of quantum systems engineering and in order to develop a
greater feel for the likely topical landscape — a map of interlinking notions, ideas and methods
that could both sensibly constrain and anchor the sub-projects presented here — we looked at
current methods for delivering the systems engineering of complex technologies. An important
backbone in such methods is the Unified Modelling Language (UML), a visual language for
specifying, designing, analysing, verifying, and validating systems. It arose in the 1990s from
the unification of a number of object-oriented design methods [31, 32] used in complex Systems-
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Figure 2.2: The V-model of the Jet Propulsion Lab systems engineering process; the standard V process extended
to the model-based paradigm. Reproduced from [33].
on-Chip design. SysML (Figure 2.1), which extended the UML, and MBSE, its model-centred
extension (Figure 2.2), provide useful examples of advanced tools addressing the need for precise
requirements management, heterogeneous system specification, traceable hierarchical modelling
and system verification and validation.
Thus, one might reasonably expect that these UML/SysML structures could be helpful in
highlighting relevant gaps in knowledge, and in assessing the relevance of different research
possibilities, provided their applicability can be extended to include Quantum Technologies.
Bringing these things together, we had a three-pronged approach to keeping the research rel-
evant, and on track. Firstly, a bottom-up analysis of the systems engineering process applied
to quantum technologies highlighted key, recurrent, challenges — especially associated with
modelling — that provided a logical starting point for our research. Secondly, we were able
to assess the expected outputs of each research stage, and strand, against what we anticipated
would be necessary to enable important systems engineering outputs, analogous to those seen
in current complex engineering, such as the ITRS. Lastly, we used the successful theoretical
structures proposed by SysML and MBSE, to sight gaps in knowledge, and to verify that our
research outputs related back to high-level systems engineering and design concepts.
We have now described our research philosophy, overarching methodology, and strategy, for
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maintaining alignment between our research direction and goals. The next section zooms in on
each sub-project, considering their methodologies, interrelations, and relevance to our research
questions.
2.3 Research structure
The overarching methodology described, let us move on to describing the components of the
research project, their purposes, and the decisions behind our chosen research directions. We
will also discuss the methodology associated with each sub-project, and how they inter-relate —
to an extent, this section may be viewed as a companion to each individual chapter thereafter.
Note, though, that this section is not a detailed summary of work; although some conclusions are
referred to in order to explain the logical structure of the project, they are presented prima facie,
with context and justification to be found in the relevant chapters. A summary of the research
programme is provided by Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.3 shows the chronological progression
of the project, and the simultaneous nature of the research. After the initial stages of the
project, both positivist and constructivist research strands were undertaken simultaneously,
dynamically advising one another and contributing to a common knowledge base. Whether
between or within strands of research, we always tried to find project synergies, to extract most
value from the simultaneous structure — this was particularly true for the way our research on
extending models motivated aspects of the case-study.
Figure 2.4 is a concept map showing the research structure in its entirety, displaying sequential
links within each sub-project, and the logical connections between each sub-project. Both
Figures are colour coordinated and can be directly related. The connectivity of the research will
be expanded on forthwith, but it is hoped that this illustrates the significant interconnectedness
of the work, and how we draw on a mixture of research approaches to evidence our conclusions
from several perspectives.
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Identifying Systems Challenges
Quantum Systems Engineering
Developing New Models
Conventional Models
Extending Models
Case Study on Low-TRL QSE
Generalisability
Acceptability
Systems Approach
Improving Modelling and Simulation
for Systems Engineering
Testing the Bene!ts of Applying Systems Tools and
Techniques to Basic Quantum Technology Development
Extending from Systems Tools to a Whole Systems Approach
Figure 2.3: Project Evolution Timeline
2.3.1 Systems engineering challenges for quantum technologies
To begin with, one must note the size and scope of systems engineering as a discipline; built
up alongside advances in the astrospace, aerospace, and micro-electronics industries, systems
engineering has developed methods, conceptual frameworks and sub-disciplines to address issues
across life-cycles and industrial domains. Therefore — irrespective of research strategy — it is
neither credible to propose that every facet of quantum systems engineering could be examined
within the scope of one doctoral research project, nor that this would be a sensible allocation
of resources in any context.
One needs an analysis of where, at a high level, one can see the greatest possible differences
between what is considered conventional systems engineering today, and what would be needed
for handling quantum systems engineering tomorrow. Once identified, these more specific topics
can be considered in detail, providing direction to the project and making effective use of
time. Conveniently, the elements of systems engineering have already been standardised by the
systems community under a single standard: the ISO 15288 System and software engineering:
System life cycle processes standard [28]. Details on this are contained in Chapter 3, but
importantly, this standard specifies all the elements that constitute systems engineering over
a life-cycle (from system conception to end-of-life), but not how these elements are fulfilled.
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High-level analysis of SE Challenges, including analysis
of expected differences between systems engineering
conventional technologies and quantum technologies,
and identi!cation of key gaps in knowledge.
Synthesised our mixed methods outputs: Indicating key
Quantum Systems Engineering challenges that we found;
Highlighting the potential importance, and bene!ts, of
taking a systems engineering approach to low-TRL QT
research, both due to bene!t derived from systems
methods, and the need for fundamental modelling to be
informed by SE concepts; Suggested modelling approaches
that could provide more predictive realism, enabling better
systems engineering; And recommended use of a light-
weight SE tool-set for low-TRL QT development, based on
observations made throughout the project.
Investigation of whether
typical approaches to
modelling quantum systems
meet the criteria of suitability
for systems engineering.
An attempt to naturally expand
current modelling approach to
better meet SE needs.
Identi!cation of root causes
preventing current modelling
approaches from being easily
modi!ed to meet SE standards.
Research into developing more
detailed modelling approaches,
that are more suitable for systems
engineering purposes.
Informed concepts of model suitability for
enabling systems engineering, deeply linked
systems engineering ‘system of interest’
concepts to choices made in the system
modelling process, and suggested pathways
towards higher quality models for general
quantum systems; improving realistic
parameterisation, and reducing reliance on
signi#cant assumptions.
Analysis of the
acceptability and
perceived value of
teaching and using
SE tools for low-TRL
QT development.
Analysis of high-quality
third party QT research,
to verify and generalise
observations made in
our local case-study.
Observations of key challenges
for low-TRL QT development, for
which systems engineering
tools provide possible solutions.
Case Study examining costs
and bene!ts of applying SE
tools to fundamental QT
research.
Took a top-down approach, identifying quantum systems engineering
challenges through case-study methods. Tested if systems engineering was
implicit in ordinary low-TRL technology development. Ran a case-study on
the costs and bene#ts of applying systems engineering to QT research,
observing progress-blocking issues and testing systems tools to mitigate
these. Captured time and cost savings associated with tools. Analysed
external projects to generalise issue observations, and con#rmed
acceptability of proposed systems tools to researchers through a taught
summer school for quantum technologies doctoral students.
Used use-case analysis to examine QSE challenges within
a speci#c technology domain. Expanded on outputs from
the case-study to demonstrate the bene#ts and
importance of early requirements and stakeholder
analysis. Showed that the challenges of modelling
quantum systems are a progress inhibiting knowledge
gap. Demonstrated that a SE approach taken at the start of
low-TRL research may provide foresight to help mitigate
issues typical in QT development for little time-cost.
A systems engineering use-case analysis of
the applicability of quantum technologies to
future maritime navigation systems.
Linking SE concepts
to low-TRL decisions
Figure 2.4: Logical Research and Information Flow
E.g., the standard specifies the need for system modelling capabilities, and which criteria of
suitability these models should meet, but it does not specify how such models are achieved.
This can be seen as a capability checklist; if one is confident, for a given technology, that each
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specified element can be satisfied, it’s likely the technology could be systems engineered.
Relating back to our topic, this invites two questions: Do any of these elements appear partic-
ularly difficult to satisfy for quantum technologies, either due to gaps in knowledge or to more
fundamental barriers (perhaps due to the unique, non-classical, properties of quantum technol-
ogy)?; and Are there any situations in which one might expect the elements of the standard to
be insufficient for systems engineering a quantum system? This is almost restating our primary
research question: What are the key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies,
and are any of these challenges different to, or significantly more challenging than, those seen
in the systems engineering of conventional technologies?
Therefore, we began the project by examining ISO 15288, eliminating elements that did not
appear to need special consideration for quantum, and identifying those that we foresaw being
different for quantum, or requiring gaps in knowledge to be addressed.
Methodologically, this was achieved through a combination of literature review from both dis-
ciplines, and mapping capability requirements and systems engineering concepts to established
science in quantum mechanics. This cross-disciplinary process allowed us to synthesise a com-
bined knowledge base, which provided a foundation for the rest of the project. Particular focus
was placed on identifying which systems engineering concepts related to uniquely quantum-
mechanical phenomena (e.g. entanglement, coherence, superposition states, etc.). Quantum
mechanical systems exhibit behaviours for which there are no classical analogues, and the power
of quantum technology stems from utilising these unique behaviours. Hence, it seems intuitive
that in these cases existing systems engineering might fall short.
Above all others, one observation made here guided a large part of the whole project: many
systems capabilities are underpinned by aspects of modelling and simulation, from the detailed
simulation that enables zero-prototyping design, to hierarchies of models linking requirements to
implementations, and realistic parameterisation enabling device characterisation and reliability
analysis. This results in stringent suitability criteria for models used in systems engineering,
something which contrasts with the research-physics oriented models found in quantum physics.
There was an open question as to whether the difference in suitability criteria, lack of maturity
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in quantum models, and perceived challenge associated with modelling quantum systems, meant
that modelling and simulation would be a barrier to achieving quantum systems engineering.
One particular aspect of system definition and modelling — defining system-of-interest bound-
aries — was found to be especially interesting. The nature of boundary definition in quantum
physics is conceptually challenging because it strongly relates to the non-classical properties of
a quantum system. Consequently, by looking at modelling we also had a path to examining
how properties unique to quantum could affect systems engineering, as boundaries between
systems must be represented when they are modelled. Cumulatively, this motivated the strand
on modelling open quantum systems, focusing on understanding why modelling is challenging,
and exploring the system-of-interest boundary question (Chapter 4).
As one looks at the elements of systems engineering it is clear that it is not an abstract discipline;
it is a collection of tools, methods, and conceptual devices which are meant to be put into
practice in order to help guarantee successful delivery of complex technology. Thus, we also
needed to look at a top-down approach to understanding quantum systems engineering. By
observing the application of systems engineering to quantum technology development we could
check if there were unforeseen challenges and examine the effectiveness of existing systems tools
within this new domain.
Combining these factors, derived from our high-level analysis of the elements of quantum sys-
tems engineering, we motivated both a positivist and a constructivist strand of research. The
former taking a bottom-up approach from the fundamental physics and modelling. The latter
moving top-down, observing systems engineering applied to quantum technology development,
looking for differences in effectiveness, and needs not met.
2.3.2 The challenge of modelling quantum systems
The positivist strand of our research was a bottom-up analysis of the challenges associated
with modelling quantum systems, and how current capabilities compare to systems engineering
needs (Chapter 4), and is represented by the orange components in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
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The purpose of this work was to establish if current research-physics approaches to modelling
quantum systems met the needs for modelling set out by systems engineering processes. This
meant to test if modelling was a quantum systems engineering challenge, and, if so, if it was
a gap in knowledge, or if there were more fundamental difficulties. It was also seen as an
opportunity to take a more detailed look at the system-of-interest boundary issue, which could
be an issue unique to quantum technologies.
This work ran concurrently with much of the rest of the project, and included four distinct
phases:
Firstly, we looked to see if current models were already suitable for systems engineering — our
high-level analysis had already suggested not, but we confirmed that this was indeed the case.
Secondly, we considered how current models could be adapted for suitability, and examined the
quality of model this delivered. Ultimately, this did not resolve fundamental issues, but did
reveal aspects of the models that could be seen as preventing suitability for systems engineering.
At this stage we had evidenced that modelling was a challenge for quantum systems engineering,
but we had not discovered if this was a gap in knowledge, or an issue inherent to the nature of
quantum systems. It also had not provided any resolution to the issue, so we elected to take
this research further.
Next, we analysed the root causes of model unsuitability. This suggested that assumptions
implicit within these models (which were justified from the perspective of descriptive research-
physics) prevented the pin-point predictive accuracy required by engineering.
Finally, we worked on building new models without these assumptions. This proved challenging
for even very simple quantum systems, but was possible, providing models that better met
systems engineering criteria of suitability.
Hence, one might suggest that the modelling difficulties arose from a gap in knowledge, and
did not pose a fundamental challenge. Unfortunately this is not the case. Our work also shed
some light on the system-of-interest definition issue, showing that even for a very simple system
high-quality models could only be derived if system boundaries were carefully selected. This
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suggests that system-of-interest boundary selection is not purely a conceptual decision, abstract
from physical implementation, for quantum technologies; it is a fundamental property of the
system, and a different boundary would represent a different physical entity. A very deep link
between high-level systems concepts, the fundamental description of the system, and decisions
made within either domain was shown to exist. This link is a feature specific to quantum
systems engineering, meaning that modelling was both challenging and different.
This also suggests that low-TRL quantum technology research must be aware of, and take into
account, systems engineering concepts. Developing valid and suitable models will require one to
look at the systems engineering consequences of mathematical decisions, especially pertaining
to system definition. To make appropriate systems engineering decisions one may need to look
closely at the fundamental science, and ensure that boundaries are compatible with limits to
model validity. These observations fed into the case-study part of this project, placing emphasis
on examining low-TRL quantum systems engineering, which could unify systems thinking and
fundamental science.
2.3.3 A case-study approach to understanding quantum systems en-
gineering
Earlier we discussed that systems engineering is not an abstract discipline, and this motivated
a qualitative, constructivist, research approach seeking to understand the challenges associated
with systems engineering quantum technologies through practical investigation. The relevance
of this approach was confirmed by our theoretical research, which showed an unexpectedly deep
link between high-level systems concepts, and decisions made in very-low-TRL fundamental
science; suggesting that, if we are doing science to generate technology, systems engineering
must be taken into account at a fundamental level.
Therefore, we took a case-study approach (both case-studies and use case analysis have substan-
tial precedent in systems engineering research) to examining the costs and benefits of applying
systems engineering to low-TRL quantum technology research. This had two main research
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motivations: To understand if a systems approach, and systems tools, are appropriate and ben-
eficial for accelerating low-TRL research (where they are not typically used); and To observe the
systems engineering process, looking to identify and understand challenges specific to quantum
systems engineering. Both these goals reflected our overall research motivation of enabling and
accelerating the realisation of quantum technology, and the latter directly pertained to our
primary research question. In reaching the former research purpose, we also concluded that a
secondary research question was necessary for this work as a whole: What is the practicality and
effectiveness of applying systems methods, tools, and approaches, to low-TRL quantum technol-
ogy development, with the purpose of accelerating technology realisation? Given the apparent
necessity to involve systems concepts in fundamental research, it seemed reasonable to extend
the research remit to understanding if systems methods can be brought in beneficially and
naturally. This work, and its complementary components on generalisability and acceptability,
are shown in green in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
The case-study (Chapter 5) centred around a single research project looking at the nano-
fabrication of superconducting circuitry for quantum technology, which was the participant’s
doctoral study. The selection of this project was pragmatic; the subject was within the same
research department, minimising the cost of the study, and was engaged in relevant quantum
technology research. The study was deductive, and consisted of observing the subject’s research
process a) without systems engineering, b) with minimal systems tools, and c) with a ‘full’ sys-
tems approach, recording both quantitative and qualitative indicators of cost and benefit (e.g.
change in hours taken to produce sub-systems, cost, perceived value according to stakeholders,
and according to the subject).
The output of this work was a register of observations of key challenges in low-TRL quantum
technology development, and the effectiveness of systems tools and approaches as mitigations.
We showed that some specific tools were very effective, as was a light-weight systems approach,
but also that a full systems process was too costly in time for low-TRL research, and might
potentially inhibit innovation. We also tested if the ‘natural’ research process implicitly included
systems tools (perhaps in other forms). This was not seen to be case. Because systems tools
must be put into practice acceptability is also important. Although our subject was initially
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resistant to learning and applying these tools, once in use he came to appreciate and value
them, indicating unequivocally their usefulness.
The lack of engineering-quality models for quantum technology was seen to inhibit research
progress, agreeing with our positivist conclusions that this is likely to be a quantum systems
engineering challenge. Testing conventional systems tools directly, most effectively fulfilled their
purposes when applied to low-TRL quantum technology development. Several of the research
challenges observed seemed general to technology development, and solvable through the appli-
cation of conventional systems engineering. Thus, our view that modelling and simulation was
a significant quantum systems engineering challenge was re-enforced, and initial indications
suggested that systems engineering had a positive impact on low-TRL quantum technology
development, but did need to be adapted to the domain — not in the creation of new tools,
but in the selection of a sufficiently light-weight tool-set, and associated methods.
This was not without limitations to certainty; the nature of the case-study meant that it was
vulnerable to a learning effect [34], and more seriously that our results could not be generalised.
Ultimately, this was a single participant study, and at risk of ‘backyard’ effects as the participant
was part of our own research environment. Thus, our observations were valid for this specific
case, but we did not know if the subject’s research experience and behaviour was typical of
quantum technology development, nor if his perception of the acceptability of systems tools
would be true for others. Ultimately, we constructed from this case-study a set of observations,
and subsequently attempted to generalise them (Chapter 6).
2.3.4 Establishing acceptability of systems tools
The case-study had highlighted several specific systems engineering tools and methods as being
the most valuable at low-TRLs, so we took a direct approach to testing their acceptability and
perceived value. Based on our observations, a curriculum for a five-day systems engineering
course for quantum technologies doctoral students was developed, and subsequently taught to
a cohort of thirty doctoral students from a variety of UK research institutes. At the end of the
course, anonymous feedback forms were used to solicit the students’ views on the usefulness
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and acceptability of systems tools applied to fundamental research. External observers were
also present throughout to examine changes in behaviour among the cohort.
The majority of participants entered with a sceptical view of the value of learning and applying
systems tools, and left with a favourable one — the exit survey showed they thought that
systems tools could be used to accelerate their personal research. Notably, of all of the tools
taught, those that were most favoured among the cohort matched those most favoured in our
earlier case-study — suggesting both similar views of acceptability, and similar underlying
issues impeding research progress. Overall, this added to the confidence we could place in
the observations made in connection with the case-study, demonstrating that systems tools,
once formally introduced and taught, were acceptable to quantum technology researchers, and
perceived as solutions to some existing research challenges.
Once again, there are limits to certainty. In particular, the short duration of the taught course
means that we cannot conclude regarding long-term acceptability. This could be addressed
through additional, long-term, studies of acceptability. However, this was not possible within
our project’s scope. Furthermore, while we had generalised concepts of acceptability derived
from the case-study, we had only by proxy suggested similarities in research challenges. A
parallel strand considered this explicitly.
2.3.5 Generalising low-TRL quantum technology research challenges
In order to generalise outputs from the case-study, we had to check if the observations we made
were representative of general quantum technology research, both in terms of the nature of the
project, and the behaviour of our participant. Before starting, we did expect this to be true;
the views of this project’s supervisors, experienced research physicists, was that the part of
the case-study without systems engineering resembled a typical research process based on their
personal experience. It was not feasible for us to run more case-studies of the same sort due
to the long observation times necessary, and the availability of projects to observe. Hence, our
strategy was to reflectively analyse completed quantum technology research projects, based on
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relevant doctoral theses. This maintained both the subject area, and level of researcher expe-
rience, making them comparable to our case-study. Furthermore, to maintain comparability, it
was necessary for these projects to be technology-focused and experimental, with the explicit
goal of delivering a prototypical device. We also restricted possible research projects to those
that were in the UK, and related to the quantum technologies hubs or national programme,
such that we could expect them to have been carried out under similar constraints. This set of
restrictions led us to two completed doctoral projects. Both involved the research and develop-
ment of prototypical quantum metrology systems, and had detailed technical theses describing
the design and realisation of the prototypes. One must note that this research was undertaken
before the first cohort of National Quantum Technologies Programme PhD students had fin-
ished, meaning that there was not a wide range of technology-focused projects to look at. From
this limited range we selected the two that we thought were most comparable, most detailed,
and of a high quality. The results from this work agreed between the two projects, and our
case-study — if they had not, we might have sought more projects to analyse.
The qualitative analysis of the theses was done by formal public document analysis [35]. An
acknowledged limitation of this work was a lack of private documents, or additional interviews,
that could act as confirmatory evidence for the accuracy of the narrative present in the public
documents. Care was taken not to go into the document analysis with the goal of finding the
observations made in the case-study, such an approach risks biasing the research by favourably
interpreting information to match the observations already made [15]. The documents were
analysed separately as stand-alone texts, both through key-word search methods, and through
parsing of the whole document. We identified research challenges that were either objectively
visible (e.g. unmet device performance requirements), or highlighted by the researcher (whether
objective, or from their perspective) — each identified challenge was associated with supporting
quotes from the documents. These challenges were then considered from a systems engineering
perspective, taking the same methodological approach as in the first part of our main case-
study. We looked to establish if any of the challenges could be mitigated through the use
of systems engineering, and if any of the challenges were due to the quantum mechanical
nature of the technology being developed. In order to mitigate researcher bias, the textual
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analysis was checked externally at two stages — both the observed challenges, and associations
with systems engineering — by an expert physicist and an expert systems engineer on an
observation-by-observation basis. We only considered observations to be valid and fair if all
parties independently agreed.
The outputs from this agreed with the observations drawn in our case-study, showing similar
challenges and causes, and supported the view that a light-weight systems approach could
improve low-TRL quantum technology research. Furthermore, a common issue in both projects
was a lack of suitable models, preventing detailed simulation during design, and adding difficulty
to the task of translating high-level requirements to specific implementations. There were
observations common to both reflective analyses that were not present in our case-study. These
were mainly organisational challenges due to the greater complexity of the technologies being
developed, and the greater quantity of work presented over the course of a whole doctoral
project, rather than just the case-study period.
Bringing these elements together, we developed an extended list of observed challenges in low-
TRL quantum technology development, and used knowledge from the case-study and taught
course to propose solutions in the form of specific systems tools encapsulated in a light-weight
systems engineering approach. We also documented systems engineering challenges associated
with device complexity and modelling and simulation, directly addressing both of our overar-
ching research questions.
2.3.6 A use-case analysis for quantum-enabled maritime PNT
Our last research section, shown in purple in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, was an initial use-case
analysis for quantum metrology technologies applied to maritime position, navigation, and
timing (PNT).
There were a number of reasons for this choice of work. Use-case analyses (like case-studies)
has precedents as a method for understanding systems engineering, so we were interested in
seeing what it might reveal about quantum systems engineering challenges. Furthermore, a
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root issue in the case-study work was incomplete requirements capture and translation — a
use-case analysis must start with capturing stakeholder needs and requirements, and use this
information to test technology suitability. We hoped this work would provide better resolution
with regards to this challenge, checking if there were fundamental problems preventing good
requirements analysis, or reasons for it not to be a priority.
Our choice of the maritime navigation domain was guided by two factors. Modelling navigation
systems is well recognised as challenging in the classical domain, and all indications suggested
the same would be true — or worse — for quantum, hence we were interested in seeing if
our views on the challenge of modelling and simulation were reflected here, and how much of
a barrier to progress this actually was. Quantum-assisted navigation was also very topical —
being a rapidly progressing domain — and there was a view that there could be viable quantum
technologies here in the near future, making a use-case in this domain appealing.
Due to time limitations, this work mainly focuses on requirements analysis, and tradespace
analysis (explained in Chapter 7, tradespace analysis involves identifying and weighting re-
quirement priorities according to stakeholder needs, and using this to optimise compromises in
the final solution). Identifying stakeholders for maritime navigation, soliciting requirements,
understanding how trade-offs should be prioritised, and making a high-level assessment as to
whether quantum technologies could be suitable for this domain. The central part of this
work was capturing the requirements and tradespace for both naval and commercial maritime
navigation. This was done in three ways: constraints were obtained from public document
analysis, primarily maritime standards and defence standards; informal requirements capture
through general contact with the PNT community and individual meetings with key representa-
tives from different stakeholder groups provided an overview of key requirements and priorities;
detail on these, and the tradespace, was then provided through a formal requirements and
tradespace analysis workshop, organised and hosted for this specific purpose, and attended by
a cross-section of senior stakeholders.
This work demonstrated the value of early requirements and tradespace analysis, finding both
technical and non-technical barriers to suitability for quantum-enabled maritime navigation.
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For the maritime PNT community factors such as regulatory acceptance, retrofitting and com-
patibility to/with existing systems, and supporting infrastructure such as suitable hydrographic
charts and a reliable supply chain, were no less important than the system’s technical perfor-
mance. Furthermore, they highlighted that the largest barrier to entry was trust in new tech-
nology, and that this trust could only be established through extensive in-use testing, perhaps
of prototype devices. From a technology realisation perspective, these factors can shape and
guide the structure of low-TRL quantum technology research, creating more effective paths
to exploitation. Furthermore, the analysis revealed a possible minimum viable product for
quantum maritime technology, which was accurate sensors for improved calibration of existing
classical systems. This appeared to be the least challenging path to a valuable technology, and
not one that was, at the time, a focus of quantum technology development.
Relating back to our research questions, this clearly illustrated that a systems approach can
provide detailed and valuable knowledge for low-TRL technology development. In line with
our expectation, we found that the challenge of modelling quantum sensors would be a likely
barrier to progress; a lack of suitable models prevented us from extracting detailed technical
requirements. It always caused problems for the maritime PNT community, who needed models
to understand the potential of the technology, and to test how well it could integrate with
existing systems. Time constraints prevented us from analysing the nature of the modelling
challenge in more detail, but we observed that it was, once again, a quantum systems engineering
challenge.
2.3.7 Closing Remarks
The description given here of the research undertaken within our project is intended to provide
an understanding of the structure and inter-connectedness of the work. To an extent, this work
was exploratory — a challenge of doing something new is finding out where to start, and to
address this we both looked up from the fundamentals to see what could be challenging about
quantum systems engineering, and looked down through the lens of applied systems engineering
to observe the challenges practically encountered in quantum technology development, and the
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solutions that might exist. Our pragmatic, mixed-methods, approach gave us the freedom to
dynamically adjust our research direction towards the topics that seemed most enlightening,
and allowed us to develop and evidence our conclusions from multiple angles, strengthening
their validity.
At all stages our conclusions had relevance to our original research questions: What are the
key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies, and are any of these challenges
different to, or significantly more challenging than, those seen in the systems engineering of
conventional technologies? ; And What is the practicality and effectiveness of applying systems
methods, tools, and approaches, to low-TRL quantum technology development, with the purpose
of accelerating technology realisation? We observed several quantum systems engineering chal-
lenges, and looked in detail at the suitability of existing models. We showed why developing
good models for engineering was challenging for quantum technologies, and, from this, why the
system-of-interest boundary caused a real difference between quantum and conventional sys-
tems engineering. Similarly, we came to see that light-weight systems engineering was effective
at accelerating and improving low-TRL research, and necessary due to the deep link between
fundamental research choices and high-level systems concepts.
Beyond these conclusions, our research also developed paths forward. We highlighted ways
in which models could be improved, better meeting systems engineering suitability criteria,
but also the trade-offs in making models of this type. We also reached recommendations re-
garding how a ‘light-weight‘ approach to low-TRL quantum systems engineering could look,
and which specific tools were most suitable - knowledge that can be applied directly to future
technology development. Overall we made specific contributions to knowledge in the modelling
and simulation of quantum systems, in understanding which parts of quantum systems engi-
neering differentiate themselves from conventional systems engineering, conceptually and with
regard to the challenges faced, providing pathways to improving methodology for low-TRL
quantum technology research, and providing specific insight on avenues towards realisation of
first-generation quantum-enabled maritime PNT technologies.
Chapter 3
The systems engineering challenges for
quantum technologies
In order to investigate what Quantum Systems Engineering might be, it is first necessary
to understand if it is anything more than systems engineering quantum-mechanical systems.
Intuitively, it seems unlikely to be wholly different, requiring a brand new systems engineering
approach, but equally one can quickly foresee aspects of quantum technologies that are likely to
pose challenges to existing systems engineering tools and methods. For example, a requirement
in systems engineering is defining system boundaries. One model for doing so splits the system
into a Narrow System of Interest, a Wider System of Interest, an environment, and a wider
environment [36]. These boundaries attempt to separate the system controlled by the engineer
from external influences imposed on the system, and external supporting systems that are not
directly controlled [37].
In situations involving quantum technology systems it may be quite difficult to specify these
boundaries, especially if attempting to separate sub-system from sub-system within a quantum
whole. Entanglement and decoherence may render such firm separations impossible to define,
or perhaps introduce a need for a more nuanced model, where the definition of a boundary is
a function of system performance. It is possible to conceive of a well working quantum system
having very firm boundaries, and thus suitable isolation; and a poorly working one having
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blurred boundaries suggesting uncontrolled interactions with its environment. This conversa-
tion will be elaborated upon later in the chapter. Hence, we now seek to understand how
systems engineering quantum technology systems may pose additional and unusual challenges
for the systems engineering process.
Where possible, the argumentation here is linked to the ISO 15288 System and software engi-
neering: System life cycle processes standard [28], which describes the typical life-cycle steps
associated with the systems engineering of a project. The content in this section has been
informed by an early publication by Everitt, et. al. [38] which began to outline a concept of
quantum systems engineering, and a recent paper by Henshaw, et. al. [39] that expands on the
former to identify the systems engineering challenges that may be faced by systems engineers
of quantum systems. The contributions to the latter paper that belong in this thesis: gen-
eral discussions, informing the conversation on modelling, and the authoring of the practical
implications of engineering quantum technologies are presented here. This includes how these
necessitate a systems engineering approach for non-trivial technology, and provide a specific
case-study concerning engineering challenges for integrating a quantum-enabled position, nav-
igating, and timing technology onto a maritime platform (aspects of which are discussed in
Chapter 7). The discussion here is partially motivated by, and partially validated by, the case-
study paper on the transformational effects of systems engineering on laboratory science [40],
which is discussed in Chapter 5. As highlighted in the methodology (Figure 2.3), research was
simultaneous and mutually informed.
3.1 How Quantum may be different
The role of the systems engineer involves integrating the knowledge and efforts of many disci-
plines towards the goal of successfully realising new systems. To help accomplish this, they are
aided by a collection of tools, a literature record of case-studies, and a structured methodology
describing the life-cycle of a system or project from requirements capture through implemen-
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tation, verification and validation, to final deployment and through-life support (e.g. main-
tenance, repair, and eventually disposal). This approach informs what should be done, and
when, in order to maximise the likelihood of success throughout the life-cycle. We are now
rapidly moving towards the point at which quantum technologies must be moved away from
scientific investigation and towards technology development and production [3, 4], with com-
mercial devices expected within the next few years. However, we do not have an understanding
of how well the existing body of systems engineering practice carries over to the development
of quantum technologies.
It is useful to start with a definition of Quantum Technologies (QT): “[Quantum Technologies
are] technologies that make use of the fundamental quantum nature of particles, such as super-
position and quantum entanglement” [41]. Although very broad, this definition does set the
scene for our discussion. We are looking to identify: where effects unique to quantum mechanics
introduce difficulties with central Systems Engineering concepts; where the process of carry-
ing out systems engineering may be well defined, but present significantly greater challenges
for quantum systems; and where quantum systems introduce challenges sufficiently different
to those encountered when engineering classical systems that new methods or tools may be
needed.
3.1.1 Defining the system of interest
Touched on earlier, the system of interest is a means by which a systems engineer can structure
the elements being looked at in order to define boundaries within a project, and strictly identify
the problem at hand. In particular, this defines what is internal to the system, and what is
external to the system, thus not only informing development focus, but also the modelling
of the system. The difficulty in defining the system of interest has already been observed in
complex technological systems, which often display a high degree of connectedness. Approaches
to defining a system of interest in such cases have come from the systems community [42, 43],
seeking to account for the structure of connectivity in such systems, and including how it can
change within the definition of the system.
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Quantum effects may introduce similar issues. Many quantum technologies will depend strongly
on being decoupled from their environment. In this sense it is likely that decoherence will be
a critical failure mode in such systems, involving an uncontrolled coupling to an environment
which rapidly destroys the necessary quantum state. This may be straightforward to describe
though, as it may be no different from a completely invasive environment affecting a system over
a span of time (e.g. timings in micro electronics). Of greater concern is when systems require
selected coupling by entanglement. In such cases we may find that a system’s mode of operation
shifts the system of interest boundaries; the wider system of interest typically includes enabling
systems. If, for part of an operational cycle, an enabling system must couple by entanglement
to the narrow system of interest (e.g. quantum memory, or an I/O system, or a qubit) in
a manner that generates a non-separable quantum state, it is hard to argue physically that
they are not now both part of the narrow system of interest. The same argumentation can be
extended to sub-system boundaries, which may be well defined for some operational conditions,
but undefined for others [38]. Whilst this is conceptually simple, it does suggest that there will
be design and modelling challenges for quantum technologies — it may not generally be possible
to separate models between sub-systems, or the system and its environment, in a traditional
way, resulting in a mixture of independent and combined models being needed to define overall
system operation.
3.1.2 Modelling
In order to bring the promises of some of the recent developments [25, 44, 45, 46] in QT from
laboratory demonstration to commercially viable technology, it will be necessary to provide
accurate hierarchical models on whose predictions Quantum System Engineers can safely rely.
This infrastructure is present in the design and development of almost all complex systems, from
the zero-prototyping of the automotive industry [47] to the Electronic Design Automation of the
Integrated Circuit industry [48]. A hierarchy of models allows system behaviour to be described
realistically at different levels of abstraction [49]. High level models often represent a simplified
view of system behaviour and describe performance in terms of non-fundamental measures of
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effectiveness for the integrated system whole, whereas low level models eventually reach the
physical foundations of a device’s operations. An example from the semiconductor industry
is describing integrated-circuit performance in terms of timings, which can be related to high-
level concepts such as clock cycles, but is a result of the specific semiconductor physics. This
has the important consequence that it makes the design process accessible; a good hierarchy
of models hides detail and complexity whilst retaining accuracy sufficient for system design to
take place without having a total knowledge of system operation. This is evidenced very well
in software development, where high-level programming languages can be used to create all
manner of software at an abstract level, with libraries and the compiler hiding the details of the
implementation without inhibiting design. In this sense, at the very least, it will be important
to develop hierarchical modelling capabilities for future ubiquitous quantum components. A
closely related concept is model extensibility : that basic models can easily be extended, or
combined, to include different configurations, elements, or behaviours. At the simplest level,
this could enable several components to be modelled together based on their individual models,
or for one to change the model of a component in an environment by simply adding or removing
complementary environment models. This property of models is important to the engineering
design process, and typical of low-complexity technologies, but it’s not clear if this is possible
for quantum technology. Chapter 4 discusses this in more detail, and explores root causes for
challenges associated with modelling quantum systems, and describes research leading towards
models that are more suited for engineering.
Hence, to be able to simulate quantum technologies we are, as a minimum, looking for a family
of models capable of describing system behaviour and performance for different configurations
(perhaps in terms of an abstracted parameter such as coherence time — the duration for which
a state remains quantum and unaffected by its environment), and also detailed models based
upon the engineering and physics of the device or component. This is a separation which
may emerge naturally as components are standardised (and their performance associated with
conventional units of merit), but does not currently exist.
Developing these models for quantum systems is likely to be challenging; in order to include
all influences on the system such as numerous environmental conditions, the effects of mea-
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surements, internal correlations, and feedback and control, large Hilbert spaces are likely to
be required to express the quantum state. It may be the case that quantum simulation is
required to analyse these models, which is an active area of research that could bear fruits
in as few as 5–10 years [50]. This also relates back to the prior points regarding defining the
system of interest: if it proves possible to separate the system conceptually one may have a
more manageable modelling task. This is also touched upon in Chapter 4, where we note that
even for a simple system of a single SQUID coupled to an environment of harmonic oscillators
there are circumstances in which in order to derive sensible models we have to include part of
its environment in our system Hamiltonian, which can be conceptually likened to our Narrow
System of Interest, or possibly to a wider SoI. Hence, even without complex multi-component
quantum systems, we still find that defining the narrow system of interest is not obvious or
trivial, and impacts how we must model our device.
Although hierarchical modelling is not a focus of physics research, well established approaches to
modelling quantum systems exist. Hence, it is necessary to assess their suitability for describing
engineered quantum devices — is it the case that the ‘engineering reality’ has already been
described, and only the abstract layer needs to be developed? For the specific example of a
SQUID coupled to a simple environment we consider this question extensively in Chapter 4.
We find that ultimately the standard modelling methods rely on a structure of approximations
which are difficult to justify, introducing terms that impact the dynamics of the models, and
that have conflicting premises. Although they are designed to guarantee physical outputs [51],
the invasive nature of artificially included terms makes it difficult to determine if the model
remains realistic, and if it models what was intended [52, 53]. That is not to say that these
models are not appropriate in some circumstances, just that work must be done to establish
where they are applicable, and to develop engineering-quality models for a wider range of
quantum systems.
It may also be worth considering the very-large-scale integration work done by the semicon-
ductor industry; with transistor sizes in the few nanometres range there are certainly quantum
effects to contend with, and with the need for such enormous levels of integration very accurate
models are needed. Here, detailed partially quantum models (in particular to take tunnelling
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into account) are used to develop, understand, and characterise transistor designs. These char-
acteristics are subsequently passed on to hierarchical models that have less investment in the
physical minutiae, and may be partially phenomenological [54]. Whether this can be combined
with the need to describe quantum states is an open question.
Lastly, one must bear in mind that modelling in physics is a descriptive process, seeking to
probe and illustrate behaviour. Describing a physical phenomenon is fundamentally different
in goal to making very accurate predictive models. The latter are ultimately indifferent to
generality, or physical argument. Their value lies in making reliable predictions, to a well
defined tolerance, within a well defined parameter space. Hence the notion that a model is ‘fit
for purpose’ is different in physics than it is in engineering or technology development; it is
important that we do not assume that the modelling approaches used in physics will be suitable
for engineering as they are.
3.2 Relating Quantum to the Systems Life-cycle Standard
The ISO 15288 standard [28] defines, in general terms, the key stages in the life-cycle of a
system and their respective properties. It enjoys general acceptance in many large organisations
in both commercial and military contexts. It does not imply a structure or sequence to these
stages; there are various life-cycle process models that describe such sequences, such as the
vee model which describes an iterative, pre-specified, sequential process whereby one initially
translates requirements down levels of abstractions to a detailed design, which is fabricated and
implemented, and then integrated into components, sub-systems, and finally a system whole.
At each integration step verification against requirements at an equivalent level of abstraction
is carried out. The integration process is continued if the verification is successful, otherwise
a design iteration takes place. Eventually this leads to deployment and validation, and then
system handover [55]. Life-cycle models also exist which focus more on rapid iteration, such
as spiral and agile models, where the workflow favours iterating rapidly to develop knowledge
and use risk analysis to guide direction. These have particular applicability when requirements
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are minimal, poorly specified, or highly changeable, resulting in too many unknowns for a vee
process (or similar life-cycle model) to be viable [56]. It is not within the scope of the work
here to identify which life-cycle model(s) is/are most suited to early development of quantum
technologies, nor to identify what best represents the work that has already been done, although
the cases presented in Chapter 6 do suggest that some of the research into quantum technologies
vaguely follows a vee life-cycle model, albeit with limited completeness. Equally, that is not to
suggest that pursuing a vee life-cycle model would be optimal. There is no reason to think that
quantum technologies would require a different, or unique, life-cycle model, so any research into
this would most likely apply to very low-TRL technology development in general.
Returning to the ISO 15288 standard, it is specified that a system can be in one of the following
stages: concept, development, production, utilisation and support — and retirement. The
standard defines these stages and the various processes that may be contained within them, but
it is the role of the systems engineer to tailor them to the project at hand. It is probably a safe
assumption that a system having quantum properties will primarily affect technical processes,
hence we shall now describe a selection of technical processes included in the standard that
deserve mention when considering the development of quantum technologies.
3.2.1 Stakeholder needs and requirements definition
Stakeholder needs and requirements are not going to change due to a system containing or
being based on, quantum technology; this is, in fact, why they deserve mention. Typically,
high-level needs and requirements do not specify implementation. There may be a demand for
(to take a currently pertinent example) accurate timing, independent of satellite networks [57],
and there may also be the justification to assume that quantum can provide this capability [5,
6]. However, this does not imply any automatic buy-in for a quantum technology based solu-
tion. Typically, a high-level requirement will only specify a technology choice in cases where
a demonstrator is desired, or when there is a need for a proprietary implementation (such as
sovereign technologies). It is easy, from the perspective of scientific endeavour, to assume that
enthusiasm for quantum technologies translates into a demand for quantum implementations,
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but that would be an error. One might argue that what we are seeing today is a technology
push [39], funded in part by national programmes, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of
quantum technologies and establish where they may have value. It is important that this is not
taken for granted and that research actively seeks to identify where there is a need for quan-
tum technologies, capable of delivering solutions to existing problems, rather than solutions
looking for problems. It is also important to identify limitations to QT as early as possible
in order to avoid excessive malinvestments. Even transistor technology (of course now taken
for granted) required a gateway application — the miniaturisation of hearing aids — before it
gained sufficient traction to justify large-scale investment, eventually enabling much of modern
technology.
The benefits of quantum technologies may be unexpected though. An example of this is the
application of quantum technology to the surveying industry. Whilst initial opinion was that
the potential advantage of quantum technology in this area might arise from the sensitivity
achievable in quantum metrology, consultation with industry revealed that far greater value
could come from significantly decreasing stabilisation times, something that may be possible
with a quantum system. This is a benefit which can be quantified in exact terms, a detailed
needs capture could say what order of time reduction is needed for the technology to justify
investment, and hence a technology pull can be specified. There is a danger of underselling the
potential benefits of quantum technologies unless effort is put into identifying and understanding
the stakeholder needs that the technology could satisfy. This subject is discussed throughout
our qualitative research strand, and is especially relevant to our maritime navigation use-case
analysis (Chapter 7).
3.2.2 Defining system requirements
The systems requirements definition process is the means by which captured stakeholder re-
quirements are translated into concrete technical system requirements (later in this chapter we
discuss some of the specific tools that enable this in greater detail). There will necessarily be
some novelty for quantum technologies in this area as a number of new technical requirements
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can be specified — those pertaining to uniquely quantum parameters and phenomena, such as
degrees of entanglement, and the mixing or purity of states. Specifying these properties necessi-
tates high-level modelling capabilities. Engineering models for quantum technologies are scarce
and do not exist at the level of abstraction that would allow high-level needs to be translated
into the technical domain. In some individual cases a solution to this problem may be through
a bottom-up specification; assuming there is a quantum solution, modelling its behaviour, and
eventually reaching the high-level concepts that represent stakeholder needs. Although this
may work for demonstrators and early proof-of-concept devices, it is not generally a viable de-
sign paradigm as modelling quantum systems is not easy (see Chapter 4). Hence, the process is
likely to require a significant investment of resources with unknown outcomes. The implication
is that high-quality hierarchical models will be necessary not only for design, but for identifying
where quantum technologies can provide value.
There is a second issue relating to this process, namely that the derived technical specification
“should not imply a specific implementation” [28]; you must be able to translate from needs
to requirements without implicitly selecting a technological solution or architecture. Technical
requirements for a quantum system will almost certainly include parameters that are irrelevant
to classical solutions, so this condition may be hard to meet. It may be that a pragmatic
approach must be taken, whereby ‘quantum’ requirements are included in addition to all other
requirements, and simply viewed as inapplicable to classical technologies.
3.2.3 Architecture definition
The architecture definition is the process of specifying potential implementations from tech-
nical requirements. For the same reasons as those set out previously, hierarchical modelling
capabilities will need to be developed for this process; not least as technology selection involves
different possible architectures being set out and weighed against one another based on ob-
jective units of merit. There will also be a need to compare different quantum architectures
against one another, something that requires a standard representation for quantum system
elements [58]. This may emerge naturally as enabling quantum components are developed, and
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at an abstract level may already exist to some extent in the form of, for example, quantum
gates and computing operations.
Connectivity must also be considered here, as an architecture necessarily specifies interfaces.
Means to describe both quantum-to-quantum and quantum-to-classical interfaces will be needed,
perhaps also requiring a way to describe the effects of measurements on the system. Once again,
this raises the topic of defining one’s system of interest: an architecture sets out everything
that is within the system in question. Hence, a clear identification of the Narrow System of
Interest is imperative, or a new, compatible, concept must be established.
3.2.4 System analysis
The system analysis process is critical to supporting the whole life-cycle: it extracts the data
that characterises the system, measures performance, and informs key life-cycle decisions such
as maintenance regimes. Here too issues of modelling are relevant, although in this case having
detailed and precise models for characterisation is of greater importance than an entire hier-
archy. Of equal importance is that these models are trusted. When a device is produced it is
necessary to characterise it; doing so requires good, trusted, parametric models which can be
relied upon to assess and predict device quality. Trust is developed through successful usage,
hence the need to look at developing engineering quality models for quantum technologies is
not only to fill a gap in knowledge, but a matter of some priority.
A related question to all of this is “how much quantum mechanics should engineers need to
know to implement quantum technologies?” [59], which was put to a mixed group of quantum
technology stakeholders at a meeting at Loughborough University held in 2015. The view
of industry representatives was that this should be “as little as possible”. Whilst, to some
extent, this may be achievable through good model hierarchies, and agreement upon abstract
representations and units of merit, for processes such as device characterisation and system
analysis it is likely to be difficult to abstract away the need for quantum-specific expertise,
especially when it comes to being able to analyse system boundaries. In this sense we may need
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quantum systems engineers with some specific knowledge of quantum mechanics to effectively
practice quantum systems engineering.
3.2.5 Verification
The verification process involves testing whether a component, sub-system, or integration of
system elements, satisfy the requirements to which they were designed and implemented. For
advanced quantum technologies — those that make significant use of non-classical states1 —
this could be particularly difficult. Non-demolition measurement is a well established area
of research in quantum mechanics, and regimes for certified verification of quantum states
have been developed [63]. The challenges for practically implementing these do need to be
considered, as they may constitute a different verification paradigm. The challenges associated
with verification also place an emphasis on design for test : if verification proves to be very
challenging or esoteric, systems will need to be designed to best enable the process, especially
since, even after deployment, it is likely that system performance will need to be monitored
continuously or periodically.
3.2.6 Other processes
For the purposes of this work, the above is a sufficient account of where systems engineering
may be different when dealing with quantum technologies, and it will serve to motivate and
link later discussions. One should note that other processes that may need more consideration
in the context of quantum technologies have been identified by Henshaw, et. al. [39], including
design definition, implementation, integration, validation, maintenance, and disposal.
1For clarity, a non-classical state is one that possesses quantum coherence (whether a pure or mixed stated),
and maintains its coherence on interaction with other systems (quantum or classical) [60, 61, 62].
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3.3 Understanding Quantum Systems Engineering
Earlier we asked whether Quantum Systems Engineering was simply the systems engineering
of quantum technologies; the account above suggests not. Not only will there be challenges
quite specific to the systems engineering of quantum technologies, it will most likely be nec-
essary to develop additional capabilities in order to carry out the standard system life-cycle
processes. The research following this section is towards the goal of better understanding what
quantum systems engineering entails. Our approach is multifaceted, looking at different aspects
of quantum technologies and systems engineering, but remains unified by the need to better
understand how to enable and accelerate the realisation of quantum technology.
The first such topic is the modelling of quantum devices. We have established in this section
that engineering-quality hierarchical models for quantum systems are required. In order to
establish how challenging this is, in Chapter 4 we consider the realistic modelling of a simple
system consisting of a single quantum component coupled to a uniform environment. We seek to
understand whether, in this case, the modelling approach developed by the physics community
can easily be extended in detail and precision to provide engineering quality models. We also
look to see if abstract units of merit emerge naturally from the modelling process.
Contrasting this, we also look at the practicality and effectiveness of applying systems engi-
neering to quantum technology research. At this stage quantum technology development still
primarily takes place in the laboratory. We seek to establish if there are benefits to applying
a systems approach, and systems engineering tools, at these very low technology readiness lev-
els. The intent here is to establish methods of accelerating quantum technology development,
improving the quality of demonstrator deliverables, and improving handover from laboratory
science up the TRL chain. This also provides a practical opportunity to take a top-down ap-
proach to observing which quantum systems engineering challenges might be most significant.
Our qualitative work here leads to actionable recommendations regarding the application of
systems engineering to laboratory quantum technology projects, detailed at the end of this
thesis (Chapter 8).
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Finally, we seek to substantiate some of the points made here through consideration of a concrete
case: the integration of a quantum-enabled navigation system onto a maritime platform, looking
especially at requirements capture and tradespace analysis with the goal of establishing what
a valuable quantum technology would be within this domain (Chapter 7).
With this, we have outlined the systems engineering challenges we expect to be most significant
to quantum technology development. Herein, these challenges shall be considered in greater
detail; we begin with the modelling of quantum systems.
Chapter 4
Challenges of modelling open quantum
systems
One of the main research questions for this project was to identify the key challenges in sys-
tems engineering quantum technologies. This chapter addresses this question directly, analysing
challenges associated with modelling Open Quantum Systems, and discussing how current ca-
pabilities compare to systems engineering needs. The work here goes beyond highlighting
challenges; having described issues with the conventional modelling approach we examine al-
ternatives, and suggest paths towards more realistic models with engineering in mind. This
chapter includes enough mathematics to explain logical arguments, but not so much that it
dominates the contents. For those interested in the complete mathematics, or in generating
simulations based on some the results here, Appendices D–G include exhaustive derivations.
In Chapter 3 we discussed in some detail why modelling quantum technologies might be hard,
and which types of modelling capabilities are likely to be required in order to enable the
systems engineering of quantum devices. Hierarchical and extensible modelling capabilities
were identified as being particularly important: successful quantum feedback and control will
be contingent on having reliable models (especially for quantum computation, where it might
be classically impossible to check results); practical engineering will need models for parameter
extraction and device characterisation, and — with the unique sensitivity of quantum states to
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their environments — the relationship between device behaviour and environmental coupling
needs to be well understood. Realistic modelling appeared to be a common barrier to quantum
systems engineering across processes (something we find in practice in the case-studies and
use-case analysis later (Chapters 5–7)). Furthermore, accurate system description is closely
related to the system-of-interest boundary problem: it appeared as if analysing the challenges
of modelling would shed light on many problems in one go. We also touched upon the need
to understand if the existing models made to explore physics — whose merits are most often
associated with their qualitative and descriptive capabilities — are easily adapted to provide
the detailed predictive capabilities wanted in device engineering and characterisation. Initially
the important questions for this section of the work are: (i) what confidence can we have in
the realistic predictive capabilities of the predominant Lindblad modelling approach, in view of
systems engineering needs? ; (ii) is it possible to identify a natural route to a model hierarchy,
or extensibility, from current methods? ; and (iii) which parameters would be needed in device
characterisation at each level?. Current levels of characterisation are relatively simple; for
example, IBM’s Tenerife Quantum Experience computer quotes the T1 time (the time for a
qubit in the excited |1〉 state to relax to the lower energy |0〉 state) as, for example, (mean,
best, worst) = (51.1, 57.7, 42.3) ns; together with dephasing time T2; and some 1 and 2 qubit
error rates [64]. This may be enough to undertake simple algorithm analysis, but is unlikely
to be sufficient for real hardware design purposes. As quantum technologies are approaching
regimes where dissipation plays a crucial role [65], a proper understanding of this kind of
dissipative dynamics has become an urgent problem.
4.1 Open quantum systems
The last couple of decades has seen continued interest in quantum Brownian motion (QBM)
as a paradigm for the understanding of open quantum systems. This was initially motivated
by the possible observation of macroscopic effects in quantum systems (e.g. dissipation in
tunnelling described by Leggett and Caldeira [66, 67, 68, 69], and in the problems of quantum
measurement theory, such as the loss of quantum coherence due to a system’s interaction
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with its environment considered by Zurek and Unruh [70, 71, 72]). In the period since a
number of different approaches have developed, important amongst which include those models
that describe the quantum system’s dynamics through a Master Equation; such as that due to
Lindblad, and the Caldeira-Leggett model and its variants. It is safe to say that neither of these
(and perhaps no) approach is entirely satisfactory. The Lindblad equation [51] has the very
attractive property that its form guarantees that the system’s state will not become unphysical.
Moreover, it is the only semi-group, Markovian form which can provide this guarantee. However,
it only defines the form of the equation and not the components in it. Caldeira-Leggett (CL)
type models, on the other hand, derive from a careful consideration of a system’s interaction
with its environment but, as the resulting equation is not generally of Lindblad form, cannot
guarantee that solutions obtained will be physical for all time. One solution to this impasse has
been to morph CL models into Lindblad form, primarily through the addition of terms necessary
to enable this. Although this means that the solutions of the resultant Lindblad model are
physical for all input parameters, it says nothing of their realism or accuracy. This will be
discussed in greater depth later (and the process of ‘Lindbladification’ will be demonstrated),
however we note from the start that by eliminating the possibility of non-physical outputs, one
may actually be losing a means of assessing model validity. The assumption of Markovianity
is also problematic; it is the assumption that the system has no memory (its time evolution
is only dependent on its current state), this assumption is premised on system behaviour
occurring on far shorter time-scales than environment behaviour and significantly simplifies
model derivation. This may be reasonable in select cases, especially for an isolated system
and a vast environment, but one can easily imagine a quantum device in an ‘environment’
of complementary components or sub-systems, which may necessarily be acting on similar
timescales. Furthermore, as latter analysis will explain, the validity of a Markovian assumption
for even simple systems is questionable. A substantial amount of work regarding the Master
Equation description of a non-Markovian open quantum systems (i.e. systems that contain
time-varying terms other than those describing the system’s state) does exist. However, much
of this analysis assumes a system whose dynamics are defined by a harmonic potential energy
term. Such cases correspond to a special case where the dynamics are linear, simplifying
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the problem dramatically. This simplification excludes most important technological cases,
including that of a double well potential, which represent a reasonable approximation to that
found in Superconducting Quantum Interference devices (SQUIDs).
This chapter is organised as follows: as an introduction, we consider the modelling as a Langevin
equation of classical Brownian motion, in which environmental effects are described in terms of
a random stochastic force together with a dynamical friction force. This is in order to provide
motivation for the quantum version of the same problem which leads to the Caldeira-Leggett
(CL) model, and to provide the theoretical underpinnings necessary for the rest of the chap-
ter. We conclude this introductory section with a consideration of the Lindblad equation, and
how one may morph a CL equation into a Lindblad equation. Lindblad equations have suffi-
ciently attractive properties to make this process conventional in modelling quantum systems.
However, in our view the alteration is somewhat unsatisfactory; artificially introducing extra
terms to the Master Equation without inherent physical justification, and moving some of the
environmental terms into the system Hamiltonian — later arguments are built on these ob-
servations. The introductory section is followed by a consideration of the attempt by Duffus
et al., to obtain a quantum Brownian motion Master Equation for the example case of an RF
SQUID, together with an examination of the difficulties in bringing the resulting equation into
Lindblad form. In this way, one form of model hierarchy is sought by extending the expansion
of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula to a higher order than considered in CL. This
relates directly to our desire to understand if a natural hierarchy of models can be derived
from the conventional modelling of quantum systems, such as to enable systems engineering.
At this stage we draw some interim conclusions regarding the suitability of current modelling
approaches for systems engineering, and establish some underlying issues that prevent this ap-
proach to modelling being sufficient for systems engineering. This confirms that modelling is a
quantum systems engineering challenge, as proposed in Chapter 3, with details on why this is
the case.
The remainder of the chapter contains a deeper investigation into the sources of the problems;
we try systematically to unravel assumptions made in the conventional modelling process,
and attempt to develop a path to more realistic models. We also use this process of model
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development to better understand the challenge of system-of-interest boundaries. This process
was partially successful, resolving many of the issues that had been identified, however it also
revealed new challenges. These challenges can be directly related to decisions made when
describing aspects of the modelled system, such as how the environment is described, and how
the system’s memory (of previous states) is specified. Understanding these challenges cuts
to the root of why modelling quantum systems is challenging and why these challenges are
different from those one faces when modelling a classical system. Finally, we have worked
towards addressing one such challenge by introducing a certain amount of memory into the
model with a view to improving the realism of its predictions. In this way, we have used the
process of improving models to understand the underlying challenges, and offer not only a
statement of issues, but an indication of where paths forward may lie.
At various points herein we use SQUIDs to ground the conversation on modelling, and to act
as the system under analysis. SQUIDs are an interesting choice as they are used as physical
qubits in superconducting quantum computer architectures; one can see them as analogous to
a transistor in classical computing — an enabling component, likely to be subject to very large
scale integration, and necessitating good modelling [54].
That said, we must be clear that the rôle of the RF SQUID is that of a realistic component. It
possesses an anharmonic (double well) potential that can be made asymmetric by altering an
external biasing flux, making it more complex than a simple harmonic oscillator; this makes
it an appropriate example system. However, the main conclusions we draw will relate to all
realistic systems under the conditions specified in each section — this is not a detailed analysis
of a SQUID per se; it is only applied to a SQUID as an example, and to define comparable
simulations. The exception, as ever, is that of a harmonic potential, for which the dynamics
are uniquely simple. The models we derive can thus be used for harmonic potentials, which
results in simplification in the form of terms cancelling or going to zero. Appendix B acts as
a companion to this chapter 4, and contains a brief description of what a RF SQUID is, an
explanation of why we used this system to demonstrate the challenges of modelling quantum
technologies, and the specific parameters we used for the simulations discussed in this chapter.
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The detailed analysis of a RF SQUID system has a certain amount of domain specific value, but
primarily serves to illustrate that, even when taking a conceptually simple quantum system,
realistic modelling is difficult. Conventional methods are built on a structure of assumptions
that are sometimes not easy to justify, and whilst they provide models that are easier to deal
with mathematically, and are guaranteed to be physical for the entire parameter space, they
do not necessarily recommend themselves as realistic. There are costs of removing assumptions
from the model: the mathematical difficulty of modelling a particular system increases, and
the mathematical guarantee of physicality for the whole parameter space is lost. The result,
however, is a model that resolves some fundamental issues with the conventional approach,
introduces more detail in the form of additional, physical, control parameters and, through
simulation, has been shown to be physical for a wide range of parameters and initial conditions,
including those known to be challenging for the model.
Throughout this chapter the reasoning is presented as mathematics complemented with an
explanatory narrative directly relating each step to systems engineering challenges. Detailed
mathematical derivations can be found in the appendices referred to earlier. Readers who
do not wish to follow the mathematics at all can proceed through the interim summaries in
Sections 4.3.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.4, and 4.5.3, before proceeding to the chapter conclusions in Section 4.6
— but this will result in a loss of detail and justification.
4.2 Classical Brownian motion
It is common in classical dynamics [73] to introduce frictional forces to describe energy loss
to the environment. In the case of a simple pendulum, perpetual simple harmonic motion
is prevented by air resistance (and other issues). The dominant frictional drag forces occur
due to the interaction of the pendulum with the air surrounding it, and it is clear by simple
observation that such forces increase with velocity. As a consequence one tends to assume a
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phenomenological equation of motion of the form
d2θ
dt2
+ k
dθ
dt
+ ω2θ = 0 (4.1)
where θ(t) is the angular displacement from the pendulum’s rest axis. As the scale of the system
is reduced to one sensitive to quantum effects, the idea of lumped frictional dynamics needs
careful rethinking, and the exact nature of the stochastic air resistance becomes important. So
we must start by considering the impact of a quantum system’s environment on its dynamics.
Consider first a particle following a classical random walk. After a large number of steps, a
large ensemble of such particles is seen to resemble a diffusion, in the sense that the probability
u(x, t) of finding it at x at a time t satisfies the diffusion equation ut = D∇2u , with a diffusivity
given by
D =
n 〈a2〉
6
(4.2)
where n is the a number of displacements per unit time, 〈a2〉 is the squared average displacement
of a step, and the 6 arises from the number of degrees of freedom. An individual particle’s
dynamics, in such a case, takes on the form of a Brownian motion.
The modern theory of classical Brownian motion (which is nicely summarised by Chandrasekhar [73])
generally starts with the Langevin equation which, for a free particle, may be written as
d2r
dt2
= −γr˙ + ξ(t)
m
(4.3)
where the term in −mγr˙ is a dynamic frictional force, similar to that introduced in Eq. 4.1, and
the force ξ(t) is the stochastic force which is characteristic of Brownian motion. For a particle
of mass m and radius r0 in a fluid of viscosity η, the drag term γ is given by the Stokes’ law
mγ = 6piηr0 (4.4)
Here too the probability distribution for the position of the particle satisfies the diffusion
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equation, with diffusivity now given by the Einstein relation
D =
kBT
mγ
(4.5)
where T is the temperature of the fluid surrounding the Brownian particle and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. Solving Eq. 4.3 requires the stochastic properties of ξ(t) to be defined. In
the simplest case it is assumed that ξ(t) changes much faster than the timescale dt on which
the position of the particle r changes. Consequently one often assumes that
〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = 2mkBTγδ(t− t′) (4.6)
i.e. the friction force is local in time. For a one-dimensional particle moving in a potential
V (x), the equation of motion reduces to
x¨(t) + γx˙(t′) + V ′(x) =
ξ(t)
m
(4.7)
which represents dissipative dynamics with a stochastic driving force and a drag force propor-
tional to the velocity.
This case plays a particularly important rôle in this area, and the dissipation produced is
referred to as Ohmic since it reflects the case of electrons moving in a conducting material
under an electric force qE. A terminal velocity 〈v〉 is reached when mγ 〈v〉 = qE, leading to
Ohm’s law as then J = nq 〈v〉 = (nq2/mγ)E = E/ρ.
Generalising, it is possible to include the case of a Brownian particle moving in a potential
V (r) with a more general correlation function
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = 2mkBTγ(t− t′) (4.8)
With this the Langevin equation becomes
mr¨ +m
∫ t
−∞
γ(t− t′)r˙(t′)dt′ +∇V ′(r) = ξ(t) (4.9)
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The common origin of the stochastic force ξ(t) and the dynamic friction force (defined by γ(t))
is captured in Eq. 4.8, and is known as the fluctuation-dissipation or Nyquist theorem.
The simplest case of Eq. 4.9 arises when the dynamics are one dimensional and the potential
is harmonic (V (x) = mω2x2/2), as the Langevin equation of the Brownian dynamics becomes
linear
x¨(t) +
∫ t
−∞
γ(t− t′)x˙(t′)dt′ + ω2x(t) = ξ(t)
m
(4.10)
Linear equations such as that in Eq. 4.10 submit to Fourier-Laplace analysis and have been the
subject of much analysis (which is again well summarised by Chandrasekar [73]). Unsurpris-
ingly, and for the same reasons, the analogous version of this problem in quantum mechanics —
a particle in a (often harmonic oscillator) potential V (x), undergoing one dimensional dynamics,
and coupled to an environmental bath — has become the central problem for the development
of Open Quantum Systems theory [74, 75].
4.2.1 Quantum Brownian motion - the justification
In the case of a quantum particle moving in a potential V (x) coupled to an environment of
harmonic oscillator modes ωn, the Hamiltonian for system plus environment is
H = HS +HI +HB
HS = pˆ
2
2m
+ V (xˆ)− xˆ2
∑
n
λ2n
2mnω2n
HB =
∑
n
pˆ2n
2mn
+
mnω
2
nxˆ
2
n
2
HI = −xˆ
∑
n
λnxˆn = −xˆ⊗ Bˆ
(4.11)
where HS is system Hamiltonian, HB is the environment (bath) Hamiltonian, and HI is the
interaction Hamiltonian between the two; m is the mass of the Brownian particle, mn are the
masses of the nth harmonic oscillators modes (of frequency ωn) comprising the bath, and the
λn are coupling constants which define the coupling strengths between the system and each of
the oscillators [75].
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This leads to the equations of motion for the Hamiltonian dynamics:
d
dt
xˆ =
∂H
∂pˆ
=
p
m
d
dt
pˆ = −∂H
∂xˆ
= −V ′(xˆ) +
∑
n
λnxˆn − xˆ
∑
n
mnω
2
n
d
dt
xˆn =
∂H
∂pˆn
=
pn
mn
d
dt
pˆn = − ∂H
∂xˆn
= λnxˆ−mnω2nxˆn
(4.12)
The final two may be combined to yield
d2xˆn
dt2
+ ω2nxˆn = −
λn
mn
xˆ(t) (4.13)
which has the solution
xˆn(t) = xˆn(0) cos(ωnt) +
pˆn(0)
mnωn
sin(ωnt) +
λn
mnωn
∫ t
0
sin(ωn(t− t′))xˆ(t′)dt′ (4.14)
Integrating by parts gives
xˆn(t) = xˆn(0) cos(ωnt) +
pˆn(0)
mnωn
sin(ωnt) +
λn
mnω2n
(xˆ(t)− xˆ(0) cos(ωnt))
− λn
mnω2n
∫ t
0
cos(ωn(t− t′)) ˙ˆx(t′)dt′
(4.15)
Then substituting this into the equation of the dynamics obtained from the first two equations
of Eq. 4.12 gives
m
d2xˆ
dt2
+m
∫ t
0
∑
n
λ2n
mnmω2n
cos(ωn(t− t′)) ˙ˆx(t′)dt′ + V ′(xˆ)
= −xˆ
∑
n
mnω
2
n +
∑
n
λn
(
xˆn(0) cos(ωnt) +
pˆn(0)
mnωn
sin(ωnt)
+
λn
mnω2n
(xˆ(t)− xˆ(0) cos(ωnt))
)
(4.16)
Introducing some notation
γ(t− t′) =
∑
n
λ2n
mnmω2n
cos(ωn(t− t′)) i.e. mγ(0) =
∑
n
λ2n
mnω2n
ξˆ(t) =
∑
n
λn
(
xˆn(0) cos(ωnt) +
pˆn(0)
mnωn
sin(ωnt)
)
−mxˆ(0)γ(t)
(4.17)
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Eq. 4.16 reduces to the quantum version of the Langevin equation (Eq. 4.9):
m
d2xˆ
dt2
+m
∫ t
0
γ(t− t′) ˙ˆx(t′)dt′ + V ′(xˆ) = ξˆ(t) (4.18)
for operator xˆ(t).
Two things must be brought to attention here: the first is the Lamb shift, which is the quadratic
position potential term included in HS of Eq. 4.11, and the second is the additional term
−mγ(t)xˆ(0) in the definition of ξˆ(t). The inclusion of the former ensures that the potential
energy minimum of the system is not altered by coupling with the bath, and we note that the
latter may be removed by a suitable thermal averaging, i.e. the thermal averaging is taken not
over the HB but rather HB +HI .
As it possesses the right behaviour in the classical limit (that of a particle subject to random
fluctuations), the system plus environment defined by the Hamiltonian given in Eq. 4.11 is taken
as the starting point for a general discussion of the quantum Brownian motion of a particle
moving in a potential V (xˆ), but which is open to an environment. This is particularly useful
here as, under the equivalent Flux Φˆ→ xˆ and Charge Qˆ→ pˆ, a SQUID operating in an open
environment may be treated in just such a way.
4.2.2 QBM - the Master Equation
Bearing in mind the Hamiltonians given in Eq. 4.11, we wish to reach a description for the
dynamics of our overall system. To do this we follow the standard method, nicely illustrated by
Breuer and Petrucionne [75] (also see [74, 76]). Our starting point is the Liouville-von Neumann
equation, which describes how a quantum state represented by its density operator, ρˆ, evolves
in time under a Hamiltonian Hˆ (and is analogous to the Schrödinger equation for a pure state)
dρˆ(t)
dt
= − i
~
[Hˆ, ρˆ(t)] (4.19)
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noting that for this to be valid the density operator is considered to be Hermitian, positive
semi-definite, and normalised such that Tr{ρˆ(t)} = 1. As we are interested in the dynamics
of our system specifically (and not the combined ensemble of system and environment), we
need to trace out (average over) the environment in this expression. Moving to the interaction
picture (where operators are indicated by a tilde):
dρ˜(t)
dt
= − i
~
[H˜I(t), ρ˜(t)] (4.20)
where
H˜I(t) = exp
it(HˆS + HˆB)
~
HˆI exp
−it(HˆS + HˆB)
~
(4.21)
Integrating, Eq. 4.20 becomes
∫ t
0
ds
dρ˜(s)
dt
= − i
~
∫ t
0
ds[H˜I(s), ρ˜(s)]→ ρ˜(t) = ρ˜(0) + i~
∫ t
0
ds[H˜I(s), ρ˜(s)] (4.22)
or
dρ˜(t)
dt
= − i
~
[H˜I(t), ρ˜(0)]− 1~2
∫ t
0
ds[H˜I(t), [H˜I(s), ρ˜(s)]] (4.23)
following substitution back into Eq. 4.19.
To extract the dynamics of our system from that of the ensemble we make the Born approxi-
mation. First we write the density matrix in the form ρ˜(t) = ρ˜S(t)⊗ ρ˜B(t) + ρ˜I(t), i.e. so that
the overall density operator is a separable tensor product of a system and an environment den-
sity operator, with the addition of a term corresponding to their correlation or entanglement.
The assumption is then made that environment and system behaviour occur on very different
timescales: the environment is taken to be vast. This means that from the instance of the first
interaction between the environment and the system, the effect of the system on the bath is
very small compared to the effect of the bath on the system; back action is minimal; and the
environment relaxes rapidly compared to the system. An analogy to this is the introduction of
an ice-cube into a warm, stirred, bath: at the instant the ice-cube enters the bath, the bath’s
average temperature will decrease, however as it is big and at equilibrium this will only result
in a small, rapid, change to the bath’s state, it will quickly relax into a new equilibrium state
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(at some rate τB). The ice-cube, however, will suffer a constant and significant change to its
state until it is fully melted, an equilibrium state that takes much longer to reach (a time τS).
We assume here, that τB  τS, or that the bath and system act on vastly different timescales,
or equivalently that the spectral width of the bath is far greater than that of the system. We
may argue, therefore, that any significant correlation between the system and the bath only
exists for a very short initial period before the bath relaxes, and hence that the contribution
of ρ˜I(t) is zero for most t, and ultimately negligible. In some cases, and with weak coupling,
it is legitimate to assume that the density operator of the bath is roughly constant in time,
meaning that we may write ρ˜ = ρ˜S ⊗ ρ˜B, leading to
dρ˜S(t)⊗ ρ˜B
dt
= − i
~
[H˜I(t), ρ˜S(0)⊗ ρ˜B]− 1~2
∫ t
0
ds[H˜I(t), [H˜I(s), ρ˜S(s)⊗ ρ˜B]] (4.24)
As this is separable we may now trace over the environment to be left with the dynamics of
the system only:
dρ˜S(t)
dt
= − i
~
TrB[H˜I(t), ρ˜S(0)⊗ ρ˜B]− 1~2
∫ t
0
dsTrB[H˜I(t), [H˜I(s), ρ˜S(s)⊗ ρ˜B]] (4.25)
Reminding ourselves of our interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.11, note that
TrB{H˜I(t)ρ˜B} = TrB{e
it(HˆS+HˆB)
~ HˆIe
it(HˆS+HˆB)
~ ρ˜B} = TrB{HˆI(0)ρ˜B} (4.26)
using the cyclic properties of trace. This result is not general, but works for the interaction
Hamiltonian (−xˆBˆ) we reached earlier from Quantum Brownian Motion. Hence, by splitting
the tensor product of the first term in Eq. 4.25 we note that the first term is zero (or at least
a constant which may be included as an energy shift in the system Hamiltonian), simplifying
our equation to
dρ˜S(t)
dt
= − 1
~2
∫ t
0
dsTrB[H˜I(t), [H˜I(s), ρ˜S(s)⊗ ρ˜B]] (4.27)
It is this equation that we shall return to as a starting point for our unravelling of the impli-
cations of the following approximation. Next, a Markov approximation is made in order to
extend the upper limit of the integral term to infinity. This is to say, we remove any memory
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from the system such that it is only dependent on its current state, and that its dynamics are
irreversible. To do this we make the substitution s = t− τ , such that ds = −dτ , lims→t τ = 0,
lims→0 τ =∞, giving us the result that
dρ˜S(t)
dt
= − 1
~2
∫ ∞
0
dτ TrB[H˜I(t), [H˜I(t− τ), ρ˜S(t)⊗ ρ˜B]] (4.28)
Lastly, we must shift back into the Schrödinger picture via our unitary transformation:
dρˆS(t)
dt
= − i
~
[HS , ρˆS(t)]− 1~2
∫ ∞
0
dτ TrB [HI , [HI(−τ), ρˆS(t)⊗ ρˆB]] (4.29)
which is the general Born-Markov Master Equation, the Redfield Equation. Here the first term
is the Liouville-von Neumann evolution of the system, and the second (denoted K[ρˆS]) is the
dissipation due to an environment acting on the system, just as was found in the case of
Brownian motion.
4.2.3 Caldeira-Leggett model
In the case of the position-position coupling given in Eq. 4.11, the Interaction Hamiltonian HI
is given by
HI = −xˆ
∑
n
λnxˆn = −xˆBˆ (4.30)
which, when delayed by τ , becomes
HI(τ) = −xˆ(−τ)Bˆ(−τ) = − exp
(
− iHSτ
~
)
xˆ(0) exp
(
i
HSτ
~
)
Bˆ(−τ) (4.31)
This may be simplified by expanding the exponentials in Eq. 4.31 to first order in τ to give
HI(τ) ≈ −
(
xˆ(0)− pˆ(0)
m
τ
)
Bˆ(−τ) (4.32)
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when (suppressing the explicit t = 0 on xˆ(0) etc.) substituting into Eq. 4.29 we obtain for the
dissipator
K[ρˆS] = − 1~2
∫ ∞
0
dτ TrB
[
xˆBˆ(0),
[
(xˆ− τ pˆ/m)Bˆ(−τ), ρˆS(t)⊗ ρˆB
]]
=
i [xˆ2, ρˆ]
2~2
∫ ∞
0
dτD(τ)− i [xˆ, {pˆ, ρˆ}]
2m~2
∫ ∞
0
dττD(τ)
− [xˆ, [xˆ, ρˆ]]
2~2
∫ ∞
0
dτD1(τ) +
[xˆ, [pˆ, ρˆ]]
2m~2
∫ ∞
0
dττD1(τ)
(4.33)
where we have introduced the standard notation (respectively the dissipation and noise kernels)
D(τ) ≡ i
〈[
Bˆ(0), Bˆ(−τ)
]〉
D1(τ) ≡
〈{
Bˆ(0), Bˆ(−τ)
}〉
(4.34)
If we assume that the bath remains in thermal equilibrium so that the density matrix is diagonal
and given by
ρˆB =
exp(−HB/kBT )
Tr[exp(−HB/kBT )] (4.35)
and replacing the expressions for the bath functions, Bˆ, we find for example
〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
= Tr
∑
n,m
λnλmxˆnxˆm(−τ)ρˆB
= Tr
∑
n
λ2n
2mnωn
(aˆn + aˆ
†
n)(aˆn exp(−iωnτ) + aˆ†n exp(iωnτ))ρˆB
=
∑
n
λ2n
2mnωn
(〈n〉 exp(−iωnτ) + (〈n〉+ 1) exp(iωnτ))
=
∫ ∞
0
J(ω)dω
(
〈n〉 exp(−iωτ) + (〈n〉+ 1) exp(−iωτ)
)
(4.36)
where
J(ω) =
∑
n
λ2n
2mnωn
δ(ω − ωn) (4.37)
is the spectral density function. Combining Eq. 4.34 and 4.36 and using the Bose-Einstein
expression for 〈n〉 in thermal equilibrium
〈n〉 = 1
exp(~ωn/kBT )− 1 (4.38)
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gives (after some rearrangement)
D(τ) = 2~
∫ ∞
0
dωJ(ω) sin(ωτ)
D1(τ) = 2~
∫ ∞
0
dωJ(ω) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
cos(ωτ)
(4.39)
In the case that we approximate the spectral density by an Ohmic spectrum with cut-off Ω, so
that
J(ω) ≈ 2mγωΩ
2
pi(Ω2 + ω2)
(4.40)
the integrals in Eq. 4.33 yield the Caldeira-Leggett master equation
d
dt
ρˆS(t) = − i~ [HS, ρˆS(t)]−
iγ
~
[xˆ, {pˆ, ρˆ(t)}]− 2mγkBT
~2
[xˆ, [xˆ, ρˆS(t)]] (4.41)
Note in doing this a term (where P represents the Cauchy Principle Part)
xˆ2
2~
∫ ∞
0
D(τ)dτ =
xˆ2
2~
2~
∫ ∞
0
dωP
( 1
ω
)
J(ω) = xˆ2
∑
n
λ2
2mnω2n
(4.42)
has been moved into the system Hamiltonian, where it cancels the Lamb shift term in Eq. 4.11.
This expression can be brought into the Lindblad form (see section 4.3) by moving a further
term
γ
2
(
xˆpˆ+ pˆxˆ
)
into the system Hamiltonian, and by artificially introducing a new term (which is only small
at high temperature T )
− γ
8pikBT
[pˆ, [pˆ, ρˆS(t)]]
to the dissipator. This simple system is then of Lindblad form with a single Lindblad operator
which has the form of a generalised annihilator.
Lˆ1 =
√
4pikBT
~2
xˆ+ i
√
1
4pikBT
pˆ (4.43)
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Part of the purpose of this analysis, which can be considered standard Open Quantum Systems
book work [74, 75], is to demonstrate the difficulties that arise in taking a system, even as simple
as a Brownian particle in a harmonic potential (so that the dynamics are linear), through to
Lindblad form. We have made two significant assumptions in this process (Born and Markov),
and furthermore have introduced terms without a priori physical justification that are not small
for all parameters (e.g. low temperature T , or strong coupling γ); philosophically this appears
incongruous with the goal of Lindblad formalism: validity across the entire parameter space.
For this reason, amongst others, later we shall turn to the Redfield (Eq. 4.27) rather than the
Lindblad version of master equation (see Section 4.2.5).
4.2.4 One possible route to a hierarchy
A goal of this work is to consider routes towards hierarchical models, a concept central to sys-
tems engineering. One such route is implicit in Eq. 4.32: we may, of course, take a higher order
approximation to xˆ(−τ) by increasing the number of terms used in a Taylor series expansion
of Eq. 4.31. Thus, for a particle moving in a potential V (xˆ), we have the expansion:
xˆ(−τ) = exp
(
− iHSτ
~
)
xˆ(0) exp
(
i
HSτ
~
)
=
(
1− iHSτ
~
− H
2
Sτ
2
2~2
+ · · ·
)
xˆ
(
1 + i
HSτ
~
− H
2
Sτ
2
2~2
+ · · ·
)
= xˆ− i t
~
[HS, xˆ]− τ
2
2~2
[HS, [HS, xˆ]] + · · ·
= xˆ− pˆτ
m
− V
′(xˆ)τ 2
2m
+ · · ·
(4.44)
This is quite interesting and deserves consideration. The first-order expansion used in Eq. 4.32
does not include any terms reflecting the system’s potential, V (xˆ). However, from the second-
order and above potential energy terms are generated, naturally introducing detail pertaining to
individual systems. Furthermore, for an anharmonic potential (such as that of an RF SQUID)
this contributes a non-linear term, suggesting that the detail this contribution would provide
may be non-trivial. This line of analysis will be expanded on in Section 4.3 below. However, we
note here that one might expect such methods to present difficulties as even for the Harmonic
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oscillator the relevant integrals of τnD(τ) and τnD1(τ) exhibit convergence problems. Indeed
the origin of this is the fact that any truncated power series for cos(ωt) diverges as t → ∞,
while the infinite sum does not. Ultimately this will be central among our reasons for using a
Redfield approach to generating less problematic models, rather than forcing a Lindblad version
of the master equation.
4.2.5 The Lindblad form of Master Equation
The Redfield equation does not guarantee that the evolution of the density operator will nec-
essarily result in physical states for all values of time t. One can conceive of (and demonstrate)
operators that will result in the evolution of a physical ρˆS(t = 0) into a ρˆS(t) that is not
positive-definite, or that does not have Tr{ρˆ(t)} = 1 [77]. Master Equations of Lindblad type
do guarantee physicality and are very prominent in Open Quantum Systems work [51, 75, 78].
They take the general form
dρˆ
dτ
= −i[HˆS, ρˆ] +
∑
n
Ln[ρˆ] (4.45)
where
Ln[ρˆ] = LˆnρˆLˆ†n −
1
2
Lˆ†nLˆnρˆ−
1
2
ρˆLˆ†nLˆn (4.46)
with the Lindblad operators describing dissipation. This is the only form of Markovian master
equation that possess the semi-group property that ensures the density operator will always have
a trace of unity, and be positive semi-definite, for all initial conditions and parameters, across all
times. The opposite may also be assumed true, for a non-Lindblad Markovian Master Equation
there will be combinations of initial conditions, parameters, and evolution times for which the
density operator will not be physical. Hence, it would be nice if derivations, such as CL,
naturally led to Lindblad Master Equations, but as in section 4.2.3 this is not the case. Apart
from for some specific cases, generally found in optics, one cannot expect a Master Equation
to be of Lindblad form if derived from first principles, even for the simplest case: quantum
Brownian motion of a single particle moving in a harmonic oscillator potential. Consequently,
after derivation, Master Equations have been forced into a Lindblad form through the artificial
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introduction of additional terms, with the argument being made that these terms are minimally
invasive — i.e. that the arbitrary changes made to the governing equations are justified as they
cause the least possible perturbation to the dynamics.
A commonly used Lindblad operator is the generalised annihilation operator aˆ = qˆ + αipˆ, for
some defined conjugate ‘position’ and ‘momentum’. In part, this is motivated by its usage
in the Caldeira-Leggett (section 4.2.3) model of generalised quantum Brownian motion [66],
where the small additional term is also introduced, [pˆ, [pˆ, ρˆ]]/kBT , as it can be assumed to be
negligible for high temperatures. It’s also motivated by the fact that the eigenstates of the
annihilation operator are coherent states, and hence (particularly in a jumps interpretation of
quantum mechanics) decoherent dynamics tend to force the system into states that are close
to being classical, which can be related to recovering a quantum-to-classical transition [72].
Whilst this approach may have validity in the domain of quantum Brownian motion, it has
been applied outside of this area, such as in the ‘standard’ model of a SQUID in a dissipative
environment [52, 79, 80, 81, 82].
4.3 The use of Lindblads to describe RF SQUID dynamics
The above has provided a description of how open quantum systems are typically modelled in
general, it has also highlighted concerns that exist with this approach, and, conversely, an avenue
we have identified towards developing a natural hierarchy of models. This needs to be explored
in greater detail, and to do so we introduce our example system: the RF SQUID. We view this as
a means by which to see how our general observations manifest in specific models through direct
simulation (for a specific description, refer to Appendix B). We begin by reporting a research
collaboration with Duffus et al. [52, 83] looking to take different levels of approximation in the
derivation of Lindblad Master Equations for a single SQUID coupled by flux (which is equivalent
in rôle to that played by position in the QBM models discussed earlier) to an Ohmic (thermal)
bath; a bath of linear couplings which is Ohmic in the general sense described in Section 4.2.
In particular, we’re interested in seeing if we can develop a natural hierarchy of models as
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discussed earlier, and if this results in additional model detail, or if it introduces additional
realistic parameters. One purpose of models is to enable device characterisation, which requires
sufficiently detailed inclusion of system parameters within the model. Hierarchies of models
often introduce both more detailed predictions of system behaviour, and additional resolution
in terms of parameterisation.
In the collaborative work that follows (i.e. of the work reported from here until the end of
Section 4.3) Duffus derived the Lindblad models, but the associated simulation and analysis
work belongs here. Furthermore, the consequent analysis of the suitability of Lindblad models
for systems engineering is separate from the work of Duffus et al. entirely. For this section, key
results that are relevant to the rest of the work in this chapter are presented, but for a more
full account of the research, and of the derivations of these Lindblad type Master Equations, a
better reference are the papers on the topic [52, 53], or Duffus’ thesis [83].
Using the standard Master Equation process from section 4.2.2, a Master Equation was derived
for a SQUID system with Hamiltonian [25]
HˆS =
Qˆ2
2C0
+
Φˆ2
2L0
+ ~ν ′ cos
(
2pi
Φ0
(Φ + Φext)
)
(4.47)
where C0 and L0 are the renormalised capacitance and inductance (as a consequence of the
Lamb’s shift, Eq. 4.11), and the external flux Φext has been shifted into the anharmonic potential
by means of a unitary transformation. The spectral density of the bath, with a Lorentz-Drude
cut-off at frequency Ω, was taken to be Ohmic (or thermal)
J(ω) =
2Cγ
pi
ω
Ω2
Ω2 + ω2
(4.48)
with the cut-off included to prevent an ultra-violet divergence, and γ being some coupling
factor. This yields the Master Equation
dρ
dt
= − i
~
[HS, ρ] +
i
2~2
[
qˆ,
{∫ ∞
0
dτD(−τ)qˆ(−τ), ρ
}]
− 1
2~2
[
qˆ,
[ ∫ ∞
0
dτD1(−τ)qˆ(−τ), ρ
]] (4.49)
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where {A,B} = AB+BA represents the anti-commutator of A and B, and D(−τ) and D1(−τ)
are as in Eq. 4.39 and are introduced more formally later in Section 4.4. To solve Eq. 4.49 a
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion is taken in order to approximate qˆ(−τ) by truncating the
term:
qˆ(−τ) = qˆ + τ
[
− iHˆS
~
, qˆ
]
+
τ 2
2!
[
− iHˆS
~
,
[
− iHˆS
~
, qˆ
]]
+ · · ·+ τ
n
n!
[
− iHˆS
~
, · · · ,
[
− iHˆS
~
, qˆ
]]
+ · · ·
(4.50)
this defines the degree of approximation mentioned earlier. The work of Duffus et al. [52] looks
at both first and second order expansions of the BCH series for the case of inductive (flux-only)
coupling, and later expands to consider both inductive and capacitive coupling [53]. In most
open quantum systems work pertaining to SQUIDs this is usually taken at the first order, under
the assumption that the higher order expansion terms are expected to be small. We wished to
test this claim, but were primarily looking to see if detailed models suited for engineering could
be derived by expanding this natural hierarchy.
Completing this analysis in the first order, Duffus et al. find a Master Equation of form
dρˆ
dτ
= −i[HˆS + HˆC , ρˆ] + iCq
[
qˆ2, ρˆ
]
− iCp
[
qˆ, {pˆ, ρˆ}
]
−Dq~ω[qˆ, [qˆ, ρˆ]]−Dp[qˆ, [pˆ, ρˆ]] (4.51)
where HˆC is a counter term introduced to oppose the renormalisation of the potential in the
Master Equation — this is not from the microscopic analysis, but is often included by logical
argument when the Ohmic aspects of the environment are not expected to renormalise the
centre of the Brownian oscillations [52, 84]. The addition of this cancelling term also helps
enable the ‘Lindbladification’ process. The Cq term is typically absorbed into the Hamiltonian
as a flux renormalisation — effectively changing the system definition, the third and fourth
terms represent dissipation and noise, and the last term is a consequence of the ultra-violet
cut-off in the bath Dp = 1/(ΩC), and tends to zero for Ω  ω. In order to then transform
this into a Lindblad a [pˆ, [pˆ, ρˆ]]/kBT term is included, to generate a Caldeira-Leggett Master
Equation. This term is not added by way of physical justification, but is instead a mathematical
necessity to generate the Lindblad form — it is typically argued that this term is minimally
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invasive, which, due to the 1
kBT
term is true at high temperatures. This is not appropriate
for SQUIDs [52]: Duffus et al.’s derivation is confined to the zero-temperature limit, and real
SQUID devices operate at low temperatures, typically at mK or below [25]. Continuing with
the derivation, the result is that overall, with dimensionless normalisation, we find an equation
of Lindblad form with a single Lindblad which can be represented by a generalised annihilator
Lˆ = γ1/2
[
qˆ + (i− ω0
2Ω
)pˆ
]
−−−→
Ω→∞
√
2γaˆ (4.52)
with a new effective Hamiltonian:
Hˆ ′ = HˆS + HˆC − Cq qˆ2 + ~γ
2
{qˆ, pˆ} (4.53)
Although the derivation of this was problematic, it is interesting that by doing this microscopic
analysis we reach a model that includes a characteristic parameter of the environment in the
form of the ultra-violet cut-off frequency Ω, and hence this process may have yielded a model
better able to represent reality.
Next Duffus et al. took the second order expansion of the BCH series in Eq. 4.50, looking to
establish whether the contributions from this were small compared to the first order expansion
(an important condition for a hierarchical model), and whether they added any further detail in
the form of additional parameters. This process was challenging and resulted in non-convergent
integrals in Eq. 4.49 [83], which were resolved only through further approximation. Once again,
terms must be artificially introduced to generate something of the Lindblad form, and again
we have little reason to believe they are minimally invasive. In this case two Lindblads were
generated, introducing additional terms and, more seriously, a weighting parameter (ζ ∈ [0, 1]
in Duffus et al.’s work [52]) which is required by both Lindblads, and whose contribution is
split between them (with weights ζ and 1− ζ). The need for this is conceptually problematic,
as the way in which a term that will always add up to a single whole is distributed ought
not to be integral to the dynamics of a system. To be clear, this weighting parameter and its
related terms are an artificial addition to the model, with no a priori justification, for the sole
purpose of achieving Lindblad form. Furthermore, we see from Figure 4.1 that not only is the
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Figure 4.1: Values of the weighting parameter ζ that minimise the difference between the first and second order
Master Equation (∆min) for otherwise identical parameters (Ω, Φx). To make the second order Lindblad terms
minimally invasive, ζ at ∆min is a non-linear function of external flux, the form of which depends on the cut-off
frequency. Reproduced from [52].
model affected by the weighting parameter, but that the weighting needed for the Lindblad
term to be ‘minimally invasive’ varies non-linearly based on external bias flux, and functionally
on cut-off frequency. Even after analysis, we were unable to associate this weighting parameter
with a physical a posteriori justification. Hence, the ‘Lindbladification’ process has taken a
microscopically derived model with physical parameters, artificially introduced terms that are
clearly invasive, and introduced a functionally significant weighting parameter with no physical
or logical basis. Whilst this does mean the density operator retains physical properties for the
entire sub-space, it has become unclear if the model is describing what was intended, and what
the adjustments to the model correspond to in reality. In view of this, if anything it appears
as if the Lindblad form provides a false security — a model that, under detailed examination,
appears to be logically incongruous and partially arbitrary, and yet displays no signature of
misbehaviour or error for any specific set of parameters.
There are a number of other issues associated with modelling open systems in this way; in
particular, there is the question of what initial conditions, of the system + environment inter-
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Figure 4.2: The purity of the steady state solutions of the first and second order Lindblad master equations,
showing that the second order expansion is not a small correction to the first order. Reproduced from [52].
action, one should use for the Master Equation dynamics. The literature tends universally to
assume that the system and the bath are uncorrelated, i.e. one discontinuously switches on
the interaction at t = 0. This gives rise to slips (sudden changes) in the density operator ρˆ
at t → 0, affecting the time dynamics of the system, but not the steady state solution. Due
to this, and the Markov approximation, Lindblad type master equations are considered to be
theoretically capable of predicting final steady-states, but it is unclear if their predictions of
system dynamics are reliable. This is a fundamental problem for modelling quantum systems;
as mentioned earlier, the simplest form of characterisation parameters for a quantum device
are often its coherence and dephasing times T1 and T2. These both pertain to the rate at which
a system relaxes to a steady-state, and hence necessitates reliable prediction of time-dynamics.
System purity, Tr(ρˆ2), is a useful parameter as it indicates the extent to which a system has
decohered from a pure state: how much it has mixed with its environment. It is very clear
that decoherence will be the primary failure mode for many quantum systems, and could be
the mechanism for a quantum-to-classical transition which is likely to represent a total system
failure. Engineering quantum systems will require knowledge of how operations affect state
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purity, and of the decay of purity over time — in a simplistic sense this rate of decoherence
can provide a parameter for timings of quantum operations, much like timings in integrated
circuits are set by clock cycles. Hence, we look at the steady-state purity of the system for the
first and second order Lindblad models in Figure 4.2, which shows that the second order BCH
expansion significantly changes the predicted steady state purity values compared to first order,
and hence represents a significant alteration of the model. Ultimately, as the series of integrals
is only convergent in the limit of the infinite sum this is, perhaps, unsurprising, although the
scale of the difference was unexpected.
More recent work by Duffus et al. has considered a Lindblad Model with both capacitive and
inductive coupling [53]. The motivation for that work was twofold: firstly, it is has been found
that charge coupling, even for flux qubits, is an important source of decoherence; secondly,
because of the structure of the master Eq. 4.55, capacitive coupling to the bath will provide
a term of the form [pˆ, [pˆ, ρˆS(t)]], which is needed to make up the Lindblad for the flux-only
case. However, we note that here too they discovered issues with taking a Lindblad approach,
as a certain amount of this term is needed to complete the Lindblad (section 4.2.3), a certain
amount of capacitive coupling is needed too. This resulted in functional discontinuities in the
ratio of capacitive to inductive coupling (g = γPP/γXX), so that the limit g → 0 is either
discontinuous or lacks a unique definition of ‘minimally invasive’ as a means for constructing
Lindblads, so the Lindblads themselves are not unique.
We went into this specific analysis with the intent of both assessing the effects of approxima-
tions taken in the modelling process, and seeing if we could identify a natural path to detailed
hierarchical models whilst retaining the positive features offered by Lindblad master equations.
However, we found that the approximations made in the fundamental derivation, and through
‘Lindbladification’ are invasive and significant. Furthermore, rather than identifying a natural
path to hierarchical models, we showed that higher-order terms are near dominant, and are
generally non-convergent unless taken as the infinite sum. The end result is a model with
unreliable time-dynamics, arbitrary adjustment through weighting parameters, unjustified ad-
ditional terms, and no obvious choice of physically reasonable finite order expansion. Viewing
this through the lens of systems engineering, where the function of a model may be to enable
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zero-prototyping design, detailed requirements translation, device characterisation, or even to
underpin feedback and control, it seems unlikely that the quality of this model — and the
process by which it was reached — is sufficient to enable systems engineering processes.
4.3.1 A summary of issues
This section has covered an introduction to the modelling of a quantum system, open to a deco-
hering environment, as a quantum Brownian motion and at this stage it is useful to summarise
the issues that arise. In particular we should evaluate whether models using the higher-order
Lindblad approach are able to correct those problems associated with the simple CL-type case;
whether a hierarchy of models of increasing accuracy can be generated, and whether such
models are likely to be useful for engineering quantum systems. In general:
− The Lindblad form of Master Equation has the very attractive properties that it is Marko-
vian, and so time invariant, and that the density operator ρˆ(t) generated by such an equation
is guaranteed to be physical (Tr(ρˆ(t)) = 1, its eigenvalues are non-negative at all times).
However, it only represents a desired form and does not indicate what the Lindblad ele-
ments, which describe environmental interaction, should be, nor how a Lindblad master
equation may be reached through a natural microscopic analysis. It is notably the only form
of semi-group equation which has this property.
− The Caldeira-Leggett form of the Master Equation, guided by the classical equation for
Brownian motion, allows the environmental interaction to be included explicitly, but is
generally not of Lindblad form.
− Attempts to bring a CL-type of Master Equation into Lindblad form requires the adding
of additional artificial terms, the movement of terms from the environment into the system
Hamiltonian, and the prospect of cancelling terms, such as the Lamb shift and squeezing,
which are taken to be unphysical.
− The time-dynamics of the resultant models have questionable reliability, making unclear
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their utility for describing system decoherence, which is currently how quantum systems are
characterised [64].
− For anharmonic potentials, the integral simplification process described in Eq. 4.32 may not
be convergent for a finite order expansion, suggesting model derivation should avoid such
simplifications unless explicitly justifiable.
And, consequent of and in addition to the above, in our specific RF SQUID example we see:
− The manipulations required to create a Lindblad form Master Equation are substantial.
They become more involved rather than less as a hierarchy using Eq. 4.31 is developed;
more terms must be added to both the Master Equation and to the system Hamiltonian.
These terms are arbitrary and invasive at all orders.
− Higher order expansions necessitate additional assumptions to generate analytically solvable
models, one consequence of which is to confine the model to the zero-temperature limit, with
no smooth functional dependence on temperature.
− The introduction of a more generalised coupling, which included the potentially important
effects of capacitive coupling, introducing even greater arbitrariness in the resultant Lindblad
model, and functional discontinuities.
− It is unclear what the resultant models actually describe. Although they generate physical
outputs for any set of input parameters, the structure of assumptions on which they are
built, as well as the ability to arbitrarily and significantly change their outputs through
non-physical parameter adjustment, cast doubt on their ties to physical reality.
The conclusion for the RF SQUID is that one is left with an unattractive choice. Either
one’s equation is not guaranteed to produce physical solutions under all circumstances or one’s
equation is contaminated by the addition of artificial terms whose impact on the dynamics can
neither be guaranteed to be small, nor to be based in physics.
It appears that the price to pay for a density operator with guaranteed physicality is too high,
and perhaps, in fact, the benefit is too small. The idea of having a model with good predictive
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capability within a well specified, but not universal, predictive range is normal in engineering.
This is exemplified by the modelling of transistor technologies [85], which is achieved through
an assemblage of models that cover all variety of specific operating conditions, but not through
a unified description.
A primary criticism levelled against non-Lindblad Master Equations is that their dynamics
can be non-physical (in particular, a failure to conserve trace and positive eigenvalues), during
their initial dynamics [75, 77, 78, 86, 87], in some regions of the overall parameter space.
To some extent this is a consequence of the Markov approximation, and the extension of
taking the integral limits in time to infinity, which tends to lose some transient effects. The
consequence of this is heightened by the tendency to discontinuously switch on interaction
between an uncorrelated system and bath, resulting in sudden initial system dynamics —
literature demonstrating non-physicality of non-Lindblad master equations typically highlight
behaviour close to t = 0, where these effects are most significant (and where Lindblad dynamics
are unlikely to be valid at all).
Thus, we see no fundamental reason why a Redfield type Master Equation, of general form
shown in Eq. 4.29, should not be explored as a potentially better option. In particular, we want
to develop a model that: is valid for, and analytic at, all temperatures; treats qˆ(−τ) analytically
and hence avoids the issues relating to taking a Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion altogether;
does not include any artificial terms or renormalisations; takes analytic solutions to all necessary
integrals; and includes capacitive coupling as well as inductive coupling, thus improving model
realism. We also wish to relax the Markovian approximation such that the system develops a
memory, and to improve the validity of time-dynamics. In our view, by meeting these criteria
we will have taken a firm step towards generating a model suitable for engineering purposes. In
the sections below we report on all of this, and emphasise that the significance of this analysis
does not only pertain to the model generated, but fundamentally to the process of modelling,
and the challenges therein. The Markovian approximation has only been relaxed for purely
inductively coupled systems, as this was sufficient for the discussion here.
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4.4 Flux and charge coupling in the Redfield model
For the reasons stated earlier, we now consider what consequences there are in sacrificing
Lindblad form and accepting the prospect of non-physicality for some parts of the design space
{C,U , t} (where C is the space of initial conditions, U is the parameter space, and t time), in
order to avoid the seeming certainty of non-physicality obtained through the addition of extra
terms and the cancelling of others in a manner that appears to be largely unjustified and ad hoc.
By way of a brief summary, we note here that this process entirely avoids the issues described in
the last section, and although still subject to the Born and Markov approximations, successfully
avoids a BCH expansion, or the artificial addition of terms. The models have been tested by
evaluation of dynamics and direct solution of steady states for a large range of parameters and
initial conditions, and the density operator is seen to remain physical in almost all cases. In
cases where non-physical output has been observed, we expect the cause is numerical error (from
the numerical evaluation of very small and very large terms, the integration method used [88],
the limitations of the steady-state solution methods, and the truncation of matrices to finite
sizes), as the more extreme parameters required to generate non-physical output stretches our
numerical methods. Appendix C includes a short discussion of how one might try to establish
the boundaries at which a flux-only coupled Redfield Master Equation becomes non-physical;
however, for parameters corresponding to those often used in SQUID modelling [52, 53, 89]
the model remains physical for all times across all tested temperatures spanning the zero-
temperature limit to high-temperatures in the many tens of Kelvin.
4.4.1 The Master Equation and its terms
We begin by specifying an interaction Hamiltonian linking an environment to a SQUID through
both inductive (XˆBˆX) and capacitive (Pˆ BˆP ) coupling, with coupling strengths given by λk
and µk respectively. In the case where the capacitive coupling goes to zero, we have flux-only
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coupling as we did when considering Lindblad master equations in Section 4.3
HˆI = −(XˆBˆX + Pˆ BˆP ) = −Xˆ
∞∑
k=0
λkxˆk − Pˆ
∞∑
k=0
µkpˆk
= −Xˆ
∞∑
k=0
√
~λ2k
2Ckωk
(bˆk + bˆ
†
k)− iPˆ
∞∑
k=0
√
~Ckωkµ2k
2
(bˆ†k − bˆk)
(4.54)
This is only notationally different to the bath specified for the SQUID Lindblad (Pk −→ Qˆk,
and Xk −→ Φˆk), we choose to remain in terms of Pˆk and Xˆk to be closer to the general notation
used in Quantum Brownian Motion literature. (Not least as a reminder that the SQUID is an
example, whereas the analysis is general.)
In the Schrödinger picture, following the Born and Markov approximations, the master equation
may be expressed as
dρˆS(t)
dt
= L[ρˆS] +K[ρˆS]
= −i[HS , ρˆS(t)]−
∫ ∞
0
dτ TrB [HI , [HI(−τ), ρˆS(t)⊗ ρˆB]]
(4.55)
The first term, L[ρˆS], describes the free evolution of the system, and the second, K[ρˆS], describes
non-unitary losses due to the environment. In order to proceed, we must note that for a system
in its energy eigenbase |n〉, with our Hamiltonian HˆS =
∑
n ~ωn |n〉 〈n|, the matrix elements of
an operator displaced in time may be written as
X(−τ)nm = 〈n| exp(iHˆSτ/~)Xˆ(0) exp(−iHˆSτ/~) |m〉
= exp(−i(ωn − ωm)τ)Xˆnm = (∆ · Xˆ)nm
(4.56)
for ωnm = ωn − ωm,
∆n,m = exp(−i(ωn − ωm)τ) = exp(−iωn,mτ) = ∆∗m,n (4.57)
And where A · B is the Hadamard product between A and B (i.e., an entry-wise, or element-
by-element, product).
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In this case, our Master Equation can be written generally as
dρˆ
dt
= − i
~
[HˆS, ρˆ] +
1
~2
(
[Xˆ+ρˆ, Xˆ] + [Xˆ, ρˆXˆ−] + [Pˆ+ρˆ, Pˆ ] + [Pˆ , ρˆP−]
)
(4.58)
where
Xˆ+ = αXX ·X + αXP · P, Xˆ− = βXX ·X + βXP · P (4.59)
and
Pˆ+ = αPX ·X + αPP · P, Pˆ− = βPX ·X + βPP · P (4.60)
In the special case of Quantum Brownian Motion in a Harmonic potential (with frequency ω0)
things are rather straightforward, with Xˆ and Pˆ having entries, in the energy eigenbasis, only
along the leading off-diagonals where ωi,i+1 = ωi − ωi+1 = −ω0 and ωi+1,i = ω0, thus ∆i,i+1 =
exp(−iω0τ) and ∆i+1,i = exp(iω0τ). As a result things simplify considerably, for example
with position-position coupling only, Xˆ(−τ) = ∆ · Xˆ(0) = Xˆ(0) cos(ω0τ) + Pˆ (0) sin(ω0τ), as
expected [73]. Unfortunately, in an anharmonic potential such as in the case of an RF SQUID,
things are not that simple.
Equations 4.59 and 4.60 contain eight dissipative terms, four arising from each of α and β
expressions, which are obtained under the assumption that the bath remains in thermal equi-
librium as (for a, b ∈ {X,P})
αab(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)〈Bˆa(0)Bˆb(−τ)〉B (4.61)
and
βab(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)〈Bˆa(−τ)Bˆb(0)〉 (4.62)
which are evaluated in Appendix E. For a bath of harmonic oscillator modes, these integrals can
be written as integrals (over ω) which includes the following effective (i.e. including coupling
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strength) densities of states Jab(ω)
JXX(ω) =
∑
n
λ2n
2Cnωn
δ(ω − ωn) JPP (ω) =
∑
n
µ2nCnωn
2
δ(ω − ωn)
JXP (ω) = JPX(ω) = χ
∑
n
µnλn
2
δ(ω − ωn)
(4.63)
The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality implies that
∣∣∣ 〈BˆX(0)∗BˆP (−τ)〉 ∣∣∣2 ≤ ∣∣∣ 〈BˆP (−τ)2〉 ∣∣∣∣∣∣ 〈BˆX(0)2〉 ∣∣∣ (4.64)
and consequently that
J2XP (ω) ≤ JXX(ω)JPP (ω) (4.65)
Then, replacing the spectral densities in Eq. 4.63 by an Ohmic bath with cut-off frequency Ω
(as with the flux-flux Lindblad, an Ohmic bath is our environment), we obtain
JXX(ω) = γXX
ω
Ω2 + ω2
JPP (ω) = γPP
ω
Ω2 + ω2
JXP (ω) = JPX(ω) = χ(γXXγPP )
1/2 ω
Ω2 + ω2
(4.66)
where |χ| ≤ 1. This leads us to the final expressions for our correlation functions (derived fully
in Appendix D), for example,
〈BˆX(0)BˆX(−τ)〉B = ν(C)XX(τ)− iη(S)XX(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωJXX(ω)
(
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
cos(ωτ)− i sin(ωτ)
)
〈BˆP (0)BˆP (−τ)〉B = ν(C)PP (τ)− iη(S)PP (τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωJPP (ω)
(
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
cos(ωτ)− i sin(ωτ)
)
〈BˆX(0)BˆP (−τ)〉B = ν(S)XP (τ) + iη(C)XP (τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωJXP (ω)
(
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
sin(ωτ) + i cos(ωτ)
)
(4.67)
where we have introduced the shorthand terms ν(C)XX(τ) and η
(S)
XX(τ). The superscripts indicates
whether the term includes a cos(ωτ) or sin(ωτ) in its integral. Likewise, using the relations in
Eq. D.2, 〈BˆX(−τ)BˆX(0)〉B = ν(C)XX(τ) + iη(S)XX(τ) and 〈BˆP (−τ)BˆP (0)〉B = ν(C)PP (τ) + iη(S)PP (τ).
Things are completed as 〈BˆP (−τ)BˆX(0)〉B = ν(C)XP (τ) − iη(S)XP (τ) and 〈BˆX(−τ)BˆP (0)〉B =
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−〈BˆP (−τ)BˆX(0)〉∗B. Consequently our overall integrals, α and β, can be obtained from Eq. 4.61
and Eq. 4.62, for example,
αXX(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)(ν(C)XX(τ)− iη(S)XX(τ))
βXX(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)(ν(C)XX(τ) + iη(S)XX(τ))
(4.68)
The other α and β terms can be obtained using the relations in Eq. D.2, noting here that
αXX(−ω) = β∗XX(ω):
βab(ω) = α
∗
ab(−ω)
αPP (ω) =
γPP
γXX
αXX(ω)
βPP (ω) =
γPP
γXX
βXX(ω)
αPX(ω) = −αXP (ω)
βPX(ω) = −βXP (ω) = −α∗XP (−ω)
(4.69)
Hence, the terms in the Master Equation are simplified to
Xˆ+ = αXX ·X + αXP · P, Xˆ− = αHXX ·X + αHXP · P (4.70)
and
Pˆ+ = −αXP ·X + γPP
γXX
αXX · P, Pˆ− = −αHXP ·X +
γPP
γXX
αHXX · P (4.71)
meaning that only αXX and αXP need to be calculated. Before we begin, let us establish some
shorthand notation for the positive time Fourier transforms:
ν˜
(C)
XX(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)ν(C)XX(τ)
η˜
(S)
XX(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)η(S)XX(τ)
η˜
(C)
XP (ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)η(C)XP (τ))
ν˜
(S)
XP (ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)ν(S)XP (τ)
(4.72)
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Combinations of which will give all of the α and β functions (e.g., αXX(ωij) = ν˜
(C)
XX(ωi,j) −
iη˜
(S)
XX(ωi,j), and αXP (ωij) = ν˜
(C)
XP (ωi,j)− iη˜(S)XP (ωi,j)).
This completes the formulation of all of the integrals, which we may now evaluate as in Ap-
pendix E:
ν˜
(C)
XX(ωi,j) =
piγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
coth
( ~ωi,j
2kBT
)
+ i
ωi,jS1(ωi,j)
(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
η˜
(S)
XX(ωi,j) = −
ipiγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+
piγXXΩ
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
η˜
(S)
XP (ωi,j) =
piγXPωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ i
γXPωi,j log(Ω/ωi,j)
Ω2 + ω2i,j
ν˜
(C)
XP (ωi,j) = −i
piγXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
+
2kBTγXPS2(ωi,j)
~(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
(4.73)
Here
S1(ω) = pikBT~
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω|νn| − ω2)
(ω2 + ν2n)(Ω + |νn|)
=
pikBT
~Ω
+ ψ
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
− Re
[
ψ
( i~ω
2pikBT
)] (4.74)
where ψ(z) is the diGamma function, and:
S2(ω) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω2 log(Ω/|νn|)
Ω2 − ν2n
− ω
2 log(ω/|νn|)
ν2n + ω
2
)
(4.75)
which is related to the Laplace Transform of ψ(z).
With this, all the α and β terms are defined analytically for all temperatures, meaning that
we have an analytic expression for the Master Equation stated in Eq. 4.58 for position and
momentum (in SQUID terms, flux and charge) coupling, each coupled to an Ohmic bath of
harmonic oscillators.
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4.4.2 The challenge of an anharmonic potential
As a detail in our analysis: at the start of this Chapter we suggested that the simplifying case
of a harmonic potential enabled assumptions to be made that could not be carried over to a
general, anharmonic, case. At this point in our derivation, this can be demonstrated clearly.
Recalling the definition of S2,
S2(ωij) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω2 log(Ω/|νn|)
Ω2 − ν2n
− ω
2
ij log(ωij/|νn|)
ν2n + ω
2
ij
)
a singularity exists for n = 0, ωij = 0 (although either condition by itself is well defined).
Infinities occur in αXP (ωij = 0) which are the diagonal entries of αXP and αHXP . If we separate
out those diagonal entries by writing, e.g.
Xˆ+ = αXX · Xˆ + αXP (OD) · Pˆ + α0I · Pˆ (4.76)
where α0 is the infinite term along the diagonal of αXP , I is the identity, and the subscript OD
refers to a matrix with the diagonal elements set to zero. The final term is then zero as Pˆ has
zeros along the main diagonal so that I · Pˆ = 0. The same is true for Xˆ−. However, Xˆ 6= 0 on
the main diagonal so we need to consider
Pˆ+ = −αXP · XˆOD − α0XˆD + γPP
γXX
αXX · Pˆ
Pˆ− = −αHXP · XˆOD − α0XˆD +
γPP
γXX
αHXX · Pˆ
(4.77)
This isolates where the infinite terms occur in the master equation through the presence of α0;
it is clear that the only case where these infinities can be ignored is when XˆD = 0, which is
generally only true for a harmonic potential (when, in its energy eigenbasis, Xˆ only has entries
along its leading off-diagonals, |i − j| = 1). Hence, this problem exists only for anharmonic
potentials. The diagonal terms do not cancel, and the infinities remain. To isolate the origin
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further, note that as
ν˜
(S)
XP (ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)ν(S)XP (τ)
=
2kBTγXPS2(ωi,j)
~(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
− i piγXPωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
coth
( ~ωi,j
2kBT
) (4.78)
is well defined for all ωi,j 6= 0, we only need to consider the diagonal terms,
ν˜
(S)
XP (ωi,i) =
∫ ∞
0
dτν
(S)
XP (τ) =
2kBTγXPS2(0)
~Ω2
(4.79)
and to provide a closer consideration of S2(0). As coth(x) can be bound above with
coth(x) ≤ Θ(1− x)
(1
x
+
x
3
)
+ Θ(x− 1)
(
1 + exp(−x)
)
(4.80)
it is possible to also bound integrals which contain it. Using the cruder approximation here
(for x > 0)
coth(x) ≈ 1 + Θ(1− x) 1
x
(4.81)
we get the approximation that
ν
(S)
XP (τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωJXP (ω) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
sin(ωτ)
≈
∫ 2kBT/~
0
dωJXP (ω)
2kBT
~ω
sin(ωτ) +
∫ ∞
0
dωJXP (ω) sin(ωτ)
(4.82)
The final integral is
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dωJXP (ω) sin(ωτ) =
piγXP
2
exp(−Ωt) (4.83)
which integrates (in Eq. 4.79) to piγXP/2Ω. While integrating the first integral over finite time
τ ∈ (0, t) (i.e. a step back from the Markovian approximation, which integrates over an infinite
t range, in a further means of investigation) this gives
∫ 2kBT/~
0
dωJXP (ω)
2kBT
~ω
1− cos(ωt)
ω
(4.84)
The result in Eq. 4.79 behaves as roughly ∼ log(1 + (2KBTt/~)2)/2; so whilst it may evaluate
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sensibly for the time frames we typically consider, it does tend to infinity as t → ∞. This
isolates the problem as to do with the νn = ωi,j = 0 case, and not some other assumption such
as the Born-Markov approximation. The divergent integral is
∫ ∞
0
JXP (ω)
ω
2kBT
~ω
dω =
2kBT
~
∫ ∞
0
JXP (ω)
ω2
dω (4.85)
and arises as we have used an Ohmic coupling for the capacitive case. We may attempt to
remedy this by considering super-Ohmic coupling of the form
JXP (ω) =
piγXP
2Ω2Γ(1 + δ)
ω
(ω
Ω
)δ
exp
(
− ω
Ω
)
(4.86)
which has been normalised to have the same reconfiguration energy
ER =
∫ ∞
0
J(ω)
ω
dω =
γXPpi
2Ω
(4.87)
as was the case for the Lorentz-Drude cuf-off. Now we obtain
2kBT
~
∫ ∞
0
JXP (ω)
ω2
dω =
kBT
~Ω
piγXP
ΩΓ(1 + δ)
∫ ∞
0
(ω
Ω
)δ−1
exp
(
− ω
Ω
)dω
Ω
=
kBT
~Ω
piγXPΓ(δ)
ΩΓ(1 + δ)
=
kBT
~Ω
piγXP
Ωδ
(4.88)
so that
ν˜
(S)
XP (0) ≈
piγXP
2Ω
(
1 +
2
δ
kBT
~Ω
)
(4.89)
For T = 0.1K, ω0 = 1/
√
LC = 8.16× 1011 rads−1 and Ω/ω0 = 10, the T dependent correction
in Eq. 4.89 is 0.0032/δ (and is 0.032/δ at T = 1K). Thus δ = 0.1 makes only a 3.2% correction
to α0 at 0.1K. To sum up: in order to resolve the issue of divergent diagonal elements, we have
added a small super-Ohmic component to the spectral density for low ω. We note that, unlike
the approximations made in the earlier Lindblad CL master equation, our correction here is
analytically calculable and small.
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4.4.3 Accommodating anharmonicity
At the start of this section we expressed a desire to avoid making further approximations, or
adding terms, hence this modification to the bath must be considered in a bit more detail.
Throughout this chapter we have used a spectral density J(ω) with a Lorentz-Drude cut-off.
This prevents a so-called ultra-violet divergence by adding a term such that in the limit ω →∞
our equations converge. This is considered to be a physical attribute of a realistic bath; it has
finite extent, and cannot have an infinity of energetic high-frequency oscillators. The problem
we see here for ωi,j = 0 is the opposite — an infra-red divergence — and just as we did for the
ultra-violet case, we would like to be able to apply physics to justify how we handle this.
The infrared divergence (which occurs at low frequency) occurs because of the breakdown of
the assumption that the Bath is able to respond quickly enough to follow any changes in the
system, and remain in equilibrium. This is a consequence of the Born approximation, as in
Section 4.2.2, which also justifies e.g. the discontinuous initial system-environment interaction.
One response to this might be to suggest that the Born approximation should be unravelled
entirely, but that would be unjustifiably extreme. For most of our lumped environment the
assumption is valid; instead we need to treat the low frequencies more accurately. From a
systems engineering perspective, this looks a lot like the system-of-interest boundary problem;
what we are saying is that, due to the nature of our device and its quantum properties, part
of the ‘environment’ cannot truly be considered separable. The logical system-environment
boundary is not quite so literal as in the classical case, and perhaps this nuance needs to be
reflected in systems engineering concepts: differentiating between the separable and inseparable
environment. This would retain the key logical distinction as to what was within the designed
system, whilst highlighting how system operation will complexly couple the quantum state with
its surroundings. This is not only manifest conceptually — if it were, the above issues would be
non-existent. The problem discussed here illustrates that a solution must be identified in order
to generate a valid model, one might see it as a request for design detail, and there are multiple
paths forward. Perhaps the simplest path would be to remove all low-frequency terms; this
would correspond to having an engineered environment, with no infra-red modes. Alternatively
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one could accept this coupling, taking the position that the inseparable components have to be
taken into the description of the system, and out of the assumptions governing environmental
coupling. This may consequently inform an engineering conversation: if this part of the envi-
ronment is inseparable, are there system design decisions that utilise or mitigate this coupling?
— considerations that will inform device design.
Returning to the physics: to address this issue we introduce a low frequency cut-off ωir. For
frequencies ω ≥ ωir the bath modes are treated as above, but of course any divergences in
the correlation integrals is removed as the lower limit is replaced by ωir. The remainder must
be included more accurately and to illustrate how this will impact the dynamics, we chose to
include more correctly only a single oscillator of frequency ωb ∼ ωir/2. Thus we have a single
oscillator coupled to a SQUID which is coupled to a Bath, in which the Bath is defined on
ωir ≤ ω ≤ O(Ω). The Hilbert space is Oscillator⊗ SQUID⊗Bath. Treating the system as the
combination of this oscillator and the SQUID we have a system with Hamiltonian
HS =
(
HOsc ⊗ I + I ⊗HSQUID + γ0xˆ0 ⊗ Φˆ
)
⊗ I (4.90)
and a density operator ρˆS which now defines the Oscillator-SQUID system, which may be
treated as above in its basis |nO〉 |n〉. In general, to obtain an appropriate solution several
oscillators might need to be included in the low frequency (infrared) portion of the environ-
mental spectrum. This, however, is beyond the scope of the current analysis. Here we make
the pragmatic assumption that whilst, for reasons related to the Langevin equation reducing
to a damped oscillator, it is sensible to take JXX as an Ohmic Bath in that context, there is
no particular reason why JPP , and from Eq. 4.66 by extension JXP , need to be of this form.
Thus, we assume that JXP is slightly super-Ohmic close to ω = 0. This removes the infinity
from the diagonal α(ω = 0), replacing it by a value dependent on s − 1, the degree to which
the bath is super-Ohmic there. This raises a further difficulty with what the standard Open
Quantum Systems method should be whenever the system is not harmonic.
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4.4.4 Some observations and results
There are a couple of soft points to be made here too. The first is that a modelling methodology
is not necessarily compatible with all modelling cases. Here, because of the Born approximation,
things become awkward if we have to consider a bath that includes low frequencies; earlier with
Lindblad type equations, problems arose at temperatures that weren’t high. In some cases the
solution will be a more detailed analysis, or, as we have demonstrated throughout this section,
an unravelling of assumptions. But equally, in other cases the solution may be just to take
a different approach to modelling. This links closely to the discussion in Section 3.1.2 where
the point is made that a modelling paradigm which successfully explains and predicts a broad
spectrum of physical observations, will not necessarily be one that provides highly detailed,
parameter-range specific, predictions for engineering.
The discussion here also relates to the difficulties of defining a Narrow System of Interest for
quantum technologies. We discussed in Section 3.1.1 that, due to entanglement and continuous
measurements, it may be difficult to determine the exact boundaries for a quantum system.
In a sense we see this here for a very simple case, not even including multiple entangled com-
ponents. The discussion around what might need to be included in the system Hamiltonian
is analogous to defining the system of interest; because of the properties of our environmental
coupling our system of interest boundary now includes a selected part of the environment. This
serves to illustrate that the challenges described in Chapter 3 are not just high-level, abstract,
considerations; they have to be considered when developing the science. It also indicates that
an appropriate modelling approach may be informed by systems engineering needs; by taking
a Born approximation we invite the need to expand the narrow system of interest as we do
not consider the initial time evolution and associated transients realistically, but in doing so
make the modelling substantially easier. Whether it is better to have a model that may be
more intractable, or an expanded system boundary, is a question for both the systems engineer
and the physicist to answer. Therefore, the integrity of systems engineering concepts as they
currently are may depend on model maturity. Furthermore, it may mean that systems have to
be engineered for modelling. If we consider the likely need for quantum feedback and control,
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Figure 4.3: The time evolution of the density operator at integer and half integer external flux from the ground
state, for both flux only, and flux + charge coupling. Appendix C explains that non-physical evolution of the
density operator is most likely when the system evolves from the ground state, here we show that non-physicality
is not observed in that case for the parameters we use.
combined with the inability to directly observe system behaviour, and the clear possibility that
the output of e.g. a quantum computation may not be classical verifiable, then trust in the
device relies almost entirely on models for device operation. In that sense, the ability to model
device operation with high confidence may be a central requirement, and a trade-off may have
to be made between system design and system modellability.
Next we present some results to show that the derived Redfield equation generates physical
outputs for a variety of parameters. For all of the results, basic system and bath parameters
are as follows: ω0 = 54.787×109Hz, ~ν = 3.28×10−22J, γXX/ω0 = 0.005, Ω = 10ω0, γPP/γXX =
0.1, T = 1mK which are similar to those used in literature for simulation and experiment [52,
79, 90], and match those for some experimental systems [91]. These do differ from those used
to generate Figure 4.2, so a direct comparison between this model and Duffus et al.’s Lindblad
has not been included; however, there is no reason why this model would not work with those
parameters.
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Figure 4.4: The steady-state system purity is shown as a function of external flux ΦX in units of Φ0. Steady-
state purity is decreased by higher bath temperatures as one would expect, and stronger inductive coupling
results in greater mixing.
First, addressing issues of non-physicality, Appendix C explains that the most likely condition
for non-physical time evolution to manifest is for t ≈ 0, when the system is evolving from its
ground state. In Figure 4.3 we show such evolution for both integer and half-integer external
flux, and for both purely inductive (γPP/γXX = 0) and inductive with capacitive (γPP/γXX >
0) coupling. The density operator is physical, and positive definite, for the full evolution to
the system steady-state. Although this is the only such figure included here, our tests of a
considerably wider parameter space have yet to show a parameter combination for which we
observe non-physical evolution, apart from situations where the time evolution rapidly diverges,
a behaviour normally associated with numerical error; in the cases we’ve observed, this does
not occur at small values of τ . Rather, the numerical integration diverges late into the time
evolution, and the point of divergence can be changed (and managed) through adjustment
of numerical integration parameters (e.g. time-step and method), making it unlikely to be a
feature of the model.
Figure 4.4 shows the steady-state purity of the system as a function of external flux, for different
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Figure 4.5: The time evolution of system purity from the first excited state is shown for ΦX = 0.499Φ0
for different temperatures and coupling strength ratios. The evolutions are physical throughout. Increased
temperature can be seen to result in more rapid decoherence to a lower steady-state purity, as can inductive
coupling strength. There is only a marginal difference between T=0.001K and T=0.1K, showing that the model
tends smoothly to the analytic zero-temperature behaviour in both steady-state purity and dynamics.
temperatures and ratios between capacitive and inductive coupling. We note that an increased
bath temperature results in a lower steady-state purity, which one would expect, with greatest
effect around half-integer external flux, and that the steady-state purity tends asymptotically
to the analytic zero-temperature limit as T is decreased. Inductive coupling strength has
a significant effect on steady-state purity for non half-integer external flux, shifting it down
without changing the functional form.
Finally, Figure 4.5 shows the time evolution for the same couplings at T = 0.001, 0.1, 2K, and
γXX/γPP = 0.01, 0.1, at near half-integer flux φX = 0.499. The time evolution is again physical
throughout, and we can now see that the parameter changes affect the dynamics as well as
the steady-state. In particular, the relaxation time of the system is impacted by both coupling
and temperature, with the system decohering away from its original pure state more rapidly
for either higher temperature or stronger capacitive coupling. This is unsurprising; reflecting
on Brownian motion, increased temperature will result in a more invasive interaction from a
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system’s environment, as will greater coupling. As with the steady-states, we again observe
that the model smoothly tends to the analytic zero-temperature limit, with T = 0.1K and
T = 0.001K being almost identical for both couplings, we would expect this to occur for both
the dynamics and the steady state, which is what we see.
Summing up, we wanted to develop a model that: was valid for, and analytic at, all temper-
atures; treated qˆ(−τ) analytically and hence avoided the issues relating to taking a Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff expansion; did not include any artificial terms or renormalisations; took
analytic solutions to all necessary integrals; and included capacitive coupling as well as induc-
tive coupling, in order to improve model realism. The above model accomplishes all of these
points with an already observed caveat regarding the addition of terms; we do not include any
artificial terms, however we have very slightly changed the properties of the bath to create an
infra-red cut-off (though we suggest a much more accurate analysis of low frequency effects
for realistic systems). Above all else, we believe this brings into focus the question of what a
realistic description of an environment for a quantum system is, and how the properties of the
environment affect the ability to define a narrow system of interest. We see clearly that the
modelling process helps develop understanding of system-environment interaction, and requires
the researcher to resolve ambiguities regarding the nature of this interaction. In developing this
model we have demonstrated generally that the problems pertaining to Lindblad Master Equa-
tions do not pertain to all other modelling approaches. Earlier we described the choice between
losing the guarantee of physicality from the Lindblad form, and accepting the unjustified and
invasive terms Lindblads often introduce, as unattractive. In reality, our analysis has shown
that a Redfield modelling approach not only allows us to unravel problematic assumptions, but
even increases understanding of what our model pertains to, and generates physical outputs
across a substantial parameter space.
However, we have also shown that the problem of modelling quantum systems is challenging
(as set out in Section 3.1.2), with an on-paper simple case of a component coupled to an Ohmic
bath requiring complex analysis. A frustrating element of this process was that issues only
revealed themselves far into the process; for example, the problems associated with the infra-
red cut-off only became apparent after the analysis was practically complete. In this sense
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also, modelling quantum systems appears to be tricky. Even if just through the accumulation
of cases of realistic quantum devices models, it would be very useful to develop a structured
methodology to modelling quantum systems. One in which the appropriateness of different
terms and assumptions are clearly set out, such that a future engineer, knowing the parameter
space and device he wishes to model, can appropriately select assumptions and methods know-
ing their consequences beforehand. Whilst a hierarchy of models will be necessary in the long
term, in the short term even a taxonomy of models would be useful.
Next, we consider relaxing the Markovian approximation.
4.5 Relaxing the Markovian approximation
Following from the prior discussion, there are a few questions it would be nice to answer: How
hard is it to add some system memory in order to add realism to the dynamics of the system?
Will doing so resolve issues relating to finite timescales for bath action, such as the previously
described divergence, and physicality issues that can arise during the initial dynamics? And,
if we relax Markovianity, does our description of system dynamics become more detailed? The
scope of this work had to be limited somewhere, and hence we only consider flux-flux coupling
for this.
4.5.1 A non-Markovian Master Equation
We return first to Eq. 4.27, before the Markovian approximation is taken. Let the density matrix
be represented by ρˆ(t) in the Schrödinger Picture, and by ρ˜(t) in the Interaction Picture. The
System plus Environment dynamics is determined in the Interaction Picture by
dρ˜
dt
⊗ ρˆB = −i
[
HˆI , ρ˜(0)⊗ ρˆB
]
− 1
~2
∫ t
0
ds
[
HˆI(t),
[
HˆI(s), ρ˜(s)⊗ ρˆB
]]
(4.91)
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and for simplicity consider flux only coupling so that the interaction Hamiltonian is given by
HˆI(−τ) = −Xˆ(−τ)⊗ Bˆ(−τ) = Xˆ(−τ)
∑
n
λnxˆn (4.92)
Tracing out the environment in the normal way simplifies as TrB(ρˆB) = 1 and TrB(BˆρˆB) = 0
(which removes the first term on the right of Eq. 4.91)
dρ˜
dt
= − 1
~2
∫ t
0
dsTrB
[
HˆI(t),
[
HˆI(s), ρ˜(s)⊗ ρˆB
]]
(4.93)
We should note that this still accepts that ρˆB(t) ≈ ρˆB and in many ways this implies a weak
interaction with the environment and consequently the Born approximation. Taking that HI
is in units of ~ω and time is in units of t′ = ωt will simplify the notation as it removes the 1/~2
from Eq. 4.93, and changing variables τ = t− s gives
dρ˜
dt
= − 1
~2
∫ t
0
dsTrB
[
HˆI(t),
[
HˆI(t− τ), ρ˜(t− τ)⊗ ρˆB
]]
(4.94)
So far this is normal. Now, instead of replacing ρ(t− τ) by ρ(t) for the entire integration range
(on the basis that the correlation function introduced later is only large for τ ≈ 0) as in the
standard Markovian approximation, to retain some memory we replace
ρ˜(t− τ) ≈ ρ˜(t)− τ dρ˜(t)
dt
(4.95)
such that the Master Equation becomes
dρ˜
dt
=−
∫ t
0
dτ TrB
[
HˆI(t),
[
HˆI(t− τ), ρ˜(t)⊗ ρˆB
]]
+
∫ t
0
τdτ TrB
[
HˆI(t),
[
HˆI(t− τ), dρ˜(t)
dt
⊗ ρˆB
]] (4.96)
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Transforming back to the Schrödinger Picture with ρˆ(t) = exp(−iHˆSt/~)ρ˜(t) exp(iHˆSt/~) the
free evolution term is reintroduced (also with HˆS in units of ~ω)
dρˆ
dt
= −i
[
HˆS, ρˆ(t)
]
−
∫ t
0
dτ TrB
[
HˆI(0),
[
HˆI(−τ), ρˆ(t)⊗ ρˆB
]]
+
∫ t
0
dττ TrB
[
HˆI(0),
[
HˆI(−τ),
(dρˆ(t)
dt
+ i
[
HˆS, ρˆ
] )
⊗ ρˆB
]] (4.97)
The difference between this and the previous section is that we have retained the finite limit t
on the integrals and introduced the final integral in Eq. 4.97. In the system’s energy eigenbasis
Xˆ(−τ)j,k = 〈j| exp(−iHˆSτ)Xˆ exp(iHˆSτ) |k〉
= 〈j| exp(−iωjτ)Xˆ exp(iωkτ) |k〉 = exp(−i(ωj − ωk)τ)Xˆj,k = (T (−τ) · Xˆ)j,k
(4.98)
where again the dot indicates a Hadamard product of the matrices. We may now simplify the
notation by rewriting Eq. 4.97 as
dρˆ
dt
= −i
[
HˆS, ρˆ(t)
]
−
3∑
`=1
∫ t
0
dτ TrB
[
HˆI(0),
[
HˆI(−τ),O`(t, τ)⊗ ρˆB
]]
(4.99)
where Oˆ`(t, τ) = −τdρˆ(t)/dt, ρˆ(t) and −iτ
[
HˆS, ρˆ(t)
]
for ` = {1, 2, 3}. Consequently, as here
each of the O` take the form Oˆ(t, τ) = τmOˆ(t) for m = 0, 1, and setting HˆI(−τ) = −Xˆ(−τ)⊗
Bˆ(−τ) we can write
∫ t
0
dτ TrB
[
HˆI(0),
[
HˆI(−τ), Oˆ(t, τ)⊗ ρˆB
]]
=
[
Xˆ,
(
α(m)(t) · Xˆ
)
Oˆ(t)−
[(
α(m)(t) · Xˆ
)
Oˆ(t)
]H] (4.100)
where we introduce the notation
α
(m)
j,k (t) =
∫ t
0
dττm exp(−iωj,kτ)
〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
=
∫ t
0
dττmTj,k(−τ)
〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
β
(m)
j,k (t) =
∫ t
0
dττm exp(−iωj,kτ)
〈
Bˆ(−τ)Bˆ(0)
〉
= α
(m)∗
k,j (t) = α
(m)H
j,k (t)
(4.101)
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so β(m)(t) = α(m)H(t), the Hermitian conjugate. Then setting Km(t) = α(m)(t) · Xˆ, Lm(t) =
α(m)H(t) · Xˆ
dρˆ
dt
−
[
Xˆ,K1(t)
dρˆ
dt
]
+
[
Xˆ,
dρˆ
dt
L1(t)
]
= −i
[
HˆS, ρˆ(t)
]
−
[
Xˆ,K0(t)ρˆ
]
+
[
Xˆ, ρˆL0(t)
]
+ i
[
Xˆ,K1(t)HˆS ρˆ
]
− i
[
Xˆ,K1(t)ρˆHˆS
]
− i
[
Xˆ, HˆS ρˆL1(t)
]
+ i
[
Xˆ, ρˆHˆSL1(t)
] (4.102)
Expanding the commutators, with Dˆ = HˆS to indicate that it is diagonal in the energy eigen-
basis, we get the final expression under the approximation from Eq. 4.95
dρˆ
dt
− XˆK1(t)dρˆ
dt
+K1(t)
dρˆ
dt
Xˆ − dρˆ
dt
L1(t)Xˆ + Xˆ
dρˆ
dt
L1(t)
= −iDˆρˆ+ iρˆDˆ − XˆK0(t)ρˆ+K0(t)ρˆXˆ − ρˆL0(t)Xˆ + XˆρˆL0(t)
+ i
(
XˆK1(t)Dˆρˆ−K1(t)DˆρˆXˆ − XˆK1(t)ρˆDˆ +K1(t)ρˆDˆXˆ + DˆρˆL1(t)Xˆ
− XˆDˆρˆL1(t)− ρˆDˆL1(t)Xˆ + XˆρˆDˆL1(t)
)
(4.103)
At this point we have a new Master Equation. Compared to the one in the previous section,
we have not set the upper limit of the integrals defining α(m)(t) and β(m)(t) to infinity, i.e we
have not approximated α(m)(t) ≈ α(m)(∞), β(m)(t) ≈ β(m)(∞), and we have not set the value
of ρ(t− τ) to be equal to ρ(t) throughout the integral range but rather explored the effect of a
first–order Taylor approximation (Eq. 4.95). To examine the effects of each of these it is useful
to look at two versions of this equation. One is to make the approximations α(m)(t) ≈ α(m)(∞),
β(m)(t) ≈ β(m)(∞) but to keep the first–order Taylor approximation (Eq. 4.95), which gives
rise to another form of Markovian approximation, and the other is to include all new effects.
4.5.2 A semi-Markovian case
The first case we consider takes Eq. 4.103 in the case that α(m)(t) ≈ α(m)(∞), β(m)(t) ≈
β(m)(∞). In this case it is necessary to evaluate the terms that are additional to that of
section 4.4. With, as usual,
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〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
= ~
∫ ∞
0
dωJXX(ω)
(
coth(~ω/2kBT ) cos(ωτ)− i sin(ωτ)
)
= ν(τ)− iη(τ)
(4.104)
where ν(τ) and η(τ) are real. Next, with a tilde indicating a (positive time) Fourier Transform,
we require
α
(0)
j,k = ν˜j,k − iη˜j,k α(1)j,k = η˜′j,k + iν˜ ′j,k
β
(0)
j,k = α
(0)∗
k,j = ν˜
∗
k,j + iη˜
∗
k,j = ν˜j,k + iη˜j,k β
(1)
j,k = −η˜′j,k + iν˜ ′j,k
(4.105)
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument ωi,j. As a result
K0 = (ν˜ − iη˜) ·X K1 = (η˜′ + iν˜ ′) ·X
L0 = (ν˜ + iη˜) ·X L1 = (−η˜′ + iν˜ ′) ·X
LH0 = (ν˜
H − iη˜H) ·X = K0 ⇒ LT0 = K∗0
(4.106)
These may be obtained, as previously, from the same functions needed in section 4.4
ν˜j,k =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωj,kτ)ν(τ) = piγωj,k
2(Ω2 + ω2j,k)
coth
( ~ωj,k
2kBT
)
+ i
ωj,kS1(ωj,k)
(Ω2 + ω2j,k)
(4.107)
and
η˜j,k =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωj,kτ)η(τ) = piγ
2(Ω + iωj,k)
(4.108)
although derivatives with respect to ωi,j are now also needed for α(1) and β(1).
As previously, in order to calculate the coefficients needed in Eq. 4.103, for numerical simulation,
the limit ωi → ωj, (i.e. the diagonal entries) need to be taken carefully and these are considered
separately from the rest. Derivation of the off-diagonal entries is included in Appendix F.2
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following a process similar to that in section 4.4, resulting in:
K
(0)
j,k = (ν˜j,k − iη˜j,k)Xˆj,k K(1)j,k =
( dη˜j,k
dωj,k
+ i
dν˜j,k
dωj,k
)
Xˆj,k (4.109)
Derivation of the diagonal entries is included in Appendix F.1, resulting in:
K
(0)
k,k = ν˜k,k − iη˜k,k =
2kBT
~ω
γ
ω
− i γ
2Ω
(4.110)
and
K
(1)
k,k = η˜
′
k,k + iν˜
′
k,k = −i
γ
2Ω2
+
2i
pi
γ
ω
{
ψ0
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
+ γE +
pikBT
~Ω
}
(4.111)
on the diagonal of K1.
With the various elements needed for Eq. 4.103 it is possible to solve the matrix equation by
vectorising, which was the only way we found to effectively run simulations. This process is
described in Appendix F.3.
4.5.3 Semi-Markovian results
Let us now recall some key points from earlier
− Eq. 4.103 is Markovian in the sense that the dynamics at some point in time t only depends
upon the current state of the system (i.e. ˙ˆρ(t) only depends upon ρˆ(t)). However, compared
to the results of section 4.4 there is some system memory through Eq. 4.95.
− To be a physical state it is necessary that, at any time t, Tr(ρˆ(t)) = 1, and that ρˆ(t) is
positive semi-definite, (i.e. all its eigenvalues are real and positive at all times).
− As this model is not of Lindblad form no guarantee of physicality exists.
We now include some simulations which compare the results of Eq. 4.103 to those of section 4.4,
in order to assess the error made by setting ρ(t − τ) ≈ ρ(t) for the entire integral range in
Eq. 4.94. Simulations are done using MATLAB’s built-in ODE functions.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of ode15s solutions in Markovian and non-Markovian (Taylor, infinite limits) approxi-
mations.
Fig. 4.6 shows the purity P (t) for the case of a SQUID (parameters generally as in section 4.4)
which started in its first excited state and with an external flux close to 0.5Φ0. The continuous
curve is the solution to the Eq. 4.103 while the dotted curve is the solution without the memory
term, Eq. 4.95 (or equivalently with M = Gplus = 0 in Eq. 4.103). It is clear that the state
relaxes from its excited state more quickly when the memory is included. Note that, in both
cases, Tr(ρˆ(t)) = 1 for all t. The more difficult condition to maintain is that all eigenvalues of ρˆ
are real and positive for all time. This is demonstrated in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. As the temperature
is low (1 mK) and the system starts in the first excited state it is expected that the ground
state and the first excited state dominate the dynamics. With the included memory a small
quantity of a third state becomes apparent.
Fig. 4.9 shows a plot of the log-maximum eigenvalue of ρˆ(t) as a function of time. The reciprocal
of the slope of this should be a measure of the T1 time associated with the relaxation of the
SQUID. Here we see a case in which including some memory through Eq.4.95 leads to a 10%
decrease in relaxation time.
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Figure 4.7: Positive eigenvalues of the Density Matrix (non-Markovian).
Figure 4.8: Positive eigenvalues of the Density Matrix (Markovian).
The behaviour shown here due to the addition of system memory is to be expected. The rate at
which a system decoheres, mixing with its environment, is related to how different the system’s
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of T1 times between the Markovian and non-Markovian models.
state is from the environment. Consequently, a separable, pure, system state will decohere most
rapidly, as it has least commonality with the environment. The addition of system memory
means that the dynamics of the system are governed by a combination of the current state and
the previous purer state. Thus, overall, one would expect initial decoherence (during which
the current and historic states are almost fully pure) to be very similar between the original
Markovian and ‘non’-Markovian models, but as time goes on for the non-Markovian model to
decohere more rapidly, as its time dynamics are governed by a higher effective purity than of
the current state. This corresponds very well with what is shown in Figure 4.6.
In this section we have included such detail as to allow the reader to follow the logical steps
and perform simulations, but for readers interested in the full derivations further details are
contained in Appendix F.
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4.5.4 A non-Markovian Redfield Master Equation
We may return now to Eq. 4.103 to consider the effect of keeping the memory terms (Eq. 4.95)
but without making the approximations α(m)(t) ≈ α(m)(∞), β(m)(t) ≈ β(m)(∞). This leads
to full non-Markovian dynamics in the sense that the Master Equation now contains time-
dependent terms other than the density operator, ρˆ(t). The model we just looked at included
system memory effects, but did not reduce the limits of the time integrals which is necessary
to introduce these terms. We have been able to complete the analytic derivations for this case,
which has domain value, however we have not yet been able to run simulations from the resultant
models. Thus, we cannot present comparisons as we have throughout this chapter. Therefore,
instead of presenting the derivation here, we present it in Appendix G for those interested.
This demonstrates that the analytic derivation is possible, and is ready for simulation. There
were no observations pertaining to systems-engineering challenges to draw from this derivation
process.
4.6 Summary
We began this chapter by highlighting three questions we wished to address: (i) what confi-
dence can we have in the realistic predictive capabilities of the predominant Lindblad modelling
approach, in view of systems engineering needs? (ii) is it possible to identify a natural route
to a model hierarchy, or extensibility, from current methods? and (iii) which parameters would
be needed in device characterisation at each level? These were addressed in Sections 4.1–4.3.
Firstly, we noted that Lindblad form CL master equations are built upon a tenuous structure
of assumptions, and that the ‘Lindbladification’ process introduces invasive arbitrary terms
with no physical justification. We note that for certain simple cases, in particular systems with
harmonic potentials, at high temperature the impact may be low — however, that is the special
case, and in general there is no guarantee that Lindblad terms will be non-invasive or correspond
to physical system properties. Furthermore, it is unlikely that complex quantum technologies
will correspond to the special case of a harmonic potential. Additionally, attempts to extract
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a natural model hierarchy were unsuccessful, and instead revealed that the particular series
approximation implicit in this type of model derivation was unjustified, and for non-harmonic
potentials only convergent as the entire infinite series. Lastly, one expects that the simplest
means of characterising a quantum system may be their coherence and relaxation times —
corresponding to how rapidly the system decoheres to a steady-state with its environment —
but the time-dynamics of a Lindblad master equation are not considered reliable, and hence
this form of model cannot enable characterisation by these means.
The Lindblad form of master equation has a very attractive property though: it guarantees that
the system’s state will, for all parameters, not become unphysical, and it is the only semi-group,
Markovian form which can provide this guarantee. We ended up seeing this as a double-edged
sword. The guarantee of physicality has obvious value, however, it may also generate a false
confidence that a Lindblad master equation, merely because it is of Lindblad form and therefore
presents physical outputs, is a correct representation of physical reality. We showed in detail
in Section 4.3 that the invasive Lindblad terms had no real physical justification and could
arbitrarily tune predicted system behaviour, leading to uncertainty as to what the resultant
model actually describes and represents. Furthermore, this method of modelling allows one
to make assumptions that are evidently invalid (e.g. in seeking a hierarchy), and yet derive a
model whose outputs are always physical — a naturally derived Lindblad may be an indication
of model validity, but one that is artificially created may only be masking underlying errors.
This leaves one with an unpleasant decision: to lose the guarantees of physicality Lindblad
form provides, or to accept the invasive additional terms ‘Lindbladification’ introduces. Seeing
no good path forward with Lindblad models, we chose to explore a non-Lindblad modelling
approach, with the specific intent of removing assumptions and approximations, in order to
see if this generated a modelling approach that could resolve some of these issues, and enable
systems engineering processes. In Sections 4.4–4.5 we developed a modelling process that met
those goals, and observed the challenges therein. Ultimately we found that, despite the lack of
guaranteed physicality, our derived models behaved physically across tested parameter ranges,
including with regard to their time-dynamics. We also found that this modelling approach
clearly revealed the system-of-interest boundary problem, and forced us to make a clear decision
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in the modelling process regarding how our system was defined. This introduced inseparable
components of the environment consequent of quantum coupling, so although this made clearer
what possibilities existed for our system-of-interest boundary, it did not resolve in the way
of a classical system; this problem is both challenging and unique to quantum technology
development. It also expresses a deep link between modelling- and system-level concepts: the
system-of-interest boundary is no longer just a logical delimiter but an expression of physical
reality, and any reconfiguration of it implies a fundamentally different system. Not all system-
of-interest boundaries will be valid; in the example case of an RF SQUID that we considered,
the valid choices were between including an inseparable infra-red part of the environment in the
fundamental system, or of specifying an environment in which those components did not exist
— a neatly separated environment with said infra-red terms is by implication non-physical. This
shows that the system-of-interest boundary problem is a unique quantum systems engineering
challenge, and has some further consequences. Firstly, it implies that the prospective quantum
systems engineer may need to have specific knowledge of modelling quantum systems, in order
to understand design configurations that are physical, and their consequences — to an extent,
this is a direct response to a question posted in Chapter 3, asking ‘how much quantum would
a quantum systems engineer need to know?’ Secondly, it is unclear if it is possible to derive
analytic models of all physical system configurations, and if it is possible to classically simulate
them. In most cases, whether for feedback and control, or for device characterisation, reliable
models may be necessary — a firm requirement. This may have to be taken into account from a
systems-engineering and design perspective, with the difficulty of modelling the system traded
off against other factors. Imagine, hypothetically, that for our RF SQUID example it were not
possible to derive a model for anything but an environment with no infra-red components; this
might have as a systems engineering and design consequence that the realised system must have
an engineered environment designed to extinguish infra-red components. This illustrates that
the consequences could be far reaching.
A direct corollary of this is that the models we have looked at are local, in that their validity is
specific to the environment for which they are derived. In order to describe system behaviour as
a function of component/sub-system behaviour one must be able to generate non-local models,
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those that are valid even if the component’s environment changes. We have not identified a path
to descriptive non-local models, and can see no obvious route towards them. This has serious
consequences for device characterisation and parameter extraction. Without non-local models
it is not possible to characterise a device, or extract behaviour parameters, in one environment
(e.g. as an isolated component), and transfer these measures to a different environment (e.g.
integrated into a system). One should note that this does not only imply that a quantum
system behaves differently when translated into different environments, but that we do not
have a predictive relationship for how its behaviour will change.
As the form of our model did not guarantee physicality, the issue of selecting valid system
boundaries, and others discussed in the full narrative, were very visible. The only path to
fixing analytic issues, or achieving physical behaviour, was to understand and resolve these
fundamental issues. This is typical for most physics, but suggests again that Lindblads might
do more to mask than to help.
Lastly, we began work towards adding in a system memory. Most of all, this will affect predic-
tions of time-dynamics; since this is significant for characterising quantum devices, we wished
to see if considering system memory was impactful. Section 4.5 includes a partial system mem-
ory, and simulations for our example system show that adding the memory did not affect the
functional form of the dynamics, but changed coherence time by 10%. We did derive a more
complete description of system memory, fully non-Markovian in the traditional sense, but due
to the added complexity in doing so we have not yet developed working simulations. Hence,
we show that it is analytically possible, but cannot offer a comparison.
However, more work is needed to establish if this is an effective modelling approach. Specifically,
analysis must be expanded to consider a realistic quantum device, such as a SQUID in a circuit,
or two controlled, coupled, SQUIDs. Considering the complexity of the model development
process, and the challenge therein, it is easy to forget that this only covered a ‘simple’ example
of a single SQUID coupled to a dissipative bath.
Overall, our goal with this work was to address our main research question; to identify and
understand key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies. We have succeeded
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in understanding, in detail, some of the limitations of current modelling approaches, and iden-
tifying reasons for which they are not suitable for systems engineering processes. We have
also tried to seek routes forward, and have demonstrated a modelling approach that resolves
some of the aforementioned issues, having greater physical justification, and aspects that may
better enable device characterisation. In doing this, we have also investigated more directly the
system-of-interest boundary issue, relating it to physical system concepts, and illustrated that
the system boundary definition cannot be separated from, and requires appreciation of, the un-
derlying physics. This demonstrates the position developed in Chapter 3: that these problems
are unique quantum systems engineering challenges. Lastly, a point to take away from this
is that quantum systems engineering, and its processes, may have a much closer relationship
to fundamental science than its classical counterpart. This is not a consequence of gaps-in-
knowledge, or low TRL, but of fundamental properties of quantum systems. This makes it
more important than ever for technology development to link quantum system engineering and
scientific research at an early design and development stage.
Chapter 5
Accelerating low-TRL research with
systems engineering
Earlier in this thesis we introduced two strategies to understanding the challenges of quantum
systems engineering: the first was to take a bottom-up approach from the fundamental science
as described above. The second was to use a top-down analysis, built on the pragmatic applica-
tion of mixed methods, to explore the problem qualitatively and practically. This chapter details
the start of this research strand (highlighted in green in the project structure, Figure 2.4). We
consider the application of systems engineering, and a systems-minded methodology, to very
low-TRL laboratory research related to developing novel quantum technology. This work has
two main research goals: to understand if a systems approach, and systems tools, are appro-
priate and beneficial for accelerating low-TRL research; and to observe the systems engineering
process, looking to identify and understand challenges specific to low-TRL and quantum sys-
tems engineering. Hence, our two research questions are addressed separately. Our first research
question, regarding the challenges of quantum systems engineering, is considered inductively
— this research provides an opportunity to directly observe technology development, includ-
ing the use of systems engineering. This allows us to construct a qualitative understanding
of where low-TRL quantum systems engineering challenges lie. Our second research question,
concerning the effectiveness of applying systems engineering to accelerate low-TRL technology
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realisation, is addressed deductively and directly. The case-study is designed to directly address
this question and to test our second hypothesis. Various systems tools are mentioned in this
chapter. Explanations of them can be found in Section A.1, including brief examples of their
usage.
It must be noted that the application of systems engineering is unusual in the context of low
Technology Readiness Level (TRL [9]) laboratory research: our literature review revealed
no dedicated studies about applying systems engineering to fundamental science, or research
physics. We also have no expectation that knowledge and training in systems engineering is
typical for research physicists. It does not form part of a usual education in physics, and the
experienced physicists who supervised this project did not consider the application of systems
engineering in fundamental research to be typical. The non-use of systems engineering in
research physics is not, as far as we can tell, due to a negative result: that low-TRL systems
engineering had been studied and deemed unsuitable. Rather, it appears to be an engineering
practice that is yet to cross over into fundamental science. The current maturity of quantum
technology research is predominantly low-TRL basic research, so it is relevant to investigate if
systems engineering is applicable now, or if it will only be relevant when quantum technologies
mature. This fits with our project’s overarching research motivation, to develop knowledge
that contributes to accelerating the development, and capitalisation, of emerging quantum
technologies.
Parts of this chapter are covered in one of our publications: Transformative Effects of Applying
Systems Engineering in Laboratory Scientific Research [40] (included as Appendix I). This
has similarities to the extended analysis presented here, and some of the figures here have
been taken from it. The participant in the case-study we will discuss was William Huish,
a doctoral researcher at Loughborough University. He was the sole author of the technical
drawings included later, which he kindly provided permission for us to include. He was also the
author of the participant narrative that forms part of the case-study, describing his subjective
experience of using systems engineering. For those interested, detailed information about the
technology Huish developed, and results from its testing, can be found in his doctoral thesis:
Investigating Electrohydrodynamic Jet Printing of Superconductors for Prototyping Quantum
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Circuitry [92].
5.1 Introduction
Low TRL laboratory research is an area in which novel, and complex, demonstrator devices
are designed and developed. It is necessary that such devices reliably, and demonstrably,
satisfy their operational requirements and, once proven, can be translated into manufacturable
products. In order to best capitalise on the novelty of an emerging technology, it is also
imperative that the development process occurs with minimal time and resource waste. It is
our initial observation that in low TRL science there are three predominant causes for resource
wastage:
− Lack of foresight in project design, resulting in an avoidable and excessive need to re-design
and rework, either at a system or component level. This particularly includes the failure to
take manufacturing constraints into account in the initial design.
− Project drift, resulting in a deliverable that is not validated against its Concepts of Opera-
tions (CONOPS), often as a result of lack of detail and clarity in requirements.
− Inadequate record of knowledge gained, and decisions (in terms of content and/or struc-
ture) that prevents effective failure analysis during development or inhibits the transfer of
knowledge to those working in the higher stages of the TRL chain.
All of these are fundamentally design and development problems which Systems Engineering
seeks to alleviate. Dym, et. al. [93] have observed that design thinking requires both convergent
and divergent approaches, equivalent to operating in both the knowledge and concept domains.
They remark that good system designers ‘can anticipate the unintended consequences emerging
from interactions among multiple parts of a system’, but also that this is an uncommon skill
that is difficult to learn. Courses in Systems Engineering have been created to address this
deficiency in engineers. As a consequence, we have undertaken a study of the costs and benefits
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of applying a SE approach to the development of novel technologies within the context of low
TRL laboratory research (i.e., TRL 1 – Basic principles [9]).
5.2 Case-Study methodology
Case-studies are a form of empirical inquiry which investigates phenomena within their real-
life context, and when the boundary between the phenomena and context are not clearly
defined [94]. The engineering community is mostly familiar with the use of case-studies to
illustrate and document practice, providing examples of good or bad practice associated with
technical endeavours (e.g. the NASA database of case-studies, in which they are described as
“a tool for creating an opportunity for conversation.” [95]). The social sciences community take
a broader view which we also — in line with our pragmatic mixed-methods strategy — adopt.
They regard case-studies as a method of enquiry from which one may derive empirical data:
both quantitative (e.g. participant surveys), and qualitative (observations and narratives).
Narratives are qualitative descriptions of events, often from both the view of researcher, and
of participants. These can be used to derive understanding of the behaviours and phenomena
observed in the study, and, in human driven situations, reasons behind them. The value in this
goes beyond individual narrative records, analysis of how subjective records differ or agree can
reveal interesting details about the underlying situation (e.g. ‘soft’ elements such as personal
priorities) that can otherwise be missed [96]. These are important for a study on usage of
systems engineering: a conversation on research behaviour and methodology must necessarily
include the perspectives of the individual participants.
The case-study approach is regarded as an appropriate research strategy when one wishes
to ask how and why questions but either cannot, or does not wish to, exercise control over
the situation in question (unlike an experiment in which there are controllable independent
variables) [97]. Therefore, a case-study approach was determined to be a suitable form of
inquiry for this research. Case-studies can assume a wide range of forms, varying according to
factors such as the number of cases investigated, the level of detail, forms of evidence gathered,
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and whether reporting is purely descriptive or includes evaluation. These, and other elements,
are not prescriptive, and may be adjusted to fit the study at hand [98] — next we define the
approach that has been taken here.
A case-study can take inductive or deductive approaches, or combine the two complementarily:
deductive studies test theories, whereas inductive ones gather observations to explore behaviour
and phenomena [97]. The case-studies reported herein have combined deductive and inductive
reasoning for different purposes. They are deductive in the sense that they are predicated
on the idea that applied low-TRL technology development will benefit from the application of
Systems Engineering techniques, and our analysis seeks to evaluate the truth of this hypothesis.
However, we also use our observations to construct an understanding of research experience,
both with and without systems engineering. This has been used inductively to spot and assess
research challenges, and to explore the practicality, and acceptability, of systems engineering,
beyond its pure utility. The investigation has, necessarily, been evaluative because it has sought
to determine both positive and negative aspects of the application of the techniques. There
are a variety of methods for collecting data in case-studies; observation has been chosen as
the method for this research and this has included both direct observation (by staff familiar
with the situation but standing outside the activity) and participant observation in which the
scientist (who was the participant in the activity) records their behaviour and impressions in
an ethnographic way. This form of data collection is very good for ensuring that the context is
properly understood and it provides insight into the motives and behaviours of the subject.
This research also has limits to certainty. Firstly, we must be cautious of biases that can affect
interpretation of the data — we mitigated this risk through a diverse supervisory team who
had overview of the project, and critically assessed the analysis and conclusions. We must
also note the Hawthorne effect [34], whereby individuals modify their behaviour because they
know they are being observed. We attempted to address this methodologically by having a
long initial case (Case A1) where the participant was not requested to change their behaviour.
This was intended to set a ‘benchmark’ performance, to which latter cases introducing systems
engineering could be compared. This first case was carried out over nine months, which was
sufficiently long for the participant to become used to, and comfortable with, observations due
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to the case-study. This does not necessarily eliminate the Hawthorne effect, but we do think it
reduces its impact. Case-studies favour particularity over generalisability : they do well when
describing the specific situation observed, but tend not to establish if this is representative of (or
conclusions generalise to) other situations [15]. Two specific methodological weaknesses in this
study affect its generalisability: Firstly, this is a single participant study — to generalise case-
studies one often treats them as individual experiments; then, through multiple independent
cases, one seeks to establish a confluence of evidence [94]. We provide reasons in the study,
including the views of the supervisory experts, to suggest that the participant’s behaviour was
not an aberration, but within this case we cannot confirm that. Furthermore, the participant
in the case-study is a researcher at Loughborough University, putting him within the same
research sphere as ourselves. This opens up the possibility of ‘backyard ’ research issues [15],
especially pertaining to a local, inculcated, behaviour that differs from what is typical, but is
not seen to be different by those in the immediate environment. Neither of these issues can
be resolved within the context of this study, however subsequent research seeks to mitigate
them through additional independent qualitative studies (Chapter 6). As described in our
overarching methodology, conclusions are drawn from the sum of evidence from these projects,
mitigating individual weaknesses.
A fundamental aspect of case-study design is to define the unit of analysis [97]; it is important
to understand that it not only concerns the physical domain of study, but also the lens through
which it is observed (i.e., what are the features that the researcher seeks to observe?).
5.3 Case-Study A: 3D-printer
This study includes three sub-cases, characterised by the units of analysis shown in Table 5.1.
Cases A(1,2,3) look at a project to develop a 3D-printer for producing superconducting nano-
scale circuitry; the three case-studies are successive in time and allow consideration of changes
due to the introduction of Systems Engineering over a period of 15 months. The development
of the participant, and his appreciation of Systems Engineering, from a standing start also form
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Table 5.1
Case-Studies: The lens through which all cases are viewed comprises external observation
and participant observation. (Taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40])
Case ID Description Physical
Definition
Case A1: Development of 3D-printer
project without Systems
Engineering
1 research
student,
1 project
Case A2: Systems methods applied to
intractable problems of
development of 3D-printer
project
1 research
student,
1 project
Case A3: Formal application of systems
methods to whole project from
requirements to validation
1 research
student,
1 project
part of the analysis. These three cases, therefore, provide a form of comparison to highlight the
impact of Systems Engineering. In the following sections, each case is described in terms of:
situation (context), observations, and evaluation. By looking across all the cases, we develop
some initial observations regarding the effectiveness of systems engineering applied to low-TRL
technology development.
We analysed how the project progressed under three distinct circumstances:
− Without the application of any Systems Engineering methods (A1), as the researcher would
commonly approach his tasks;
− With the application of a limited set of systems methods, applied ad hoc to intractable
design problems (A2);
− With a more complete systems approach, from systems requirements to validation (A3).
Case A1 was a quasi-normal case, it represented the researcher’s normal behaviour with no
intervention, additional supervision, or preliminary training in systems engineering — it was
intended to show the researcher’s natural behaviour. In cases A2 and A3, the researcher was
guided by expert Systems Engineers, but ultimately made his own decisions about which meth-
ods to apply and how. The student was supported by supervisors with expertise in quantum
physics and 3D-printing throughout, and for cases A2 and A3 had additional support from
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supervisors in systems engineering and reliability engineering. Supervisor contact was frequent
(at least once per week), so that the student was able to check his ideas and understanding with
ease. Although supported, the experimental development was led by the student; this was delib-
erately not directive, favouring instead discovery of Systems Engineering and self-development
on the part of the student.
At the time of this study the ability to pattern superconductors into useful circuitry at the nano-
scale was modern science [99], and doing so via an additive method has not yet been achieved.
Additive manufacturing has a distinct advantage over standard lithographic techniques, in that
the patterning can be changed comparatively easily, quickly, and inexpensively. Instead of hav-
ing to make a new mask and install it into a deposition system, all that needs to be changed
is the patterning program that the system receives. This makes additive techniques more ap-
propriate for prototyping circuitry, where the designs may be subject to frequent changes and
updates. Hence, development of this device was considered fundamental to enabling an in-house
programme of quantum technology and quantum circuitry research and development. An addi-
tive manufacturing method would also enable fabrication of three-dimensional circuit designs;
this is necessary for some advanced quantum technologies such as directional Superconducting
Single Photon Detectors (SSPD) and Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID)
stacked arrays. The researcher saw these capabilities as likely to have significant demand, which
influenced the technology development goals. The stated end goal of the project was to: design
and demonstrate a desktop 3D-printer unit, capable of printing superconducting nano-circuity,
and priced to be significantly more affordable than alternative fabrication units.
Each of the three cases includes observations on the project’s progress with the applied level
of systems engineering, and a focused discussion regarding the development of specific system
components. The choice of sub-systems pertaining to these focused discussions was based on
their significance to that case. We have endeavoured to include as much detail, including
technical and systems artefacts, as possible without infringing on commercial sensitivity. In
particular, this prevents us from including whole a system design, and corresponding engineering
specification.
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Following the analysis of each sub-case we relate the observations made to a series of factors
listed in Table 6.2 in Chapter 6. This table shows the confluence of evidence between the
different case-studies. Consider this a navigational aid and not part of the analysis.
The cases presented below include a narrative of the observations made in the project. Narrative
records are presented in italics, and have been agreed as a faithful record of the project by all
those involved, including the participant. Furthermore, we include narratives by the participant,
describing the cases from his point of view; this is included as “italicised quotes”.
5.3.1 Case A1: Development of 3D-printer project without Systems
Engineering
The initial design and development of the 3D-printer project was completed with neither use
nor knowledge of Systems Engineering methods. This phase of the work lasted nine months.
Early project progress was far from smooth, with a significant proportion of components devel-
oped during this phase being mutually incompatible, over-engineered, or non-functional. On
reflection, it seems likely that had we applied some Systems Engineering methods from the
start, the risk of these problems occurring would have been reduced. One cannot, in hindsight,
quantify the proportion of mistakes or adjustments that were avoidable through a more for-
malised design process, but it was the view of the systems engineering experts associated with
the project that basic systems tools would have made a significant difference. When reflect-
ing on the project after having developed practical experience of using systems methods, the
research student identified numerous obvious design issues that wasted significant cumulative
resource, and could have been addressed through simple systems tools. These were primarily
characterised by designs lacking foresight, a root problem which invited compatibility and inte-
gration issues. One specific case was the design and fabrication of the substrate holder, which
is reported in narrative form below.
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Figure 5.1: Figure and caption taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40]. Schematic of the original substrate holder
design with the spring mechanism clamp to hold the substrate in place, from a top down view. This design had
to be discarded as both the spring loaded curved clamp and right-angled stop were thicker than the substrate,
making the risk of crashing and breaking the pipette too high.
Case A1 narrative (substrate holder)
Participant’s narrative: “The substrate holder was required to hold a 10mm × 10mm substrate in
place on a 3-axis stage, such that material could be deposited onto it (Figure 5.1). Critically, this
required that there was sufficient stability such that patterns could be reproduced on a series of
substrates with a high degree of similarity. In this case, the core requirements of the component
had not been identified, and its functional constraints had not been defined. As a result, it was
over-engineered such that it could actively hold larger substrates, as well as the 10mm×10mm
test substrates that were required. The substrate holder was also a permanent fixture in the
printer, which became a source of difficulties when taking the printer apart during development.
The substrate holder had a spring mechanism to secure the substrate. This was beyond the
required scope, which meant that time was spent adding unneeded capabilities that, more impor-
tantly, introduced a number of critical failure modes. In fact, the original design never worked
and the component had to be entirely re-engineered. This was because the substrate holder was
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originally designed to manage system parameters that were beyond its natural control; a require-
ments specification, and functional analysis, would have shown that the substrate holder only
needed to ’hold the substrate in place for the duration of printing’, as all other parameters were
managed by other components. This reproduced modality did not even add reliability through
redundancy, instead it resulted in conflicting component behaviour, rendering the overall system
non-functional.”
Observational narrative: Had we started by identifying the simple and minimal requirements for
the substrate holder, it does not seem unreasonable to think that the initial ideas for the design
would have matched this scope. Thus, instead of trying to design complex spring mechanisms
to hold the substrate in place from all sides (Fig.5.1), which resulted in the holding mechanisms
being taller than the substrate, and vastly increasing the risk of the print head crashing into
them, the eventual solution — that of attaching it to the surface of the staging with a carbon tab
— would probably have been achieved much sooner. Proper requirements capture, coupled with
techniques such as Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis [100] (FFMEA) and Function
Means Analysis [101] (FMA) would almost certainly have avoided the design problems described
above. Whilst the original staging did not have to be entirely re-fabricated, it did need to be
adapted and engineered to meet the final design requirements, resulting in time and material
costs.
Analysis of case A1
Pursuit of interesting diversions is an essential part of academic research and so following
curiosity-driven research directions, which may eventually turn out to be false trails, should not
be discouraged. Furthermore, these diversions help to develop the research student’s broader
domain knowledge in order to acquire expertise and context for their research subject and
longer term science career. However, the problem described above, and a number of similar
problems during this phase of the research, concern technology design in order to address
specific scientific research questions, and provide an enabling capability. The student’s lack of
awareness of project scope meant that whilst some interesting diversions were scientifically and
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developmentally valuable, others were clearly practically wasteful and resulted in unnecessary
delays and material wastage. In reflective discussion with the researcher, he remarked that
some of these tangents constituted untracked project drift — interesting asides morphed into
implementation features without any strong justification. Lacking formal requirements tracking,
it was not always noticed that these were outside of project scope. These issues were resolved
as the project progressed but, from the researcher’s perspective, caused significant time-waste
early on.
Methodologically, the above observations are obviously subjective. Furthermore, it is risky to
generalise from these observations because another research student might have spotted the
problems without the benefit of Systems Engineering techniques. But, the reflective comments
of the research student suggest that he, at least, would have understood the project scope more
fully, had he followed a Systems Engineering approach and we would argue that this illustrates
that for some researchers, the adoption of Systems Engineering techniques will reduce the risk
of unnecessary wastage during the design and development of novel technology.
This experience has highlighted two issues in the research process associated with record-keeping
and decision making, both of which affected verification. “System Verification is a set of actions
used to check the correctness of any element, such as a system element, a system, a document, a
service, a task, a requirement, etc.” [102]. Firstly, the only formal record during this phase was
a regular lab book; there were no formalised and recorded systems requirements or concepts of
operation. Consequently, the researcher had nothing against which to verify his design decisions;
the most he could hope to do was to verify component-level functionality. Secondly, as design
decisions were not formally tracked there was no accessible and shared record of knowledge
and decisions; this hindered the ability of the wider supervisory group to assess the project’s
progress, and understand whether it was meeting its original goals. This was also a failure
in verification. Had a systems process been adopted from the outset, the means would have
existed to periodically and objectively verify development against the system requirements, and
against the CONOPS.
It must be mentioned that reconciling project direction with project goals is not a one-directional
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process. As the development continues a much greater expertise in the area is developed, and
it is sometimes only with this knowledge that informed decisions can be made. Some of these
decisions may justifiably affect system requirements and concepts of operation, as is normal
in the feed-back, feed-forward, nature of Systems Engineering (illustrated well by Figure 2.2).
This can also necessitate reversing design decisions, a process that is much more challenging if
detailed records are not kept. In all cases it is vital that everybody involved in a project has
the same idea of requirements and operation. Keeping a good record of knowledge does not
only add value when translating up through to higher TRLs, but also when communicating
across the TRL at which the team is working. In research science, where each individual is a
specialist in their own area, the capability to horizontally translate knowledge is very valuable
indeed. Factors 1–7, 9–18, 21, 23 and 25 apply (Table 6.2).
5.3.2 Case A2: Systems methods applied to intractable problems of
the development of 3D-printer project
This case-study followed immediately after Case A1 and lasted for four months. Several in-
tractable component design issues, upon which substantial resource (time and materials for
prototyping) was expended, had arisen during the first nine months. A kind of trial and error
approach to component design had resulted in a series of component-level failures, some of
which remained unresolved. Case A2 is characterised by the introduction of a limited set of
Systems Engineering techniques (rather than a full suite of life-cycle processes). Directly before
the start of Case A2 two additional supervisors were introduced to the project, experts in sys-
tems engineering and reliability engineering. They joined the general supervisory staff of the
project, and participated in the weekly meetings thereafter. They also provided the researcher
with an initial introduction to systems engineering tools, such that he had a basic awareness
of which tools existed, and what they did, before having to select and use them. Due to the
continued availability of these experts, the researcher was also sure that he could seek assistance
in system tool usage as he desired. We thought this best represented a ‘natural introduction’ of
systems engineering to research science, and could represent how systems tools might be intro-
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duced in other similar situations. Although other tools were available the researcher primarily
chose to use functional analysis, creating a functional requirements specification — involving
both functional analysis and formalised system specification [100, 103]) — and using FFMEA
to understand system reliability.
Case A2 narrative (print head housing)
Participant’s narrative: “The print head housing is a critical component to the control of print
quality parameters including consistency when printing, control over feature size, and repro-
ducibility. It is also one of the few device components for this system that had to take the user
behaviour into account. The user has to be able to load, remove, replace, and calibrate the
print head. A large number of designs were trialled in the first nine months (Case A1), but all
lacked fail safes, which led to print heads breaking. It was noted that none of the designs had
taken into account a sufficiently broad set of failure modes; they had been designed to satisfy
the assumed requirements pertaining to print parameter control, but had not considered failure
modes associated with integration into the wider system or user interaction. The designs had,
therefore, lacked sufficient robustness.
Figure 5.3 shows the final design of the print head housing, and Figure 5.2 shows the original
design. Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) was applied to this case (see
Table 5.2) and the failure modes from previous designs were prevented by making the hole for
the pipette (the cylindrical hole running throughout the height of the housing) smaller than the
lower connector of the pipette. This prevented any possibility of the pipette falling through and
breaking, as had been an issue previously. Secondly, as the electrical contact (provided by a bolt
through the threaded hole) was no longer responsible for holding the pipette in place, the risk of
breaking the pipette by over tightening the screw was reduced dramatically. By having the cut
out in the print head housing where the bolt comes into contact with the pipette, this risk was
reduced even further. The height of the housing was also increased to reduce the amount of the
pipette that was exposed outside the housing. The height increase was not extended over the
whole area of the print head so the bolts for affixing the housing to the rest of the system didn’t
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Figure 5.2: A cross sectional diagram of the pre-systems engineering printhead housing. The top left part of
the diagram is from the x-axis perspective, the top right from the y-axis perspective, and the bottom left from
the z-axis perspective. The red section of each diagram is where the pipette was loaded into. The deepest red
found in the z-axis perspective shows that the cut-out section is all the way through the depth of the housing,
the medium red found in the x- and y- axis perspectives shows where the cross section includes the linear part
of that cut-out, and the lightest red, also found in the x- and y- axis perspectives show where the cross section
includes the curved part of the cut out, where the pipette would sit during operation. The green sections in each
perspective show the unthreaded holes used for the bolts that secured the housing to the bridge that mounted
the housing above the staging. The light brown section in the y-axis perspective shows indicates where the
unthreaded bolt hole and the linear part of the cut-out coincide from that perspective. The hatched part of
each perspective shows the threaded hole used for the bolt that both secured the pipette and provided the high
voltage contact. The blank sections in each perspective show where the housing is solid for the whole depth
from that perspective. Reproduced with permission from [92].
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have to be changed.”
Observational narrative: The research student felt that repeated re-engineering and adaptation
of components during the first nine months had significantly delayed the project, and that the
introduction of systems methods in this ad hoc manner had led to higher quality deliverables.
Interestingly, he developed this sense of relative delay only after applying systems methods, and
perceiving a difference in design ease and quality. The FFMEA process took between two and
five hours to complete for a typical component; an uninformed design that had to be fabricated
and tested at each iteration could cost several days per revision, on top of materials and fabri-
cation costs. Furthermore, during the initial phase, changing a key component would result in
a chain of redesigns. For the print head housing, both the substrate holder and pipette holder
mounts had to be redesigned and re-fabricated to accommodate changes to the print head hous-
ing’s dimensions, further increasing costs in time and materials. Had a systems approach been
taken from the start, so that these components were designed in parallel and for integration,
unnecessary costs would certainly have been avoided.
The research student found it easy to learn, and successfully carry out a functional analysis
and FFMEA for the components. An explanation and example proved to be sufficient guidance.
The student noted that the most valuable outputs from these analyses came towards the end of
completing the associated documents. By clearly listing and describing the ‘obvious’ functions
and associated failures, his attention was directed towards issues he had not intuitively foreseen.
Additionally, failure effects common across functions and sub-systems became better known, and
requirements for sub-system integration were better understood. He also noted that the formal
nature of using systems tools prevented him ‘getting lost in the details’, especially when trying
to understand causes for failures. He thought that this allowed him to better understand the
consequences of design decisions to the whole system, and reduced frustration associated with
improving system design. Subsequent to acquiring a broader experience of Systems Engineering,
the research student observed that carrying out a FFMEA was the activity that had made the
most significant difference.
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Figure 5.3: A cross sectional diagram of the post-systems engineering printhead housing. The top left part of
the diagram is from the x-axis perspective, the top right from the y-axis perspective, and the bottom left from
the z-axis perspective. The blue section in each diagram locates the unthreaded hole that the pipette was loaded
into. The purple sections in the y- and z- axis perspectives show where the cut out seen in the top right of the
x-axis perspective is located, the deep purple indicates that the cut out is at the front of the z-axis perspective,
and the lighter purple indicates that the cut out is at the back of the y-axis perspective. The purple-blue section
in the y-axis perspective shows where the pipette hole and the cut out coincide from that perspective. The
green sections in each perspective show the unthreaded holes used for the bolts that secured the housing to the
bridge that mounted the housing above the staging. The hatched part of each perspective shows the threaded
hole used for the bolt that provided the high voltage contact, and helped steady the pipette. The red sections
in each perspective locate the cut out used to check the contact of the bolt with the pipette. The deep red in
the x-axis perspective shows that the cut-out goes all the way through the block from that perspective. The
light brown section in the y-axis perspective shows where the unthreaded bolt holes and the visual check cut
out coincide in that perspective. The blank sections in each perspective show where the housing is solid for the
whole depth from that perspective. Reproduced with permission from [92].
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Table 5.2 FFMEA of Print Head Housing (Taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40])
Function Failure Mode Effects Severity Causes Probability Detection RPN Design Alterations
of
Fail-
ure
of Occur-
rence
Method Probability
of Detec-
tion
Hold
pipette
still
Bolt
grip on
pipette
fails
Pipette
crashes
into
substrate
9 Insufficient
friction
between
bolt and
pipette
1 Visible
to user
1 9 Make hole smaller
than the lower
connector of the
pipette, making
falling through
impossible.
Pipette
is not
held
steady
Distorted
printing
pattern
7 Pipette
wobbling
during
printing
2 Visible
on
camera
2 28 Pin the pipette in
place using the
electrical contact.
Provide
high
volt-
age
con-
tact to
pipette
High
voltage
circuit
broken
No
jetting
will occur
5 Bolt-pipette
contact
broken
2 Visible
to user
1 10 Cut out made in print
housing so
bolt-pipette contact is
visible.
Wire-bolt
contact
broken
3 Visible
to user
1 15 Nut installed on bolt
to pinch wire in place.
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Analysis of case A2
The two Systems Engineering activities pursued by the researcher in Case A2 started to build
a formal record of knowledge, this proved to be beneficial in two ways. Firstly, it provided
clear traceability for failure modes; from observable effect to possible cause. This significantly
changed research behaviour, shifting the researcher away from blind disassembly and inspection,
and towards formal fault tracing; this saved time, and brought into focus underlying design
issues, encouraging better design over frequent repair. Secondly, it provided artefacts that
were shareable with other project stakeholders to critique and check. Naturally, this enhanced
the collaborative aspects of the project and enabled additional identification of issues that the
research student had missed. In one such case, a potentially dangerous failure was identified
which could have led to the device building up a large static charge, the research student had
neglected this issue as he had established an easy mitigation process in the laboratory context
(manual discharge). No record of this existed, it was only known to the researcher, forming
part of his tacit knowledge. Not only would this be a significant, potentially dangerous, issue in
a commercial device, it inhibits safe device hand-over within the laboratory environment, and
degrades wider stakeholder trust in the project. It is precisely the consistent recording of these
sorts of observations, turning tacit knowledge into objective records that add value further up
the TRL chain. By making a record (and, in this case, designing the fault out) at this stage,
implementation risks are mitigated much earlier in the development programme.
An interesting observation regarding the researcher’s selection and usage of systems tools is
that he focused solely on technical aspect of the system’s development. Tools associated with
requirements analysis and translation, verification and validation, and even making design
choices, were not selected. Furthermore, in using FFMEA the researcher did not consider user-
induced failure modes. He acknowledges that the user has to be able to load, remove, replace,
and calibrate the print head, and that it lacks fail-safes, but these user-oriented issues are not
included in Table 5.2. In discussion, the researcher explained that the user was in full control
of the print-head, and that — at that stage in the project — there were neither physical nor
software fail-safes to prevent misuse. He also indicated that some of the failures observed were
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due to unintentional mishandling or incorrect programming. When asked why these factors
were not included in the FFMEA assessment, the researcher explained that at the time he had
not thought of them in the context of system design, and failed to see the system as anything
other than its reduced technical implementation. This suggests that the provision of a small
set of systems tools, outside of the context created by systems processes, does not in and of
itself encourage the holistic thinking often associated with the discipline.
This case-study could colloquially be described as a toe in the water adoption of Systems
Engineering. The techniques were chosen to specifically address the issues with which the re-
search student was struggling, and applied as a post hoc correction to design dilemmas. The
systems-lite approach, though, was suitable for gaining buy-in from an initially sceptical de-
veloper (the participant) and ultimately resulted in both a change in working practice by the
individual and an openness to explore Systems Engineering in more depth. This was also ob-
served in the original project supervisors, who came to the case-study with a neutral view of
SE, but at this stage saw systems tools as delivering value to them as stakeholders. The project
was progressing more smoothly, and the researcher appeared to be able to solve more problems
quickly and independently. It is worth noting that the documentation created would have been
suitable for carrying out verification tasks, but this was not undertaken during this phase. The
benefits to the progress of the project were obvious and apparent, but it is not possible to quan-
tify the effectiveness. The most obvious difficulty is in assessing the competence with which
the student would have carried out FFMEA had he used it from the outset, instead of after
he had already gained insight into causes of failures through the initial protracted sub-system
development. However, the issue of prior knowledge is not present in Case A3, which follows.
Factors 1–5, 9–13, 16–17 and 22–24 apply (Table 6.2).
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5.3.3 Case A3: Formal application of systems methods to the whole
project
Having observed the impact generated through applying a limited set of Systems Engineering
methods, there was interest in trying a richer system engineering approach: formalising concept
of operations, specifying system and functional requirements, verifying component and system
functionality, and validating the delivered system/component. This case lasted two months,
and concerned the development and integration of a complex sub-system for the existing 3D-
printer unit. There had been no previous work on this design, and the need for the sub-system
had not been foreseen at the start of the project. The researcher established the need for the
sub-system during Case A2, so whilst he had the concept in mind entering Case A3, he had
not had time to form any strong notions of design. Within this case, the following Systems
Engineering processes were carried out:
− Concept of Operations (CONOPS)
− Subsystem requirements capture, analysis, and translation
− Functional Analysis
− Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA)
− Design
− Fabrication
− Verification at various development stages
− Validation
An integrated heating element is needed to heat the substrate and control its temperature
to prevent warping from rapid cooling after printing or thermal variations across the print
surface. The particular challenge of this project was to design and install a suitable heating
element such that it: did not impinge on the movement of the staging; did not heat up parts of
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the printer other than the substrate and substrate mount, as other components had unknown
operational temperature ranges; was resilient against existing electromagnetic fields necessary
for printer operation, primarily from the high-voltage system; did not generate new EM fields or
interference, which could disrupt ink jet flow. This meant that the heater had to be electrically
shielded from the printer without being thermally insulated, putting significant constraints on
the materials that could be used as the electrical insulator. Additional complications arose from
the need to avoid parts other than the substrate and substrate mount being heated, requiring
the heating element to be in close proximity to both, and consequently to parts of the system
that would be at high voltage. These issues exemplify what can happen when unexpected sub-
systems have to be designed and integrated late in development. Had the heater been foreseen
and planned for, other elements could have been designed for compatibility, and it might have
been possible to structure the printer so as to avoid the more serious challenges caused by
proximity between the heating element and the high-voltage system. Claims in hindsight can’t
be substantiated, but it gives pause for thought as these are the textbook issues that systems
engineering tries to resolve.
Case A3 narrative (integrated heating element)
Observational narrative: As with all systems development, the life-cycle processes must be tai-
lored to project size, organisational constraints, and other project needs. With one research
student and an advisory team of five academics (small team), it was important not to create
excessive Systems Engineering activity and documentation. A curtailed set of technical pro-
cesses, compared to the full list of ISO15288 [104], was used [see above] and, within that, there
were three aspects to the verification process: verifying the physical compatibility (footprint,
installation, etc.), electrical compatibility (power supply constraints, grounding, shielding), and
operational functionality. The heater component was shown to be physically compatible with the
system in terms of size requirements and weight restrictions, the latter being important as it
had to be light enough to not impinge on the nimbleness of the staging. Electrical compatibility
required the heater circuitry to be electrically insulated from the high voltage section, and the
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Pattern ink
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and substrate
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Figure 5.4: Figure and caption taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40]. Functional flow diagram used to inform the
functions defined in the FFMEA of the whole system.
pre-existing wiring for the heater to be adapted for compatibility with the available power source.
The heater was also shown to be able to heat a substrate on the staging controllably within the
required temperature range. Each design iteration was verified against the sub-system’s func-
tional requirements, and mitigations for its determined failure modes. Once the component had
been fabricated it was installed and tested, allowing its performance to be verified against its
specifications and Concept of Operations (CONOPS). Lastly, validation comprised in-use test-
ing, where it was established that the heating-element succeeded in relieving the issues it was
intended to address. The steps taken in the project were as follows:
1. Requirements captured and documented based on the research student as customer; these
were based on functional decomposition from the top level requirement: The subsystem
shall heat the substrate in a controllable way.
2. A functional architecture was created as a functional flow diagram [103] (Figure 5.4);
3. A schematic design was created using MS Visio and iteratively developed (without the need
for prototyping) by verification against the requirements specification, which included both
the subsystem functional requirements and the integration requirements;
4. Using FFMEA, critical failure modes were identified (see Table 5.3) and those with a
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high Risk Priority Number (RPN) were designed out, through further design iteration.
RPN [105] is calculated simply through the product of severity, likelihood, and detection
probability (i.e., how certain the failure is to be confidently attributed to the cause). The
criticality of the failure mode is the product of severity and likelihood. It should be noted
that these values are almost always subjective estimates, based on the estimator’s experi-
ence or intuition. Methods exist to normalise these estimates, often through independent
estimation by several people involved in the project, and then group comparison and dis-
cussion, seeking consensus. In this project, the estimates were made by the researcher,
and subsequently validated through discussion between the researcher and the supervising
expert in 3D-printing;
5. Further design constraints were imposed. These were required to simplify fabrication, en-
hance integrability, and enhance repairability, aspects of system design that the researcher
had not previously considered;
6. The heating element was fabricated in line with the final design and integrated into the
existing printer;
7. The installed heating element was verified against the design requirements. No specific
tests had been designed ahead of time by the researcher for this task. Instead, an ad-
hoc visual and operational verification was carried out by the research student, based on
his intuitive understanding of how the subsystem needed to work, and in reference to the
systems engineering design documents. We note, not least since systems documents were
generated and used anyway, it would have only been a small addition of work to formally
define tests before hand.
8. The subsystem (heating element) was validated according to it meeting the original need
(top level requirement).
Participant’s narrative: “Based on the functional requirements specification, FFMEA was used
to identify potential failures modes. The main failures, and how they were addressed, are
recorded as follows: There was a risk of thermal drift of the carbon tab distorting the printing
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Figure 5.5: Figure and caption taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40]. A side-on schematic of the top part of the
heater element, showing the separation of 3.75mm between the heater element and the top of the substrate.
The detailed engineering design of the heating element itself, and its shielding solution, cannot be included due
to commercial sensitivity.
if the temperature changed significantly during printing. In order to prevent this a procedural
instruction was put in place to heat the substrate to temperature and allow a short period of
time for the system to stabilise before starting the print cycle. There was also a risk that the
substrate would not be completely level on the staging, which can cause uneven deposition, failure
to print, or, critically, the tip to crash into the substrate. To prevent this, software was written
to detect and auto-correct for height, and height variations, as the tip moves over the surface,
occurring in real-time during print. Another critical failure mode was the heater burning out as
a result of voltage overload from contact with the high voltage system, which would necessitate
system disassembly, replacement of the heater sub-system, and detailed inspection to check for
second-order damage. This led to prioritising the design of a bespoke shielding solution, which
was tricky as it had to have good thermal conductivity whilst offering the necessary levels of
electrical protection.
By taking these into account a component design was created that has not had to be re-engineered
since its fabrication, despite many subsequent changes to the whole system. Furthermore, de-
spite being a late addition to the system, it did not necessitate the re-design of other sub-systems
or components. Integration and repairability were promoted in the sub-system requirements
statement, and pursued throughout design. Of particular note was the modularity of the sub-
system, it could be removed and replaced without affecting other sub-systems and with minimal
need for disassembly. Were the system to be commercialised, this repair step was deemed to
be possible by a non-specialist lab technician. From a project perspective, it was the first ma-
jor component that, once designed, did not have to be re-engineered, or adapted, due to design
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changes to other parts of the system. Installation of the element was achieved without difficulty.
It worked to specification the first time, and was delivered on time (i.e., according to schedule).
Although the initial design process took longer than in cases A1 and A2, the costs relating to
the protracted iterative design process of these cases, and the knock-on effects of redesign being
required elsewhere in the system, outweighed this initial investment of time.”
Observational narrative: The researcher recorded spending thirteen hours on the initial design
for the heating element, ten of which were spent on activities pertaining to Systems Engineering,
and three on other design activities (such as drawing schematics). Fabrication, carried out by
a third party, took one working day for a component of this complexity, assuming availability
of sub-component and materials. Consequently, it is clear that a considerable time-saving was
achieved by avoiding repeated fabrication and prototyping, as had been the case in the earlier
project phases. In a broader context, we may also note that the ability to rapidly prototype
and re-fabricate is a luxury particular to this project. Many bespoke, high-tech, systems require
complex fabrication that can be far slower and far more expensive, especially if they include
additional component preparation steps (e.g. advanced coatings, metal degassing, etc.), or ne-
cessitate batch manufacturing (e.g. silicon processes). In such cases, time-saving benefits like
this would be even more substantial.
Analysis of case A3
The Systems Engineering carried out in this case focused on the delivery of a subsystem.
The use of SE was more complete, in that processes from more of the systems life-cycle were
applied, starting with requirements and ending with validation and verification. Nevertheless,
the process could still be considered light-weight; the researcher was still free to select the tools
and processes he wished to use, and eschewed those that seemed very lengthy, or dependent
on lots of ‘paperwork’. Notably, he started using Quality Function Deployment (QFD, see
Section A.1) to assist and record the translation of high-level requirements down to technical
details, and the implementation decisions therein, but quickly stopped using it due to the time
it took. He argued that, given his deep familiarity with the system, he understood the solution
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space intuitively. Hence, whilst he acknowledged that QFD would provide a traceable record
of knowledge, he thought it lacked utility in terms of delivering results.
It was the view of all those involved that the systems tools that were applied had provided ben-
efit. Objectively agreed verifiable requirements, and the consistent use of Functional Analysis
and FFMEA, appeared key to reducing the amount of rework needed compared to previous
phases. Reduction, or removal, of rework is often quoted as a raison d’être for Systems Engi-
neering [106, 107]. This case has a marked, and important, difference with the previous one
(A2): in this case the research student had no prior knowledge of the design article or trial and
error experience of its development. Directly addressing our comments at the end of A2, we
saw here that the researcher could competently apply systems methods, including and beyond
FFMEA, without prior insight to sub-system behaviour.
A formal improvement that could have been instituted in this case would have been the prior
and explicit definition of verification test criteria and the design of a granular test plan. In
order to minimise the ‘heaviness’ of systems engineering, the researcher elected not to do this.
Retrospectively he remarked that this would have been important had the project been con-
ducted by a larger group in which work was partitioned between its members. A test plan
could have acted as a central document reminding each collaborator of the rest of the system,
and providing holistic overview. It would define testability for integration, perhaps preventing
researchers getting lost in the technical details of their own part.
Much as in Case A2, the researcher remarked that systems tools helped him develop holistic
overview, allowing him to balance technical detail with a high-level perspective, not least en-
couraging design for integration. We note that, in contrast to A2, here the researcher used
systems tools to look beyond technical details, developing holistic overview and considering
systems-level concepts such as modularity, integrability, and repairability. Overall, the research
student gained an understanding of constraints, pre-sighting potential fabrication and inte-
gration issues, and an approach for good experimental design without the need for excessive
prototyping. This was a good example of how a systems approach develops hindsight in ad-
vance. As in Case A2, the research student considered application of the FFMEA to have had
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the most significant impact on the subsystem development.
We also observed that systems tools improved the efficiency of the weekly supervisory meetings.
The inclusion of system artefacts that all participants understood and that provided concrete
records of knowledge made it easier to understand the current state of the project. This
observation was confirmed by the researcher; he thought that systems artefacts were especially
useful in preventing misunderstandings, leading to project members having confidence that they
understood the matter being discussed, and therefore were best able to apply their individual
expertise. One must take a slightly cautionary view of this, as we did not test if this perceived
improvement in understanding was real. If it was, the outcome is positive — however, if systems
artefacts encourage people to be falsely confident of their understanding, they could invite new
issues. One may suggest, though, that the better and more complete the record of knowledge,
the less likely one is to have this issue.
No attempt was made to decide the optimal amount of systems engineering for this case, and
additional work would be required to characterise the appropriate balance and intensity of
systems engineering for low-TRL technology development. Furthermore, such optimisation
should also consider the effect on the full life-cycle; for instance, would additional SE effort
at the experimental stage lead to more effective commercialisation? We note the conclusions
of Honour [108], that investment in systems engineering is most effective if done early in the
life-cycle — if similar concepts apply at low-TRL, one would expect benefits from systems
engineering to both improve the project at hand, and to carry forward.
We can make some general observations about the researcher’s attitude towards the quantity of
systems engineering used. It was clear that the researcher perceived certain aspects of systems
engineering to be unwieldy or time consuming, making him unwilling to pursue them. This
matches some of his early preconceptions of systems engineering, where he was concerned that
systems engineering would consume time and constrain his research freedom. This raises the
issue of acceptability. Suggesting researchers apply systems tools and methods is ultimately
suggesting a change in methodology and research behaviour — this has to be acceptable to the
researcher, whose subjective sense of value is not necessarily aligned with the project’s objective
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goals. Considering the specific example of QFD, he thought it was too much of a paperwork
exercise, irrespective of its possible usefulness, to apply to Case A3. The view of the core project
supervisors was that QFD should be carried out, both to de-risk development, and to generate
a complete record of knowledge. The latter was very important to the supervisory team,
who viewed the printer unit as a fundamental technology that directly enabled experiments,
and that might be extended in the future, or translated up in TRL towards capitalisation.
However, this was not at the top of the researcher’s priorities; in discussions he stated that
it was most important to him “to make a print-ready device as quickly as possible, in order
to start generating scientific papers”. This difference in priorities must be taken into account
when discussing the acceptability of systems tools, especially for processes and tools where
the benefit might not be directly seen by the researcher. Good technology design will not
always align with maximising scientific contributions to knowledge, and an appropriate balance
will have to be struck between the researcher’s own goals, and the goals of the supporting
project. This suggests that it is important to identify tools that provide direct value to both
the researcher and the overarching project, and to err towards a light-weight systems approach
if possible.
All this said, we can conclude that the application of Systems Engineering has, in this case,
improved the design and fabrication of novel technology in terms of robustness and project
timeliness. It would also seem that a significant change in behaviour has taken place for the
research student who, as a result of learning and applying SE techniques, has developed a
design philosophy that is more holistic and places a greater weight on accurate scoping and
description of the design item than had previously been his practice. The permanence of this
change in behaviour is discussed a little later in this chapter. Factors 2, 10, 12–13 and 24 apply
(Table 6.2).
5.3.4 Assessment and summary of cases A(1,2,3)
To summarise the level of Systems Engineering used in cases A1, A2, and A3, a simple V-
diagram that corresponds to the component developments is presented in Figure 5.6. The
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Component
Manufacture
Component
Design
Component
Integration
Architecture
Design
TestingSystem Re-quirements
DeploymentUser Re-quirements
Verification
Verification
Validation
Figure 5.6: Figure and caption taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40]. Life-cycle diagram showing the order of
Systems Engineering processes, as well as where verification and validations occurred. Table 5.4 shows which
processes were used for each case.
stages of this process are listed in Table 5.4 and the activities carried out in each case are
described. It may be noted that deployment was only entirely successful for Case A3, in which
the most comprehensive application of Systems Engineering techniques was undertaken. A
more detailed comparison of the three elements of the case-study, in terms of research student
performance is provided in Table 5.5. The time expended in use of design tools (for technical
drawing etc.) is relatively unaffected by the use of Systems Engineering, but the number of
design iterations and the total effort are notably different. Case A1 required six iterations, of
which two designs were fabricated, A2 required three, and A3 was right the first time. Although
the total time for design for Case A2 was 57 days, it should be observed that 38 days (without
Systems Engineering) did not result in a usable design, but it took only 19 days (with Systems
Engineering) to achieve a successful design.
It is important to note that although the introduction of Systems Engineering methods is
coincident with improvements in experimental prowess, it is also the case that the research
student was developing his understanding of the project and his understanding of research
techniques in general. Thus, ongoing development of the researcher himself is a factor to be
considered. Improvements in project performance can be externally validated by supervision,
but the reasons for improvement are based on the (subjective) view of the researcher. One may
note, though, that despite the extensive initial observation period during Case A1, no change
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in behaviour or improvement in research success was observed comparable to the significant
changes over cases A2 and A3. It appeared as if introducing systems engineering broke the
behavioural trend, and catalysed improvements in research behaviour.
Part way into the project, additional scientific supervisory support was acquired to provide
deeper expertise on the chemical properties of inks, and the effects of these properties on
printer design. Knowledge from this additional source proved vital in the device development.
We note this not because it caused disruption, but rather because it shows the initial assessment
of necessary supporting expertise was incomplete. This is doubly true if one argues that the
expertise provided by a supervisory systems engineer was significant to timely device realisation.
Had a systems approach been taken from the start, with a complete requirements translation
from stakeholder needs to technical implementation, the issues that necessitated additional
expertise might have been sighted sooner. Systems engineering may provide a better way to
assess if the supporting expertise necessary for project success is available.
At the start of this project we posited three predominant causes for resource wastage in fun-
damental technology development: a lack of foresight in project design; tracked and untracked
project drift ; and an inadequate record of knowledge. All three issues were observed through
the various stages of the case-study, and shown to have contributed to delays, resource wastage,
and quality reductions, in the technology development process. Furthermore, all three issues
were recognised independently by the researcher after he was familiar with systems engineer-
ing, and are commented on within his accounts. Perhaps most significantly of all, following the
achievement of an operational 3D printer the researcher remarked: I have gone from scepticism
about Systems Engineering to relying on it.
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Table 5.3 FFMEA of Heater Module (Taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40])
Function Failure Mode Effects Severity Causes Probability Detection RPN Design Alterations
of
Fail-
ure
of
Occur-
rence
Method Probability
of Detec-
tion
Mount
substrate
Surface
that
substrate
is on is no
Pipette
crashes
into
substrate
9 Pipette is
not a
constant
distance
5 Visible to
user
1 45 *Commercially
sensitive*
longer
level
Pipette to
substrate
distance
becomes
too great
for
printing to
take place
4 from the
substrate
during
printing
5 Change of
meniscus is
observed on
microscope
camera
2 40
Deposition
on
substrate
is uneven
6 5 1 45
Controllably
heat
substrate
Insufficient
heat
supplied to
the
substrate
Solvent
does not
evaporate
6 Heater is
not powerful
enough
2 At maximum
setting
during
testing heater
does not get
to required
temperature
3 36 Modular design
so heater is
easily replaced.
Heater is
not installed
close enough
to the
substrate
1 At maximum
setting
during
testing
substrate
does not get
to required
temperature
3 18 Distance
between
heating element
and module
minimised.
Heater has
failed for
unknown
reason
4 No
temperature
change when
heater is
switched on
1 24 Modular design
so heater is
easily replaced.
Substrate
gets
overheated
Printing
gets
distorted
6 Thermal
expansion of
the
substrate
2 Distortion in
pattern
discovered in
post print
analysis
6 72 Model thermal
expansion of
substrates over
temperature
ranges used.
Thermal
drift of the
carbon tab
2 6 84 Operational
procedure
introduced to
allow time for
the system to
settle after
heating.
Electrical
contact
with the
high
voltage
supply
Heater
burns out
10 Voltage
overload
4 System
immediately
starts losing
temperature
2 80 Installation of
electrical
insulation layer
in heater
module
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Table 5.4
Table showing depth of Systems Engineering performed in each case-study for each step in
the V-diagram in Figure 5.6 (Taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40])
V-diagram stage A1 A2 A3
User
Requirements
None None Bullet point of
what the
researcher
required from the
heater module
were made.
System
Requirements
None FFMEA
(Table 5.2) after
initial designs had
been attempted.
A functional
analysis
(Figure 5.4) was
performed, leading
to an FFMEA
(Table 5.3)
Architecture
Design
The dimensions of
the substrate
mounting were
constrained by the
staging.
The maximum
dimensions of the
print head housing
were constrained
by the existing set
up.
The maximum
dimensions of the
heater module
were constrained
by the existing set
up.
Component
Design
Only the size of
the substrate was
considered in the
component design.
The design
alterations
considered in
Table 5.2 were
implemented.
The design
alterations
considered in
Table 5.3 were
implemented.
Component
Manufacture
Not considered. Not considered. The geometry of
the design was
simplified from
circular to square
to aid
manufacture
speed.
Component
Integration
Yes Yes Yes
Testing Testing only
conducted on
clamping the
substrate.
The functions
defined in
Table 5.2 were
tested.
The functions
defined in
Table 5.3 were
tested.
Deployment Unsuccessful Required several
design and
fabrication
iterations
Successful
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Table 5.5
Table comparing case-studies A1, A2, A3: times are from student logbook (days) or Toggl
function of design tool (hours) (Taken from Bjergstrom, et. al. [40])
Case A1 A2 A3
Objective Create substrate
holder
Create print head
housing
Create integrated
heating element
Relative
difficulty
Light Medium Medium
Number of
design iterations
required to
achieve working
component
6 3 1
Effort to
achieve working
component from
identification of
need for
component
30 days (with no
SE)
58 days (38 with
no SE followed by
19 with SE)
16 days (with SE)
Effort spent on
design idea
generation
6 days 12 days (10 in no
SE phase and 2 in
SE phase)
4 days
Functional
Analysis and
FFMEA (total
time)
N/a 2.5 hours 4.5 hours
Technical
drawing (total
time)
3 hours 4 hours 3.5 hours
Number of
manufactured
designs
2 3 1
Fabrication
time
2 × 1 = 2 days 3 × 1 = 3 days 1 day
V and V N/A 2 hours 2 hours
Outcome Design worked
eventually
Design worked
only when SE
adopted
Design worked
first time
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5.4 Reflection on changes of behaviour
In the previous sections we emphasised the link between introducing systems methods and
developing a change in research behaviour. By the end of Case A3, a change in researcher’s
approach to technology development was clear, both from his perspective and our own. The
question remains of how well this change was retained by the researcher. Over a year after
the end of the case-study Huish participated in a short structured survey [15], containing
questions about whether his participation in the case-study had resulted in any lasting changes
in behaviour, and if his perception of the value of systems methods had changed. For context,
Huish had continued research relating to the 3D-printer in this time, especially pertaining to
novel inks. The survey questions are presented below, with Huish’s responses in “italicised
quotes”.
− Since the case-study, have you continued to use systems methods, and if so, when?
“I have continued to use systems engineering, especially when making design iterations to
the printer, and when integrating additional sub-systems. So, for processes relating to the
design and implementation of the printer system itself.”
− And, conversely, when have you not used systems methods?
“Systems engineering was not used for processes pertaining to the identification, selection,
and development of superconducting inks. I judged that adapting the tools I was trained in
to suit the technology selection of chemical agents would have been overly time consuming,
and given that the task was well defined I deemed it faster to rapidly iterate instead.”
− In retrospect, do you think more systems engineering was called for anywhere in the project?
“In particular, not having a complete record of systems requirements, compiled into a single
document, has hurt progress. This has resulted in a lack of framework against which the
system’s performance can be verified, and it has reduced failure traceability as it is not al-
ways easy to relate failures identified in FFMEAs to the requirements these failures would
effect. Although the system TRL has not changed, my own needs to extend it have necessi-
tated further design iterations; these would have been made easier had the whole device been
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systems engineered from the start, or if I had taken the opportunity during the case-study to
retroactively make full requirements documents, tracing high-level needs to implementations.”
− How important do you think the formal training in systems methods during the case-study
was?
“If it had not been for active guidance by Prof. Henshaw [the aforementioned supervising
expert in systems engineering], multiple mistakes with the usage of systems tools would have
been made, despite the quantity of literature on the topic of systems engineering. Initially,
correct usage of the tools was not always intuitive, and their value and correct usage only
became obvious as I came to grips with the whole process. This undoubtedly would have
caused confusion, and potentially prevented the tools yielding any benefit. For instance,
rather than specifying the failure mode in the FFMEA, I initially focused on the particular
causes of failure — I was engineering the system rather than systems engineering. This led
to convoluted solutions being proposed by adhering to a misunderstood process, and I required
guidance to rectify this.”
− Do you think continued guidance on systems engineering would have been useful, or encour-
aged further use of systems tools?
“If there was more time available in the PhD it would have been useful, and more systems
tools would probably have been applied. Due to approaching deadlines, splitting time between
systems engineering and working on the project in the lab was not possible. Unlike a Systems
Engineering expert, I lack the knowledge and understanding to efficiently select the best tools
for my project. As a good tool-set had already been established for the printer, I continued
using them — but I did not have the time to develop this skill myself, and apply it to other
parts of my research. In retrospect it would have been better to have been thoroughly taught
the techniques prior to starting the project.”
This account was interesting, it suggested that some changes in behaviour were lasting, but
equally that he lacked the individual expertise to expand his usage of systems tools to new
domains. Systems engineering must always be adapted to the task at hand, the selection of
tools and processes falls to the systems engineer; to effectively apply systems engineering to low-
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TRL research may require access to systems engineering expertise, especially initially. Huish
was able to carry forward his pre-existing knowledge when working on the printer, suggesting
that an expert in systems engineering might not need to be a constant part of the project, but
is needed to create a framework of tools and processes at the start.
The lasting consequences of incomplete systems engineering are significant, and Huish’s account
implies a contrast between carrying out failure identification and design changes for parts of
the system that have been systems engineered — for which a traceable record of knowledge
exists — and for those that have not. Extensive requirements specification and analysis was
rejected by Huish during the case-study as being an unnecessary and time consuming exercise
with perpetual overhead (need to maintain documents); his changed view now would suggest
that his concepts of process and tool acceptability have shifted as his research experience has
grown, and as he has had time to reflect on the utility of systems engineering. Recalling that
systems tools have the greatest impact if introduced at the start of a project [108], and the
best chance of generating complete records of knowledge, formalised training at the start of a
doctoral study may be sensible. Furthermore, it would provide the researcher with the greatest
possible time to become familiar with the tools, potentially increasing long-term acceptability.
Huish’s final point on PhD priorities is an important one, and consistent with his views during
the case-study. The PhD student is a stakeholder in his project, and his foremost priority (a
requirement he imposes on the project) is that his work enables successful completion of his
studies. As deadlines loom, the delivery of a high-quality system becomes secondary to the
development of novel and publishable research. These are not incompatible needs though, if
the research student’s requirements are brought in and articulated formally, for example as
development time constraints, and key technology milestones, one might find that a systems
engineering approach bridges these different needs, and creates a more optimal outcome for all
parties.
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Changes in behaviour
Since the 1990s, many commercial organisations have invested in SE training because it has
been viewed as organisationally transformational. There are a variety of systems engineering
competencies which can be developed to improve an individual’s problem solving ability in
complex environments [109]. At the start of the PhD project the researcher displayed resis-
tance to the position that systems engineering should be applied to laboratory research for the
following reasons:
− he thought it would mainly be a paperwork exercise
− that although it might support the wider R&D chain, it would have no value to his individual
work
− that the imposition of a rigid framework might inhibit creativity
− that a cyclical process requiring verification and validation (V&V) to advise an iterative
design was not analogous to laboratory research
− he found it difficult to imagine V&V criteria in advance
− that the time required to learn the techniques would ultimately outweigh any benefits in the
context of a three-year doctoral programme
− he thought that failure modes were intuitively obvious
After repeated failures to design system parts that were sufficiently robust and worked as re-
quired, a limited number of SE activities were introduced. Firstly, the student found that
writing a good specification for components and keeping a record of requirements and failures
enabled him to keep the whole design (rather than just individual components) in mind and,
thus, enabled more effective integration with other components. This also facilitated trace-
ability, so that failures could be properly analysed and understood. The FFMEA was initially
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based on observation of failures, but this quickly led the student to identify failure modes that
had not occurred and had not been previously identified or understood. This experience refuted
one of the initial prejudices noted above.
By the end of Case A2, the researcher had concluded that, without doubt, specific systems
engineering methods could save time in a laboratory context. A very light-weight application
of systems methods to component design had developed an appreciation of designing both for
reliability and for integration. Furthermore, as the researcher began to take a systems approach
from the beginning of any sub-system design processes, he noticed that he began to design for
production. This was an aspect that he had not previously considered at all. During the early
stages of the project little consideration was given to how parts were manufactured. It was left
to the expertise of the workshop technician to mitigate any problems that were a consequence of
poor design. This led to numerous parts being re-engineered at the point of fabrication, either
by the technician, if the change was minor, or in conversation with the researcher if major
design changes were needed. This is a costly process, both in time spent by the researcher
and increased fabrication costs; it was significantly reduced once a systems approach had been
adopted.
The researcher found that when SE was not applied at all (Case A1), most re-designs were
architectural changes, or attempts to achieve better performance. However, when a systems
approach was taken (cases A2 and A3), with significantly more time being spent on the initial
design process, further design iterations tended to focus on improved integrability and ease of
fabrication.
It was also noted that design choices in Case A3 were made keeping in mind the aim of reaching
higher TRLs, with the researcher independently making an effort to ensure his designs would
not limit the scope of a future product. For example, more recent components and sub-systems
have been designed to be modular (enabling easy replacement or change).
The researcher also observed that once a record of knowledge had been established it would
be much easier for additional people to join the project, and be able to quickly develop the
understanding needed to contribute. It would also stop dead ends being explored multiple
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times and, conversely, prevent abandoned ideas, which might have potential relevance in other
situations, from being lost.
The application of the systems methods was not simply a formulaic repetition of process, but
constituted a change in the overall behaviour of the researcher in terms of how he viewed and
practised laboratory science. The most significant change was the development of a holistic
view of the research in terms of the developing system and the system development over time.
One that was maintained even after the end of the case-study. Practising the methods (as
opposed to simply reading about them) has had a transformational effect on the behaviour of
the researcher, instilling in him a systems minded approach.
The one-year-on survey suggests that formal training in systems engineering is likely to be
very helpful; simply providing pro forma templates for systems tools with minimal guidance
might not result in any useful outputs. Even worse, it runs the risk of the scientist believing
that they are systems engineering correctly, even if that is not the case, which could introduce
unexpected project risks. An interesting consequence of this research is that it has led to change
in the undergraduate teaching of physics at Loughborough University; the director of studies
for physics was sufficiently convinced by the outputs of this and subsequent research to include
systems engineering elements in undergraduate laboratory modules, with a focus on improving
experiment design.
5.5.2 Systems Engineering in low-TRL technology development
The case-study indicated that a selection of tools and processes used by Systems Engineers
can aid the design and realisation of low-TRL novel technologies in the context of fundamental
research. They help to ensure robustness, clear definition, and affordable adaptability during
the course of a research project. We set out to understand if a systems approach, and systems
tools, are appropriate and beneficial for accelerating low-TRL quantum technology development ;
within the constraints of the limits of certainty described in Section 5.2 our analysis shows that
taking a systems approach can reduce resource and time wastage, improve deliverable quality,
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and is acceptable to the researcher, with specific light-weight tools (such as FFMEA) being
most acceptable.
We consciously endeavoured to keep the systems engineering knowledge and practice required
by the case-study participant to a minimum. However, the question of how much SE is optimal
has not been addressed. One could speculate that a set of principles may emerge (if physicists
adopt systems engineering training) that match optimal investment in SE to the anticipated
complexity of the technology project and level of resources. We do note that there is an
acceptability limit to the quantity of systems engineering the researcher was willing to use, and
that this grew as the effectiveness of systems tools was demonstrated, and as he became more
experienced with taking a systems approach. It is unclear how the acceptability of systems tools
relates to their practical utility, but the study suggests these are not identical concepts, and both
must be taken into account. It is generally accepted that projects tend to be more successful if
effort is invested in systems engineering early in the life-cycle [108]; the reflective assertion by the
researcher that “it would have been better to have been thoroughly taught [systems engineering]
prior to starting the project” is consistent with this principle.
Many experimental programmes involve teams of scientists, and the use of the systems en-
gineering artefacts for sharing knowledge across a team was demonstrated in the case-study.
For this purpose, the formal documentation and knowledge management aspects of systems
engineering are also valuable to low-TRL research.
Furthermore, we speculate that the systems approach may provide future benefits to developers
working at higher TRLs, and reflective claims by the researcher indicate that they have benefited
him in more easily extending the system since this work. However, this claim has not been
tested deductively within the case-study.
There are, therefore, two main criteria that may be used to evaluate the usefulness of systems
engineering in low-TRL technology development: whether it accelerates and improves technol-
ogy realisation for the TRL at which it is applied; and if it generates transferable benefits,
facilitating future technology translation or extension. The former condition had been met de-
ductively and inductively in the case-study, correlating to measured reductions in rework, and
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perceived benefit. The latter has not been tested deductively, but may be inductively suggested
from the researcher’s retrospective reflections.
5.6 Conclusions
In order to address the two overarching research questions of this project, the case-study work
had two goals: To understand if a systems approach, and systems tools, are appropriate and
beneficial for accelerating low-TRL research; and To observe the systems engineering process,
looking to identify and understand challenges specific to low-TRL and quantum systems en-
gineering. Overall, we observed in the case-study that both specific systems tools, and a
systems approach, serve to accelerate and improve low-TRL technology development, and —
once familiarity is achieved — are acceptable to both the practising researcher, and supervisory
stakeholders. Furthermore, the study participant continued to use systems tools even after the
end of the study, and highlighted how the record of knowledge generated by the systems ap-
proach facilitated later technology extension. This suggests that benefits derived from low-TRL
systems engineering may also be passed forward, facilitating future development.
In this work we had originally intended to attempt to observe quantum systems engineering
challenges inductively. Unfortunately, this aspect was not achieved: the original project plan
for the 3D-printer technology envisioned faster development, suggesting that analysis of early
quantum devices fabricated by the printer would be possible within the timescale of this project.
Unfortunately this turned out not to be the case.
Although the printer unit was functional at the end of the case-study, chemical engineering
problems pertaining to material selection had not been resolved. Hence, our observations are
broader than anticipated, and pertain to low-TRL technology development in a laboratory
setting. We observed one technical challenge unique to low-TRLs: the absence of knowledge.
Part of the systems engineering process often includes identifying all possible technology im-
plementations, and then performing a technology selection; in fundamental research there is
not always a complete, or even substantial, knowledge of possible implementation pathways.
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Furthermore, even if there is a high-level awareness, there may not be a sufficiently detailed
technical understanding to support systems methods. This contributed to challenges pertaining
to ink design and selection; the knowledge acquisition and implementation selection processes
became simultaneous, effectively resulting in iterative trial and error. For high-TRL systems
engineering one would remark that this should be avoidable — it may not be in fundamental
research.
The study here leads us to propose that laboratory science would benefit from adopting light-
weight systems engineering processes and techniques to improve the robustness and efficiency
of technology design and realisation. In this context, light-weight means requiring a broad un-
derstanding of the systems approach, an appreciation of higher-TRL needs to exploit research
in future devices and systems, and a set of techniques for capturing and analysing require-
ments, concept generation, functional design, failure mode identification, and verification and
validation. The techniques used have required only modest training to grasp and do not require
specialist tools or software. Nevertheless, this modest training seems to improve the issues of
lack of foresight, project drift, and inadequate recording of information for fault analysis or
subsequent development. It also encouraged a change in behaviour in the researcher, encourag-
ing a holistic view of system design and problem analysis, shifting solution exploration from the
implementation domain to the design domain, and focusing work on necessary project steps,
rather than interesting asides.
Overall, the tools considered have been: CONOPS, STA, Functional requirements analysis,
FMA, concept generation, FFMEA, QFD, V&V approaches, and life-cycle analysis (see sec-
tion5.3). The technique that appeared to be most useful to the students was FFMEA; this had
the particular merit of keeping students’ attention on the wider system.
In order to strengthen what we propose here, more research is needed. In Section 5.2 we de-
scribed several limitations to the research presented, all of which inhibit the generalisability of
this work. Issues here are not unexpected, case-studies favour particularity over generality [15]
— therefore, supporting research is needed to corroborate observations from this case [94].
By doing this, we aim to establish: the specific aspects of laboratory technology development
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we think systems methods can improve; and a selection of methods and tools that practically
represent a ‘light-weight’ systems engineering approach, that is both useful in low-TRL tech-
nology development, and acceptable to the researchers involved. As is outlined in the project
methodology (Chapter 2), the next Chapter continues our qualitative investigation into the
efficacy of low-TRL systems engineering, expanding the evidence base to better substantiate
our conclusions.
Chapter 6
Analysing the need for low-TRL quantum
systems engineering
Qualitative, and by extension mixed-methods, research uses a process of triangulation — the
use of a combination of methods, analytic paradigms, and evidence sources to study a single
phenomenon, with the goal of building credibility in a result [35, 110, 111]. The case-study in
Chapter 5 has strong internal validity. It triangulates from a mixture of observations, interviews,
and document analysis — the three primary information sources in qualitative research [112]
— and considers a variety of perspectives. Thus, we can have confidence that it reliably de-
scribes its particular case [15]. However, in order to address this work’s research questions it
is important that we can generalise the results from the case-study. That we can show the
observations we made, and the conclusions we drew, are relevant to other low-TRL quantum
technology projects. The specific causes for our limitations of certainty are described in Sec-
tion 5.2; however, there are reasons why we can have some confidence that the case-study’s
results are representative of general low-TRL technology development: the environment and
context for the research are typical; a university PhD project is representative of a lot of funda-
mental quantum technology development; the participant is also representative, having had a
typical master’s level physics education, with focus on applied experimental research; and the
views of the supervisory experts involved, all of whom have experience of low-TRL laboratory
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research, agreed that the behaviours of the participant without systems engineering, and types
of problems the project encountered, were not unusual in laboratory research. These facts
provide soft indications that the case-study conclusions have wider applicability, but the case
for this must be strengthened.
Two additional studies, which serve dual purposes, will be discussed in this chapter. Both
are designed to address the central question, if a systems approach, and systems tools, are
appropriate and beneficial for accelerating low-TRL research, generating evidence complemen-
tary to that of the case-study. The balance of this evidence will allow us to establish if our
earlier observations can be generalised. Secondly, they serve to focus the overall study more
on quantum technologies. One of the case-study’s goals was to observe the systems engineering
process, looking to identify and understand challenges specific to low-TRL quantum systems
engineering. While the observations and conclusions are general to low-TRL research, they do
not specifically address QT issues. In these next studies a stronger link to low-TRL quantum
technology development is established, through improved selection of case subjects.
The two studies were conducted sequentially, after the end of the earlier case-study (Case
A(1,2,3)). The first, Case B, is an observational case-study based on a five day taught course
on systems tools and systems engineering for quantum technology development, delivered to
quantum technologies doctoral students (the “summer school”). Its focus is on establishing the
acceptability of systems tools among quantum technology researchers. The second, Case C(1,2),
is a document analysis of reports pertaining to external quantum technology development
projects, with the goal of establishing obstacles to progress that may be mitigated through a
systems approach. This addresses the generalisability of Case A, seeking to establish if the
researcher behaviour, and research challenges, described in Case A are consistent with those
seen in other projects.
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6.1 Case-Study B: Quantum Systems Engineering taught
course
Case B concerned observation of a cohort of thirty PhD students, all researching various aspects
of quantum technology and sponsored by Dstl. They spent five days learning about Systems
Engineering and applied a handful of techniques to group design projects relevant to quantum
systems. Two attending students had previous experience of Systems Engineering and acted
as embedded observational researchers, one of whom was myself. Data collection took several
forms: the opinions of the participating cohort were received in written form through feedback
form responses collected at the end of the course; observations were recorded by the embedded
researchers throughout; likewise, the teachers and mentors on the course recorded their obser-
vations throughout. This case-study provides a level of triangulation with the more detailed
investigations of Case A. The feedback for Case B was obtained using a survey; this method of
data collection is appropriate for addressing “how” questions, providing the opportunity to ask
participants “How much systems engineering?”, which was not resolved in Case A. The survey
was a typical course feedback survey used for quality purposes. Although numerical data was
obtained concerning the value of the course, it is recognised that the sample size (30) is too
small to be statistically valid [97]. This case-study has, therefore, included some numerical
data collected in the survey, but mostly drawn on the written comments from participants, to
gain insight in the appreciation and understanding of Systems Engineering by the quantum
technologies PhD students.
Design of the course material was carried out by expert quantum physicists and systems en-
gineers, some of whom were related to this project, and to the supervision of the technology
development in Case A. Course content was based upon the observations of research challenges
and effective tool usage made in case A, and on previous experience delivering short workshops
on systems engineering for quantum scientists.
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6.1.1 Delivery of the taught course
The course was delivered over five days to thirty PhD students, most nearing the end of their
second year of research (out of three). The curriculum, designed to provide an overview of Sys-
tems Engineering and training in a small number of useful techniques, comprised the following:
− Concepts of Operations (CONOPS),
− Systems requirements analysis using Systemic Textual Analysis (STA) [113]
− Functional requirements analysis,
− Function Means Analysis (FMA) [101]
− Brainstorming and negative brainstorming for concept generation
− Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) [100]
− Quality Function Deployment (QFD) methods [114]
− Verification and Validation
− Life-cycle analysis [56]
There were lectures on each topic and the students were expected to apply the techniques they
learned to a project over the course of the week. The project required them to produce, and
present to a panel of industry experts, a design concept for a commercially feasible complex
technical product that included or enabled quantum technologies. They had to apply and
demonstrate the use of Systems Engineering techniques in order to convince the judging panel
that their technology was credible, and they were expected to highlight design parameters,
features, opportunities, and novel solutions within their designs. Particular emphasis was placed
on a problem-oriented design process, developing a solution to an existing problem rather than
creating a technology with no application in mind.
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6.1.2 Case B narrative
Observational narrative: Over the course of the summer school the students’ perceptions regard-
ing the usefulness of Systems Engineering methods was tracked informally, and at the end of the
week their opinions regarding the value of a Systems Engineering approach, and its applicability
to scientific research and their own research, was solicited through anonymous feedback forms.
Throughout the week observations regarding the approach students were taking to accomplishing
their project goals were recorded, in an attempt to observe how systems thinking affected their
behaviour when tackling a complex problem under time-constrained circumstances.
Feedback forms requested participants to identify positive and negative aspects of their experience
of the summer school. With respect to the merits of the Systems Engineering techniques that
had been learned and the participants’ systems appreciation there were no negative comments
at all. The systems engineering comments most frequently identified by participants were as
follows:
− The Knowledge developed of systems engineering and systems tools was new (30/30 stu-
dents).
− The training programme was valuable (30/30).
− It was helpful to view problems from the perspective of other stakeholders (20/30).
− A systems approach enabled a better appreciation of the problem needing to be solved, encour-
aging the student to begin with a problem needing a solution, rather than a solution looking
for a problem (17/30).
− Systems engineering provided a systematic way to work through a problem in a group context
(15/30).
− System artefacts assisted group discussions, and clarified the boundaries of the problem
(12/30).
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Embedded teacher’s narrative: The following unstructured, but agreed comments from the four
main course lecturers provide an insight into the benefits of educating scientists in some basic
Systems Engineering. Initial scepticism from some participants dissipated very quickly once
work on the project began (on day two). All groups were thorough in the application of the tech-
niques at their disposal: STA, FMA, FFMEA, and QFD. As in the previous case-study (Case
A), it seems that FFMEA was regarded as the most useful technique learned by the participants
(12/30 state it explicitly in the written feedback, and others informally during discussion).
Given that all participants were working on their PhD research, it is possible that this view is
influenced by a common need for a structured approach to identifying potential problems with
first time builds of quantum technology prototypes and related experimental apparatus. From
written feedback, all thirty participants stated that the experience had been worthwhile and that
they had acquired new knowledge; however, during discussions, many felt that they were too
far into their research to obtain significant benefit from applying Systems Engineering to their
projects at the current stage. Several remarked that they wished they had learned about Systems
Engineering at the beginning of their PhD.
Embedded researcher’s narrative: The embedded researchers provided the following unstruc-
tured observations pertaining to systems engineering acceptance and usage. Through conver-
sation with the cohort, there was no evidence of prior familiarity with systems engineering.
They had few preconceptions about the discipline, but were initially sceptical of its usefulness.
Reasons given for this were: that it appeared to be bureaucracy/paperwork, that it appeared to
be most relevant to production technologies (examples given in the lectures were based on high-
TRL technology), and that it was unclear how systems engineering would benefit the researcher
in delivering scientific outputs (research papers and experimental results). Views on systems
engineering only changed once the group projects were underway, and a common gateway ap-
plication appeared to be using systems artefacts to facilitate knowledge communication. It was
noted that group members did not know one another well, and hence lacked pre-existing team
dynamics. Systems artefacts became an easy way for group members to keep track of knowledge,
decisions, and the state of the project. As learning in the course progressed, and the students’
tool-sets grew, they saw in practice how systems tools could enable complex technology design,
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diminishing scepticism. Tool acceptance varied from person to person, but the tool that was most
positively received, and that seemed to most clearly demonstrate systems engineering benefits,
was FFMEA. Students could easily envisage how the fault analysis and bi-directional traceability
offered by this tool could have helped to solve research problems they had experienced. By the
end of the course the overall view on systems engineering was positive, and whilst some students
remained doubtful about the quantity of systems tools that could help their projects, there was
consensus that a well thought out selection of tools would be useful.
Lastly, it was generally observed that at the end of the course many students asserted that “they
wished they had learned about Systems Engineering at the start of their PhD”.
6.1.3 Analysis of case B
To some extent this case-study had the purpose of testing the conclusions of Case A. Structurally
the studies are different; whereas Case A tested the implementation of System Engineering
techniques in an ongoing PhD project, Case B provided training in the techniques to thirty PhD
students from different institutions, and sought their opinion regarding how they might use the
techniques within quantum technology development. The consistency with which the Case B
participants endorsed the benefits of Systems Engineering supports the conclusions drawn from
Case A, especially in terms of the need for design foresight, the value of systems artefacts for
recording and communicating knowledge, and the particular usefulness of FFMEA. In addition,
there was broad similarity between the research challenges described by the students pertaining
to their own work, and those observed in Case A. This suggests that the observations made in
Case A were not specific or unique to the project. Case B also addressed the key issue of the
acceptability of systems tools. It indicates that the introduction of systems engineering, with
the corresponding tools, is acceptable to quantum technologies PhD researchers. Matching
the views of the participant in Case A, students thought that training in systems engineering
and associated tools should be provided at the start of a PhD project, and applied from the
beginning. This agrees with conventional wisdom [108].
The formulation of the summer school curriculum was based on the knowledge gained during
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Case A (at least in part), thus cases A and B are not independent. The fact that the outcomes
of case B are coincident with case A should not be considered to be proof of the conclusions
or imply a generalisability of the results. Case-studies never prove the results of other case-
studies [94], but they may add (or reduce) confidence in results. As described earlier, they
add to the balance of evidence, from which, and through triangulation, it may be possible to
draw more general conclusions. Thus, the results of Case B provide added confidence in the
conclusions given in Section 5.6 for Case A, and in addition suggest that systems engineering
may have general acceptability to quantum technologies researchers, contingent on effective
teaching.
6.2 Case C — reflective document analysis
Our analysis in Case B of the taught course was aimed at building confidence in the acceptability
of systems tools. However, it also provided evidence corroborating our observations of research
behaviour and challenges in Case A. The participants recognised the use of systems tools as
potential solutions to problems they had personally experienced. Many expressed a desire not
only to use the tools, but wished they had been taught the tools before their projects had begun.
And, the tools selected as most useful by the participants were the same as those highlighted
in the case-study. That these points are in agreement suggests that the research challenges
encountered in Case A and those experienced by participants of Case B have similarities. As
a corollary, it builds confidence in the conclusions from Case A. However, it is our view that
more evidence is required to substantiate the observations made regarding research challenges
in Case A. We also want to look more closely at challenges that may be specific to low-TRL
quantum technology development. Our next case-study (Case C(1,2)) attempts this.
6.2.1 Case C — methodology
The most obvious route to establishing the credibility of the observations made, and conclu-
sions drawn, in Case A would be to conduct additional, independent, case-studies [94]: more
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PhD participants, more quantum technology projects, a variety of research institutions, with a
mixture of normal cases, and those in which we intervene with systems engineering. This was
not realistic, a programme of this sort would take years to complete (most likely longer than
any one PhD project), require wide-scale agreement from research groups and participants, and
be costly due to the need for direct observation: it was far from being within the scope of this
doctoral project.
In cases where direct observation is not possible, the most effective means of gathering evidence
is often considered to be Document Analysis [35, 96]. Document analysis is the application of
systematic procedures to review, analyse, and interpret textual documents in order to gain
understanding and develop empirical knowledge [35, 115].
The specific uses of document analysis can include purposes such as enriching descriptive nar-
ratives, aiding and informing research design, and tracking changes in an uncontrolled environ-
ment [35]. Our use is somewhat narrower: we use document analysis to supplement the evidence
base from the case-study, attempting to confirm our observations through corroborative evi-
dence. This use of document analysis is typical, and accepted across qualitative disciplines [35,
96, 116, 117]. It is also appropriate for our domain. Studies built from document analysis have
precedent in engineering, for example, Wild, et al. used document analysis to study information
needs in engineering design projects, and used this knowledge to inform the design of new en-
gineering support tools [118]. This work differs from ours in that it exclusively used document
analysis, however there is a clear similarity of goal and domain: identifying and tailoring tools
to assist engineering development, in the context of knowledge management, which is closely
related to systems engineering.
The strength of document analysis lies in its accessibility. It is efficient and there are few
barriers to availability. Its cost is usually only the time required for analysis, and it does
not always require a data collection phase — only selection and analysis. It also differs from
other research methods by being unobtrusive; being put under scrutiny can invite changes in
behaviour, this cannot occur for document analysis, eliminating issues of reflexivity common
in qualitative research [34, 35]. This is relevant here; an acknowledged weakness of Case A was
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that we could not assess whether the participant’s behaviour had changed due to observation,
especially before systems engineering was introduced. This is one of the reasons why the
case-study results weren’t generalisable. Document analysis enables us to directly address this
weakness. Another strength of document analysis is that it can be externally scrutinised or
vetted. Most qualitative methods, such as direct observation, or interviews, have practical
limits to the degree to which third parties can observe the research, checking for bias, and
confirming accuracy. The static, textual, record from document analysis avoids this issue.
Document analysis is strongest when it is used to complement other information sources [35]
and when it involves a cross-section of document sources (public, private, formal, informal,
etc.) [119]. In our case this research is complementary to Cases A and B, both of which introduce
different sources and types of evidence. Although attempted, we were not able to analyse a
diverse set of documents. Our only document type was doctoral theses on quantum technology
projects. We were neither able to establish access to private documents (e.g. technical designs)
associated with these projects, nor to conduct direct interviews with the authors. Had either
been possible, we could have added to the confidence we had in each document’s accuracy, and
expanded on relevant aspects in more detail. If we were purely using document analysis this
might be a significant limit on certainty. However, in this context, we use it to corroborate
existing observations. Hence, it reduces the weight we can place on new observations derived
from single documents, but neither invalidates the process, nor the validity of observations
substantiated across multiple documents or sources [96, 120].
Another potential limitation of document analysis is a bias in selecting documents. This is
most significant for studies using document analysis as the means by which basic themes are
established, and fundamental conclusions are drawn [35, 94], which is not the case here. Our
document selection was based on availability and comparability. It was important to maintain
both the subject area, and level of researcher expertise, to make comparisons to our case-study
valid. Furthermore, to be relevant the projects had to be technology-focused and experimental,
with the explicit goal of delivering a prototypical quantum device. We also restricted sources
to projects carried out in the UK, and associated with the quantum technologies hubs, national
programme, or direct precursors, such that we could expect them to have been carried out
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under similar constraints.
These criteria led us to two doctoral theses on quantum technology. Both covered the research
and development of prototypical quantum metrology systems, and had detailed technical ac-
counts of the design and realisation of the devices. The level of detail present in each thesis was
substantial, including descriptions of design iterations, highlighting successes, challenges, and
changes. This contributed significantly to the confidence we had in the accuracy of the docu-
ments, particularly regarding their descriptions of the technology development process. It also
suggested that the documents were balanced, they evenly discussed successes, shortcomings,
and revisions, indicating that specific aspects of the projects were not consciously excluded
from discussion [35]. Although a subjective evaluation, we saw the high quality of the two
documents as a partial mitigation of the lack of additional evidence sources in each case. If this
had not been the case, a wider selection of documents might have been needed.
From the outset, we decided that if the analysis resulted in disagreeing evidence, or evidence
in opposition to observations from our case-study and taught course, we would expand the
document set to investigate the balance of evidence more deeply. As it turned out, this was
not necessary as the documents agreed well with one another, and corroborated our existing
observations. The argument can always be made to keep looking in case a counter-example
can be found, but this is not necessarily efficient, and, in the context of the whole project,
unnecessary. Including this research, we had corroborated evidence through three distinct,
separate, studies, including a variety of information types and sources. Although each method
had some limits to certainty, there was credibility in the combined outputs.
The analysis of the theses was done through public document analysis [35, 94, 96]. Care was
taken not to go into the document analysis with the explicit goal of ‘finding’ the observations
made in either Case A or B; such an approach risks biasing the research by favourably interpret-
ing information to match the observations already made [15]. The documents were analysed
separately and sequentially as stand-alone texts in several phases.
Firstly, the documents were scan-read through in order to understand their information con-
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tent and organisation. Next, a simple keyword search and document tagging1 approach was
applied — keywords associated with systems engineering processes were searched for (e.g. re-
quirement(s), verify, verification, validate, validation, specification(s), reliability, modelling,
simulation, life-cycle, integration, performance, result), and, if present, the text around these
words was read. If the text was related to systems engineering or life-cycle concepts, to successes
or challenges in the development process, or to objective facts (such as numerical performance
criteria, and achieved performance), that part of the document was tagged (also referred to as
coded) [35, 96] to categorise it. This helped to quickly develop a more detailed understanding
of the documents’ content, and to allow efficient thematic navigation. This tagging process did
not consider synonyms that may be used by non-systems engineering technologists to mean
equivalent processes to those described in standard systems engineering terms. The detailed
document analysis and various reviews by supervisors (see below) are likely to have overcome
this omission, but it is not guaranteed. Next, the documents were carefully read from start
to finish (in the intended order) and the same tagging process applied throughout. These two
processes were then repeated, checking for tagging consistency, and ensuring that the text had
been interpreted in its full context.
Our analysis was carried out in two stages. Firstly, each tag was visited and a comment
was associated with it in the document. This comment was an analytic interpretation of the
text. The process here was analogous to that used in the case-study; we treated the text as
an account of the technical development process, and made observations regarding challenges,
successes, implicit and explicit use of systems engineering, record of knowledge, and anything
else that could be meaningfully related to systems engineering processes. In so much as was
possible, comments also contained an indication of confidence in the observation; for example,
an observation drawn from numerical performance data is likely to be accurate and objective,
whereas less weight can be placed on a parenthetic opinion within the body text. We also
discarded tags if we found that no significant observations could be drawn, or if there appeared
to be a lack of confidence in the accuracy of the observation. We repeated the commenting
1Tagging is an organisational process which provides context and allows text to be related across a document,
but it does not implicitly analyse the text or draw conclusions. The analysis step is assisted by the tagged
structure, but primarily relies on the judgement of the researcher.
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process once, to refine comments and check for consistency and neutrality. At this stage tags
and derived comments were checked by a third party. This was carried out by one of the
project’s supervisors, an expert in systems engineering, systems integration, and physics. He
took the source document and commented document, first reading through the source document
to understand the content without biasing factors, and then reading each tag and comment.
Each was assessed separately, checking if the tagging was correct, and assessing the validity
of the associated comment, in terms of certainty, relevance, and potential bias. If there was
disagreement regarding the correctness of a tag or comment, we erred on the side of caution and
removed it. Furthermore, changes were made to some comments to improve analytic accuracy.
These comments were then organised thematically in a separate analysis document, supported
by related quotes from the main document text. This was used to synthesise overarching
observations regarding the challenges each project faced in the development of their low-TRL
quantum technologies. Based on our understanding of systems engineering, and experience
gained from the case-study and taught course, we associated these challenges with systems tools,
methods, and approaches that could have helped to mitigate them. We also assessed whether
any of these challenges were due to, or exacerbated by, the quantum mechanical nature of the
technology being developed. A second check took place here, with the same expert checking the
validity of the synthesised observations based on his domain knowledge, and helping to refine
the analysis where necessary. There was then a final check; the original documents, comments,
and synthesised analyses were sent to an expert in quantum technologies and physics, who was
also a supervisor of this project. He had not been involved in the analysis up to this point,
and checked the documents for bias and accuracy. No issues were raised at this stage for either
document. We must acknowledge a limit to certainty here: although we took steps to avoid
individual researcher bias, ideally at least one of the checking phases would have been carried
out by an expert entirely external to the project, and to the research group. This is to avoid local
biases (often called ‘backyard biases’) — implicit biases inculcated by the local environment,
and shared among individuals [14]. This was a methodological flaw, and at this stage can
only be acknowledged. The significance of this is reduced due to the document analysis being
complementary to other research. When we consider, in combination, the case-study, taught
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course, and document analysis, we draw upon a variety of evidence sources, and both internal
and external viewpoints. This mitigates methodological weakness in any one component, which
is a fundamental purpose of triangulative, and mixed-methods, research [14, 110].
The document analysis reported herein is based on the final, synthesised, analysis, and includes
detailed references to the analysed documents.
6.2.2 Case C — analysis
The analysis of documents C1 and C2 is focused on identifying research challenges and use of
systems engineering in their associated projects. Discussion and analysis are interwoven, and
primarily pertain to the nature of research challenges observed, and if they might be mitigated
by use of systems tools or processes. One must note that this is an analysis with the benefit
of hindsight, and as in Case A that one cannot prove retrospectively that a challenge can be
mitigated. We can describe challenges, and how they relate to systems engineering process and
tools, as well as consider if they are similar to those observed in Case A.
It is important to point out that our analysis is seen through the lens of systems engineering
and should in no way be construed as a criticism of the work and practices we analyse.
In the sections below, we quote extensively from document C1 and C2, and parenthetically
include corresponding page numbers after quotes. Some quotes have been concatenated or
shortened for textual brevity, in these cases we have endeavoured to maintain their full context
to avoid misrepresentation.
Later in this section, the observations made across all cases are synthesised into a table of key
factors contributing to research challenges in low-TRL quantum technology development (see
Table 6.2 on page 188). To decrease repetition in the following section and improve traceability
between analysis and conclusions, at appropriate intervals in the analysis below we link the
observations made to these factors. This way, the reader may go from the factors to this
analysis, and vice versa, with ease.
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Case C1 — a portable quantum gravimeter
Project C1 covers the development of a portable quantum gravimeter [121]. It presents a record
of laboratory research focusing on compacting, and eventually packaging, a cold atom cloud
Ramsey interferometer, the intended application being a quantum gravimeter with possible
extension to gravity gradiometry. The account includes numerous examples of sophisticated
engineering solutions, typically to compact various components and sub-systems, and demon-
strates some awareness of component and sub-system failure modes. There is some discussion
of the trade-offs and limitations of the device, and a partial description of the factors that had
to be considered to optimise device performance (as the researcher perceived it to be defined).
Document C1 also includes some results from the testing of the setup both in and out of the lab,
although always in a fairly controlled environment. The output of this has been the compacting
of a lab-based experimental setup into a form that renders it portable, and then a separate pro-
cess of packaging this into an external, generic, ‘shock-proof’ box to protect the setup during
transport, and eliminate the need for manual reconfiguration of physical components (such as
mirrors, lenses, etc.) at the point of use.
To achieve a compact setup a variety of complicated engineering designs were made, with some
sub-systems and components having been integrated onto chips or other platforms, and others
miniaturised as far as it was possible. The thesis liberally uses the term ‘integration’, but
some clarification is required here. An accepted definition of system integration in systems
engineering contexts is [122]:
“System integration consists of taking delivery of the implemented system elements which com-
pose the system-of-interest (SoI), assembling these implemented elements together, and per-
forming the verification and validation actions (V & V actions) in the course of the assembly.”
Within this project, in most cases integration has not in fact been achieved due to a failure to
meet the last point, Validation and Verification. In most cases verification was partially com-
pleted; it was demonstrated that the implemented elements performed their expected functions
(as components within a sub-system), and it seems likely that faults relating to the assembly of
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the system would also have been detected. The most evident problems appear when considering
whether the performed functions a) meet the required measures of performance, and b) whether
the design can be validated against the expected use. The origin of these problems is that the
description of the work contains no unambiguous set of system requirements. Numerous ‘re-
quirements’ were mentioned throughout the document, but these were neither synthesised into
a requirements specification, nor presented as a complete logical structure. Lacking require-
ments, there were no well-defined verification and validation criteria. Word analysis of the
document indicates that verify, validate, verification, and validation, do not appear in the text
at all. That said, it would be a misrepresentation to say no validation took place; there was an
informal validation based on system sensitivity and size, weight, and power (SWAP) compared
to the state-of-the-art in commercial gravimeters, which indicated that the produced device —
if it could demonstrate itself as robust and deployable — made savings on SWAP. Factors 1
and 2 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
Two informal system-level requirements are stated within C1: the aim to realise. . . “a portable
cold atom interferometer that is robust enough to perform gravity measurements in the field with
input from only one or two people.” (6); and “to make a compact system with the lowest power
consumption possible in order to show that cold atom experiments have developed far enough to
be taken out of the laboratory” (33).
Considering that [104]:
“A requirement is a statement that identifies a product or processes operational, functional, or
design characteristic or constraint, which is unambiguous, testable, or measurable and necessary
for product or process acceptability”,
these vague systems requirements are not sufficient to specify the deliverable. In particular,
they suffer from ambiguity due to not being qualified in terms of performance criteria; what
we see is a conflation between capturing some of the purposes of the project, and synthesising
from these the system requirements. These are the untranslated, and unanalysed, wants of
some of the stakeholders. Had a formalised systems approach been taken from the start,
it is conceivable that testable validation criteria, as well as a more complete requirements
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specification, would have been developed. This has consequences throughout the project. No
functional requirements, performance criteria, or functional architecture for the system whole
have been presented (although there are schematics and design drawings of the implemented
setup). Consequently, performance can be stated but not evaluated objectively. Similarly,
the quality and consequences of design decisions cannot be assessed — numerous trade-offs
are mentioned in the document, but the lack of traceable requirements makes it impossible
to comment on whether the trade-offs were wise and balanced needs, or if (potentially better)
alternatives existed which were overlooked. Furthermore, it is difficult to understand how design
decisions propagate through the system; the final system is complex, with numerous correlations
being described throughout the thesis, however lacks further analysis or a complete record of
knowledge. These factors make it difficult to understand the full impact of design choices on
the system as a whole. Factors 3, 4, 6 and 7 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
It must be mentioned that these observations may be a consequence of incomplete information,
as no systems engineering artefacts have been included as appendices to the document. How-
ever, as there is no precedent for applying systems engineering to laboratory physics, it is our
view that it is unlikely that a systems approach was taken. Had such an approach been taken
it is reasonable to believe that some of the issues mentioned above would have been mitigated.
One advantage of systems methods is their ability to capture, and make transferable, knowl-
edge — any such records or documents would have been a great aide to understanding the
work presented in the thesis. In the same vein, it is important to recall from our discussion of
methodology that the nature of reflective document analysis inherently misses tacit knowledge
— one of the benefits of systems engineering is to capture this. The research group responsible
for this project had substantial experience of designing and developing experimental gravimetry
systems. This will have led to a wealth of tacit knowledge, and with it an implicit understand-
ing of requirements pertaining to these specialist systems. There is every likelihood that these
requirements influenced and guided system design, however this does not resolve the system
engineering issues we have discussed. It is inherently problematic, from the perspective of tech-
nology translation and handover, that tacit knowledge has not been captured. Furthermore,
whilst this tacit knowledge might have contributed to establishing validation and verification
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criteria that were tested against, it is not possible to see how these criteria compare with the
original project goals. Especially since some of these goals were set by external stakeholders,
and might not naturally align with the tacit knowledge of the research group. Based on this our
comments on requirements stand, and at the very least indicate that formalising and recording
tacit knowledge should be prioritised.
In places, specific component and sub-system requirements were stated, typically in relation
to failure modes, e.g.: “to prevent clipping of the Raman beam by the chip assembly, it was
decided that the cold atom cloud must be formed at least 5 mm from the surface, strongly
dictating the magnetic field generation requirements” (38); “The requirements for the Raman
laser are [. . . that it] should be as stable as possible and have a narrow linewidth to reduce the
amount of spontaneous emission” (45); and “[the lasers] need to be stable with a well defined
frequency (with a narrow linewidth) which does not drift over time” (42). Referring back to
the definition of a requirement, many of these statements fail to specify a testable performance
metric. Similarly, some requirements have a specified performance metric, but lack obvious
justification, for example, “system requirements of magnetic field generation that uses only
5 W of power ” (38). The complete package of both a traceable justification and testable
criteria is rarely included, the former being especially difficult to include due to the lack of
top-level requirements. However, in quite a few cases links between sub-system requirements
and component requirements are made — for example, the current used to generate the MOT
magnetic field was reduced from 100A through a thick copper structure to 10A through flat wires
wound into coils in order to improve efficiency (38). This does illustrate the identification, and
solving, of engineering problems, although not through a systems approach. Factors 5 and 6
apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The first of the quotes in the previous paragraph also provides a good example of how, due to a
lack of traceable structure, it is difficult to relate a design choice to its potential consequences.
The need to hold a cold atom cloud 5mm from the surface of the chip impacts the necessary
magnetic field, and consequently, the power delivery system, the MOT design, the optics,
cooling of the chip and coils, potentially the ability to compensate for errant magnetic fields from
the atom chip (113), and as a result, the temperature of the cloud, and thus the sensitivity of
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the device. There could very well be other consequences which are not obvious or not recorded.
Here we do not mean to argue that all of these would be significant, only to illustrate that this
one design parameter has a non-trivial set of correlations reaching far beyond its immediate
engineering context (the atom chip). In order to rationally optimise the device to best meet
any set of requirements such correlations do need to be understood. Factors 6 and 7 apply (see
Table 6.2 on page 188).
As the engineering becomes more involved, various trade-offs are described, such as: “polar-
isation fluctuations arose due to poor alignment of the light injected into the fibre and slight
errors in splicing. These were rectified with a polariser that was placed at the output of the
fibre [. . . ] the polariser converts the fluctuations in polarisation into intensity fluctuations. It
was found that the influence of the beam intensity on the atoms was less critical [. . . ] than the
polarisation and so the polariser was implemented.” (94). This describes a failure mode and
a partial mitigation, but does not distil the effect and severity of the failure, how it relates to
the requirements, and the trade-space that governs the trade-off made. It is also one of several
examples of problems that arose during development; in a complex project there will always
be unforeseen problems, but the impression from the thesis is that — especially during the
assembly and integration of sub-systems — a significant number of unsighted problems arose,
which were dealt with as and when they appeared. Because additional supporting documents
are not available, it is not possible to know how the system design evolved over the course of
the project, but it would be interesting to know how the need to re-design affected the overall
quality of the system. We noted in Case A that optimal designs were prevented due to prior
design decisions that had been made lacking foresight. Factor 8 applies.
A specific example we might consider is the Rubidium source. The time taken to load the MOT
is the major contributor to the overall measurement time, and consequently the main limiting
factor for the system’s repetition rate (105). In order for the system to reach the 2Hz perfor-
mance stated in the abstract, a current of 4.1A needs to be provided to the Rubidium source —
allowing it to generate atoms sufficiently quickly to populate the MOT within 350ms. However,
the source was typically operated at 3.5-3.6A in order to preserve its lifespan (including for all
of the measurements in the results section, and for out-of-lab system demonstrations). Fur-
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thermore, replacement of the source is difficult, and requires “removal of the entire assembly”
(39). Hence, whether in the engineering specifics, the architecture of the MOT, or the choice
of source, it is questionable whether the design is optimal. Such points are always easiest to
make in hindsight, but this seems to be an issue that could have been identified at the initial
stages of the project had systems methods been used, as it is (as evident from the theory) a
critical parameter for device performance. Had this limitation been foreseen, perhaps a solution
mindful of these factors could have been implemented. Factors 6, 9 and 10 apply (see Table 6.2
on page 188).
Having discussed the requirements and the design process, we must consider reliability. It is
clear from the project goals that the gravimeter was intended to be “robust enough to perform
gravity measurements in the field ” (6). The implications of this requirement depends entirely
on the field in question. It is worth noting here that almost any deployment environment is
likely to come with compliance requirements, whether that is ruggedising to military standards,
or health and safety on a building site — to provide examples, two Defence Standards likely to
be applicable would be those for flexible assemblies and bellows [123], and for electromagnetic
compatibility [124]. Identifying such constraints is part of a complete requirements capture,
and whilst it is easy to view compliance as something only pertaining to higher-TRL projects,
if the intent is to deliver a translatable technology demonstrator, it is helpful to consider these
factors at this stage to avoid implementations that need significant re-engineering in the future.
As has been discussed previously, this may be an area where the value return on the activity is
less to the researcher than to the overarching project, requiring agreement beforehand. Factors
3 and 4 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The miniaturisation of the system, and its packaging, occurred as two separate, and sequential,
processes. Consequently, two sorts of reliability concerns are mentioned in the thesis: reliability
issues inherent to the system, which manifest independent of external factors; and reliability
issues that are a consequence of introducing the system to a non-laboratory environment.
Numerous individual reliability concerns and failure modes pertaining to the first case are
discussed — often in the context of design choices that eliminated or mitigated these failures.
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As mentioned before, the scope of each individual element of failure analysis appears limited,
often considering a component failure within a sub-system and then engineering the sub-system
to address this. Quite a few of the examples given in the thesis involves failure modes that
were not preempted, and once discovered resulted in a design iteration, again suggesting a
lack of formal failure analysis. Many potential failure modes were also implied, although not
qualified — it would be useful to formalise these, and associate them with something like an
RPN. In general, it seemed as if each sub-system was made to be ‘as good as possible’, but
‘good enough’ was not specified, nor was the impact of sub-system quality on overall system
performance. Due to the complexity of the final system, a fault tree or something similar would
be very useful. It is difficult to understand how each of the mentioned component and sub-
system level faults could propagate out into the system, and hence to understand which faults,
perhaps in combination, are significant. Factors 11 and 12 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The packaging and ruggedising of the system seemed somewhat ad hoc. Some sub-components
were designed with rigidity and resilience in mind, in particular the fibre AOMs and switches
(71–73), parts of the assembly of which underwent vibration testing at the University of Ham-
burg for space applications. Generally, though, there is no evidence of any failure testing, and
whilst the susceptibility of the device to (especially non-linear) vibrations is implied (e.g., “If
the Raman beam were to hit the side of the chip it could introduce unknown distortions across
the surface of the beam.” (77)) it is not elaborated upon. In order to mitigate misalignment due
to thermal variations, the optics are mounted onto a glass ceramic with low thermal coefficient
(45). However, this solution was not subjected to accelerated failure testing (and hence the
solution was not validated), nor was any modelling implied. Furthermore, there are many other
things that can go wrong, for example: how does the adhesive used to attach the optics to the
base plate stand up to heat? There are also surfaces that have to be smooth, anti-reflective
coatings, iridium wire seals for the vacuum chamber, all manner of things that could fail in all
manner of ways. Once again, we do not mean to imply that critical failures would relate to all
of these, but analysis must be conducted to identify and suitably mitigate failure modes across
a system. Furthermore, if the technology is to be translated up the TRL-chain this must be
captured in the record of knowledge, not least to distinguish non-issues, issues unaddressed,
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and issues solved. Factors 13, 18 and 24 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The packaging itself appears to be a generic “shock-proof” (89) box consisting of an outer case
and an inner frame to which 19-inch racks have been attached. Its properties are not specified,
nor are there any details regarding how it provides damping. The packaged system was not
deployed or tested in a hostile environment, however the whole system was transported on public
roads in a vehicle, mostly surviving; transportation in a mini-van from England to Belgium and
back caused wire breakage/disconnection on both legs of the journey. In one case this caused
loss of the power supplied to the ion pump, which could have resulted in a non-repairable
critical failure rendering the device unusable at the destination due to loss of vacuum. Failure
analysis, along with design for test, might have suggested that such connections should be well
secured, and that the system should alert operators by means of e.g. an audible alarm in case
the pump stopped working (a critical failure). Factors 14, 19 and 24 apply (see Table 6.2 on
page 188).
The results section reveals that the performance outside of the lab was an order of magnitude
worse than that in the lab (123). This decrease in performance is not explained, suggesting
again that failure analysis, and correlations within the architecture, were not well understood
— the soft failures that degraded performance were not traceable. It was reasoned that part
of the decrease in performance was due to EM noise from electronics that were packaged closer
to the vacuum chamber in the transportable system than in the lab, and magnetic material in
the laser boxes; this might be testable with a hall probe or through suitable models. EM noise
had been identified from theory as a limiting parameter for the temperature of the cold atom
cloud, which determines sensitivity; were this translated into a requirement, it’s possible that
necessary levels of shielding could have been be specified, and whether they were achievable
commented upon. Factors 15 and 24 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
In summary, there are numerous good reasons to think that the application of systems meth-
ods, from the start of the project, would have improved the project progress, and quality of
deliverable, in C1. A system requirements specification would have provided the necessary
context to understand the demands of the project, and to establish rational validation criteria.
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An FFMEA would have helped to reveal potential failures, and qualify their seriousness — e.g.
flagging critical failures like power loss. A fault tree would have added much needed traceability
and provided a means to understand what the implications of the numerous potential failures
were. Lastly, QFD in particular would have provided a much-needed means of encapsulating
the complex inter-relations of the system’s parameters and functions, relating them to the re-
quirements, to the tradespace, and enabling system-level optimisation. A comment pertaining
to the document overall is that is does not contain a complete record of knowledge; no doubt
other records, such as lab books, exist, however the transparent and formal record keeping that
comes from consistent use of systems tools is missing, and could inhibit or delay translation of
the technology to higher TRLs. Factors 16 and 17 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
Case C2 — a portable quantum gravity gravimeter
Next we consider Project C2 [125], which is topically similar to Project C1; it concerns the
design and development, of a “transportable” cold-atom gravity gradiometer, which would func-
tion by performing Raman interferometry on two spatially separated simultaneously free-falling
cold atom clouds. The architecture required to do this is somewhat more complex than that
of Project C1, and involves a 2D MOT for loading atoms (as in Project C1), as well as a 3D
MOT for measurements. Additionally, as measurements are to be made simultaneously, and
with only one loading mechanism, it requires the atom clouds to be “juggled” into loaded syn-
chronisation — there is a very small tolerance for timing errors. Each measurement cycle lasts
several seconds, resulting in a large window for measurements to be affected by environmental
conditions (EM noise, etc.), and placing stringent requirements on sub-system performance.
The device included a novel fibre-based optical delivery system, designed to minimise system
size and increase system resilience by removing free-space optical components. However, the
device including this system functioned too poorly to demonstrate successfully, leading to this
novel system being abandoned in favour of a typical free-space optics setup, compromising
SWAP and portability. As with Case C1, the analysis below is tied closely to the structure of
document C2. We describe the initial design and construction of the system, the testing (which
failed), an investigation into the failures, followed by a redesign phase, a rebuild, and then a
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retest. One notes that the thesis is presented in a way that appears chronological, and that
this may provide speculative insight into the life-cycle of the project.
A difference between this and C1, is that the project’s purpose, and requirements, are better
defined: “The experiment is designed as a gravity gradiometer where interferometry on two
atom clouds is performed at spatially different positions. We are aiming to realise a sensitivity
of 1E to detect typical underground utility infrastructure of approximate size 10 cm diameter
and mass of a few kg. This requirement is fulfilled by having two 10-9 ms-2 gravimeters separated
by a metre” (40); and ““GGtop” [is] a transportable gravity gradiometer for field applications.”
(39), presenting both a usage scenario and quantified device performance requirements. Some
consideration of V & V was displayed, with a part-way V & V procedure being described early
on: “Before we make gravity measurements there is a useful step that can be taken to study
various experimental systematics by performing a velocity insensitive interferometry sequence.
[This] can be done immediately following molasses cooling of a cloud or at any point following
a launch to assess how the system is behaving. Removing the Doppler effect as a noise source
allows for characterisation of the stability of various components in the experiment; in particular
the timing sequence reproducibility along with the laser short and long term frequency and
intensity drifts.” (44). Whilst these requirement are better, they are neither formalised nor
comprehensive, in particular, there is limited translation of the above requirements down layers
of granularity to technical implementation. Factors 1, 3, and 12 apply (see Table 6.2 on
page 188).
The stated performance requirements were not defined arbitrarily. Accompanying the expla-
nation of theory in the document is an analysis of sources of noise that could degrade device
performance. As the device is an interferometer, this was framed in terms of contributions
to phase differences of the cold atom cloud over a measurement. Various critical parameters,
sources of noise, and potential failure modes were identified, such as: “evolution time T is
important [. . . ] accuracy scales with T 2” (16); “the excited state has a longer lifetime than
the time it takes for the interferometry sequence to complete so that spontaneous emission of
photons can be mitigated ” (16); “sensitivity of the interferometer depends on the duration of
the interrogation pulses” (29); “tilt must be aligned to < 2.8 mrad ” (34). Similarly, correlated
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parameters are described, for example: “Detuning is beneficial as it [reduces] spontaneous emis-
sion but requires more intensity. [. . . ] it is beneficial to have a flat intensity profile on the length
scale of the atom cloud to avoid intensity related phase shifts” (21); “ longer pulse lengths reduce
the number of useful atoms [. . . ] one must optimise pulse length with respect to experimental
parameters” (29). In some cases, these have just been noted, and in other cases requirements
have been proposed. Occasionally mitigations have also been mentioned, “magnetic fields can
have an adverse effect on sensitivity [. . . mitigations include] preparing the atoms in the mF=0
state [. . . and] to use a passive system to attenuate external fields [such as . . . ] several layers
of high permeability magnetic shielding.” (36), however the engineering feasibility and system-
wide consequences of these mitigations were not discussed in detail. Some of these requirements
were also compared against one another, for example in Table 2.2 of the document (37) where
the impact of different phase shift terms is compared, leading to the conclusion that, “grav-
ity gradient effects are a similar order of magnitude as rotational and magnetic phase shifts”
(37), which serves to informally weigh the importance of mitigating these various noise sources.
Factor 7 applies.
The analysis mentioned above mainly pertained to how the device’s sensitivity was affected
by the performance of its sub-systems. Part of the purpose of the project was to create a
transportable device that could be used in the ‘field’ — a term that, like in Project C1, goes
undefined — hence the portability and packaging of the device also needs to be considered. A
few paragraphs are dedicated to this at the end of Section 2, noting the risk of temperature
variations affecting alignment and polarisation, which motivated the original use of a fully fibre
optical system. Similarly, it was noted that aligning the experiment relative to true North would
be difficult in the field, although no solutions that were workable outside of the laboratory were
suggested (38). Much like in Project C1, little thought was put into developing a system suited
for deployment. The plan appears to have been to engineer a laboratory device, and then
separately ruggedise, miniaturise, and package it; unless planned carefully this invites the need
for re-engineering after demonstration, which is something that a systems approach seeks to
avoid. There is no need to re-iterate what was said earlier about tradespace, stakeholders, and
capturing requirements, but it is likely to apply here too — sensitivity is not the only important
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requirement. Factors 3 and 4 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The overall analysis of device reliability concerns in C2 stemmed from a theoretical under-
standing of gravity gradiometry using a cold-atom Raman interferometer. It was carried out at
a pre-implementation level of abstraction; theoretical correlations significant to measurement
quality were established, but their relationship to an implementation (or a choice of implemen-
tations) was not. A lot of the architecture appeared to be pre-decided, without evidence of a
technology selection process, but as the method for gradiometry had been set from the start of
the project this may be natural. It is difficult to determine which parts of the implementation
are reasoned technology choices, and which were determined by the original context of the
project, or the available expertise. Factors 18 and 23 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
A few general comments on C2 up to this point can be made: an appreciation that device per-
formance, and requirements therein, need to be understood at the design stage of the project
was shown. It was understood that gravity gradiometry is achieved through measuring phase
shifts. The types of phase shifts, as well as their consequences, were identified from theory, and
the sources of said types were listed, with their magnitudes, where possible, quantified — in
this way factors that could limit device performance were identified. It is worth considering if
this is evidence of a process similar to systems engineering; whilst this approach was method-
ological, structured, and systematic, it was not systemic, and it did not utilise systems tools.
Many factors were individually considered, sometimes in a hierarchy of detail. However, the
interconnectedness that defines the whole was not analysed. This amounted to an enumeration
of possible faults and failure modes, and the conditions under which they would occur in an
isolated sense, but did not include the synthesis of this knowledge into a set of requirements
that could specify a device that would work. Benefit could have been derived from taking a for-
mal approach, even if just in the form of an FFMEA. This might have made it more likely that
important failure modes were not overlooked, and that their consequences were understood.
QFD also deserves mention; it would have been useful for the same reasons specified earlier
for Project C1. Furthermore, it would have provided value by better enabling the translation
of requirements down the hierarchy of abstraction. Both polarisation fluctuations (38) and
intensity changes (21–22) were mentioned regarding system performance, although not in much
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detail. Later in C2, the failure of the first design is attributed to intensity variations in the 3D
MOT lasers, primarily due to polarisation variability in the fibre system, resulting in poorly
matched intensities (i.e., phase shifts). Perhaps, had these points been better captured early
on, and then translated down as requirements from abstraction to implementation, this design
issue could have been foreseen. Factors 7, 12, and 14 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
It should be mentioned that theory concerning the laser cooling system and the MOTs is not
included in C2 as it is well described in literature (10), so it may be that intensity mismatch was
identified as a possible failure mode, just not mentioned in the document. At the minimum,
utilising systems tools would have provided transferable artefacts containing complete records
of knowledge.
The start of Section 3 of C2 details the design considerations for the system. Leading this
is a requirements statement that the system should have “a sensitivity of 1E to detect typical
underground utility infrastructure of approximate size 10 cm diameter and mass of a few kg”
(40), which is translated into a requirement regarding the sensitivities of the two individual
gravimeters and their separation (40). Gravimeter sensitivity is then translated into technical
requirements pertaining to integration time, number of atoms, and free evolution of the cloud,
some of which are then, in turn, translated into requirements regarding cooling temperatures,
laser detuning, intensities, Rabi frequencies, and some additional parameters (41). This relates
the high-level requirements to some of the low-level parameters described in theory, evidencing
a partial translation of requirements from needs to technical design. However, the lack of
formal method makes it hard to determine how well this information was mapped; it is unclear
if low-level parameters identified as critical in Section 2 exist which were not related to the
implementation, or vice versa. QFD matrices, for example, would have provided a means
to check that the requirements described at each level of abstraction sensibly map onto one
another. Nevertheless, the approach taken goes some way towards rationalising the system
design, which can only be considered beneficial for technology development. Factor 12 applies.
The thesis proceeds to outline four “critical parameters” used to inform the design of the system.
This again indicates that careful thought was put into the device’s design, and its alignment
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with requirements and reliability. These critical parameters are related to design decisions,
system functions, and some system failure modes. Although not backed up by formal systems
methods, this does evidence a structured design process. Pages (43–44) describe what is, in
essence, a functional flow diagram for system operation — describing each step the system would
take in one measurement cycle, and linking these to some of the parameters critical to success.
This is all summarised in Table 3.1 of C2, a list of 14 steps for the experiment, each associated
with a function (“load cloud”, “launch cloud”, “prepare and select”, “interrogate” (46)), a timing
requirement — necessary to maintain cloud synchronisation — and some quantified parameter
targets, such as atom quantities, temperatures, and launch velocities. Again, whilst this is not
formal systems engineering, or a proper functional analysis, it serves a similar purpose.
A point needs to be made regarding the lack of tolerances associated with the stated parameter
targets; saying that atoms need to be launched at a specific velocity does not explain what
deviations, and variations, are permissible. Whilst the design of the system has considered
specific, critical, failure modes, it does not seem to have considered realistic performance re-
quirements, or the reliability of the system as a whole. The system’s sensitivity to variations
in parameters, be it pump rate, power delivery, optical alignment, beam intensity, component
temperatures, etc., are not touched upon. As with Project C1, there are correlations between
many of the component and sub-system parameters, resulting in a web of related performance
criteria. Whether through fault trees, QFD, correlation matrices, or other methods, detailed
analysis of this might benefit the system design process.Factors 5 and 14 apply (see Table 6.2
on page 188).
Some details regarding how the system was made portable are also provided, with size and
weight being considered in pump choice (46), MOT design (52), the fibre system (82), and the
laser system (119). The success of this is unclear; the system has a substantial volume (∼777
litres (47)), and its weight and power consumption are not specified. No numerical targets for
the SWAP were provided. As in Project C1 there is an essence of making parts of the system
‘as good as possible’ rather than reaching well specified technical requirements, and working
to meet them. This is reminiscent of an observation made in Case A1 — without systems
engineering the researcher found himself lost in the details of each separate implementation,
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which consequently led to over-engineering to the detriment of overall system quality. It is
not clear from the document how many of the components were characterised before being
integrated into the system, and how many of the stated system performance targets were based
on modelling and simulation. Factor 19 applies.
Section 4 of C2 describes the mid-way validation and verification of the device, by using it as
a Ramsey interferometer. Many of the system functions were tested in turn, and their perfor-
mance compared to expected values. This is summarised here in Table 6.1. This table compares
the expected and observed performance of Project C2’s quantum prototype at the mid-way
V&V, and summarises the reasons provided in the document for performance shortfalls. Per-
formance was substantially worse than expected for almost every tested function. Furthermore,
in several cases the limiting factor was either uncertain or unexpected, for example: “we found
a maximum loading rate [. . . ] at only half of the maximum 2D MOT laser power. Increasing
the power of the beams further did nothing” (65); “The 2D MOT flux should be characterised
to establish whether the limitation lies with the atom flux or the 3D MOT design” (66); “Fur-
ther investigation is required to reach desired low µK temperatures. In particular it is predicted
that ramping the intensity rather than stepping should aid in cooling” (69); “it was difficult to
optimise the magnetic field compensation [. . . ] because the cloud was drifting” (66). For all
of these failures some of the causes were unexpected, strongly indicating that a more rigorous
reliability and failure analysis could profitably have been carried out during the design phase
of the project. All functions were successfully implemented, so the architecture satisfied the
functional requirements, but not the performance requirements. Unexpectedly, neither Rabi
oscillations, nor Ramsey fringes (72–79), matched what had been predicted. Additional align-
ment issues (74) of magnitude 10mrad were noted as a possible cause for discrepancies between
measured Rabi oscillation frequencies and predicted frequencies. This sensitivity to alignment
brings to the fore the need to design for reliability if the system is to be field deployable. Factors
7, 8, 14, and 15 apply (see Table 6.2 on page 188).
The outcome of this mid-way testing is interesting for a couple of reasons: firstly, it serves to
demonstrate that there are serious negative outcomes that systems engineering could poten-
tially help to avoid or preempt, and that the understanding of reliability and failure is critical
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Table 6.1 Summary of C2’s tested functional performance at mid-way V & V
Property Expected
Performance
Observed
Performance
Probable cause for
difference
System-level
consequence
Loading of
3D MOT
from 2D
MOT (65)
109-1010
atoms/s
2.7×107
atoms/s
2D MOT telescope
angle
Loading from 300ms
to 5s. Fewer loaded
atoms, decreasing
contrast
Laser
pushing of
cold atoms
(65)
Laser light
delivery
Failure in
light delivery
system
Unstated Unable to mitigate
flux issues by
pushing atoms from
2D MOT to 3D
MOT
3D MOT
atom
capture (66)
109 atoms in
300ms
1.2×108
atoms in 5s
2D MOT or beam
intensity due to 3D
MOT design and
fibre limitations
Interferometry signal
to noise ratio
lowered, decreasing
accuracy
Atom
cooling in
MOT (66)
Tempera-
ture of
10µK
Temperature
of 1mK
Non-thermal effects
due to magnetic field
compensation and
beam balance
Insufficient
atom-cloud density
Positioning
of
atom-cloud
(66-67)
Cloud is
stable and
centred
Cloud centre
drifts
substantially
over time
Beam balance
drifting, moving
zero-Doppler force
region
Launched atoms
experience Coriolis
effects, and lack
alignment with
vertical beam
Molasses
cooling (68)
1µK 33 µK x, 64
µK y
Unstated Atom cloud spread
of ∼42mm during
flight, preventing
measurement
Control of
atom launch
velocity
(70-72)
Model for
launch
velocity
presented
Launch
velocity half
of the
prediction
Cloud diffusion
introducing
measurement errors,
or uncompensated
magnetic fields and
poor beam balance
changing launch
angle towards the
horizontal
High detuning
needed to reach
sufficient velocity,
risk of horizontal
component causing
atoms to crash
Cooling
de-pump
(76)
Repumping
light
extinguished
Repumping
light
extinguished
N/A N/A
Light
delivery
through
fibre
network (66)
High light
intensity
Limitingly
low light
intensity
Polarisation
matching at splices
Diminished,
inconsistent, light
intensity, causing
systemic failures
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to the success of a complex experimental project; secondly, that an inconsistent and incomplete
systems-like approach may be of limited benefit, even if it appears similar to systems engineer-
ing, or partially applies some tools. We return to the point made earlier, that the research
method here contains no systems engineering proper, but interestingly does involve something
vaguely similar to a systems approach. A danger is highlighted here: if the methods of sys-
tems engineering are communicated poorly, those who are not expert in them, or not trained
in them, may apply them inconsistently to little effect, and thus be led to conclude that the
tools are ineffective. This highlights that knowing when how much systems engineering is too
little may be just as important as identifying when there is too much. It also highlights the
need for rigour when taking a systems approach; relating back to Case A, a soft observation
by the researcher was that the most useful, and unexpected, failure modes identified through
FFMEA were often the last to be noticed — he quickly wrote down the obvious ones, and
only by doing so discovered those that were subtle, but no less significant. The account of
systems development in C2 warns that an incomplete or inconsistent systems approach may
fundamentally undermine possible benefits. Factor 20 applies.
The consequence of this failed V & V stage was two-fold: on the one hand, the project goals
were modified; the fibre-based system was removed, and a normal free-space optical system used
instead, the reason being to demonstrate the rest of the system’s functionality. On the other, the
fibre system was more rigorously characterised and engineered, in the hopes of understanding
why it was problematic, and whether it was a viable design at all. One notes that there was
a desire to “slowly replace components to enhance portability” (84) after demonstrating device
sensitivity in a laboratory setting; this sounds like building a lab demonstrator and then re-
engineering, which may be an unnecessary addition of work. Factor 21 applies.
This reveals an interesting change in behaviour; in order to better understand why there was
imbalance in the MOT beam intensities, which was related to many of the system failures, efforts
were put into rigorously analysing and characterising the fibre delivery system. By looking at
the input and output powers through the fibre system, the imbalance in the 3D MOT outputs
was identified, “due to the splitting ratio tolerances of our fibre splitters which is ±0:5% (i.e.
50:50 → 49.5:50.5)” (89). It was recognised that, to solve this, the output powers needed
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to be balanced with polarisers within the MOT telescope. Furthermore, some consideration
of the effect of temperature was mentioned, “splitting ratios would vary by ±0.186% per ◦C”
(89), consequently temperature stabilisation was recommended although not implemented. A
small test setup for lengths of fibre was built and it was noted that, “On average the PER
[Polarisation Extinction Ratio] of the 3D MOT fibres is ±15.7 dB which corresponds to ±2.7%
intensity fluctuations” (90). In the worst case this can impart sufficient horizontal force to
atoms being launched to cause them to collide with the fountain’s walls before a measurement
could be completed (91). Additionally, the AOMs and mechanical switches were characterised,
revealing small switching delays (92) for the AOMs, and substantial delays, as well as some
bouncing, for the mechanical switches (93). The performance of fibres from different suppliers
was characterised and compared to inform choice (96–97). It was found that fibre alignment at
splices was a critical parameter for maintaining a high polarisation extinction ratio, and that
poorly aligned stressed fibres could account for the fluctuations observed (98), which will affect
fabrication requirements. Lastly, a solution to the polarisation fluctuations was presented in
the form of a length of polarising fibre preceding every output, which was expected to reduce
fluctuations to below 1%, but was only shown to reduce them to below 3% (99).
This shows a significant step towards considering the reliability of the system, and rigorous
device characterisation, two things advocated by systems engineering. However, there is still
a lack of formalism and structure to the analysis, and linkage between sub-systems and the
system as a whole. Each component was characterised as its own entity, but its fully integrated
performance was not considered. This is also an example of systematic methods being applied
too late — it is impossible to say retrospectively how much of this would have been discovered
had reliability engineering been applied from the start of the project, supported by appropriate
tools, but it seems likely that some of these issues would have been revealed. The challenges
seen here bear similarity to those in Case A, especially Case A2; there the researcher had
an intractable design problem, leading to numerous unsuccessful implementations, that was
quickly solved after the introduction of systems engineering. The problem described here is
more complex than that of A2, but nevertheless for the researcher in C2 this seems to have been
an intractable design problem, the challenge of which was only discovered late into development.
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Factor 22 applies.
Ultimately the project shifted to a free-space optics system, rather than the original fibre optics;
once implemented, the system was subjected to the same tests as before. A new laser system
was also introduced to improve compactness and improve control by reducing the number of
independent laser sources. This could help resolve some of the prior phase matching issues. An
awareness of reliability concerns is displayed, for example, “the PPLN waveguide [a component
of the new laser system] would have an optimum operating temperature for [. . . ] generation of
photons. [. . . ] Experimentally this was found to be at 56.7◦C and was subsequently stabilised
to within 1 mK using home-built electronics.” (119). The power output curve shown in the
document (120) indicates that this resulted in an intensity shift of 50% for a variation of ±1◦C;
as before, the project would most likely have benefited by establishing a firm temperature
stabilisation requirement from this, and considering what this would imply regarding viable
deployment environments.
Lastly, the performance of the system was shown to have improved with these changes al-
though still not to the levels predicted. Unfortunately, most of the functional performance was
not quantified, preventing comparison with our earlier summary in Table 6.1. Only the atom
loading number was quantified, which reached 4×108 atoms over 4-6s (123, 125) — substan-
tially lower than the expected 109 in ∼300ms. Given that the loading rate was critical for
the ’juggling’ gradiometry regime, this still prevented production of a workable instrument. It
also illustrates that the performance of the system was still not well understood. The final
Raman interferometry images presented in the thesis (127) show fringes with good agreement
to theoretical predictions, indicating that a working Ramsey interferometer was indeed demon-
strated. The project thus reached its projected mid-stage V&V goal but further progress was
not achieved. Factor 15 applies.
Overall, much as in case C1, a laboratory experiment was developed with sensitivity in mind,
and portability considered second. Although some attempts were made to make the system
more portable, the move to a free space optics system acted in the opposite direction. It is also
unclear whether the more recent designs in the project are viable in the field, especially in terms
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of temperature control. Many of the challenges reported in C2 closely resembled those observed
in Case A, albeit in the context of a more complex technology. Based on the nature of these
challenges, we believe there is good reason to think that a systems engineering approach would
have been of benefit to this project, both in terms of avoiding the need for major redesigns,
and in terms of ensuring that the project’s direction was well aligned with its purpose. It
is evidenced in C2 that a thorough investigation into component reliability was required to
understand the fibre sub-system’s failure — a process that would have been inherently part of
a systems approach. Furthermore, the final performance analysis for the system shows that,
despite reducing the system’s complexity by removing the fibre sub-system, its performance
was still below predictions, and the reasons for this were not well understood. Without an
approach that encapsulates the complexity of the system, and performance correlations across
its whole, it is difficult to develop a good predictive understanding of system behaviour, and
hence to inform a rational design. These are issues that systems engineering fundamentally
seeks to address.
6.2.3 Case C — summary
Case C was conceived as a means to generate observations of low-TRL quantum technology
development challenges that could be related to those made in Case A. Overall, it has served
this purpose well. A distilled comparison of observations is formalised and briefly presented in
Table 6.2 on page 188, but let us note here that observations of systems challenges in both C1
and C2 strongly resembled those seen in Case A, especially A1. A useful point of high-level
comparison are the three predominant causes for resource wastage in fundamental technology
development that we posited at the start of Case A: a lack of foresight in project design; tracked
and untracked project drift ; and an inadequate record of knowledge (Section 5.1).
Issues pertaining to a lack of design foresight arose in both C1 and C2, manifesting in various
ways. In C1 this is most clearly shown by the device ruggedisation and miniaturisation process;
there is no indication that the system was designed for ruggedness or integrated portability.
Consequently, the system proves vulnerable during transportation, and performs below expec-
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tation outside of the laboratory environment. This decrease in performance is linked to ad hoc
integration decisions, that had not considered the system-wide consequences of sub-system in-
tegration. This bears remarkable similarity to Case A2, where previous design decisions forced
sub-optimal integration of the heating sub-system, requiring significant additional engineer-
ing. Case C2 also describes designs lacking foresight; the substantial, progress-blocking, issues
caused by the novel light-delivery sub-system could have been understood through a system-
atic process of viability and reliability analysis. This was only carried out after the issues had
manifested, to the detriment of the project, but there is no reason to expect these issues could
not have been identified beforehand through a systems approach.
From an outside perspective project drift can be difficult to spot; in Case A we were embedded
in the project and had a transparent view of design choices, their rationales, and their relation-
ships to the project’s goals. This is not true of Case C, so the most we can do is reflect on the
project goals and delivered technologies. Both cases C1 and C2 put field deployability front and
centre; a key requirement was to develop a technology that was sufficiently robust and portable
to be deployed in industrial environments such as open building sites or fields. Neither project
delivered on this goal, nor did they specify validation criteria derived from requirements by
which one could judge if the goal was met. C2 did far more in this regard than C1, speci-
fying detailed technical requirements for measurement, but neither displayed wider awareness
of technical and non-technical requirements that went beyond the scientific functions of the
devices. This lack of resolution pertaining to project goals, and lack of broader requirements
analysis, was reflected in Cases A1 and A2; it was only when a full systems process was used
in A3 that the researcher there resolved the project’s goals, and began to systematically work
towards them. An observation we made in Case A was that untracked project drift correlated
with the researcher becoming deeply invested in generating novel or complex solutions to spe-
cific problems, without relating this back to whole system design or performance. One wonders
if the researcher in C2 exhibited a similar behaviour in the design of his fibre system, not least
since he never qualified the impact it would have had on whole system performance. Overall
C1 and C2 show a misalignment between delivered technology and project goals. Whether this
is a consequence of drift is unclear; drift represents a change in project goals over time, it may
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be that incomplete requirements capture and stakeholder identification led to a mismatch in
goals from the beginning.
The quality of the record of knowledge in Case C cannot be assessed with total confidence. We
only have access to public documents, and can not assess the recorded knowledge contained in
private documents associated with either project in terms of content and accessibility. We can
make some comparative observations though. In both C1 and C2 the researchers indicated that
they linked theory to critical system parameters early in the system design process. Later, when
analysing limitations to final system performance, causes are traced back to these parameters
in a process of reverse discovery. This can be related to design foresight as above, but it also
raises the question of knowledge capture and knowledge accessibility. We noted in Case A1
especially that, despite having a lot of knowledge about the system and sub-systems being
developed, the lack of a complete accessible record of knowledge inhibited the researcher’s
ability to see performance correlations and operational constraints across the system, and to
reliably link knowledge to implementation. This seems similar to our observations in Case C,
also exemplified by the seemingly unhandled complexity across system design — developing a
record of knowledge facilitates rational design, and is intrinsic to applying systems processes.
Secondly, our outside perspective allows us to view both projects in Case C from the perspective
of a technology translator. It is interesting to ask the question, “Could we base a technology
translation process on the information contained in either document?”. As has been detailed
in the analysis, the answer to this is no. Even with the addition of detailed design documents,
cross-system complexity is not captured, and design decisions are not clearly linked to justi-
fications. This knowledge would be necessary to enable technology translation to high-TRL,
meaning that one may have to re-engineering to rediscover, delaying technology capitalisation.
Incomplete transparency is to be expected because of intellectual property considerations.
Overall, all three causes of resource waste can be observed in the document analyses of C1 and
C2, most confidently with regard to waste caused by a lack of foresight in project designs, and
with more limited confidence in the observations made with regard to the records of knowledge.
Our analysis from Chapter 5 remains valid; these are fundamentally design and development
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problems which Systems Engineering seeks to alleviate. Furthermore, the analyses of C1 and C2
contain specific observations of research challenges that correlate strongly with those observed in
Case A, and those reported in Case B. These challenges are not unknown to systems engineering,
and as in Case A can be related to systems tools and processes that may present solutions.
Lastly, we must comment on whether any inductive observations of quantum specific challenges
can be made. Although both projects fundamentally involved QT systems, their operation in-
volved creating and manipulating an isolated quantum state, not introducing the complexities
of e.g. entanglement or superposition states, from which we think the most significant, and
most different, challenges will stem. Project C2’s original scope would have resulted in entan-
glement, but the project did not progress far enough for this to be reported. We do observe
that the fragility of the quantum states made it highly challenging to build reliability and per-
formance into either device. Both showed significant performance sensitivity to their external
environments (e.g. magnetic fields) which was given as a reason for the system performance
being below predictions. In Chapter 3 we reason that quantum systems will be hard to relia-
bility engineer due to the fragility and sensitivity of quantum states, and this is demonstrated
here, even for comparatively simple quantum systems (as opposed to e.g. large sensor arrays or
many qubit systems, for which these issues would be even greater). We suggested that this may
result in surprisingly complex system behaviour, which can also be recognised in C1 and C2.
System performance is parametrically complex, highly correlated across the whole, and cannot
be described purely as a function of sub-system performance.
6.3 Combined observations
Having described Cases A, B and C we may now compare our observations across all three to
see if there is an overall confluence of evidence. Cases A and C served primarily to observe
challenges faced in the development of low-TRL quantum technologies through the lens of
systems engineering, and are directly comparable. We have consolidated comparison into a
table of observed factors contributing to systems engineering challenges. This is a distillation
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Table 6.2 Key factors contributing to the challenges observed across Cases A & C.
No. Cases Factor
1 A(1,2);C(1,2) Complete and unambiguous set of System Requirements missing.
2 A(1,2,3);C1 Complete and testable set of Validation and Verification criteria missing.
3 A(1,2);C(1,2) Stakeholder needs have not been objectively or rigorously analysed.
4 A(1,2);C(1,2) Completeness of stakeholder identification may not have been established.
5 A(1,2);C(1,2) Not all functions are linked to quantified, testable, performance require-
ments.
6 A1;C(1,2) Design choices are not linked to justifications, assumptions, and require-
ments in a comprehensive, structured and traceable form.
7 A1;C(1,2) System complexity was not captured or modelled, preventing identification
and analysis of system connectedness and consequent emergent behaviour.
8 C(1,2) Correlations between functional requirements were not analysed, preventing
rational system performance optimisation.
9 A(1,2);C1 System life-cycle requirements were not considered, or not given priority.
10 A(1,2,3);C(1,2) Tradespace may not have been captured or consistently used, to inform
design.
11 A(1,2);C1 Observed failure modes were not comprehensively documented, including
their effects, and criticality.
12 A(1,2,3);C(1,2) Lack of traceability across levels of granularity, resulting in an inconsistent,
and potentially incomplete, translation of requirements.
13 A(1,2,3);C1 Lack of formalised testing processes.
14 A1;C(1,2) Lack of reliability engineering and incomplete failure analysis, resulting in
unexpected re-engineering.
15 A1;C(1,2) Unforeseen emergent behaviour, resulting in inexplicable differences be-
tween expected system performance and real system performance.
16 A(1,2);C(1,2) Lack of a transparent record of knowledge, necessary for project handover,
as well as troubleshooting and collaborative development.
17 A(1,2);C(1,2) Incomplete record of knowledge in available documents.
18 A1;C(1,2) The distinction between assumptions and pre-decided technology selections;
and rational design choices, is not always clear.
19 C(1,2) Lack of sufficient component-level performance characterisation and mod-
elling to support architectural design.
20 C2 The systematic analysis which was undertaken was neither thorough nor
complete, nor was it applied consistently within its scope, undermining its
benefits.
21 A1;C(1,2) The device implementation was not strongly tied to the identified require-
ments and tradespace.
22 A2;C2 A thorough approach to characterisation and reliability was only applied
after failure.
23 A(1,2);C2 It was unclear whether the expertise needed to best support the project
was identified, and sought, at a sufficiently early stage.
24 A(2,3);C(1,2) Packaging and sub-system structure was not always informed by an anal-
ysis of shared interfaces, commonalities, and system requirements (both
practical and functional).
25 A1;C(1,2) Recorded data is neither easy to identify nor retrieve from the available
documents.
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of the specific observations we made across Cases A(1,2,3) and C(1,2) into a general form, and
is presented in Table 6.2; this table defines each factor, and specifies the cases in which it has
been observed. These results show clearly that Cases A and C developed observations that
corroborated one another, addressing our concerns regarding the generality of observations we
made in Case A (see Section 5.2). One case-study cannot prove another[94]: rather, the cases
within A and C can be viewed as separate experiments, and that they agree gives confidence
in the results of each. We also highlight that A and C did not generate any contradictory
observations. Case B is not included in the table as the observations made there pertaining
to system development challenges were subjective interpretations of indirect evidence. Case B
contributes differently; it corroborates the view of the researcher in Case A pertaining to the
acceptability and usefulness of systems tools. Together, they suggest that systems tools are
broadly acceptable to quantum technologists so long as they are introduced through example
and practice driven training. They highlight that researchers have a strong preference for a
‘light-weight’ systems engineering approach, that accelerates realisation of research goals and
improves deliverable quality, without creating a process-driven structure so rigid as to inhibit
innovation. We demonstrate in Case A3 that it is possible to tailor systems engineering to
low-TRL technology development in an acceptable way, and will expand on the nature of ‘light-
weight’ systems engineering in the conclusions of this document. Lastly, in Cases A and B there
was unanimous support for the use of FFMEA, highlighting a versatile tool that participants
quickly recognised as having significant utility; a corollary of this is that a commonality in
need may suggest a commonality in challenges, FFMEA appears to be a solution to a common
problem.
From the perspective of systems engineering there appear to be common factors contributing
to challenges in the design and realisation of low-TRL quantum technology prototypes. It is
our view that these factors can be addressed through systems engineering processes and specific
systems engineering tools. Broadly, factors fall into four categories:
− Issues relating to a lack of formalism, resulting in an incomplete record of knowledge, a
lack of traceability through the project, or the loss of knowledge across hierarchical levels of
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granularity.
− Problems arising from unexpected emergent behaviour, and unidentified or unanalysed com-
plexity.
− Consequences of a lack of reliability engineering, device and component characterisation,
modelling, and practical testing.
− Emerging discrepancies between original goals and delivered technology, due to uncaught and
untracked project drift, inconsistent translation of requirements, and incomplete capture of
requirements, particularly those outside of the technical domain.
Pertaining to the last category, we reiterate that project drift may be a necessary and im-
portant component of high quality research, enabling innovation and knowledge development.
Furthermore, it is not necessarily in opposition to meeting technology targets, which may de-
velop throughout a project in light of new knowledge. However, it is important that this
drift is recognised, justified, and tracked, such that the research process remains rational, and
understood by all parties involved.
The question then remains, “Which systems tools and processes can address these factors, and
how should they be applied in the context of low-TRL quantum technology development?” This
will be addressed in the conclusions of this document where we build up a ‘light-weight’ systems
approach including specific tool selection, and recommendations for a research methodology
informed by systems processes. Before we can do this one more part of this problem must be
considered: “How successfully can we apply systems tools from the start of a quantum technology
project, based on available levels of knowledge?” The nature of high-TRL research is that
fundamental knowledge is typically well established; if one asks a technical question (e.g. in
requirements translation) one expects that it is possible to answer it. It is also normally the
case that more complex systems can be constructed by combining sub-systems with known
properties and through known interfaces in a predictable manner. The efficacy of some systems
tools is contingent on this being true. Our discussion of the challenges of modelling quantum
technologies in Chapter 4 raises doubt that this is the case for current quantum technology
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development. Our next chapter will consider this, among other things, more closely, within the
context of a use-case analysis of a quantum-assisted maritime navigation system.

Chapter 7
Capturing requirements: a use-case
analysis of maritime navigation
By acknowledging the utility and value of systems engineering across technical domains, as
an enabler for the realisation of complex deliverables, we have explored how systems engi-
neering may look for quantum technologies, and its effectiveness at low TRL. In Chapter 3
we approached this question generally, by considering to which aspects of systems engineer-
ing a quantum technology might pose additional difficulties or display differences. From that
point forth we have systematically investigated these challenges, looking at the non-triviality
of modelling even simple quantum systems, and the effectiveness of applying systems engineer-
ing methods to current laboratory-based quantum technology development. Each step of this
investigation has contributed to addressing our research questions. Throughout this process,
we must not forget that this work is motivated by an interest in bringing novel quantum tech-
nologies to fruition. In particular, the context for the research has always been set by the needs
of the UK National Quantum Technologies Programme; the goal being to signpost challenges
and knowledge gaps sufficiently early to allow them to be addressed prior to becoming block-
ades to progress. So far, this research has mainly been reflective (for the case-studies), and
investigative (for the modelling). This has helped us develop an understanding of quantum
systems engineering challenges from multiple perspectives, but a concreteness to our claims
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can only be established through practical experience. So, at this stage, we apply a systems
engineering approach to understanding a specific use-case for quantum technologies. A key
way this work differentiates itself from the case-studies is that we now look beyond systems
tools at a systems engineering approach, starting by looking for needs. In doing so we look to
address a few points: do early systems processes, particularly needs and requirements capture,
develop knowledge that has direct applicability to low-TRL development — such as to justify
prioritising systems processes in laboratory development? Our focus on needs and require-
ments is intentional, as we observed, across the case-studies, issues derivative of incomplete
stakeholder analysis, needs capture, and requirements translation. We also wish to see if the
lack of mature modelling capabilities for quantum technologies is a barrier to taking a systems
approach, to technology development, or to technology uptake. Lastly, we want to understand
what the prioritisation of needs looks like when viewed from the perspective of technology pull;
for example, is it right to value sensitivity above integrability, or reliability? Overall, this work
builds on the observations we have made so far, exploring their significance in the context of
an ab initio systems approach applied to a specific use case.
To do this, we must first identify a domain in which there is natural technology pull and feasible
quantum solutions, justifying an investment of effort. This includes understanding the added
value and/or capability a quantum technology would have to offer in order to justify uptake,
the barriers in engineering and science to realisation of the technology, and the prioritisation
of needs within the prospective customer base. The first and last points have relevance to the
observations made in Chapter 6, where we consistently saw that the requirements associated
with deployment were eschewed in favour of pursuing device sensitivity. Whilst this may have
been a rational prioritisation, at no stage was this evidenced — needs and requirements must
be linked to priorities. No deliverable is perfect, and when something has to ‘give’ one must
be able to make rational design decisions. Tradespace analysis, described in Appendix A.1.7,
is an approach to understanding the relative importance of requirements and needs, and can
accompany, or follow, requirements capture.
A goal of this work was also to identify a first-generation technology that one could expect to
see realised in the near-term. Investment in technology development should be premised on
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well conceived deliverable, providing a solution to a known problem, and subject to demand.
It is our view that if a systems approach accomplishes this it will have demonstrated value. A
technology domain in which there is a current demand for new solutions is Position, Navigation,
and Timing (PNT), and it is an area in which quantum technology is already considered the
possible basis for future capabilities.
7.1 Maritime Position, Navigation, and Timing
There is an expectation that quantum systems can deliver significant advantage to inertial
navigation and timing, and substantial research funding has been invested towards this end. The
UK Quantum Technology Landscape [3, 4] document has identified Position, Navigation, and
Timing (PNT) as a key area for the potential application of quantum technologies. Investment
has been put into the creation of quantum accelerometers and gravimeters for navigation and
survey, precision time sources, and the demonstration of a PNT system — independent of
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) — for insertion across a range of platforms. The
potential for quantum technologies to play a role in PNT is also reflected in the Blackett review,
The Quantum Age: technological opportunities [5], which describes the vulnerability of GNSS
systems today, and the potential application of quantum technologies for both timing holdover,
and GNSS-free navigation. Similarly, the Innovate UK/EPSRC road map [6] for quantum
technologies in the UK describes quantum navigation as a mid-term technology, and the Future
Operating Environment 2035 [127] document mentions the promise of quantum technologies to
enhance global positioning. That, however, could all be perceived as technology push. Perhaps
more pertinent is the recent Blackett review of Satellite-derived Time and Position [57], which
has brought to the fore the risk of over-reliance on GNSS, and its emergence as a single point of
failure. The seriousness of this risk has led to the recommendation that, “Loss or compromise
of GNSS-derived PNT should be added to the National Risk Assessment in its own right”, and
that, “CNI [Critical National Infrastructure] operators should make provision ... for the loss
of GNSS by employing GNSS-independent back-up systems.” Hence, it is of increasing priority
to translate current quantum demonstrators into deployable technologies, realising the greatest
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Figure 7.1: Functional decomposition of an (strap-down) inertial navigation system. Signals from the cali-
brated gyroscope provide an orientation, this is used to project accelerometer signals onto absolute axes. One
then corrects for gravity and Coriolis forces, which affect the acceleration measurements, to resolve an overall
force/acceleration vector. This is integrated to determine the change in velocity (over a finite time-step), and
then integrated again to determine a change in position. Combined with the last known position, this provides
a new position estimate. Figure adapted from [126].
possible advantage over existing solutions, and within a near timescale. The review suggested
that over 20% of the national reliance on GNSS is in the maritime sector, which includes both
commercial and naval operations, and both surface and sub-surface vessels. Hence, we chose to
consider maritime PNT as our primary technology domain of interest. We should also note that
this was an encouraged choice; we observed at meetings and conferences, as well as through
communication with our project’s main stakeholder and provider of funding, Dstl, that there
was a real interest in understanding if QT could offer solutions in this domain.
These are external motivations, but we also had good reason to believe that maritime PNT
would be a sensible problem space with which to provide a concrete example of the challenges
of quantum systems engineering. A maritime vessel (especially naval) is a contained entity with
strictly defined constraints. Any technology hoping to be integrated onto such a platform will
have to comply with its demands for integrability (and essentially anything else), and demon-
strate this compliance. As such, from the point of view of compliance and validation alone,
there is a convincing argument that systems engineering is needed to realise the integration of
a quantum PNT unit onto a maritime platform. In the military context this is also unsurpris-
ing: systems engineering is extensively used in defence development and acquisition. This is at
odds with many quantum prototypes, which are bespoke pieces of engineering, usually made
to flexible constraints (such as in the cases described in Chapters 6 and 5). Hence, not only is
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maritime PNT a good problem space, it is one quite different from the cases considered earlier.
Before proceeding, it’s worth briefly setting out the context regarding the several capabilities
QT might be able to offer in this domain. The first is fully GNSS-independent navigation, which
would be a disruptive capability. For surface ships this would add resilience to their PNT; in
case of GNSS denial (or, if detected, spoofing) they have a means to confidently navigate with
no external dependencies besides a correct initial position fix. Theoretically speaking this has
nothing to do with ‘quantum’. It is a matter of the quality of the Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) and the ability to correct for the local gravity vector [128], but quantum sensors may
provide the means to achieve this. This would have particular significance for sub-surface use,
where there is no ability to GNSS lock (without surfacing). Furthermore, navigation by ocean
surface features (e.g. by sonar) requires detectable pinging. Hence, non-invasive navigation
without need for external reference after an initial position fix could be a substantial capability
in this domain. There is also the matter of acquiring a position fix; a navigation system
can provide an estimate for where one has moved — vectors and magnitudes — but not of
where one is in absolute terms. When leaving harbour a vessel knows its position, but the
imperfect nature of navigation systems means that positional uncertainty will grow with time
(Figure 7.2), requiring regular re-fixing; the exact time scales involved depend on the quality of
the navigation system, and can range from minutes to hours, to days for top-end systems [128].
Fixing position necessarily involves an external reference: lighthouses, stars, satellites, etc.; QT
may open an avenue to using something else: gravitational landmarks. Both cases C1 and
C2 in Chapter 6 were looking at accurate measurements of gravity’s gradient. If high quality
hydrographical maps of gravitational features can be generated, gravity sensing could provide
a new means to independently and covertly establish position. It is in the combination of these
capabilities, with the addition of high quality independent timing through portable quantum
clocks, that QT may offer advantages in the maritime PNT domain.
In all of these cases a quantum solution would exist as part of a larger system (as in Fig-
ure 7.1). For early technologies this could be an augmentation to an existing system, such
as an accelerometer providing corrections to a conventionally derived navigation estimate, or
assessing the performance of a PNT system in real-time to alert in case of loss of integrity
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(e.g. as a defence against spoofing). In later technology iterations QT may be essential to the
overall capability, being the main provider of PNT information, but this would still be within
the context of a wider system that interprets, analyses, and communicates the PNT informa-
tion it receives. In the case of naval maritime PNT this system is especially broad, ensuring
synchronisation of communications, providing navigational information to the bridge, poten-
tially interfacing with autonomous systems such as those for automated docking, and possibly
interfacing with critical warfare systems.
7.2 Capturing requirements
To begin to substantiate this analysis, it is necessary to capture and define stakeholder needs and
requirements (a process of the earlier discussed ISO15288 system life cycle standard [28]). Two
approaches were taken: the first was to understand constraints and integration requirements,
and the second to solicit requirements and needs from the stakeholders (the maritime PNT
community).
7.2.1 The need for compliance
In the first approach above, our point of departure was to examine the Defence Standards (Def
Stans1) to which a candidate quantum technology solution intended to be integrated onto a
naval platform (such as a battleship) might have to comply. Our research was limited to stan-
dards that did not require any form of clearance, which limited the detail of the information
we could find, but we still identified 70 standards that could have implications for the engi-
neering, architecture, and integration of quantum technology. As this was carried out before
needs capture from the community, it was difficult to asses which standards might have the
greatest impact on a potential quantum device. A simple example can serve to illustrate this:
safety and compliance standards for almost all battery technologies are in force, applying to
1Some of these are available in the public domain in an online database, for which one can request an access
account at: https://www.dstan.mod.uk/StanMIS/.
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any system that incorporates them. A quantum system may need to use batteries, e.g. to
provide resilience against power supply interruptions, or as a way to regulate the power supply
depending on the stability required and the quality supplied on the platform; if batteries are
needed, it makes more sense (and may not introduce any additional workload) to know about,
and design for, the standard today, than to develop an incompatible demonstrator and then
re-engineer.
Other standards have more specific relevance to quantum systems, such as those for flexible
assemblies and bellows [123], and for electromagnetic compatibility [124]. If we hypothetically
consider the integration of gravity sensing systems akin to those described in Projects C1 [121]
and C2 [125] from Chapter 6, we notice that both utilise ultra-high vacuum systems, and both
display tremendous sensitivity to their electromagnetic environment. The two aforementioned
standards may both influence the practical engineering (reliability of gaskets, passive shield-
ing), and the subtle design and architecture (active field compensation, the architecture of the
highly sensitive atom trap chip and magneto-optic traps). It would take a detailed analysis to
understand what the implications of these requirements are, and also require modelling capabil-
ities to understand the impact, especially of the electromagnetic environment. It is justified to
suggest that science today should be mindful of these needs if we wish to reach mature quantum
technologies as quickly as possible, and that their implications may be too complex to allow
a simple transfer from the domain of physics to that of engineering. Important requirements
also lie outside of the technical domain, for example safety requirements regarding radioactive
sources, disposal requirements, and even some for supply chains. If a system incorporates a
radioactive source it may be that the possible atom selection is limited by extant standards
— the reason for these limitations may have nothing to do with technical concerns, and hence
may not naturally occur to a research physicist, but could fundamentally impact design. En-
suring integrability and compatibility is a significant engineering challenge in all cases, and
the complexity, and novelty, of quantum system designs further increases this challenge. The
sooner integration requirements and compliance are considered, the less likely we are to need
significant and costly re-engineering to translate from demonstration to deployment — a point
we will expand into practical recommendations in our conclusions (Chapter 8).
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In order to move from this broad discussion to one of specific implications, one first needs to
identify a particular technology implementation around which the analysis can be based. To do
this, the second strand of requirements capture was necessary — identifying the priority needs,
constraints, and associated tradespace for maritime PNT technologies.
7.2.2 Engaging with stakeholders
This was initially done informally through dialogues with the PNT community, at conferences
and interest group meetings, and at some organised meetings at Loughborough University.
Although not detailed, this revealed quite a wide variety of needs. When asking what the most
critical need for a maritime PNT system was, answers included: usability, integrability with
legacy systems, integrity, resilience, sovereignty of the technology, and (low) cost. One omission
throughout was sensitivity, when asking specifically about that responses generally suggested
that the sensitivity of current systems is sufficient, or not cause for significant concern. It
seemed as if the tendency for science to focus on creating more sensitive metrology devices
did not reflect the actual problems of maritime PNT (an exception here is timing and clocks,
where sensitivity and stability were a major concern — GNSS timing signals are derived from
atomic clocks, so a solution with very high accuracy and stability would be needed for local
redundancy). Two things were unclear about these statements of priority. The first: what are
the driving needs? Legacy system compatibility could be driven by cost, but also by a logistical
need for parity across a fleet, usability might reflect cost of training, but equally exposure to
risk. The second: how do we define system requirements? As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4,
the process of translating stakeholder needs to technical specifications requires advanced, and
preferably hierarchical, modelling capabilities.
There are four basic performance criteria for position and navigation systems [128]: accuracy,
integrity (trust associated with the system, or conversely the risk that error exceeds an accept-
able level without notification), availability (of sufficiently accurate position and time), and
continuity (of position and time availability for a long enough period to complete continuous
tasks, e.g. docking, targeting). Additionally, resilience is often viewed as a final performance
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Figure 7.2: For inertial navigation, positional error accumulates as the area under the velocity error. Measure-
ment frequency significantly affects velocity error, and hence is a primary contributor to positional uncertainty.
criterion (which has emerged due to a rapidly increasing danger of PNT denial and spoofing).
These parameters are typically in conflict with one another. An increase in accuracy, for ex-
ample, may significantly decrease continuity. A fully-quantum solution may offer very high
accuracy individual measurements, however navigation also requires frequent measurements to
prevent accumulation of error. Current quantum accelerometers require a gas of cold atoms to
be ‘loaded’ between measurements, resulting in repetition frequencies of a few Hertz [125]; the
repetition rate for conventional inertial systems is at least 50Hz [128]. High sampling rates are
required because, whilst velocity errors accumulate additively between measurement steps, the
positional uncertainty grows far faster as a cumulative sum of each velocity error over time (see
Figure 7.2).
Modelling and simulation work is needed to identify what repetition rate would be necessary
in order for quantum sensors to provide an advantage over current systems. In the near term
quantum-hybrid (rather than fully quantum) solutions may be more useful, e.g., a quantum
sensor assisting a classical navigation system, using infrequent but accurate measurements to
correct drift in a high repetition rate classical system, or a quantum gravity sensor used to
provide more accurate gravity vector corrections. Similarly, a quantum sensor of this sort could
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be used to estimate the error of a classical system in real time, improving system integrity.
Availability is naturally improved by a quantum-hybrid solution of this sort, as drift and bias
corrections will lead to sufficiently accurate positional information being available for longer —
this may be especially useful in cases where GNSS is intermittent, improving holdover.
To the best of our knowledge, no models for quantum navigation systems (or even of constituent
quantum inertial sensors) currently exist in open literature. There are some implementation-
agnostic black-box models for navigation systems. With these it may be possible to specify,
in broad terms, what a quantum system would need to deliver to add value, however there is
nothing to link this to implementation. Furthermore, trying to use these models to generate a
requirement set for quantum technologies may be misguided. Navigation is a highly unstable
problem, and hence details of device behaviour can strongly influence performance, for example
stochastic variations in measurement rate, or the distribution of errors in accuracy [126]; a
quantum model needs to be developed and linked to these existing navigation models before
an informed requirements translation can take place. We see here quite clearly that the systems
engineering process comes to a halt without modelling capability.
7.3 A workshop on needs and priorities
Returning to stakeholder needs capture, a more formal process was needed. Consequently we
organised and ran an invitational workshop to capture the requirements and tradespace for
Quantum Enabled Maritime Navigation. Note that focus was placed on navigation specifically
to reduce the problem domain from the entirety of PNT. Our intention with the workshop was
to address two questions:
What technology solutions (performance and functionality) are needed to satisfy current and
forecast needs of the commercial and the naval maritime PNT communities? The question was
intentionally technology agnostic, exploring the current tradespace with the aim of providing
advice to technologists, component designers, as well as those in the associated supply chain.
The second question was quantum-specific. Given the areas of potential quantum-enhancement
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(e.g. gravity mapping, gyroscopes, and accelerometers), what developments (in fundamental
technology, materials, support systems, integration measures, modelling, etc.) are required to
satisfy those needs, providing value over other solutions? The workshop included key stakehold-
ers from maritime navigation, defence, industry, the Quantum Technologies Strategic Advisory
Board, and academe, a total of 29 attendees.
The workshop contained expert briefings from key stakeholders, covering the state-of-play of
quantum technology development in the UK, the technical challenges of navigation, the practical
challenges and needs for commercial surface navigation, and the practical challenges and needs
for the sub-surface domain. With this context set, there were two breakout sessions looking at
capability needs and sensing for navigation, including tradespace analysis, and specific use-case
development for feasible quantum-enabled surface and sub-surface technology.
The output from the workshop confirmed many of the points already made above and will
briefly be covered in the following sections, leading to the development of a tradespace artefact
illustrating the main points of agreement, and suggesting where both GNSS and quantum are
relative to one another. The outputs from the workshop have been published in association
with Innovate UK/KTN [129].
7.3.1 Workshop: key messages
The need for GNSS-free PNT
From the workshop, an understanding emerges to the effect that over-reliance on GNSS for
position and timing has resulted in it becoming in effect a single point of failure across many
sectors of the UK economy. A five-day disruption of GNSS has been estimated to potentially
cost the UK economy £5.2Bn. The maritime sector represents 21% of the national reliance on
GNSS [6]. Consequences of GNSS loss are significant for both commercial and naval maritime
use cases. In the former, GNSS loss could prevent harbour approach and docking, degrade
the quality of logistics, costing fuel and time, and introduce risks in congested or complex sea
spaces. The severity of GNSS loss is likely to increase as sea spaces become more complex,
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more congested, and as autonomous ships are introduced.
For commercial shipping, loss of GNSS can directly result in loss of profits; if communications
are lost ships may have orders to halt until communications can be re-established. This, as
well as decreased navigation performance, can hurt the already tight bottom line. Hence, a
technology that could help guarantee resilient PNT in all circumstances could present material
advantage for surface and sub-surface operations alike.
At a technical level the loss of GNSS has a number of consequences, e.g. loss of time information
(communication network de-synchronisation) and loss of positional information with potentially
severe consequences. Furthermore, the General Lighthouse Authority reported that their testing
had revealed emergent failures in bridge systems, due to systemic reliance on timing information
within sub-systems. Thus, the consequences of GNSS loss may extend beyond the obvious.
Regulations (e.g. emissions borders), congestion, the introduction of autonomous naval vehicles,
and man-made ocean features such as wind farms are causing the complexity of maritime navi-
gation to rapidly increase, increasing demand for resilient PNT. In addition, Future regulatory
requirements such as those that may enable autonomy could specify a need for position certi-
fication, a trust requirement which may mandate good inertial backup systems or alternative
means of position fixing.
In the sub-surface domain, use cases for unmanned underwater vehicles are emerging, typically
for tasks such as sea bed/feature monitoring (e.g. checking fibre lines), and for surveying
in deep sea mining. These tasks will require GNSS-free PNT. They may involve multiple
unmanned underwater vehicles that must remain in communication and know their relative
positions (swarms), requiring highly efficient navigation due to their close quarters operation.
Positioning in these cases may be derived from short-range dead reckoning (known ‘mothership’
position and consequent dead reckoning), or potentially through absolute positioning methods
(e.g. quantum gravimetry).
Consolidating these points:
− The negative consequences of over-reliance on GNSS are worsening and severe.
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− The increasing complexity of navigation as well as new regulatory and certification regimes
increasingly demand GNSS-independent PNT.
− Unmanned underwater vehicles will probably have very specific and highly accurate PNT
needs.
− There is an acknowledged sense of urgency to addressing this issue, and with it a technology
pull potentially willing to invest in new solutions.
Needs and tradespace
The technical PNT needs shared by commercial shipping and naval surface ships are of course
well known. The desired ideal properties of a more advanced, accurate, transmission-free nav-
igation system may be summed up like this: capable of going for long periods (mission dura-
tion/voyage) without calibration or external reference in everyday conditions; avoiding radio
frequency emissions; working globally; having an accuracy of 10m in absolute position, down
to 1m on demand for specific uses; sufficient integrity, availability, and continuity to navigate a
100m wide swept channel minefield; and enabling or including systems that allow multi-vessel
collision avoidance for congested regions. These requirements were specified for a naval vessel
but closely matched those for commercial vessels on harbour approach in poor weather; whilst
‘mission duration’ may be lower in the commercial case, the underlying need is very similar.
Integrity and resilience were identified as critical needs for both commercial and naval mar-
itime sectors: the ability to assess the current trustworthiness of position information, and any
means quantum might contribute to that, would be valuable. QT was viewed as an additional
information source, able to contribute to an overall ‘blended solution’ without removing exist-
ing information sources. Additionally, upgradability of systems and the ability to retrofit were
viewed as important by both communities, in particular to prevent the cost associated with
replacing whole systems. This requirement also fits in with the fact that space on board vessels
is very limited, preventing the installation of large additional systems.
A fundamental need for both commercial and naval systems is trust. A source of competitive
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advantage for existing systems is the vast quantity of aggregate data on their performance
across operational conditions. If quantum is to be considered for technology selection, there
is an urgent need to start developing trust through in-use demonstration and testing. The
quantity of operational data required to build trust should not be underestimated, and it was
the general view that demonstration and testing of even simple quantum sub-systems should
be a priority.
Commercial shipping is highly constrained by both through-life and upfront costs. There is a
willingness to spend between £5000 and £50000 on a navigation system depending on the value
of the vessel and its contents, and it is neither common, nor required, for commercial vessels
to have inertial backups. It was noted that regulation drives a lot of change in the commercial
world and is slow to introduce. This is in stark contrast to military navigation grade systems
that can cost £1m+, and where maintaining a lead in capability is a priority.
The impact of any new technology on crew must also be considered. There was consensus that
any increase in the complexity of a navigator’s job would not be acceptable, especially in the
commercial world where crew sizes and training levels are decreasing, and autonomy increasing.
Usability of a quantum system, including its display on electronic chart systems, is of great
importance and must not generate new avenues for human error. This also affects repair and
maintenance. The process for a quantum system including at sea initialisation should be similar
to those for current systems, and not require specialist expertise.
For dived vessels, anything that reduces the ‘pool of errors’ would be valuable. For quantum,
this could be through better navigation solutions with slower error accumulation, or through
position fixing via gravity feature detection. Here QT may be especially valuable as it makes
available a means of covert position fixing. An application of the technology may also be the
detection of unexpected gravitational features, for example other vessels.
Summing up:
− Candidate quantum solutions will have to be designed with compatibility and integrability
in mind.
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− The path must include a gradual process of building trust by means of a series of transitions,
from testing quantum, through introducing quantum enabled systems, to having systems
with a fundamental reliance on quantum technologies through the introduction of suitable
integratable sub-systems.
− Cost considerations vary widely between commercial and naval applications.
− System operation crew requirements must lie within current officer training levels.
− For underwater vehicles the use of QT may provide additional benefits such as providing
covert position fixing and detecting unusual gravitational features.
It was noted that the prioritisation of the various needs would depend on the specific use case,
and the rest of the blended solution, and hence should be considered in detail on a per use case
basis. It was also noted that the commercial maritime community viewed GNSS-loss as a cyber
security problem, and advised it was framed as such to best encourage uptake and generate
understanding
From a systems perspective, we can express this by stating that for a quantum technology
solution a variety of readiness levels need to be considered:
− Technology Readiness Levels
− Manufacturing Readiness Levels
− System Readiness Levels
− Integration Readiness Levels
− and; Autonomy Levels
Furthermore, delivery consists of more than developing and producing technically mature sub-
systems. It requires the whole life-cycle, integration, and supply chain to be considered.
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Technical challenges
High performance inertial navigation systems are complicated and complex. It is a significant
challenge to engineer good inertial navigation systems, as well as to model their behaviour.
Typically, an improvement to one navigation parameter does not result in a similar improve-
ment to the overall navigation solution: it is a system of weakest link. Modelling is required to
determine where improvements to sensor capability will result in substantial improvements to
navigation. For example, an initial expectation is that reduction of vertical drift (e.g. through
the use of quantum gyroscopes) could improve existing navigation systems and also be achiev-
able by means of a bolt-on quantum system.
A potential obstacle to realising a quantum solution is that, as a consequence of the unstable
nature of the navigation equations, even small errors in the quantum modelling and simula-
tion can lead to large deviations in predicted device performance. This necessitates detailed
modelling of the quantum system and its behaviour, and suggests that the approximation-led
qualitative modelling often undertaken in physics may not be able to adequately predict the
behaviour, or aid in the design, of a quantum navigation system.
Due to the sensitivity of inertial navigation systems, environmental effects can significantly
affect their performance (e.g. temperature fluctuations introducing sensor noise). The fragile
nature of quantum systems mean that it is likely they will be even more sensitive to invasive
environmental effects, especially electromagnetic fields. The consequences of this on device
integrity and performance need to be investigated in detail, and design for reliability must be
considered with this in mind.
Measurement frequency (integration-step size) is critical for navigation systems (Figure 7.2);
even an inertial navigation system with perfect sensors will rapidly lose accuracy if its repetition
rate is low. Current quantum systems are far from reaching the necessary repetition rates and
display a trade-off between measurement accuracy and measurement time, suggesting that, until
such issues are resolved, early realisations of quantum PNT systems are likely to be quantum
assisted rather than fully based on QT.
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Integrity is not associated with a unit of merit, but rather approached qualitatively (cfr. e.g.
IMO A.1046 [130]). It is an open question how we define and subsequently validate integrity.
This is fundamentally a Systems Engineering problem and not unique to quantum systems.
Solving this problem will affect all areas of systems acceptance, and perhaps help define future
regulation associated with records of position (especially in the context of autonomy). Since
the quantum community has a need to demonstrate the advantage of a quantum solution, it
may benefit from considering how best to technically describe and validate system integrity
during their own design process. This may also be a point on which the maritime and quantum
communities can engage with systems engineering bodies (e.g. INCOSE).
The IMO resolutions A.1046 [130] and A.915 [131] define GNSS-based accuracy, integrity, avail-
ability, and continuity requirements, and the IMO performance standard MSC.401(95) sets out
operational and functional requirements for current GNSS systems. The quantum community
are likely to find these useful in informing design of future technology, not least as they describe
current test and acceptance criteria.
So, important technical factors to consider include:
− Will a component improvement actually result in a system performance improvement?
− Can the type of modelling used in physics adequately be translated to engineering modelling?
− Environmental factors need to be taken into detailed account.
− The QT repetition rate/accuracy trade-off needs to be resolved or mitigated.
− An improved definition of Integrity should be sought and a metric associated with it.
Applicability of quantum
In a conventional inertial navigation system small uncertainties or fluctuations in the local
gravity field, and in the precise shape of the earth, are important sources of error. Using
quantum sensors to measure local gravity could both assist the production of more accurate
gravity maps and provide an additional modality for reducing the overall ’pool of errors’.
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As QT evolves it will be important to understand how best to design navigation systems that
utilise it. Current navigation systems are the results of decades of engineering taking advantage
of the available technology at any given time. It would be a fallacy to assume that optimal
use of quantum will be architecturally analogous. In the medium and long term quantum-
enabled sensors (e.g. gyroscopes) have sound physical underpinnings to deliver significant
improvements in performance. These developments need to be incorporated iteratively as they
emerge. The widespread value of quantum may lie in improving the whole PNT solution, rather
than satisfying a singular ‘killer’ need.
Quantum-enabled calibration of inertial sensors could be the valuable technology iteration
closest to realisation. It could improve the performance of existing and future conventional
PNT systems at a limited cost and start to build trust in the technology, while deferring
the more complex engineering challenges associated with deployment in an active navigation
system.
The physics community is eager to engage, but, in order to assess how quantum can best
contribute to a blended solution, needs interfaces to knowledge about the current state-of-the-
art in blended navigation systems, including details of design and performance. Furthermore,
as the development of a quantum navigation system must be needs driven, with a focus on
integrability, it is important that a formal Systems Engineering process is applied to quantum
navigation projects, especially with a view to bridging user and developer communities, and
sharing knowledge.
In order to further application development these areas must be examined:
− Analysis of optimal contribution of quantum components to a blended PNT solution.
− Quantum-assisted calibration of conventional navigation systems.
− Architectural design changes required to make best use of quantum.
− In order to progress, knowledge-transfer bridges and communication channels need to be
built between physicists, engineers and users.
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Next steps
Understanding the benefits arising from adopting quantum technologies will require the devel-
opment of well-defined use cases. Investment decisions will be based upon achieving levels of
system operation which would enable users and ship operators to realise benefits that provide
an acceptable return on investment for all parties. Thus, it is in the interest of the quantum
community to link the technical improvements quantum may offer to usage outcomes and bot-
tom lines. Use cases will also inform the engineering and design of quantum solutions; if current
demonstrators can be designed with end-use in mind, translation to higher readiness levels may
be easier and require less re-engineering.
The workshop discussions made it clear that problems — each contributing to operational
risk — exist for which solutions are being sought. Thus, a sensible first step may be to run
solution-agnostic focus groups specifying, in detail, key risk factors and associated use cases.
Through this work the identification of domain-specific needs; analysis of critical performance
parameters; detailed tradespace translation; and defining acceptance and validation criteria,
can be undertaken. One can view this as a type of risk management activity, which enables
the recognition of problems for which QT may provide reasonable mitigation, and thus opens
a path to a full benefits appraisal for a quantum solution.
Whilst this point may open the possibility of assessing the benefits of a quantum solution, in
order to make the benefits case detailed modelling of quantum systems is needed, as well as the
interfacing of these models to existing implementation-free navigation system models. This will
be necessary in order to determine the critical performance parameters for quantum systems as
well as to better understand how they might optimally contribute to a blended PNT solution.
Until some predictions can be made in this domain, it is impossible to assess how, where, and
if, QT can significantly mitigate existing problems.
There is a demand for clear technical road mapping. The maritime community would like to
know how quantum can deliver PNT solutions, and how this can be supported. Similarly, an
enabling structure greater than the technical realisation of quantum technologies is needed,
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including integration of technology into electronic systems, data display, certification, gravity
mapping, consultancy, and the development of a supply chain. For these to be ready for a
quantum product, granular road mapping towards the delivery of agreed technology targets is
a priority need.
The UK maritime defence sector is a comparatively small market which procures limited num-
bers of systems with comparatively long periods between orders. Establishing a viable supply
chain for quantum components will require civil and military quantum systems to be based
upon common enabling technologies. Therefore, it will be important to identify applications
in the civil maritime sector that can provide sufficient demand to enable the production of
quantum systems. This amount of demand will also drive improvements to the manufacturing
process, improving system quality and decreasing system cost.
Numerous concurrent activities are being undertaken regarding resilient PNT and quantum
technology development; it is important to identify all relevant activities and enable knowledge-
sharing between them. Part of the UK’s competitive advantage lies in its ability to organise
activities in a unified cross-disciplinary way.
The challenges of implementing a quantum PNT solution are unlikely to be overcome in one
step. They may be overcome through an iterative strategy for technology development. Each
iteration must be specified such as to provide a return on investment, with the overall devel-
opment route to realising quantum’s potential advantage. Iterative development and delivery
strategies have been applied to great success in the semiconductor industry, and, guided by
appropriate systems engineering, may be of value to quantum technologies.
This concludes the details from the workshop. Returning to the questions we intended to ad-
dress, the first question, on needs and tradespace capture, was addressed well. We captured a
broad range of commercial and naval maritime PNT needs, including current priorities (par-
ticularly resilience) that necessitate new solutions, and underlying needs (such as trust and
regulatory acceptance) that any new solution would have to satisfy. The second, pertaining
to developments necessary for a quantum-enabled system to provide value, could not be fully
answered. We identified some key points, especially establishing trust in the solution, and
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meeting the broad range of non-technical requirements, however the lack of mature models
for quantum sensors integrated into navigation systems was a barrier to assessing the value a
quantum solution could have. That said, one potential use-case came out clearly: calibration
using quantum sensors. This use case avoids the complex engineering challenges of developing
a ‘blended’ navigation solution, and most directly leverages the unique sensitivity of quantum
devices.
7.3.2 Interpreting the tradespace
One of the most interesting aspects of the workshop are the many needs and priorities captured
for maritime navigation. These may be best considered as a combined tradespace, an illustra-
tion of the key needs and associated metrics by which value is judged (tradespace analysis is
explained in Appendix A.1.7). Based on the knowledge captured from the workshop, and the
IMOs referred to therein, we’ve generated an initial qualitative tradespace shown in Figure 7.3.
The axes selection for the tradespace were based on the needs and priorities captured in the
workshop, and reflect the most important factors as agreed by the room. Axes contain both
qualitative and quantitative measures of value, as was available. In some cases we also included
related concepts (as global coverage is to accuracy), these are shown on the axes to indicate a
relative value. We note that the axes have not been weighed against one another. One can de-
rive some sense of priority ordering from the workshop narrative but ultimately a wider survey
would be needed to confidently order priorities. Our general statements from earlier do still
apply, such as regulatory acceptance and trust being fundamental barriers to entry.
We have attempted to illustrate on the artefact where we think (with some assumptions)
quantum lies, and also, based on the workshop, technical documents (e.g. [131, 132]), and
contemporary reports (e.g. [57]), approximately where GNSS is in order to provide a basis for
comparison.
GNSS clearly satisfies almost all non-technical needs very well. It not only meets current
needs but often exceeds them — there is continual cutting edge technology development within
the domain, especially with a view to provide low-cost solutions, and to enable autonomy.
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Figure 7.3: Captured tradespace for maritime navigation/PNT. Red crosses indicate current GNSS value based
primarily on workshop responses, and purple question marks approximate the current value of a Quantum
solution. The multiple axes represent the various forms of merit by which value is judged, based on an analysis of
priorities conducted in the workshop. Value according to each axis is expressed qualitatively and quantitatively
depending on available information. In some cases associated concepts are linked to the axes (such as cost
distribution to cost axes); this indicates relative preference between such concepts, and markers next to these
concepts express if GNSS or Quantum align to them. In all cases, the centre of the diagram represents the point
of least value.
However, GNSS has a number of key flaws: it is not a truly global navigation system, lacking
arctic coverage; its accuracy is variable (aiming to meet 1-2m accuracy for very select operations
such as dredging and iceberg navigation, but generally being closer to 10m [131]); and — as
was explained at the start of this chapter — is now viewed as vulnerable and lacking resilience.
This is a problem getting worse with time, also impacting the long-term safety implication of
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reliance on GNSS [57]. Hence, on matters of integrity, safety, and even coverage (considering
zones subject to GNSS disruption/jamming, e.g. [133]), the expectation is for GNSS’ value
in these areas to continue to decrease. Solutions that may improve GNSS will likely involve
high-precision timing (something that quantum may, in fact, offer) and advanced multi-receiver
systems [57], which is expected to increase both cost and SWAP.
A quantum-enabled solution is something of an opposite to this. In key domains there is good
reason to expect a quantum system could perform very well, especially in terms of technical
measures of performance. The caveat here is that this depends on engineering challenges, and
supporting needs, being met. To realise the potential accuracy and resilience of a quantum
solution one must, for example, be confident of its reliability across operational conditions,
which will require the engineering maturity of these systems to advance beyond where they are
today. Accuracy may also depend on the availability of hydrographic gravitational maps; it is
unclear what coverage already exists in this domain, how permanent such maps are, and what
would be required for full coverage for e.g. gravitational feature matching. Furthermore, the
impact of the safety case is dependent on design for safety — of course, by improving resilience
and accuracy there will be a positive effect on vessel safety, however, if the system contains
hazardous materials, or dangerous fault modes, this may be negated. In this sense, in terms
of accuracy, resilience, safety, and future-proofing, we have projected what a well implemented
quantum solution could offer.
In contrast, for non-technical needs we have shown clearly where quantum-enabled systems
are today. As already discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, current low-TRL quantum technology
development is mostly mindful of technical and scientific goals, and lacks awareness of the
broader needs that must be met for viable technology deployment and capitalisation. There is
a clear potential for quantum to deliver value based on its technical performance, and potentially
unique position matching capabilities, however it will likely need to be just as good as competing
solutions in non-technical domains. Considering some of these axes in turn: the workshop
indicated clearly that there is no appetite for whole system replacements, necessitating high
integrability; there is no option but to comply with standards and legislation; and general
uptake will depend on a reliable supply chain (especially, e.g. for global shipping), enabled by
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an informed, ready, supporting economy, that can advise end-users on quantum solutions, and
develop mutual compatibility in map display systems, navigation computers, etc. Furthermore,
as international maritime operations and shipping look towards autonomy, it may be useful
to consider whether a quantum solution could be an enabler in this domain (e.g. through
certifiable position records). It is not just a matter of meeting requirements, the synergy of the
technical and non-technical may inform uniquely valuable solutions. Size, Weight and Power
(SWAP), and cost, are the two domains in which one could most easily imagine trade-offs.
For certain vessels (e.g. sub-surface), SWAP may be at a premium; however, for large surface
vessels, the trade-off between a box-size or cupboard-sized device might be less significant.
Similarly, acceptable cost depends on the application target, although we do note that the
workshop revealed most shipping vessels do not use expensive systems, and that large upfront
costs (as opposed to service contracts) may limit uptake.
Above all else, the workshop and consequent analysis make clear that creating a valuable, vi-
able, quantum-enabled maritime navigation system is about far more than delivering technical
goals and greater accuracy. It is about building trust, ensuring integrability to a blended solu-
tion, and predicting whole system performance — for which a lack of modelling and simulation
capabilities is a barrier to progress. It is also about tailoring the low-TRL design and devel-
opment process to best enable the realisation of complete technologies. Bearing in mind the
results from Chapter 6, we think this makes a strong case for the use of a low-TRL systems
engineering approach. This will (and, as demonstrated in this process, does) help construct
a more complete set of requirements, allowing one to build in product value and acceptabil-
ity from the start. This may encourage early design for integrability and reliability, generate
awareness of standards (and, if reasonable in the context, compliance with them), and by for-
malising technology selection steps, allow factors such as cost and supply chain availability to
be considered when choosing components. The benefit of this lies not only in accelerating tech-
nology realisation, but also in enabling scientific opportunities, such as device demonstration
on deployed platforms.
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7.4 Closing remarks
The content of this chapter was a concrete example of applying a systems engineering approach
to quantum-enabled maritime PNT technology. The systems engineering processes undertaken
focused on needs capture and tradespace analysis; we illustrated the importance of these steps
— even at low TRLs — and evidenced some of the challenges facing the quantum systems
engineer. We also highlighted the opportunity to gradually work towards QT-based navigation
systems by meeting pressing needs through simple quantum systems and sub-systems. Specifi-
cally, a higher standard of calibration for existing inertial navigation systems could be achieved
by way of a quantum system, delivering value whilst avoiding the complex engineering prob-
lems associated with integration into active navigation systems. We also note that individual
quantum components, such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, gravimeters, and quantum clocks,
could enhance existing PNT solutions if they can be integrated into current systems, and per-
haps — with less of an integration challenge — act as fail-safes or checks for existing system
performance.
The complexity of integration was made clear. This includes compatibility with ship infras-
tructure (power supply, cooling, etc.), emergent behaviour with the many linked and dependent
sub-systems, and the need for well-defined interfacing (quantum-classical readout, and poten-
tially quantum-quantum interfaces in future entangled technologies). Minimising time to a
deployable demonstrator was viewed as a priority by the PNT community, as there could not
be buy-in without trust, and trust could only derive from reliable simulation combined with
in-use testing. Hence considering these issues now in order to minimise future re-engineering
would be beneficial.
To reach this stage of development as efficiently as possible points to the application of systems
engineering methods and SE thinking as early as possible in the design and development process,
including at very low TRL. We have outlined, with respect to the detailed needs captured, how
low-TRL systems engineering may accelerate technology capitalisation, and also provide value
to the scientists involved, by enabling technology demonstration in target environments, and
potentially enhancing technology transferability between domains (e.g. reliability engineering
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for maritime deployment, and for space deployment).
To directly address the questions we posed at the start of this chapter, we have evidenced
clearly that: knowledge developed through needs and tradespace analysis can benefit low-
TRL quantum technology development, for all stakeholders; from an end-user perspective,
the significance and quantity of non-technical requirements clearly exceed those of the narrow
technical domain, and delivering value requires satisfying both aspects; and, lastly, detailed
modelling is both a barrier to generating trust and acceptance in proposed systems, and to
translating needs in order to enable architecture design and technology selection. The work here
has also addressed both of our research questions, showing that the lack of mature capabilities
for modelling quantum technologies is a key gap in knowledge inhibiting both systems processes
and technology uptake, agreeing with conclusions we drew in Chapter 4. Furthermore, in the
points made above, it has demonstrated the value of a systems approach to low-TRL quantum
technology development; we see here that this value goes beyond specific tools for design, and
stems from the systems approach as a whole — from requirements capture onwards. Lastly, this
work is also aligned with our overall research motivation. Through needs capture and tradespace
analysis we have, at a high level, charted out an area of technology pull. If a quantum system can
provide value according to the tradespace of Figure 7.3, and the use case needs in Section 7.3.1:
Needs and Tradespace, there is good reason to think it will be of marketable interest to both
civil and naval maritime communities.
Next, in the conclusions to this thesis, we bring together our observations of systems engineering
challenges, and also propose a path towards accelerated technology realisation through low-TRL
systems engineering for quantum technologies.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Accelerating the realisation of quantum technology
This project was motivated by a desire to accelerate the realisation and capitalisation of quan-
tum technologies. We began by observing that systems engineering plays a critical role across
modern technology domains; it is through systems engineering that complexity is handled,
design and engineering is rationalised, delivery in assured, and the wider life-cycle (from re-
quirements capture and needs identification, to end-of-life) is managed. There is every reason
to expect that quantum technology products will also need to be systems engineered, and that
this will benefit the engineering-design process as it has in other domains.
The potential value of quantum systems derive from their ability to perform operations that
are classically impossible. In some cases this results in a capability advantage over classical
technologies (e.g. high precision metrology), and in others an irreplicable and different capa-
bility set (e.g. quantum computing and simulation). In either case this is a consequence of
system behaviour that is fundamentally different to that of classical devices. For this reason,
it is unclear whether systems engineering processes and tools used for classical technologies
can carry over to the quantum domain. Therefore, this project has considered what Quantum
Systems Engineering may look like; what its challenges are, how it may differ from conventional
systems engineering, and where there are significant gaps in knowledge that must be bridged
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to enable quantum systems engineering processes.
In addition to this, we note that cost and time effective realisation of quantum technologies
may be enabled by the introduction of systems engineering sooner rather than later; quantum
technology development is currently at low-TRL (Technology Readiness Level [9]), with re-
search focusing on delivering prototypical demonstrators. For this reason we saw relevance in
investigating the effectiveness of applying a systems engineering approach to low-TRL quantum
technology development, with the goal of accelerating technology realisation. This was also a
path to directly observing systems engineering challenges specific to the domain.
Hence, we posited two hypotheses:
Systems engineering applied to quantum technologies will involve processes that are
both more complex, and different from, those used for conventional technology de-
velopment, due to underlying quantum properties of the system.
And
Applying systems methods, tools, and approaches to low-TRL quantum technology
research will accelerate development, increase quality of deliverables, and improve
hand-over up the TRL chain.
As a corollary, we posed two research questions:
What are the key challenges in systems engineering quantum technologies, and are
any of these challenges different to, or significantly more challenging than, those
seen in the systems engineering of conventional technologies?
And
What is the practicality and effectiveness of applying systems methods, tools, and
approaches, to low-TRL quantum technology development, with the purpose of ac-
celerating technology realisation?
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We shall now assess the validity of each hypothesis in turn, before drawing some final conclusions
and fielding a number of recommendations.
8.2 First hypothesis
Our first hypothesis has been examined throughout this work, primarily in two ways. In
Chapter 3 we developed a high-level analysis of where quantum systems engineering challenges
might lie, based on our combined knowledge of systems engineering and quantum physics, and
framed around the processes of systems engineering as described in the ISO 15288 System
Life Cycle Processes standard [28]. Building on this, we have developed a detailed analysis
of some systems engineering challenges through fundamental physics (Chapter 4), and have
inductively observed quantum systems engineering challenges through case studies and direct
practice (Chapters 5–7).
The high-level analysis identified a number of systems engineering processes that may be spe-
cific to quantum technologies, or of which gaps in knowledge prevent completion. Our initial
findings drew attention to potential issues with the following systems engineering processes:
system and architecture definition (including (sub-)system boundaries and interfaces); require-
ments translation and technical requirements specification; system analysis (especially parame-
ter extraction and device characterisation); test and verification; and modelling and simulation.
Our analysis showed three common issues that underpinned these challenges. The first was a
lack of mature modelling capabilities for quantum systems; neither hierarchical nor extensible
models exist, and it was unclear if the (often descriptive) modelling approaches taken in physics
could offer the high predictive accuracy required by systems engineering. Secondly, the inabil-
ity to clearly define system-of-interest boundaries due to entanglement-based decoherence (a
uniquely quantum phenomenon) introduced new challenges to system and architecture defini-
tion; it was unclear how one could architecturally separate quantum systems and sub-systems
from their environments, and to define what would, and would not, constitute a change in sys-
tem configuration. Lastly, it was unclear how parameter extraction and device characterisation
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could be achieved for quantum systems; due to the challenge of separating a quantum system
from its specific, local, environment it was not clear if overall system performance could be
derived from individual component or sub-system characterisation, or if it had to be viewed as
a complex whole. It is important to identify if these challenges are fundamental (and therefore
may affect systems processes) or if they express gaps in knowledge. We noticed that all of these
issues could be examined through a detailed analysis of modelling quantum systems; concepts
of system boundaries, and system-environment separability, must necessarily be reflected in
the models. Chapter 4 analyses this in detail, assessing the suitability of current physics-based
modelling approaches for systems engineering, and examining system-of-interest definition and
environmental separability through the lens of fundamental quantum physics. From this, we
reached several important conclusions:
− The most commonly accepted form of a Markovian open quantum system model is the
Lindblad Master Equation. However, deriving such an equation in a first-principles manner
includes numerous approximations that are valid for only very select system conditions,
that do not reflect typical realistic systems. These approximations are invasive, and it is
not credible to think that this modelling process can reliably generate models to support
systems engineering and engineering design. Attempts to extract a natural model hierarchy,
to support abstracted design and requirements translation, were unsuccessful. Due to the
approximations implicit in the modelling process, derivative models were specific to an
environment or system configuration; there was no clear path from this to non-local or
extensible models.
− We subsequently explored and developed an alternative modelling process using Redfield
Master Equations. This eliminated most of approximations made in the Lindblad case, and
produced models that showed ‘physical’ system behaviour, and enabled high-level parameter
extraction in the form of relaxation and dephasing times. Derivation of these models was
challenging even for a simple example system. Not all environmental configurations could
be expressed (which may be a statement of physical reality, or a limitation of the modelling
process), and we did not develop a model of sufficient sophistication to compare to real
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system behaviour. Nevertheless, this model demonstrated a path towards resolving issues
observed for Lindblad Master Equations, improved physical parameterisation (e.g. for device
characterisation), and improved system definition. Based on this, we foresee paths forward
for model development that could bridge the modelling capability gap, and enable systems
processes. The first step would be to model a simple realistic system, and test model
predictions against direct observations.
− The system-of-interest boundary issue was directly observable in the modelling process. It
was not possible to analytically derive models for a general, separable, environment. Instead,
a distinction had to be made between separable environment components, and inseparable
environment components, mathematically leading to parts of the environment being included
in the system definition (the system Hamiltonian). This means that the system-of-interest
boundary is not an abstract architectural concept for QT; it is a fundamental property of
the system, and a different boundary would represent a different physical entity. Possible
boundary configurations must be advised through physical analysis, and may correspond
to specific engineering design decisions (such as suppressing select components of the en-
vironment). This establishes a very deep link between high-level systems concepts, the
fundamental description of the system, and decisions made within either domain, suggesting
that the prospective quantum systems engineer will need to understand fundamental science
to fulfil his role. One should also note that this is a direct consequence of the properties of
a quantum system, and unique to quantum systems engineering.
− As something of a corollary to the former point, the open quantum system models considered
here were inherently local, changing fundamentally if their environment was altered. This
means that it was not possible to characterise a device, or extract behaviour parameters,
in one environment (e.g. as an isolated component), and transfer these measures to a
different environment (e.g. integrated into a system). In order to describe system behaviour
as a function of component/sub-system behaviour one must be able to generate non-local
models, those that are valid even if the component’s environment changes. We see no path
to achieving this for a quantum system, besides the engineering solution of entirely isolating
it from a change in environment, either through separation of the quantum sub-system, or
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complexly engineered environments designed to replicate characterisation conditions.
− Lastly, due to the challenge involved in both generating models for quantum systems, and
performing consequent simulations, it is unclear if all system configurations can be de-
scribed analytically, and if it is feasible to simulate all of them. For the simple system we
considered there were some environmental configurations we could not analytically describe,
and even adding a limited system memory made simulations considerably harder to run.
Consequently, quantum systems engineers may have to consider design for modelling and
simulation throughout system development. This is especially true as both feedback and
control, and test and verification, for quantum devices may depend uniquely on models;
generally it is not possible to observe a quantum device during operation without destroying
the fragile quantum state, nor may it be possible to verify the output, especially for clas-
sically impossible quantum computations and simulations. Hence trust in device operation
may stem uniquely from trust in the modelling and simulation of device behaviour.
The analysis described in Chapters 5–7 primarily pertains to the second hypothesis, however,
we consistently observed that the lack of mature modelling capabilities was a barrier to re-
quirements translation, engineering design, test and verification, and device characterisation.
Furthermore, in Chapter 7 we found that the lack of high-level modelling and simulation capa-
bilities generated a trust barrier for the maritime navigation community, making its members
less willing to engage with the prospect of quantum-enabled maritime navigation systems. Im-
proving modelling capabilities is not only pressing from the perspective of system design, but
also for capturing technology pull, and accelerating quantum technology towards capitalisation.
In conclusion, we have evidenced Hypothesis 1 with a high degree of confidence, and outlined
the areas in which Quantum Systems Engineering will be different from, and more challenging
than, conventional systems engineering. The most significant challenges are centred around
technical systems engineering processes, and, in most cases, wider life-cycle processes may
need implementations specific to quantum technologies, but do not present any fundamental
conceptual differences. We note, as well, that there is more work to be done in this domain, e.g.
defining system interfaces (quantum-classical and quantum-quantum), and developing effective
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verification methods for black-box quantum devices, which are substantial open problems.
8.3 Second hypothesis
The overall structure of this project was conceived as a pincer approach to understanding quan-
tum systems engineering challenges, on one hand involving analysis of fundamental physics
through the lens of systems engineering, and on the other looking at applied quantum technol-
ogy research in order to qualitatively identify challenges. This second approach gave us a means
by which to address Hypothesis 2 as the research objectives were complementary. Chapters 5–6
primarily address this hypothesis, and detail a series of case-studies that analyse the effective-
ness of applying systems engineering tools and methods to low-TRL quantum technology devel-
opment. These case-studies addressed three main topics: observations of challenges in low-TRL
research that impede technology realisation; observations of the effectiveness of systems tools
in mitigating these challenges, and identification of useful tools therein; and assessment of the
acceptability of a systems engineering approach for low-TRL research to doctoral researchers.
The case-studies took three forms: a deductive study directly observing research progress in a
low TRL project a) without systems engineering, b) with ad-hoc usage of systems tools, and c)
with a light-weight systems approach (cases A(1,2,3) in Chapter 5); an observational case-study
assessing the perceived usefulness and acceptability of systems tools for quantum technology
development, through observation of a five-day taught systems engineering course delivered to
thirty quantum technologies doctoral researchers (case B in Chapter 6); and two studies based
on the reflective document analysis of completed low-TRL quantum technology PhD projects,
identifying research challenges through a systems engineering lens (cases C(1,2) in Chapter 6).
Each study had its own limits to certainty consequent of its methodology, as specified in Chap-
ter 2, the introduction to Chapter 6, and Sections 5.2, 6.1, and 6.2.1. We view each set of
cases as separate evidence sources, and draw conclusions across all cases through a process of
qualitative triangulation, mitigating individual methodological weaknesses. We found evidence
agreed across all of our case studies, and are confident in the general validity of our conclusions
(i.e., that the conclusions may be generalised beyond the individual case-studies).
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In addition to this, in Chapter 7 we apply an ab initio systems engineering approach to un-
derstanding a specific quantum technology use case: quantum-enabled maritime navigation.
In the case studies the focus was on practical engineering and development and the systems
tools associated with that part of the systems life-cycle. Here we shift focus towards needs
and tradespace capture, evidencing that: high-level needs identification and prioritisation can
beneficially influence low-TRL design; there are non-technical requirements (such as regulatory
compliance) that could impact fundamental design, and consideration of these at low-TRL may
reduce need for future re-engineering; the units of merit that the physics community often as-
sociates with value, technical performance, does not adequately reflect the needs and values of
the end-user community; and, through a high-level systems approach, it was possible to identify
and engage with areas of technology pull, where quantum forms a relevant part of the potential
solution space — this also enabled identification of a plausible first-generation quantum tech-
nology solution for which there was commercial interest: the calibration of conventional PNT
systems using a purpose built ultra-high precision quantum system.
Based on this we draw the following conclusions:
− In both quantum and ordinary low-TRL technology development we observe challenges that
impede progress towards technology realisation which may be addressed through systems
tools, methods, or processes. We have consolidated these into a table of factors (Table 6.2,
originally on Page 188 and also reprinted shortly in Section 8.4). These apply to both quan-
tum and conventional technologies. However, factors pertaining to systemic complexity and
architectural design (issues 7, 8, 15, and 19 in Table 6.2) may be more prominent in quantum
technology development. Furthermore, the problems of quantum systems engineering dis-
cussed earlier pertain to the low-TRL case as well, suggesting that the issues identified may
be more straightforward to resolve for non-QT low-TRL technologies. We evidenced that
for low-TRL technology development the predominant causes of resource and time wastage
are:
◦ Lack of foresight in project design, resulting in significant, avoidable, need to re-design
and rework, either at a system or component level.
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◦ Project drift, resulting in a deliverable that does not validate against its Concepts
of Operations, typically as a result of lacking detail in requirements, or incomplete
requirements translation.
◦ Inadequate recording of knowledge, assumptions, and design decisions, preventing effec-
tive failure analysis and inhibiting knowledge transfer within and beyond the project.
− Systems tools and a systems engineering approach is an effective means of addressing the
aforementioned challenges, with the outcome of accelerating technology realisation, improv-
ing deliverable quality, reducing untracked project drift, and generating a more complete
record of knowledge — which helps collaborative development and project handover. Quan-
titatively, we found that in projects with no systems engineering (A1, C(1,2)), an average
of 86% of the identified issues were observed, whereas with ad-hoc systems tools usage (A2)
60% of the issues were observed, and with a guided systems approach (A3) 20% of the issues
were observed. The significant difference between autonomously selecting and applying a
group of systems tools, and a guided systems approach, must be highlighted: we observe
in Section 5.3.2 that the provision of systems tools without the wider context of systems
processes encouraged rigour in technology development, but did not encourage the holism
characteristic of a systems approach. Systems engineering is more than the application of
specific tools, and it is clear from our research that a holistic systems approach bears value
to low-TRL technology development above limited tool usage, and that the latter does not
imply the former.
− Systems engineering was perceived as being useful by quantum technology researchers, with
the researcher in case A, and the thirty doctoral researchers participating in case B, univer-
sally agreeing that learning systems tools was valuable. Furthermore, there was a sentiment
across both cases that researchers wished they had learnt systems tool before starting their
doctoral research projects. From this we can also conclude that low-TRL systems engineer-
ing was perceived to be acceptable by researchers (who would have to implement systems
processes). However, there was a general sentiment that a systems approach tailored to low-
TRL development was needed, focusing on being sufficiently light-weight (i.e., minimising
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time-cost, document overhead, and procedural strictness) as to not inhibit innovation. Tools
pertaining to reliability analysis and failure traceability, such as Functional Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis, were perceived as being those most applicable at low TRL.
− A low-level systems engineering approach is not sufficient to guide development. High-
level processes such as needs and tradespace analysis should be used to inform technology
targets and development decisions. We have shown that straightforward application of
these methods can lead to identification of natural technology demand and, at a high-level,
specification of commercially valuable first-generation quantum technologies (Section 7.3.2).
Furthermore, this highlighted differences between the perception of value by end-users, and
the research physics community. The latter placed a greater focus on technical performance
advantages (e.g. accuracy), as opposed to other forms of value (e.g. portability, resilience,
regulatory compliance). By aligning low-TRL development with use-case needs one may be
able to reduce time between conception and implementation, and encourage capitalisation
of first generation quantum technologies.
Based on this, we have mostly evidenced Hypothesis 2. One aspect of this hypothesis was
not covered: ‘...and improve hand-over up the TRL chain’. Whilst our research indicates that
low-TRL systems engineering may better align deliverables with end-user needs, reduce need
for re-design by taking into account wider factors (e.g. standardisation and compliance) earlier,
and produce a more complete and trusted record of knowledge, we have not directly observed
the consequence of this at high-TRL. Investigation of this went beyond the natural scope
of this work, but does present an interesting future research avenue, especially as quantum
technologies move beyond laboratory science. We also note that our conclusions, and the
evidence in Chapter 5 especially, has relevance to low-TRL technology development in general,
not just for the quantum case. Hence, we have evidenced that: Applying systems methods,
tools, and approaches to low-TRL quantum, and conventional, technology research will accelerate
development and increase the quality of deliverables.
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8.4 Recommendations
Based on the conclusions we have drawn, we now propose a light-weight systems approach,
and a complementary systems tools selection. This is centrally informed by our register of key
low-TRL quantum technology development issues in Table 6.2 (reprinted here for reference).
Table 8.1 links the observed issues to twelve systems-engineering tools. These tools have been
selected based on their conventionality within systems engineering, their relative simplicity to
teach and apply, and their likely suitability to the problems at hand. Care has been taken
to ensure these methods are appropriate for smaller teams, hence methods where literature
recommends team sizes greater than five persons were excluded from consideration.
Table 8.1 shows the relationship between the factors and the chosen tools. The number in each
cell indicates how well a tool addresses each factor:
− A 0 shows no correspondence — the tool is unrelated to the factor, and does not even
peripherally resolve related issues.
− A 1 indicates a tool may help, but would not on its own be sufficient to address the factor,
and is not designed primarily for that purpose.
− A 2 indicates that a tool helps significantly to address a factor, but is not a complete or
bespoke solution.
− A 3 indicates that the tool would greatly help in addressing a factor, and may be designed
to do so. However, as the systems tools are ultimately generic, it is not necessarily the case
that even in this case a single tool is sufficient to resolve the factor.
− The solution availability is the sum of each row, showing the total number of factor-tool
correlations for one factor, across all tools. It indicates how strongly a specific factor might
guide the selection of systems tools. For example, factor 11, pertaining to comprehen-
sively documenting failure modes, their effects, and criticality, is quite specifically solved
by completing an FFMEA, and partially through fault tree analysis, indicating that if one
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Table 6.2: Key factors contributing to the challenges observed across Cases A & C.
No. Cases Factor
1 A(1,2);C(1,2) Complete and unambiguous set of System Requirements missing.
2 A(1,2,3);C1 Complete and testable set of Validation and Verification criteria missing.
3 A(1,2);C(1,2) Stakeholder needs have not been objectively or rigorously analysed.
4 A(1,2);C(1,2) Completeness of stakeholder identification may not have been established.
5 A(1,2);C(1,2) Not all functions are linked to quantified, testable, performance require-
ments.
6 A1;C(1,2) Design choices are not linked to justifications, assumptions, and require-
ments in a comprehensive, structured and traceable form.
7 A1;C(1,2) System complexity was not captured or modelled, preventing identification
and analysis of system connectedness and consequent emergent behaviour.
8 C(1,2) Correlations between functional requirements were not analysed, preventing
rational system performance optimisation.
9 A(1,2);C1 System life-cycle requirements were not considered, or not given priority.
10 A(1,2,3);C(1,2) Tradespace may not have been captured or consistently used, to inform
design.
11 A(1,2);C1 Observed failure modes were not comprehensively documented, including
their effects, and criticality.
12 A(1,2,3);C(1,2) Lack of traceability across levels of granularity, resulting in an inconsistent,
and potentially incomplete, translation of requirements.
13 A(1,2,3);C1 Lack of formalised testing processes.
14 A1;C(1,2) Lack of reliability engineering and incomplete failure analysis, resulting in
unexpected re-engineering.
15 A1;C(1,2) Unforeseen emergent behaviour, resulting in inexplicable differences be-
tween expected system performance and real system performance.
16 A(1,2);C(1,2) Lack of a transparent record of knowledge, necessary for project handover,
as well as troubleshooting and collaborative development.
17 A(1,2);C(1,2) Incomplete record of knowledge in available documents.
18 A1;C(1,2) The distinction between assumptions and pre-decided technology selections;
and rational design choices, is not always clear.
19 C(1,2) Lack of sufficient component-level performance characterisation and mod-
elling to support architectural design.
20 C2 The systematic analysis which was undertaken was neither thorough nor
complete, nor was it applied consistently within its scope, undermining its
benefits.
21 A1;C(1,2) The device implementation was not strongly tied to the identified require-
ments and tradespace.
22 A2;C2 A thorough approach to characterisation and reliability was only applied
after failure.
23 A(1,2);C2 It was unclear whether the expertise needed to best support the project
was identified, and sought, at a sufficiently early stage.
24 A(2,3);C(1,2) Packaging and sub-system structure was not always informed by an anal-
ysis of shared interfaces, commonalities, and system requirements (both
practical and functional).
25 A1;C(1,2) Recorded data is neither easy to identify nor retrieve from the available
documents.
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Table 8.1: The assessed suitability of various systems engineering tools to addressing each specific factor
Systems Tool
Factors MDAL FFMEA Verification FMA Fault Functional HRM Analytic QFD Req & TS Functional Device Solution
Matrix Tree Flow & Hierarchy Capture Requirements Character- Availability
Analysis Diagram STA Process Analysis isation
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 7
2 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 2 1 1 0 10
3 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 3 2 2 0 13
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 0 9
5 0 2 3 1 0 1 3 0 3 0 3 0 16
6 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 3 2 0 2 0 14
7 0 1 0 3 2 3 0 0 1 0 3 0 13
8 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 3 2 1 13
9 1 2 2 2 0 0 3 3 2 3 1 0 19
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4
11 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
12 0 2 0 3 0 2 1 0 3 0 3 0 14
13 2 3 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 12
14 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8
15 0 1 0 2 3 2 3 0 1 0 0 2 14
16 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 3 0 3 0 26
17 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 1 3 0 3 0 22
18 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 11
19 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 0 12
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 1 9
24 0 2 0 3 1 3 0 0 3 0 2 0 14
25 3 2 1 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 14
Applic. 17 32 21 33 14 15 38 14 37 21 30 12
U. Appl. 1.1 3.2 1.5 2.4 1.1 1.0 3.4 1.0 3.0 2.0 4.1 5.3
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is to address this factor at all, a tool that documents and analyses system failure will be
required. The opposite is true of factor 9, which is about system life-cycle requirements;
many systems tools will naturally bring these requirements into focus, as adopting a rigorous
process makes it harder to lose track of a requirement.
− The applicability (shortened to Applic.) of a tool indicates how many different factors it
applies to, and is the sum of the column values. To an extent, this indicates how well a tool
is suited to solving the problems at hand. A smaller selection of tools come out as clear
’winners’ by this measure (for which larger numbers are better).
− Lastly, the unique applicability (U. Appl.) is similar to the former measure, but here each
contribution is weighted by the availability of the solution. This is to identify more specific
tools that may be necessary to the whole systems approach, even if lacking general utility
(again, larger numbers are better).
Before discussing what systems tools can solve, attention should be brought to Factors 20
(The systematic analysis which was undertaken was neither thorough nor complete, nor was it
applied consistently within its scope, undermining its benefits.) and 22 (A thorough approach
to characterisation and reliability was only applied after failure.). These cannot be addressed
through the use of specific tools because they lie outside of the domain of the systems engineering
process, and instead relate to the project’s methodology. Factor 22 expresses something well
known in systems literature: that systems engineering is most effective when applied at the
start of a project [108]. Hence, if a systems approach is taken, ideally it should be applied from
the outset, and each tool selected should be used thoroughly and rigorously as per its scope.
If a project is already underway (as in case A2 in this document) benefit can still be derived
from taking a systems approach, but will be comparatively reduced. We still found it to be
worthwhile.
Factor 23 (acquisition of suitable expertise) should also be mentioned apart from the others.
It is clear from the case-studies that the requirements which were most effectively captured,
and translated down levels of generality, were those relating to the systems’ physical operation,
functionality, and performance. Other requirements (e.g. relating to robustness and portability)
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were peripherally acknowledged, but not given similar attention during system design. This
may indicate that the expertise which informed the translation of requirements and the initial
design process, did not cover all the needs set out in the initial requirements. For example,
robustness might be considered in terms of Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), subject to defined
environmental or operational conditions, but what would a MTTF value practically mean to
an experimental physicist? How would they relate that to functional performance in a sensible
way, and seek to validate that relationship in a laboratory environment? By applying systems
tools that aid requirements analysis and design, such as Function Means Analysis (FMA) and
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), one can reveal where expertise is missing during the
initial phases of a project. These methods serve to illuminate requirements that nobody has
the expertise to translate. This may then be remedied through the acquisition or development
of the relevant skills and knowledge, resulting in a whole system concept of a higher quality.
Noticing that practical reliability engineering and life-cycle analysis are missing across the
case-studies, and that these lie outside of the natural sphere of knowledge for doctoral research
physicists, it could be particularly important to identify, and remedy, missing expertise in
quantum technology projects.
Recommendation 1: A systems approach should be applied from the inception of a project.
All selected systems tools should be used thoroughly and rigorously as intended. Failure to do
either will likely reduce the effectiveness of the systems engineering effort and undermine trust
in the generated record of knowledge.
Recommendation 2: The expertise required for successful system design should be identified
early on, e.g. by using tools that can reveal gaps in knowledge. In keeping with this, the initial
design phase should be viewed as collaborative whenever possible.
This may be informed by tools such as Function Means Analysis, Quality Function Deployment,
and Systemic Textual Analysis, as these pose questions that the designers must answer (such
as how functions are correlated, or what requirement statements mean in technical, quantified,
terms).
Regarding tools, device characterisation and reliability testing deserves specific mention, as it
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is the only tool for which its unique applicability far exceeds its general applicability. In reality,
this is not one tool but an umbrella category of tools and processes, such as accelerated failure
testing, and device characterisation. The point in the life-cycle at which these methods are
applied varies; some necessarily forming part of the verification and validation process, while
others may be applied at an earlier stage to rationalise engineering design. Other tools, such as
Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMMEA), and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), may
indicate which components should be tested as a priority, and what to look for, but ultimately,
if the system is meant to be anything more than a laboratory experiment, practical reliability
testing and characterisation is necessary. This is reflected in testing being an element of all
major systems life-cycle models [55, 134, 135].
We may also note that FFMEA is one of the most applicable tools from our selection, helping
significantly to mitigate many factors, including in the identification and analysis of system
failures, the development of a good record of knowledge, informing design decision, and ensuring
that functional requirements are traceably translated to implementations. This makes FFMEA
a very valuable tool, specifically enabling design for reliability, and supporting the wider systems
approach by complementing methods that inform design choices (such as FMA), and optimise
system quality (such as QFD). It seems likely that FFMEA is well suited to almost any project
in this domain, and was universally considered the most acceptable tool in our case-studies.
Recommendation 3: Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) should be
applied to the project as soon as the functional requirements have been established.
Doing so will help to check that all functions are related to quantified performance criteria, and
to identify high criticality failure modes, in turn informing design choices and implementations.
Once an implementation has been chosen, FFMEA can be used to traceably translate functional
requirements down levels of granularity (from the functional domain to the object domain), and
contributes to the overall record of knowledge.
Recommendation 4: Designing for reliability should be considered at all stages of develop-
ment, with testable reliability criteria identified during the requirements analysis, and included
in the Verification and Validation process.
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This principle should inform the reliability engineering throughout the project. Reliability
engineering of the system should not be viewed as a secondary or ancillary process: it should
be a fundamental part of design, and testable reliability requirements should exist from the
start of the project.
Recommendation 5: Formal requirements analysis and translation methods should be used,
such as Systemic Textual Analysis and Functional Requirements Analysis.
Functional requirements analysis helps to translate captured requirements down levels of gen-
erality with good traceability, and feeds into tools such as FFMEA and QFD. It can also help
to identify missing requirements in case functions are not well specified. These processes ensure
that there is a traceable and complete hierarchy of requirements across all levels of granularity,
and that non-functional requirements are not forgotten over the course of the project.
The success or failure of a project is not only dependent on a complete requirements capture,
but also on these requirements being understood and prioritised in the context of some concept
of value — likely specific to the project. Designs almost always have compromises, and these
must be controlled in such a way that the properties and performance of the system whole can
be optimised to best reflect the needs of the market or stakeholders. The value of this was
shown clearly in Chapter 7.
Recommendation 6: An encompassing analysis of the tradespace, constraints, and require-
ments pertaining to the project must be carried out at the earliest possible stage, and used to
objectively identify the needs of interested parties and stakeholders.
This may go beyond the scientific question at hand, ensuring that the problem to solve is well
represented at the start of the project, and that an objective concept of value has been agreed
by all stakeholders.
Quality Function Deployment and Function Means Analysis are the final two applicable meth-
ods to be mentioned. Both can be used to inform design choices, and record the structure of the
system. Function Means Analysis aids in generating, selecting, and recording system designs.
It relates functions to means of realisation at any level of granularity, and allows a variety of
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potential means to be displayed for each function. Consequently, the whole solution space can
be shown in a transparent manner prior to any design choices being made.
Recommendation 7: To the greatest extent possible, a complete, transparent, and traceable,
record of knowledge should be generated, including justifications for design choices and assump-
tions made throughout the project.
It is of the utmost importance to record why design choices are made. The implications of design
choices are usually well known at they time they are made, and for the technology iteration at
hand, but their impact on latter technology iterations is not necessarily predictable, and the
premises on which they are made may not be valid in the future.
To achieve this, a Major Data and Assumptions List should be maintained to centrally record
data, assumptions, and design decisions. It is particularly important to record if design choices
are predefined or artificially selected, such that it is not assumed later that these were chosen
over alternatives by objective merit. Furthermore, documents pertaining to other systems tools
should be maintained to a high standard as they naturally contribute to record keeping.
Similarly, QFD traceably captures the relationship between the ‘what’s and ‘how’s of the project
at, and between, each level of granularity, flowing down from the most general to the least. This
provides a check that all requirements are accounted for by functions, and that all functions
are implemented, verifying the architecture. Additionally, it records the correlations between
the functions and implementations, which can inform system design optimisation.
Whilst QFD may address correlations, it does not model complexity. We expect that the
complexity of quantum technologies could exceed that of classical technologies; tools that help
understand and identify emergent behaviour such as Functional Flow Diagrams, and Fault Tree
Analysis, could be particularly useful. These can also help identify natural boundaries for sub-
systems, and, along with FFMEA, inform rational packaging of the system based on common
interfaces and common failure modes. One should note, though, that whilst this may capture
complex correlations, to truly understand them, and overall system complexity, one most likely
must improve modelling capabilities as discussed earlier.
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Recommendation 8: The whole system design process should be formalised using Quality
Function Deployment and, in cases where the solution space is large or design is collaborative,
Function Means Analysis.
Focus should be placed on identifying and recording correlations, such that the system’s per-
formance can be rationally optimised, and such that design conflicts can be identified early.
This not only informs technical decisions, but also implementation details such as in packaging
and structure.
Recommendation 9: Irrespective of which systems methods are used, an active focus should
be placed on understanding the complexity of the system, such that emergent behaviour can be
identified and analysed.
For all non-simple systems this could require additional, specific, tools such as Fault Tree
Analysis and Functional Flow Diagrams, as well as mature modelling capabilities.
Through these nine recommendations all of the identified factors in Table 6.2 can be addressed.
Based on the quantum technology cases we analysed, we think the most applicable systems tools
are: Systemic Textual Analysis, Functional Requirements Analysis, Functional Failures Modes
and Effects Analysis, Quality Function Deployment, and Function Means Analysis. Together,
these tools, and the recommendations, represent an initial suggestion for a light-weight systems
engineering approach designed to accelerate low-TRL quantum technology development and
that is acceptable to doctoral researchers.
8.5 Final thoughts
The context for our work has been set by the need to do science in order to develop technology;
the step from science for science to science for technology is not trivial. It fundamentally
changes the ideas of value and of stakeholders: where in the former case value lies in novelty
and the challenges of the problem addressed, in the latter case it is more bespoke and must be
defined through objective analysis of needs. To help bridge this gap (and mitigate potential
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resulting conflicts) we advocate for the training of early career scientists in basic Systems En-
gineering, in order to develop a change in behaviour leading to better technology development.
We recommend a pilot project teaching light-weight systems engineering to doctoral students
beginning quantum technologies research, and following their progress for a number of years,
through their projects. We also recommend that low-TRL quantum technology programmes
integrate systems engineering expertise and support. We have demonstrated that even simple
usage of systems tools improves translation of lab science to realised technology.
As a direct continuation of this work we recommend that an expanded reflective analysis similar
to that undertaken in cases C1 and C2 is carried out for all of the national quantum technology
programme projects, to provide greater clarity of the challenges specific to quantum technology
development, and to capture the state-of-play from which rational paths to realisation may be
derived. The outputs from this, combined with expanded needs and tradespace analysis (as in
Chapter 7), could form the foundation of a detailed technology road map, for which there is
significant demand. It is important to differentiate a detailed technology road map from one
that only provides high-level technology targets: the emphasis of such work would not be on
long-term goals, but on well-evidenced near-term technology targets, aligned with objectively
identified technology pull. This would build confidence with end-user groups, demonstrating
that their needs have been captured, and providing them with the foresight necessary to prepare
to adopt new solutions as they are realised. Communication from this is bi-directional, enabling
knowledge sharing that can accelerate technology realisation and capitalisation.
Finally, we recommend that projects exploring modelling quantum systems for engineering
purposes be prioritised; this is a gap-in-knowledge inhibiting fundamental design, and the
generation of trust in future devices. We have, through novel research, indicated some directions
this could take.
These are important steps towards unifying systems thinking and fundamental science, rep-
resenting a shift in paradigm necessary to develop engineered solutions capitalising on the
technological opportunities enabled by quantum physics.
Appendix A
System Engineering Tools
In parts of this work, the effectiveness of various systems engineering tools as applied to labora-
tory research science is considered. None of these tools are new or bespoke, and hence are well
documented in systems engineering literature. Nevertheless, a brief summary and explanation
of the tools we think are most important to this work, is included below. The purposes and
methods of the tools, as well as some context for their usage, are included in order to make the
topic accessible to those with limited systems engineering knowledge.
A.1 Relevant Systems Engineering Tools
A.1.1 Systemic Textual Analysis
Systemic Textual Analysis (STA) is a tool used in the requirements capture and analysis process.
Its purpose is to aid in the interpretation and analysis of stakeholder needs and requirements
statements [113, 136]. It utilises the categorisations for requirements defined by the Holistic
Requirements Model (HRM) [137].
The Holistic Requirements Model is not a tool in and of itself but rather a classification struc-
ture for requirements, meant to provide clarity and consistency to the requirements analysis
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process. Requirements are separated into five distinct categories: Functional Requirements :
requirements for specific system actions and/or responses; Operational Requirements : those
which place demands on functions through operational conditions, such as reliability, maintain-
ability, and human factors [138, 139]. Additionally, three categories of Non-Functional require-
ments: Non-Functional Performance Requirements, Non-Functional System Requirements, and
Non-Functional Implementation Requirements, which set constraints on the functional require-
ments, such as performance specifications, size, weight, and power, compliance requirements
(such as to standards), and mandated implementation choices [113].
With this model in mind, STA is a three-step iterative process undertaken by either an indi-
vidual or (preferably) a small team with diverse expertise, that seeks to separate all recorded
requirements and needs statements into the HRM categories. Missing, conflicting, or ambiguous
requirements are identified, and then the requirements are refined to produce a complete and
coherent requirement set sufficient to define the deliverable. The first step involves analysing all
recorded requirements statements (formal requirements statements, records from interactions
with stakeholders, etc.), and recording them in a central document, categorised according to
the HRM (various pro forma documents for this exist, a good example can be found in the
Burge Hughes Walsh toolbox [113]). The second step is to identify, within this document, any
unstated implicit requirements and ambiguities. This would typically include asking How well?
questions, revealing needs for additional non-functional performance requirements, and looking
for implied functionality that has not been explicitly stated (for example, ‘compatibility with
UK, EU, and US power supplies’ may imply functional requirements pertaining to ‘identifying
and handling different input voltages’ ). Once these gaps in requirements specifications have
been identified they can be filled. The process for doing this varies, and may involve further
consultation with stakeholders, or investigative processes to better understand needs. This
step also allows one to identify conflicting requirements, and requirements that the team do
not well understand — the latter can indicate whether the right expertise for the project has
been acquired. In this way the first and second step may be iterated until gaps and ambiguities
have been resolved.
Lastly, each individual requirement is checked, typically for: correctness, completeness, clarity,
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consistency, verifiability, and reasonableness [113], with the last category often relating to needs
vs. wants, or ‘musts’ vs. ‘shoulds’. Applied to quantum technology development, this tool has
a second benefit: by using the HRM to categorise all requirements, the full scope of possible
requirements is kept in mind. The case studies later in this work show how non-technical
requirements are easily forgotten during the process of laboratory research; STA and HRM
may be a means to ensure that stakeholders, and their various wants, are treated equitably,
without the most fascinating technical challenges superseding all other needs, or simply picking
the lowest hanging fruits.
A.1.2 Major Data and Assumptions List
A Major Data and Assumptions List (MDAL) is a central record of knowledge containing all
the data that specifies a system and project, as well as all assumptions pertaining to the system
and/or project. This can also include forecasts, such as development schedules, and assumed
economic conditions for development [140]. Its purpose is not only to ensure that information
gets recorded, but also to make it operable; having a central, organised, record of knowledge
allows information to be retrieved easily, and reduces the likelihood of information being lost,
whether through a failure to record, or inability to retrieve. In technical projects that are
likely to be handed over, or to be iterated many times (often the case when going from very-
low TRLs to high TRLs) this record is vital, as it will include specifications for sub-systems
and components, and assumptions made during design. This reduces the need to re-engineer
to re-discover. Furthermore, an MDAL makes it easier to distinguish well considered design
decisions from those taken arbitrarily; for example, if a certain component spacing was critical
to sub-system operation this would be recorded in an MDAL, distinguishing it from a choice
of convenience or convention. Critically, the value of an MDAL depends on the trust one can
have in it; it does place a burden of work on a project, as one must ensure it is well maintained.
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A.1.3 Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
The purpose of Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) is to identify, de-
scribe, and record the potential system failure modes associated with each function the system
performs. Each identified potential failure is described by a cause (the failure itself) and conse-
quent effects, and rated numerically (from 1 to 10) by its likelihood, detectability, and severity,
which are simply multiplied together to give an overall Risk Priority Number (RPN). In prac-
tice, this follows a requirements analysis and functional decomposition, at which point each
system function is analysed and potential failure modes identified. Failures with high RPNs (or
with characteristics that require special attention, such as very high severity) are highlighted
by the process, and then may be considered in more detail leading to design modifications to
mitigate or remove the failure mode [100, 141, 142].
This tool may be applied at almost any level of abstraction. At a very high level it can be
used to identify factors that could inform architecture and technology selection, and at a low
level it can be used to describe detailed failures of implemented sub-systems, and inform the
practical design and engineering of a device. In this sense, it may step-wise inform the decisions
that allow one to move from high-level concepts of operation and requirements, to design and
implementation. This also generates a good record of knowledge, as design decisions can be
linked directly to identified risks, and information on possible failures at all levels of abstraction
is recorded, providing traceability if a system behaves unexpectedly. We note in one of our case
studies [40] in Chapter 5 that a benefit of FFMEA is the ability to determine the cause of
failures observed in the laboratory more easily. Examples of FFMEA documents can be found
in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
A.1.4 Fault Tree Analysis
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is another typical reliability analysis method. It is a top-down logic
diagram that connects failure modes of a system to possible causes, capturing the intercon-
nections of the system, and showing multiple levels of abstraction within the same diagram —
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bridging high level failures (e.g., ‘pump stops’ ) to a network of all possible causes, at a required
level of granularity (e.g., ‘power supply failure’, or with greater granularity: ‘fuse blown in power
supply’ ). Trees are constructed of events linked by logic gates, which means it is possible to
differentiate between ANDs, ORs, and so on, which is missing from the single track, bottom-up,
nature of FFMEA. Analysis may be either qualitative or quantitative (in the latter case fault
trees can be linked to probabilities) or more complex models (including ones that evolve in
time, simulating reliability over a life-cycle), and are often built in software designed for the
purpose [141, 143]. QT present a serious engineering challenge and its application is likely to
result in highly complex devices. Hence there is particular value in tools that intuitively and
systematically allow one to model complex relationships within a system — examples of cases
where FTA might have been useful are included in Chapter 6.
A.1.5 Function Means Analysis
Function Means Analysis (FMA) is “a highly structured approach to generating, selecting, and
documenting system design concepts” [101]. It involves a tabulation of functions as rows, and
means, or implementations, as columns. This results in a matrix displaying the entire design
space simultaneously. Selection and deselection criteria may be applied to the elements of the
matrix, thus defining a whole-system solution. The importance of this type of process scales
with the complexity of the system; for very simply systems the full design space can easily be
kept in mind, but for complex systems there is a risk of missing implementations, and equally
choosing implementations without understanding their effects on the whole system. FMA
displays the whole solution space at a single level of abstraction, allowing implementation
decisions to be made simultaneously, with the mutual consequences of these decisions in full
view. This process can be applied at any level of abstraction, and for any system scope; it may
be that a single FMA determines the highest level decisions, but that at a lower level there
is an FMA per module or sub-system. This also provides a good record of knowledge, as it
includes an explanation of why each decision, from function to means, was taken, something
that can be very useful to those who later have to support or further develop a system.
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A.1.6 Quality Function Deployment
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a detailed method of structuring requirements and
needs (often ranked by importance), the functions by which they are accomplished, the target
performance for each function, and the relationships between these elements [114, 144]. Part
of this can be viewed as the integration of the outputs of several of the previous methods; STA
provides the structure of requirements and performance targets, a corresponding functional
implementation can be reached through FMA, and the whole design process should reveal the
relationships between the requirements and functions. In the QFD process correlations between
each function and associated unit of merit are included in the form of a correlation matrix, cap-
turing the complexity of mutual performance. This is usually presented as a matrix chart, with
requirements as the rows and functions as the columns. Each cell then represents the correlation
between requirement and function. At the bottom of each column the target performance for
the function is specified, and above the functions there is a triangular matrix, with a cell relat-
ing every function to every other function. These cells may be used to record the performance
correlations between functions. Although complicated, this provides a means of recording and
organising implementation information, and verifying that a chosen implementation satisfies
all needs. This process can be conducted at every level of abstraction, typically starting from
the system requirements, and then, at each level, taking the functions from the prior level of
abstraction, and using them as the needs for the next matrix. As the system is bounded into
sub-systems and modules this may then split into several QFD charts per level of abstraction.
Ultimately this is a systematic and rigorous method of generating a traceable translation from
requirements to implementation that can be verified for completeness, including a record of
correlations, which may represent the complexity of the system. One may also note that by
defining quality requirements at each level of abstraction a verification hierarchy is developed,
informing system and sub-system testing — something which we note as lacking from the low
TRL case studies we describe later in this document.
The extent of these matrices make QFD a time consuming method [114], as illustrated in
Chapter 5. However, the effectiveness of the method as an aid to successfully designing complex
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systems is well attested [145], and it serves an important purpose by linking several independent
systems processes into an approach for system design. Systems methods are usually considered
in the context of a systems approach; a suitable selection of methods are used, together, in order
to aid design. Whilst QFD is certainly a useful tool, it also sets out a number of questions that
must be answered before, or during, the process of applying it. This sets out a minimum of
systems engineering required to deliver a good design.
A.1.7 Tradespace Analysis
Although not a tool in itself, the topic of Tradespace Analysis deserves a brief introduction
here. When producing QFD matrices requirements and needs are often ordered by importance;
tradespace analysis is a means by which these relative weights can be determined. It consists of
the examination and evaluation of alternative means of achieving outcomes within the context
of specific decisions to be made, or problems to be addressed. The ‘tradespace’ encapsulates
the multiple criteria relevant to these decisions; these criteria can be traded off against one
another to achieve alternative solutions and, through analysis of this tradespace, optimal or
preferred solutions can be identified (those that confer the greatest value, however value may
be defined in the specific context) [146, 147]. Implicit in this is also that solutions are rarely
perfect, whether due to cost, time, or physical realities, usually some requirements have to
‘give’; such decisions must be informed by a multi-parametric concept of value.
Analysis of a tradespace also allows one to identify unsatisfied demand: where technology pull
may exist. If seeking the best quantum technology investment opportunities, where quantum
technologies could provide enough value to succeed over all competitive technologies, tradespace
analysis is a means of looking. Its outputs are technology agnostic and can be used to reveal
needs presently unfulfilled by all solutions — evidencing that quantum technologies can fill such
a need is a means to generate technology pull. The search for pull is important, as investment
into quantum technologies is finite, and at some point must result in outputs of unique value,
unique solutions in the overall tradespace. Tradespace analysis constitutes a significant portion
of the work discussed in Chapter 7.

Appendix B
The RF SQUID and its relevance to
modelling
This appendix is a companion to Chapter 4, and contains a brief description of what a Radio-
Frequency Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (RF SQUID) is, an explanation of
why we used this system to demonstrate the challenges of modelling quantum technologies,
and the specific parameters we used for the models in the aforementioned chapter. The deriva-
tions presented here provide a full logical picture but are not mathematically exhaustive. For
those interested in a detailed description of SQUIDs, and engineered devices utilising them, we
wholly recommend Clarke et al.’s ‘The Squid Handbook’ [25] which comprehensively covers the
topic over two volumes. Josephson junctions and superconductivity are also well explained in
Feynman’s Lectures on Physics, Volume 3, Chapter 21 [148].
The Radio-Frequency Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (RF SQUID) is a contin-
uous loop of superconducting material interrupted by a Josephson junction — an insulating
weak link, sufficiently thin to allow a super-current of cooper pairs to tunnel through it. This
is shown in Figure B.1: a) is a schematic drawing of a RF SQUID, showing a superconducting
ring interrupted by a single Josephson junction, and including an equivalent electrical circuit
representation of the junction; b) illustrates the construction of a Josephson junction, essen-
tially two superconducting electrodes separated by an insulator; and c) shows an equivalent
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Figure B.1: a) The schematic of a typical RF SQUID, a continuous ring of superconducting material is inter-
rupted by a weak link known as a Josephson junction. The dashed box shows an equivalent circuit representation
to a Josephson junction, which behaves like a non-linear inductor in parallel with a resistor and capacitor. Fur-
thermore, the geometric properties of the superconducting loop means that it is inherently inductive. Hence, a
SQUID may be seen as an LC circuit (harmonic oscillator) including a flux tuneable anharmonic component.
Quantum mechanically the super-current flowing around the ring, IS , is described by a wavefunction, the pres-
ence of the weak link results in a phase change to this wavefunction resulting in two localised wavefunctions, Ψ1
and Ψ2, on either side of the junction. This results in the tuneability of the quantum system’s potential based
on external flux, Φext. b) An illustration of a Josephson junction’s physical construction: a thin layer of insu-
lator sandwiched between two superconductors. The thickness of the insulator must be such that a tunnelling
super-current can flow across it. Adapted from [149]. c) A circuit diagram of an RF SQUID, consisting of a
harmonic LC circuit coupled both to external flux and charge, with a parallel Josephson junction resulting in a
tuneable anharmonic potential. This system would be inductively coupled to, and driven by, a radio-frequency
AC voltage source.
circuit representation of a RF SQUID, which naturally couples both to environmental flux and
charge — it is equivalent to an LC oscillator with a Josephson junction in parallel.
Without the Josephson junction the behaviour of this system would be straightforward, its
geometry means it may enclose a flux and hence behave inductively — in the presence of an
external field this would result in the trapping of quantized flux (i.e. integer quantities of
flux in units of Φ0, which is the flux quantum), and the flow of an induced super-current to
oppose the non-integer Φ0 component of the external magnetic field. Hence, the energy of the
superconducting ring scales with trapped flux in units of Φ0 (to a geometric maximum), and
the super-current opposing the external magnetic field behaves periodically in Φ0 [148].
The addition of the Josephson junction complicates this behaviour somewhat, and may be split
into two separate effects. The first is that of introducing a classical capacitance — one may
note that were the electrodes normal conductors that is precisely what a Josephson junction
would be. Hence, this and the natural inductance of the ring form an LC circuit. However, as
shown schematically in Figure B.1a, it also possesses the properties of a non-linear inductor.
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To understand the effect of this it’s first worth examining the behaviour of a Josephson junction
alone. Consider the isolated system shown in Figure B.1b — we shall examine the tunnelling
across the insulator. To start with we may describe this system in terms of the probability
of finding an electron on either side of the barrier, which we may write as two wavefunctions,
Ψ1 and Ψ2, that define these two quantum superconducting states. The Schrödinger equation
describes the coupled dynamics of these two wavefunctions:
i~
∂Ψ1
∂t
= U1Ψ1 +KΨ2
i~
∂Ψ2
∂t
= U2Ψ2 +KΨ1
(B.1)
It’s logically apparent that K describes the coupling across the junction, and U1,2 the energies
of the localised wavefunctions. Now let us suppose a potential difference was applied across
the two superconducting electrodes such that they are connected by way of a battery, and a
potential difference, V , exists across the junction. Then U1−U2 = qV , and for convenience we
will say that U1 = +qV/2 and U2 = −qV/2. Substituting in:
i~
∂Ψ1
∂t
= +
qV
2
Ψ1 +KΨ2
i~
∂Ψ2
∂t
= −qV
2
Ψ2 +KΨ1
(B.2)
Next we will make an ansatz as to the form of these wavefunctions:
Ψ1 =
√
ρ1e
iϕ1
Ψ2 =
√
ρ2e
iϕ2
(B.3)
where ρ1,2 are the cooper pair densities for each wavefunction, and ϕ1,2 are their respective
phases. We note at this stage that as both sides of the junction are connected via a constant
potential, and are materially identical, the electron density will be the same on both sides of
the barrier, hence ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ0. Writing the phase difference as ϕ2 − ϕ1 = ϕ and substituting
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in to Equation B.1 we find:
∂ρ
∂t
=
2K
~
ρ0 sin(ϕ) (B.4)
∂ϕ
∂t
=
qV
~
(B.5)
This provides us with the general theory of a Josephson junction, where IC = 2Kρ0/~, IJ is
the current flow across the junction, and V is the voltage across the junction:
IJ = IC sin(ϕ) (B.6)
V =
Φ0
2pi
∂ϕ
∂t
(B.7)
Where Φ0 = pi~/qe, and qe is the charge of an electron. Lastly, let us take the derivative in
time of the junction current:
∂IJ
∂t
=
∂ϕ
∂t
IC cos(ϕ) =
2piV
Φ0
IC cos(ϕ) (B.8)
Recalling the conventional definition of inductance, L = V/(dIJ/dt), we can now express the
inductive property of the Josephson junction:
LJ =
Φ0
2piIC cos(ϕ)
(B.9)
which is clearly a non-linear inductance in ϕ. Hence, the total effect of introducing a Josephson
junction to a superconducting ring is to create a harmonic LC-oscillator with an additional
anharmonic component, tuneable in ϕ.
Recalling that the value of the wavefunction around the SQUID ring must be single valued,
meaning that the phase can only change by an integer 2pi around one turn of the loop, we
see logically that ϕ must depend on the flux enclosed by the ring, Φext, and is periodic in Φ0.
Following this analysis completely (for example, as in Appendix 1 of The Squid Handbook [25]),
yields the final expression:
ϕ =
2pi
Φ0
Φ (B.10)
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Figure B.2: Examples of how the potential of an RF SQUID changes based on external flux (cyclic in Φ0). If
there is integer Φ0 external flux the system’s potential is harmonic, and presents the inherent LC properties of
the superconducting ring (subject to some renormalistion due to the Josephson junction). For non-integer Φ0
external flux the system’s potential is anharmonic, tending towards a ‘double-well’ potential. We see that for
0.45nΦ0 there is an asymmetric double-well potential, resulting in the low-energy states being localised in one
well. At half-integer external flux the double-well potential is symmetric. This tuneability makes SQUIDs very
suitable for engineering controllable multi-level systems such as qubits; by controlling the potential one may
isolate, for example, the ground and first excited states, creating a quasi two-level system.
which demonstrates this logical relationship. It is straightforward to go from here to the RF
SQUID Hamiltonian as stated in Equation 4.47. Perhaps the easiest way is to consider the
equivalent circuit shown in Figure B.1c subject to a potential difference U and then to apply
Kirchhoff’s laws by considering the current flowing through each parallel strand of the circuit.
This neatly provides an expression for the circuit’s energy [83]:
E =
C0U
2
2
+
L0I
2
S
2
− Φ0IC
2φ
cos
(
2φ
Φ0
Φ
)
=
Q2
2C0
+
(Φ− Φext)2
2L0
− ~ν cos
(
2φ
Φ0
Φ
)
(B.11)
which is the un-shifted system Hamiltonian. Following a unitary translation by exp(−iQˆΦexp/~)
we reach the Hamiltonian used in Chapter 4,
HˆS =
Qˆ2
2C0
+
Φˆ2
2L0
+ ~ν ′ cos
(
2pi
Φ0
(Φ + Φext)
)
(B.12)
where Qˆ and Φˆ are conjugate operators, obeying the usual commutation relationship [Φˆ, Qˆ] = i~.
Just as our analysis up to this point suggested, this is identical to a quantum harmonic oscillator
with the addition of an anharmonic potential that is tuneable by external flux, and periodic in
intervals of Φ0.
With this, our RF SQUID system is physically and mathematically described. Figure B.2 shows
how the potential function, and energy levels, of the SQUID look for a variety of external flux
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Figure B.3: An example of a more realistic representation of an RF SQUID system, which includes a driving
tank circuit by which the SQUID is controlled and measurement is taken (via the pre-amplifier). To model
this fully one would need to consider the properties of the tank circuit, source, and pre-amplifier, in full,
including modelling the back-action of the SQUID on the control circuit. This would be in addition to natural
environmental coupling. Adapted from [25].
values. By changing external flux we can go from a purely harmonic potential, to one with
varying degrees of anharmonicity, including a symmetric double-well. This is the property of
the RF SQUID that made it so suitable for our modelling purposes; the model describes any
combination of harmonic and anharmonic potential for an entirely general quantum system.
Hence, whilst the SQUID system provides us a good way to compare models in Chapter 4, it
in no way reduces the generality of our results.
This also reflects the limit of the descriptive realism of the model. For example, consider
Figure B.3, which shows a more complete SQUID system. To describe this realistically one
would need to derive a Hamiltonian from the full quantum circuit model, including all distinct
couplings and renormalisations. This modelling process would be more specific than that which
we pursued, but all our conclusions would never-the-less apply to it. Indeed, by virtue of the
generality inherent to our approach one can be certain that our results are not reflections of
system-specific properties.
Lastly, we include here the system and bath parameters used for our simulations for reference:
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ω0 = 54.787 × 109Hz, ~ν = 3.28 × 10−22J, γXX/ω0 = 0.005, Ω = 10ω0, γPP/γXX = 0.1,
T = 1mK which are similar to those used in literature for simulation and experiment [52, 79,
90], and match those for some experimental systems [91]. Furthermore, as described in the
chapter, our model has been tested for physicality using a wide variety of parameters, realistic
and otherwise, to test if the model breaks down. In a number of simulations we have explored a
broader range of realistic parameters, and these are mentioned on the relevant graphs. Similarly,
our value of external flux, Φx/Φ0, is listed on a per-simulation basis. For the simulations
developed in collaboration with Duffus we used the following parameters: ω0 = 8.16× 1011Hz,
γXX/ω0 = 0.005, and ~ν = 9.99×10−22J, which correspond to plausible device parameters and
match previous simulation papers [79].

Appendix C
Where we may find non-physicality
It has been demonstrated by Wiseman and Munro[77] that equations which are not of Lindblad
form can give rise to non-positive (and so non-physical) solutions. The simplest means of
demonstrating such problems is to start the system in a pure state, so that P (t = 0) =
Tr(ρˆ2(t = 0)) = 1, and to find a parameter set for which dP (t = 0)/dt > 0. This kind of
analysis ought, if nothing else, to indicate where most likely source of problems will occur.
In the case that the initial state the M th eigenstate of HˆS + HˆC so that ρk,m(0) = δk,Mδm,M
and [Hˆ, ρ(0)] = 0, and making use of the fact that, in this case, ρ(0)2 = ρ(0) and the cyclic
property of Tr [·] we find, for the slope of the Purity P (τ) = Tr (ρ(t)2) at τ = 0,
dP (0)
dτ
= −4
∑
k 6=M
|qˆMk|2(<e(AMk)−=m(BMk))
= −4
∑
k 6=M
|qˆMk|2γωM,kΩ2
ω20(ω
2
M,k + Ω
2)
(
coth
~ωM,k
2kBT
+ 1
)
= −4γΩ
2
ω0
∑
k 6=M
|qˆMk|2f(ωM,k, β,Ω)
(C.1)
from Eq. 22, where β = 1/kBT . Note though that as
f(x, β,Ω) =
x coth(βx) + x
x2 + Ω2
=
exp(βx)/(x2 + Ω2)
sinh(βx)/x
> 0 (C.2)
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the function f(x, β,Ω) is positive ∀ real x. As a consequence
dP (0)
dτ
< 0 ∀ β,Ω > 0, x (C.3)
In particular, for small temperature (large βω0) this reduces to f(x, β,Ω) ≈ |x| exp(−2β|x|)/(x2+
Ω2) for x < 0 and x/(x2 + Ω2) for x > 0. Consequently
dP (0)
dτ
→ −2γΩ
2
ω0
∑
k<M
|qˆMk|2(ωM − ωk)
(ωM − ωk)2 + Ω2 (C.4)
and, in particular, if the system starts in the ground state there is no set {k < M}. As a result
P˙ (0) → 0(−). I.e. the rate of the decrease of the purity depends on the lower energy system
states. Consequently, starting the system off in the SQUID groundstate is likely to provide,
numerically, the sternest test of the positivity requirement. This is logical and corresponds to
what is shown in our numerical simulations. As a result, and unless specified otherwise, all our
simulations use the ground-state of HˆS + HˆC as the initial state, ρˆ(0) = ρˆS(0)⊗ ρˆB.
Appendix D
Deriving correlation functions
The correlation functions 〈Bˆa(0)Bˆb(−τ)〉B and 〈Bˆa(−τ)Bˆb(0)〉B may be evaluated as:
〈BˆX(0)BˆX(−τ)〉 =
∞∑
k,k′=0
λk′λk〈xˆk′xˆk(−τ)〉
=
∞∑
k,k′=0
~λkλk′
2Ckωk
〈(bˆk′(0) + bˆ†k′(0))(bˆk(−τ) + bˆ†(−τ))〉
=
∞∑
k,k′=0
~λkλk′
2Ckωk
〈(bˆk′ + bˆ†k′)(bˆk exp(iωkτ) + bˆ†k exp(−iωkτ))〉 (D.1)
=
∞∑
k
~λ2k
2Ckωk
〈bˆ†kbˆk exp(iωkτ) + bˆkbˆ†k exp(−iωkτ)〉
=
∞∑
k
~λ2k
2Ckωk
〈nˆk exp(iωkτ) + (nˆk + 1) exp(−iωkτ)〉
=
∞∑
k
~λ2k
2Ckωk
exp(iωkτ) + exp(~ωk/kBT ) exp(−iωkτ)
exp(~ωk/kBT )− 1
where we have assumed that the bath is in thermal equilibrium, and hence that the expecta-
tion of the number operator is 〈nˆk〉 = (exp(~ωk/kBT ) − 1)−1, the Bose-Einstein average [78].
Repeating the derivation for 〈BˆP (0)BˆP (−τ)〉 is identical to the above with µ replacing λ, and
swapping the order of bath terms 〈BˆX(−τ)BˆX(0)〉 simply gives the complex conjugate. This
provides the first four correlation functions relating to purely inductive and purely capacitative
coupling.
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Next, the cross terms may be evaluated as
〈BˆX(0)BˆP (−τ)〉B = i〈
∞∑
k=0
(bˆk + bˆ
†
k)(bˆ
†
k exp(−iωkτ)− bˆk exp(iωkτ))〉B
= i〈
∞∑
k=0
((nˆk + 1) exp(−iωkτ)− nˆk exp(iωkτ))〉B
〈BˆP (0)BˆX(−τ)〉B = i〈
∞∑
k=0
(bˆ†k − bˆk)(bˆk exp(iωkτ) + bˆ†k exp(−iωkτ))〉B
= i〈
∞∑
k=0
(nˆk exp(iωkτ)− (nˆk + 1) exp(−iωkτ))〉B
= −〈BˆX(0)BˆP (−τ)〉B (D.2)
〈BˆX(−τ)BˆP (0)〉B = i〈
∞∑
k=0
(bˆ†k exp(−iωkτ) + bˆk exp(iωkτ))(bˆk − bˆ†k)〉B
= i〈
∞∑
k=0
(nˆk exp(−iωkτ)− (nˆk + 1) exp(iωkτ))〉B
= −〈BˆX(0)BˆP (−τ)〉∗B
〈BˆP (−τ)BˆX(0)〉B = −〈BˆX(−τ)BˆP (0)〉B
Note that swapping subscripts Xˆ ↔ Pˆ changes sign while swapping the time values 0 ↔ −τ
causes complex conjugation. With this, all eight correlation functions are defined, giving us
αPX(ωi,j) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)〈BˆP (0)BˆX(−τ)〉B
= −
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)〈BˆX(0)BˆP (−τ)〉B
= −αXP (ωi,j)
(D.3)
and
βPX(ωi,j) = −
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)〈BˆX(−τ)BˆP (0)〉B
= −βXP (ωi,j)
(D.4)
Appendix E
Master Equation integrals
E.1 A general look at the integrals
Before we evaluate αXX and αXP it is worth defining some useful functions and looking at some
general integrals, the solutions of which we shall use later.
The term coth
(
~ω
2kBT
)
can be expanded to
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
=
2kBT
~
∞∑
n=−∞
ω
ω2 + ν2n
(E.1)
This will be necessary later in reaching the follow functions (where νn are the Matsubara
frequencies, νn = 2pinkBT/~):
S1(ω) = pikBT~
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω|νn| − ω2)
(ω2 + ν2n)(Ω + |νn|)
=
pikBT
~Ω
+ ψ
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
− Re
[
ψ
( i~ω
2pikBT
)] (E.2)
where ψ(z) is the diGamma function, and:
S2(ω) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω2 log(Ω/|νn|)
Ω2 − ν2n
− ω
2 log(ω/|νn|)
ν2n + ω
2
)
(E.3)
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which is related to the Laplace Transform of ψ(z).
An important result for the following is that under Fourier Transform, sgn(τ)↔ 2iP(1/ω) and
1↔ 2piδ(ω) so,
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ exp(iωτ) = 2piδ(ω)∫ ∞
−∞
dτsgn exp(iωτ) = 2iP
( 1
ω
) (E.4)
taking the real part of the first integral and the imaginary part of the second
∫ ∞
0
dτ cos(ωτ) = piδ(ω)∫ ∞
0
dτ sin(ωτ) = P
( 1
ω
) (E.5)
which is overall ∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(±iωτ) = piδ(ω)± iP
( 1
ω
)
(E.6)
where δ(z) is the Dirac function and P indicates that the Principal Part (or Cauchy Principle
Value) of any integral is to be taken if the integral is improper. In all results we consider
ωij ≥ 0, as we know from Equation 4.69 that αab = α∗ba so matrix entries for ωji < 0 can be
constructed afterwards by taking the complex conjugate.
Let us first consider
ω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω ± ωij) =
a
ω + iΩ
+
a∗
ω − iΩ +
c
ω ± ωij
=
2ω
ω2 + Ω2
Re(a) + 2Ω
ω2 + Ω2
Im(a) + 1
ω ± ωij c
(E.7)
where
a = lim
ω→−iΩ
ω
(ω − iΩ)(ω ± ωij) =
−iΩ
−2iΩ(−iΩ± ωij)
= ± ωij
2(Ω2 + ω2ij)
+ i
Ω
2(Ω2 + ω2ij)
c = lim
ω→∓ωij
ω
(ω2 + Ω2)
= ∓ ωij
Ω2 + ω2ij
(E.8)
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Here ω is an integration variable as in Eq. 4.67, and ωij is as in Eq. 4.68. We can now evaluate
the principal part integral
P
∫ ∞
−∞
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω − ωij)
= P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
( 2ω
ω2 + Ω2
Re(a) + 2Ω
ω2 + Ω2
Im(a) + 1
ω − ωij c
) (E.9)
Note that the principle part of the c term is easily evaluated
P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω − ωij = P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
= lim
z←∞
∫ z
−z
dω
ω
= 0 (E.10)
and hence does not contribute. We also note that the Re(a) term is odd ( 2ω
ω2+Ω2
Re(a)), and
hence zero over the integral range. Lastly, as
∫ ∞
0
dω
2Ω
Ω2 + ω2
= 2 lim
R→∞
tan−1R = pi (E.11)
we have:
P
∫ ∞
−∞
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω − ωij) = 2piIm(a) =
piΩ
Ω2 + ω2ij
(E.12)
The integral bounds here are from −∞ to ∞ (as will be the case for the following principle
part integrals), which is a point we will return to later. Next, considering the proper integral
∫ ∞
0
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω + ωij)
= lim
R→∞
∫ R
0
dω
( 2ω
ω2 + Ω2
Re(a) + 2Ω
ω2 + Ω2
Im(a) + 1
ω + ωij
c
)
= lim
R→∞
[
log(R2 + Ω2)Re(a) + 2 tan−1(R)Im(a) + log(R + ωij)c−
− 2 log(Ω)Re(a)− 2 tan−1(0)Im(a)− log(ωij)c
]
(E.13)
Observe that 2Re(a) + c = 0 as there are no second order ω terms in Equation E.7, so this
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reduces straightforwardly to
= lim
R→∞
[
(2Re(a) + c) log(R) + piIm(a) + log(Ω/ωij)c
]
= −ωij log(Ω/ωij)
Ω2 + ω2ij
+
piΩ
2(ω2ij + Ω
2)
(E.14)
Next we must consider some slightly more involved integrals, which will relate to integrals
where we expand coth as in Equation E.1:
ω2
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω2 + ν2)(ω ± ωij) =
a
ω + iΩ
+
a∗
ω − iΩ
+
b
ω + iν
+
b∗
ω − iν +
c
ω ± ωij
=
2ω
ω2 + Ω2
Re(a) + 2Ω
ω2 + Ω2
Im(a) + 2ω
ω2 + ν2
Re(b)
+
2ν
ω2 + ν2
Im(b) + 1
ω ± ωij c
(E.15)
where
a = lim
ω→−iΩ
ω2
(ω − iΩ)(ω2 + ν2)(ω ± ωij)
=
Ω2
2(ν2 − Ω2)(Ω2 + ω2ij)
∓ i Ωωij
2(ν2 − Ω2)(Ω2 + ω2ij)
b =
ν2
2(Ω2 − ν2)(ν2 + ω2ij)
∓ i νωij
2(Ω2 − ν2)(ν2 + ω2ij)
c = lim
ω→∓ωij
ω2
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω2 + ν2)
=
ω2ij
(Ω2 + ω2ij)(ω
2
ij + ν
2)
(E.16)
Here again the Principal Part of the improper integral may be obtained as
P
∫ ∞
−∞
ω2 dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω2 + ν2)(ω − ωij) = 2piIm(a+ b)
=
ωijpi
Ω2 + ω2ij
Ω|ν| − ω2ij
(Ω + |ν|)(ν2 + ω2ij)
(E.17)
as the integrands in the terms in Re(a) and Re(b) are odd, and the Principal Part of the term
in c is zero as before. The absolute value appears in Eq. E.17 as the integrand is even in ν.
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From this it is clear that
P
∫ ∞
−∞
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
=
2kBT
~
P
∫ ∞
−∞
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω − ωij)
∞∑
n=−∞
ω
(ω2 + ν2n)
=
2pikBT
~
ωij
Ω2 + ω2ij
∞∑
n=−∞
Ω|νn| − ω2ij
(Ω + |νn|)(ν2n + ω2ij)
=
2ωij
Ω2 + ω2ij
S1(ωij)
(E.18)
where νn are the Matsubara frequencies.
Similarly to the case earlier, 2Re(a)+2Re(b)+c = 0 as there are no third order integral terms,
which we now use twice (once to remove the contribution at ω →∞, and once to combine the
remaining log terms), giving
∫ ∞
0
ω2 dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω2 + ν2)(ω + ωij)
= 2Re(b) log(Ω/|ν|) + c log(Ω/ωij) + piIm(a+ b)
=
ν2
(Ω2 − ν2)(ν2 + ω2ij)
log(Ω/|ν|) + ω
2
ij
(Ω2 + ω2ij)(ω
2
ij + ν
2)
log(Ω/ωij)
− piωij
2(Ω2 + ω2ij)
Ω|ν| − ω2ij
(ν2 + ω2ij)(Ω + |ν|)
=
1
(Ω2 + ω2ij)
(Ω2 log(Ω/|ν|)
Ω2 − ν2 −
ω2ij log(ωij/|ν|)
ν2 + ω2ij
)
− piωij
2(Ω2 + ω2ij)
Ω|ν| − ω2ij
(ν2 + ω2ij)(Ω + |ν|)
(E.19)
From which it is clear that∫ ∞
0
ω dω
(ω2 + Ω2)(ω + ωij)
coth
~ω
2kBT
=
2kBT
~(Ω2 + ω2ij)
∞∑
n=−∞
(Ω2 log(Ω/|νn|)
Ω2 − ν2n
− ω
2
ij log(ωij/|νn|)
ν2n + ω
2
ij
)
− 2pikBTωij
2~(Ω2 + ω2ij)
∞∑
n=−∞
Ω|νn| − ω2ij
(ν2n + ω
2
ij)(Ω + |νn|)
=
2kBTS2(ωij)− ~ωijS1(ωij)
~(Ω2 + ω2ij)
(E.20)
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E.2 Evaluating the Master Equation integrals
Before we begin, let us establish some shorthand notation:
A =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)ν(C)XX(τ)
B =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)η(S)XX(τ)
C =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)η(S)XP (τ))
D =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)ν(C)XP (τ)
(E.21)
Combinations of which will give all of our α and β functions (e.g., αXX(ωij) = A − iB, and
αXP (ωij) = D− iC). Considering cosine first, and using the relation in Equation E.6 and that
ωij > 0,
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ) cos(ωτ)
=
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)(exp(iωτ) + exp(−iωτ))
=
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
exp(iτ(ω − ωij)) + exp(−iτ(ω + ωij))
]
=
1
2
(
piδ(ω − ωij) + piδ(ω + ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij
)
− iP
( 1
ω + ωij
))
=
1
2
(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij −
1
ω + ωij
))
(E.22)
Similarly for sine,
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ) sin(ωτ)
=
1
2i
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−iωi,jτ)(exp(iωτ)− exp(−iωτ))
=
1
2i
∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
exp(iτ(ω − ωij))− exp(−iτ(ω + ωij))
]
=
1
2i
(
piδ(ω − ωij)− piδ(ω + ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij
)
+ iP
( 1
ω + ωij
))
=
1
2i
(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij +
1
ω + ωij
))
(E.23)
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Hence our terms are:
A =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
Ω2 + ω2
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij −
1
ω + ωij
))
B =
1
2i
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
Ω2 + ω2
(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij +
1
ω + ωij
))
C =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
Ω2 + ω2
(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij −
1
ω + ωij
))
D =
1
2i
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
Ω2 + ω2
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)(
piδ(ω − ωij) + iP
( 1
ω − ωij +
1
ω + ωij
))
(E.24)
Which include the spectral density terms from Equation 4.66.
Recall that the principle part integrals calculated in Equations E.12 and E.17 had limits of −∞
and∞, hence we must extend the integral of P
(
1
ω−ωij
)
in all of these terms. The result of this
depends on whether or not there is a coth in the integral. First considering without coth:
P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
= P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) − P
∫ 0
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
P
∫ 0
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) = (−ω → S)P
∫ 0
−∞
−dS −S
(Ω2 + S2)(−S − ωij)
= −P
∫ ∞
0
dS
S
(Ω2 + S2)(S − ωij) = P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
= P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) − P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
(E.25)
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And next with coth:
P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
= P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
− P
∫ 0
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
P
∫ 0
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
= (−ω → S)P
∫ 0
−∞
−dS −S
(Ω2 + S2)(−S − ωij) coth
( −~S
2kBT
)
= P
∫ ∞
0
dS
S
(Ω2 + S2)(S − ωij) coth
( ~S
2kBT
)
= −P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
= P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
+ P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
(E.26)
This means that if we have a cosine term and a coth term , or a sine term with no coth term, the
proper integrals cancel out. In the other two cases they add. We now have our final unevaluated
expressions for the integrals:
A =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
Ω2 + ω2
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
×
{
piδ(ω − ωij)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
} (E.27)
B =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
Ω2 + ω2
×
{
− ipiδ(ω − ωij) + P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
}
(E.28)
C =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
Ω2 + ω2
×
{
piδ(ω − ωij)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) − 2iP
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
} (E.29)
D =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
Ω2 + ω2
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
×
{
− ipiδ(ω − ωij)
+ P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) + 2P
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
} (E.30)
Finally, we need to consider the analytic zero-temperature limits. B and C are not dependent
on temperature, and hence remain the same, so we must only consider A and D. Noting that
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limx→∞ cothx = 1, A and D effectively lose their coth terms, resulting in a sign change when
extending their improper integral limits.
lim
T→0
A =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
Ω2 + ω2
×
{
piδ(ω − ωij)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij) − 2iP
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
} (E.31)
lim
T→0
D =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
Ω2 + ω2
×
{
− ipiδ(ω − ωij) + P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
}
(E.32)
This completes the formulation of all of the integrals, which we may now evaluate using Equa-
tions E.12, E.14, E.17, and E.19.
A =
piγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
coth
( ~ωi,j
2kBT
)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXXω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωi,j) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
=
piγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
coth
( ~ωi,j
2kBT
)
+ i
ωi,jS1(ωi,j)
(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
(E.33)
B = − ipiγXX
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXXω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωi,j) = −
ipiγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+
piγXXΩ
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
(E.34)
C =
piγXPωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωi,j) − i
∫ ∞
0
γXPω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωi,j)
=
piγXPωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ i
γXPωi,j log(Ω/ωi,j)
Ω2 + ω2i,j
(E.35)
D = −i piγXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
+ P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωi,j) coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
+
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXPω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωi,j)
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
= −i piγXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)
coth
( ~ω
2kBT
)
+
2kBTγXPS2(ωi,j)
~(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
(E.36)
lim
T→0
A =
piγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ iP
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXXω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωij)
− iP
∫ ∞
0
dω
γXXω
(Ω2 + ω2)(ω + ωij)
=
piγXXωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
+ i
γXXωi,j log(Ω/ωi,j)
Ω2 + ω2i,j
=
γXX
γXP
C
(E.37)
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lim
T→0
D = −i piγXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)
+ P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
γXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)(ω − ωi,j)
= −i piγXPω
2(Ω2 + ω2)
+
piγXPΩ
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
=
γXP
γXX
B
(E.38)
Appendix F
Partially Markovian simulation terms
F.1 Diagonal entries
Note that for small x
R
(
ψ0(ix)
)
≈ −γE + ζ(3)x2 x coth(x) ≈ 1 + x
2
3
(F.1)
where ζ is the Reimann-zeta function and γE ≈ 0.5772 . . . is the Euler constant. Thus, for
small ωj,k,
ν˜j,k =
2kBTγΩ
2
~ω2(Ω2 + ω2j,k)
(
1 +
~2ω2j,k
12k2BT
2
+
2i
pi
~ωj,k
2kBT
{
ψ0
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
+ γE − ζ(3)
~2ω2j,k
4pi2k2BT
2
+
pikBT
~Ω
})
+O(ω2j,k)
=
(
2kBTγ
~ω2
+
γ
ω2
2iωj,k
pi
{
ψ0
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
+ γE +
pikBT
~Ω
})
+O(ω2j,k)
(F.2)
and
η˜j,k =
γ
2Ω
(
1− iωj,k
Ω
)
+O(ω2j,k) (F.3)
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So that
ν˜k,k =
2kBTγ
~ω2
ν˜ ′k,k =
γ
ω2
2i
pi
{
ψ0
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
+ γE +
pikBT
~Ω
}
(F.4)
and
η˜k,k =
γ
2Ω
η˜′k,k = −i
γ
2Ω2
(F.5)
The result is that on the diagonals
K
(0)
k,k = ν˜k,k − iη˜k,k =
2kBT
~ω
γ
ω
− i γ
2Ω
(F.6)
and
K
(1)
k,k = η˜
′
k,k + iν˜
′
k,k = −i
γ
2Ω2
+
2i
pi
γ
ω
{
ψ0
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
+ γE +
pikBT
~Ω
}
(F.7)
on the diagonal of K1.
F.2 Off-diagonal entries
Generally
ν˜j,k =
γΩ2
ω2(ω2j,k + Ω
2)
(
ωj,k coth
( ~ωj,k
2kBT
)
+
2iωn,m
pi
{
ψ
( ~Ω
2pikBT
)
−R
[
ψ
( i~ωj,k
2pikBT
)]
+
pikBT
~ω
})
(F.8)
so
R
(
dν˜j,k
dωj,k
)
=
γΩ2
ω2(ω2j,k + Ω
2)
[
coth
( ~ωj,k
2kBT
)
− ~ωj,k/2kBT
sinh2(~ωj,k/2kBT )
]
− 2γΩ
2ω2j,k
ω2(ω2j,k + Ω
2)2
coth
( ~ωj,k
2kBT
) (F.9)
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and
I
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dν˜j,k
dωj,k
)
= −2ωj,kI(ν˜j,k)
ω2j,k + Ω
2
+
I(ν˜j,k)
ωj,k
− 2γΩ
2ωj,k
piω2(ω2j,k + Ω
2)
d
dωj,k
R
[
ψ
(
i
~ωj,k
2pikBT
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=
(Ω2 − ω2j,k)I(ν˜j,k)
ωj,k(Ω2 + ω2j,k)
− γΩ
2~ωj,k
pi2kBTω2(ω2j,k + Ω
2)
R
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iψ(1)
(
i
~ωj,k
2pikBT
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As a result
K
(0)
j,k = (ν˜j,k − iη˜j,k)Xˆj,k K(1)j,k =
( dη˜j,k
dωj,k
+ i
dν˜j,k
dωj,k
)
Xˆj,k (F.11)
F.3 Vectorising
The vec operator creates a column vector from a matrix A by stacking the columns A below
one another. So ρˆvec = vec(ρˆ) = [ρˆ1,1, ρˆ2,1, ρˆ3,1, · · · ]T . Then
vec(AρB) = (BT ⊗ A)vec(ρ)
vec(Aρ) = (I ⊗ A)vec(ρ), and
vec(ρB) = (BT ⊗ I)vec(ρ)
(F.12)
Vectorising Eq. 4.103 gives (using LTm = K∗m, m = 0, 1)(
I ⊗ I − I ⊗ XˆK1 + Xˆ ⊗K1 − XˆK∗1 ⊗ I +K∗1 ⊗ Xˆ
)
dρˆvec
dt
=
(
I ⊗ (−iDˆ − XˆK0) + (iDˆ − XˆK∗0)⊗ I + Xˆ ⊗K0 +K∗0 ⊗ Xˆ
)
ρˆvec
+i
(
I ⊗ XˆK1Dˆ − Xˆ ⊗K1Dˆ − Dˆ ⊗ XˆK1 + XˆDˆ ⊗K1 + XˆK∗1 ⊗ Dˆ −K∗1 ⊗ XˆDˆ
− XˆK∗1Dˆ ⊗ I +K∗1Dˆ ⊗ Xˆ
)
ρˆvec
(F.13)
which takes on the matrix form
(I ⊗ I +M)dρˆvec
dt
= (GMark +Gplus)ρˆvec (F.14)
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where the Matrices M and Gplus are the new terms arising in this approximation.
Appendix G
Non-Markovian Redfield Master Equation
G.1 Finite integrals
All the equations go through as above except that α(s)j,k becomes time dependent, i.e. we replace
α
(0)
j,k(t) =
∫ t
0
dτ exp(−iωj,kτ)
〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
=
∫ t
0
dτ exp(−iωj,kτ)(ν(τ)− iη(τ))
β
(0)
j,k (t) =
∫ t
0
dτ exp(−iωj,kτ)
〈
Bˆ(−τ)Bˆ(0)
〉
= α
(s)H
j,k (t)
(G.1)
It is possible, as above, to use
α
(1)
j,k(t) =
∫ t
0
τdτ exp(−iωj,kτ)
〈
Bˆ(0)Bˆ(−τ)
〉
= i
∂α
(0)
j,k(t)
∂ωj,k
(G.2)
Fortunately these integrals have been performed by Maniscalco et al. (though with some errors)
∆(t, ω)− iΠ(t, ω) =
∫ t
0
dτν(τ) exp(−iωτ) Γ(t, ω)− ir(t, ω) =
∫ t
0
dτη(τ) exp(−iωτ) (G.3)
when
α
(0)
j,k(t) = ∆(ωj,k, t)− iΠ(ωj,k, t)− i(Γ(ωj,k, t)− ir(ωj,k, t)) (G.4)
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As a check, in the limit that t→∞ this means that
ν˜j,k = lim
t→∞
(
∆(ωj,k, t)− iΠ(ωj,k, t)
)
η˜j,k = lim
t→∞
(
Γ(ωj,k, t)− ir(ωj,k, t)
)
(G.5)
These now are replaced by
ν˜j,k(t) = ∆(ωj,k, t)− iΠ(ωj,k, t) η˜j,k(t) = Γ(ωj,k, t)− ir(ωj,k, t) (G.6)
giving
K0(t)j,k =
(
∆(ωj,k, t)− r(ωj,k, t)− i(Π(ωj,k, t) + Γ(ωj,k, t)))
)
Xˆj,k
K1(t)j,k =
d
dωj,k
(
Γ(ωj,k, t) + Π(ωj,k, t)− i(r(ωj,k, t))−∆(ωj,k, t)))
)
Xˆj,k
(G.7)
First,
r(t, ωi,j)− iΓ(t, ωi,j) = piγ(Ω− iωi,j)
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
[
1− exp(−Ωt)
(
cos(ωi,jt)− i sin(ωi,j)t)
)]
Γ(t, ωi,j) =
piγ
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
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ωi,j(1− exp(−Ωt) cos(ωi,jt))− Ω exp(−Ωt) sin(ωi,jt)
)
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piγ
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
(
Ω(1− exp(−Ωt) cos(ωi,jt)) + ωi,j exp(−Ωt) sin(ωi,jt)
)
(G.8)
The expression for Γ(t) may be compared to Maniscalco et al., Eq. 13.
In terms of r = Ω/ωi,j, r0 = ωi,j/ν1, rc = Ω/ν1 and Z = exp(−ν1t)), where ν1 = 2pikBT/~
∆(t, ωi,j) = α
2ωi,j
r2
r2 + 1
{
coth(pir0)− cot(pir0) exp(−Ωt)
(
r cos(ωi,jt)− sin(ωi,jt)
)
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1
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(
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− 1
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i
1
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where α2 = piγ/2Ω2. Also
Π(t, ωi,j) = piγ exp(−Ωt)(Ω sin(ωi,jt) + ωi,j cos(ωi,jt))
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A consequence of Eq. G.2 is that we will need derivatives of f(ωi,j, Z) with respect to ωi,j.
Note that as t→ 0
r(t, ωi,j)− iΓ(t, ωi,j) = piγ(Ω− iωi,j)
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
[
1− exp(−Ωt)
(
cos(ωi,jt)− i sin(ωi,jt)
)]
→ piγt
2
(G.11)
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)
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pi
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where α2 = piγ/2Ω2. Also
Π(t, ωi,j) =
piγωi,j
2(Ω2 + ω2i,j)
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( ~Ω
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)
− ωi,j
Ω2 + ω2i,j
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(G.13)
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G.2 Hypergeometric functions
Let
f(β, Z) =
∞∑
n=0
β
n+ β
Zn = 1 +
βZ
1 + β
+ · · · (G.14)
for constant complex β. It is useful, for asymptotic analysis, to connect the sums we need in
this analysis to known (Hypergeometric) functions,
(a) 2F1(1, x; 1 + x;Z) ≡
∞∑
n=0
x
n+ x
Zn = f(x, Z)
(b) 2F1(2, 1 + x; 2 + x;Z) ≡
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)(1 + x)
n+ x+ 1
Zn =
1 + x
Z(1− Z) −
1 + x
Z
f(x, Z)
(c) 3F2(1, x, x; 1 + x, 1 + x;Z) ≡
∞∑
n=0
x2
(n+ x)2
Zn = f(x, Z)− x d
dx
f(x, Z)
(G.15)
These are, respectively, from Maniscalco et al.[150], (a)F (x, Z) and (b)G(x, Z); while the final
relation (c) leads to
d
dx
f(x, Z) =
2F1(1, x; 1 + x;Z)− 3F2(1, x, x; 1 + x, 1 + x;Z)
x
(G.16)
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1The Transformational Effects of Applying Systems
Engineering in Laboratory Scientific Research
Kieran N. Bjergstrom1,2, William G. B. Huish1,2, Michael J. de C. Henshaw1 Member Ieee, Vincent M. Dwyer1,
and Mark J. Everitt 2*
Abstract—Through case study analysis of physicists working
in quantum systems, we establish that knowledge of Systems
Engineering (SE) will benefit scientists by ensuring that exper-
imental apparatus is robust and fully meets the experiment
requirements. We suggest a significant change to training of
early career research scientists to ensure they have a strong
appreciation of the systems approach and experience of applying
SE techniques. Two case studies were used: the first was a detailed
analysis of increasing levels of SE in the development of a 3D-
printer for fabricating superconducting nano-circuitry. Applying
SE techniques improved record keeping, reduced the risk of
failure modes and took better account of future development
through which scientific discovery may be exploited in practical
devices. The second case study focused on a group of 30 quantum
physics PhD students undertaking a short-course in basic SE,
and used their opinions to check and add confidence to the
findings of the first case study. A variety of tools were used
in both studies and, in both cases, the Functional Failure Means
Effects Analysis technique was considered by participants to be
most useful. Recommendations are made for the future training
of early career scientists to include some light-weight Systems
Engineering.
Index Terms—Systems Engineering, science, technology, Edu-
cation, Functional Analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
SYSTEMS Engineering is applied, as standard practice,to the development of many complex products. It serves
(among other things) to analyse and improve design feasibility,
track and record project progress, and develop objective cri-
teria against which system and sub-system functionality can
be verified and validated. Whilst this approach is typical in
industry, it is unusual in the context of low TRL (Technology
Readiness Level) [1] laboratory research - an area in which
novel, and complex, demonstrator devices are designed and
developed. It is necessary that such devices reliably, and
demonstrably, satisfy their operational requirements and, once
proven, can be translated into a manufacturable product.
Furthermore, in order to best capitalise on the novelty of an
emerging technology, it is imperative that the development
process occurs with minimal time and resource waste.
It is our observation that in low TRL science there are three
predominant causes for resource wastage:
1) A lack of foresight in project design, resulting in an
avoidable and excessive need to re-design and rework,
either at a system or component level. This particularly
Quantum Systems Engineering Research Group, The Wolfson School of
Mechanical, Electrical and Manufacturing Engineering1 and The Department
of Physics2, Loughborough University, Loughborough, LE11 3TU, UK
* m.j.everitt@physics.org; Tel.: +44 (0)1509 223325
includes the failure to take manufacturing constraints into
account in the initial design.
2) Project drift, resulting in a deliverable that is not validated
against its concept of CONOPS, often as a result of lack
of detail and clarity in requirements.
3) Inadequate record of knowledge and decisions (in terms
of content and/or structure) that prevents effective failure
analysis during development or inhibits the transfer of
knowledge to those working in the higher stages of the
R&D chain.
One may observe that these are fundamentally design and
development problems that Systems Engineering seeks to
alleviate. Dym, et. al. [2] have observed that design thinking
requires both convergent and divergent approaches, which are
equivalent to operating in both the knowledge and concept
domains. They remark that good system designers "can an-
ticipate the unintended consequences emerging from interac-
tions among multiple parts of a system", but that this is an
uncommon skill that is difficult to learn. Courses in Systems
Engineering have been created to address this deficiency in
engineers. As a consequence, we have undertaken a study
of the costs and benefits of applying a SE approach to the
development of novel technologies within the context of low
TRL laboratory research (i.e., TRL 1 - Basic principles. [1]).
A case study research method has been used to understand
the application of a Systems Engineering approach by sci-
entists to applied research; we make the distinction between
a systems (thinking) approach, that could be applicable to
both applied and theoretical scientific research, and Systems
Engineering, which incorporates both systems thinking and the
techniques generally associated with the technical processes of
ISO 15288 [3] (the Systems and Software Engineering Life
Cycle Processes Standard).
The motivation for this investigation is three-fold: firstly, we
postulate that more rapid exploitation of scientific discovery
for societal or commercial benefit may be achieved by connect-
ing the science and engineering communities more strongly.
Systems Engineering is the integrating discipline that brings
together different engineering disciplines and business con-
cerns into a complex product; it could, therefore, have a role
in connecting scientists, so that the integration challenges of
introducing new technologies within a wider system are better
understood and planned. By introducing design for... methods
at an earlier stage, we suggest that the researcher is more likely
to achieve an effective, credible design, that avoids the need
for extensive re-engineering as it moves out of the laboratory
space. Secondly, the Systems Engineering approach explicitly
2records the decision steps of design, providing traceability
that may be required for a variety of reasons in the future,
but not least system upgrade or recovery. The employment
of Systems Engineering in the laboratory may provide a
deeper understanding in this respect, especially with emerging
applications that exploit manipulation of quantum states [4].
Thirdly, we wish to understand whether a Systems Engineering
approach to experimentation will lead to more efficient design
of apparatus and of the experimental campaign; with less
rework, whilst at the same time encouraging discovery and
innovation. This last has a more general implication for the
scientific approach of experimentalists.
II. METHODOLOGY - CASE STUDY METHOD
The technical community is mostly familiar with the use of
case studies to illustrate (or educate) the reader in practice,
by providing examples of good or bad practice associated
with technical endeavours (e.g., the NASA database of case
studies, in which they are described as "... a tool for creating
an opportunity for conversation." [5]). However, the social
sciences community regard case study as a method of enquiry,
although there is a wide range of case study type according to
the number of cases investigated, the level of detail, the size
of case(s), the attention paid to context, and whether reporting
is purely descriptive or includes evaluation [6]. Case studies
are a form of empirical inquiry which investigates phenomena
within their real-life context and when the boundary between
the phenomena and context are not clearly defined [7]. The
case study approach is regarded as an appropriate research
strategy when one wishes to ask "how" and "why" questions
but either cannot, or does not wish to, exercise control over the
situation in question (unlike an experiment in which there are
controllable independent variables) [8]. Therefore, a case study
approach was determined to be a suitable form of inquiry for
this research. As noted above, case studies can be undertaken
in a variety of ways and we here define the approach that has
been taken in this research.
A case study can be used inductively or deductively [8].
The case studies reported herein have been used deductively,
in the sense that they are predicated on the assumption that
applied scientific research will benefit from the application
of Systems Engineering techniques. The investigation has,
necessarily, been evaluative because it has sought to determine
both positive and negative aspects of the application of the
techniques. There are a variety of methods for collecting
data in case studies; observation has been chosen as the
method for this research and this has included both direct
observation (by staff familiar with the situation but standing
outside the activity) and participant observation in which the
scientist (who was the participant in the activity) records their
behaviour and impressions in an ethnographic way. This form
of data collection is very good for ensuring that the context is
properly understood and it provides insight into the motives
and behaviours of the subject. However, the researcher must
be cautious of biases that can affect interpretation of the data
and also the Hawthorne effect [9], whereby individuals modify
their behaviour because they know they are being observed.
A fundamental aspect of case study design is to define the
unit of analysis [8]; it is important to understand that it not
only concerns the physical domain of study, but also the lens
through which it is observed (i.e., what are the features that the
researcher seeks to observe?). This study includes four cases,
characterised by the units of analysis shown in Table I.
TABLE I
CASE STUDIES: THE LENS THROUGH WHICH ALL CASES ARE VIEWED
COMPRISES EXTERNAL OBSERVATION + PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION.
Case ID Description Physical Defn
Case A1: Development of 3D-printer project
without Systems Engineering
1 research student,
1 project
Case A2: Systems methods applied to
intractable problems of
development of 3D-printer project
1 research student,
1 project
Case A3: Formal application of systems
methods to whole project from
requirements to validation
1 research student,
1 project
Case B: Quantum Systems Engineering
summer school projects
30 research students,
6 projects
Case A(1,2,3) is a project to develop a 3D-printer for
superconducting nano-scale circuitry; the three case studies
are successive in time and allow consideration of changes due
to the introduction of Systems Engineering over a period of
15 months. The development of the research student (2nd
author, Huish) and the development of his appreciation of
Systems Engineering from a standing start also form part of
the analysis. These three cases, therefore, provide a form of
comparison to highlight the impact of Systems Engineering.
Case B concerned observation of a cohort of 30 PhD stu-
dents, all researching various aspects of quantum technology
and sponsored by Dstl (UK Defence science and technol-
ogy laboratory) who spent five days learning about Systems
Engineering and applied a handful of techniques to group
design projects relevant to quantum systems. Two students had
previous experience of Systems Engineering and these acted
as embedded researchers (1st and 2nd authors: Bjergstrom and
Huish). The data collection is based on the feedback from
the cohort at the end of the course, the observations of the
embedded researchers, and the observations of teachers and
mentors on the course. This case study provides a level of
triangulation with the more detailed investigations of Case
A. The feedback for Case B was obtained using a survey;
this method of data collection can also be appropriate for
addressing the "how" question, with the additional opportunity
to ask "how much?". The survey was a typical course feedback
survey used for quality purposes. Although numerical data was
obtained concerning the value of the course, it is recognised
that the sample size (30) is too small to be statistically valid
and that it was not constructed according to the recognised
principles of analytical surveys [8]. This case study has, there-
fore, included some numerical data collected in the survey, but
drawn mostly on the free text comments from participants to
gain insight of the appreciation and understanding of Systems
Engineering by the quantum science PhD students.
In the following sections, each case is described in terms of:
situation (context), observations, and evaluation. By looking
across all the cases, some conclusions are drawn at the end.
3III. CASE STUDY A: 3D-PRINTER
This case study considers the potential value added to a
laboratory based, applied research project through the appli-
cation of Systems Engineering methods and tools. It considers
the progress made by a research student in a project to design
and construct a 3D-printer capable of printing superconducting
nano-circuitry. We evaluate how the project progressed under
three distinct circumstances listed in (Table I).
In cases A2 and A3, the researcher was guided by expert
Systems Engineers, but ultimately made his own decisions
about which methods to apply and how. The student was
supported by supervisors with expertise in quantum physics,
3D-printing, Systems Engineering, and reliability engineering.
Supervisor contact was frequent (at least once per week), so
that the student was able to check his ideas and understanding
with ease. However, the experimental development was led by
the student with academic support; this was deliberately not
directive, favouring instead discovery of Systems Engineering
and self-development on the part of the student.
Whilst the ability to pattern superconductors into useful cir-
cuitry at the nano-scale is not novel [10], doing so via an addi-
tive method has not yet been achieved. Additive manufacturing
has a distinct advantage over standard lithographic techniques,
in that the patterning can be changed comparatively easily and
quickly. Instead of having to make a new mask and install it
into the deposition system, all that needs to be changed is
the patterning program that the system receives. This makes
additive techniques more appropriate for prototyping circuitry,
where the designs may be subject to frequent changes and
updates.
It is expected that an additive manufacturing method will
allow for easier fabrication of three-dimensional circuitry
designs. This could facilitate and enable a number of quantum
technologies, such as directional Superconducting Single Pho-
ton Detectors (SSPD), Superconducting QUantum Interference
Device (SQUID) stacked arrays, and other devices that it is
not possible to create in planar geometries. The end goal of
this project is the design and demonstration of a desktop 3D-
printer unit, capable of printing superconducting nano-circuity,
and priced to be significantly more affordable than alternative
fabrication units.
A. Case A1: Development of 3D-printer project without Sys-
tems Engineering
The initial design and development of the 3D-printer project
was completed without Systems Engineering methods or any
knowledge of them by the research student. This phase of
the work lasted nine months. Early project progress was far
from smooth, with a significant proportion of components
developed during this phase being mutually incompatible,
over-engineered, or not feasible. On reflection, it seems likely
that had we applied some Systems Engineering methods from
the start of the project the risk of most of those problems
occurring would have been reduced. One cannot, in hindsight,
quantify the proportion of mistakes or adjustments that were
avoidable through a more formalised design process. The
Fig. 1: Schematic of the original substrate holder design with the spring
mechanism clamp to hold the substrate in place, from a top down view. This
design had to be discarded as both the spring loaded curved clamp and right-
angled stop were thicker than the substrate, making the risk of crashing and
breaking the pipette too high.
research student in question subsequently developed knowl-
edge and practical experience of Systems Engineering and so
could, reflectively, identify the more obvious design issues that
wasted significant resources, and would have been addressed
through straight-forward application of Systems Engineering
techniques (i.e. lack of foresight (I). One such case was
the design and fabrication of the substrate holder, which is
reported in narrative form below.
1) Case A1 Narrative (Substrate Holder): The substrate
holder was required to hold a 10mm × 10mm substrate in
place on a 3-axis stage, such that material could be deposited
onto it (see Fig. 1). Critically, this required that there was
sufficient stability such that patterns could be reproduced on
a series of substrates with a high degree of similarity. In
this case, the core requirements of the component had not
been identified, and its functional constraints had not been
defined. As a result, it was over-engineered such that it could
actively hold larger substrates, as well as the 10mm×10mm
test substrates that were required. The substrate holder was
also a permanent fixture in the printer, which became a
source of difficulties when taking the printer apart during
development.
The substrate holder had a spring mechanism to secure the
substrate. This was beyond the required scope, which meant
that time was spent adding unneeded capabilities that, more
importantly, introduced a number of critical failure modes. In
fact, the original design never worked and the component had
to be entirely re-engineered. This was because the substrate
holder was originally designed to manage system parameters
that were beyond its natural control; a requirements specifi-
cation, and functional analysis, would have shown that the
substrate holder only needed to ’hold the substrate in place
for the duration of printing’, as all other parameters were
entirely managed by other components.
Had we started by identifying the simple and minimal
requirements for the substrate holder, it does not seem un-
reasonable to think that the initial ideas for the design would
have matched this scope. Thus, instead of trying to design
complex spring mechanisms to hold the substrate in place from
4all sides (Fig. 1), which resulted in the holding mechanisms
being taller than the substrate, and vastly increasing the risk
of the print head crashing into them, the eventual solution
- that of attaching it to the surface of the staging with a
carbon tab - would probably have been achieved much sooner.
Proper requirements capture, coupled with techniques such as
Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) [11]
and Functional Means Analysis (FMA) [12] would almost
certainly have avoided the design problems described above.
Whilst the original staging did not have to be entirely re-
fabricated, it did need to be adapted and engineered to meet
the final design requirements, resulting in time and material
costs.
2) Analysis of Case A1: Pursuit of interesting diversions
is an essential part of academic research and so following
curiosity-driven research directions, which may eventually turn
out to be false trails, should be encouraged. Furthermore,
these diversions help to develop the research student’s broader
domain knowledge in order to acquire expertise and context
for their research subject and longer term science career.
However, the problem described above, and a number of
similar problems during this phase of the research, concern
design of the experiment in order to answer the scientific
research questions. The student’s lack of awareness of project
scope meant that whilst some interesting diversions were sci-
entifically and developmentally valuable, others were clearly
practically wasteful and resulted in unnecessary delays and
material wastage i.e., project drift (I).
Methodologically, the above observations are obviously
subjective and retrospection inevitably introduces bias. Fur-
thermore, it is risky to generalise from these observations be-
cause another research student may have spotted the problems
without the benefit of Systems Engineering techniques. But,
the reflective comments of the research student suggest that
he, at least, would have understood the project scope more
fully, had he followed a Systems Engineering approach and
we would argue that this illustrates that for some researchers,
the adoption of Systems Engineering techniques will reduce
the risk of unnecessary wastage during the design and devel-
opment of experimental apparatus.
This experience has highlighted two issues in the research
process associated with record-keeping and decision making,
both of which affected verification. "System Verification is a
set of actions used to check the correctness of any element,
such as a system element, a system, a document, a service, a
task, a requirement, etc." [13]. Firstly, the only formal record
during this phase was a regular lab book; there were no
formalised and recorded systems requirements or concepts of
operation. Consequently, the researcher had nothing against
which to verify his design decisions; the most he could hope
to do was verify component-level functionality. Secondly, as
design decisions were not formally tracked there was no
accessible and shared record of knowledge and decisions; this
hindered the ability of the wider, supervisory group to assess
the project’s progress, and understand whether it was meeting
its original goals. This was also a failure in verification. Had
a systems process been adopted from the outset, the means
would have existed to periodically and objectively verify
development against the system requirements, and against
the CONOPS. It must be mentioned that reconciling project
direction with project goals is not a one-directional process.
As the development continues a much greater expertise in
the area is developed, and it is sometimes only with this
knowledge that informed decisions can be made. Some of
these decisions may justifiably affect system requirements and
concepts of operation, as is normal in the feed-back, feed-
forward, nature of Systems Engineering. However, what is
vital is that everybody involved in the project has the same
idea of requirements and operation. Keeping a good record
of knowledge does not only add value when translating up
through to higher TRLs, but also when communicating across
the TRL at which the team is working. In research science,
where each individual is a specialist in their own area, the
capability to horizontally translate knowledge is very valuable
indeed.
B. Case A2: Systems methods applied to intractable problems
of development of 3D-printer project
This case study followed Case A1 immediately and lasted
for four months. Several intractable component design issues
had arisen during the first nine months upon which substantial
resource (time and materials for prototyping) had already been
expended. A kind of trial and error approach to component
design had resulted in a series of component-level failures,
some of which remained unresolved. This case study is
characterised by the introduction of a limited set of Systems
Engineering techniques (rather than as a full suite of life cycle
processes). Specifically a functional requirements specification
was created (i.e., the functional analysis and definition part of
the system specification [14], [11]).
1) Case A2 Narrative (Print Head Housing): The print
head housing is a critical component to the control of print
quality parameters including consistency when printing, con-
trol over feature size, and reproducibility. It is also one of
the few device components for this system that had to take
the user behaviour into account. The user has to be able
to load, remove, replace, and calibrate the print head. A
large number of designs were trialled in the first nine months
(Case A1), but all lacked fail safes, which led to print heads
breaking. It was noted that none of the designs had taken into
account a sufficiently broad set of failure modes; they had
been designed to satisfy the assumed requirements pertaining
to print parameter control, but had not considered failure
modes associated with integration into the wider system or
user interaction. The designs had, therefore, lacked sufficient
robustness.
Figure 2 shows the finalised design of the print head
housing. FFMEA was applied to this case (see Table II) and
the failure modes from previous designs were prevented by
making the hole for the pipette (the cylindrical hole running
throughout the height of the housing) smaller than the lower
connector of the pipette. This prevented any possibility of the
pipette falling through and breaking, as had been an issue
previously. Secondly, as the electrical contact (provided by a
bolt through the threaded hole) was no longer responsible for
5Fig. 2: Scale drawing of the print head housing design in use from as side
on view. The blue areas show the main body of the print head housing, the
pale yellow where the shafts for screws and the pipette are located from a
cross-sectional view point. The white space shows a cut out so that where
the screw that is used at the electrical contact meets with the pipette can be
seen, so as to prevent the pipette breaking by over-tightening of the screw.
holding the pipette in place, the risk of breaking the pipette
by over tightening the screw was reduced dramatically. By
having the cut out in the print head housing where the bolt
comes into contact with the pipette, this risk was reduced even
further. The height of the housing was also increased to reduce
the amount of the pipette that was exposed outside the housing.
The height increase was not extended over the whole area of
the print head so the bolts for affixing the housing to the rest
of the system didn’t have to be changed.
The research student felt that repeated re-engineering and
adaptation of components during the first nine months had
significantly delayed the project, and that the introduction of
systems methods in this ad hoc manner had led to higher
quality deliverables. The FFMEA process took between two
and five hours to complete for a typical component; an
uninformed design that had to be fabricated and tested at
each iteration could cost more than a day per revision, on
top of materials and fabrication costs. Furthermore, during
the initial phase, changing a key component would result
in a chain of redesigns. For the print head housing, both
the substrate holder and pipette holder mounts had to be
redesigned and re-fabricated to accommodate changes to the
print head housing’s dimensions, further increasing costs in
time and materials. Had a systems approach been taken from
the start, so that these components were designed in parallel,
unnecessary costs would certainly have been avoided.
The research student found it easy to learn, and successfully
carry out a functional analysis and FFMEA for the compo-
nents. An explanation and example proved to be sufficient
guidance. The student noted that the most valuable outputs
from these analyses came towards the end of completing
the associated documents. By clearly listing and describing
the ‘obvious’ functions and associated failures, his attention
was directed towards issues he had not intuitively foreseen.
Additionally, failure effects common across functions and sub-
systems became better known, and requirements for sub-system
integration were better understood. Subsequent to acquiring
a broader experience of Systems Engineering, the research
student observed that carrying out a FFMEA was the activity
that had made the most significant difference.
2) Analysis of Case A2: The formal record, created by im-
plementing these two Systems Engineering activities, proved
to be beneficial in two ways. Firstly, it provided clear traceabil-
ity for failure events from observable effect to possible cause,
which was a significant change from the blind disassembly
and inspection that had previously been the working practice;
this saved time (i.e. inadequate record in section I). Secondly,
it provided artefacts that were shareable with other project
stakeholders to critique and check. Naturally, this enhanced
the collaborative aspects of the project and enabled additional
identification of issues that the research student had missed. In
one such case, a potentially dangerous failure was identified
which could have led to the device building up a large static
charge, the research student had neglected this issue as it is
easily mitigated in a laboratory context. However, this would
be significant in a practical (commercial) device. It is precisely
these sorts of observations that add value further up the TRL
chain, by making a record (and, in this case, designing the fault
out) at this stage, implementation risks are mitigated much
earlier in the development programme.
This case study could be colloquially described as toe in
the water adoption of Systems Engineering. The techniques
were chosen to specifically address the issues with which
the research student was struggling, and applied as a post
hoc correction to design dilemmas. The systems-lite approach,
though, was suitable for gaining buy-in from an initially
sceptical developer (the student) and ultimately resulted in
both a change in working practice by the individual and an
openness to explore Systems Engineering in more depth. It is
worth noting that the documentation created would have been
suitable for carrying out verification tasks, but this was not
undertaken during this phase. The benefits to the progress of
the project were obvious and apparent, but it is not possible
to quantify the effectiveness. The most obvious difficulty is in
assessing the competence with which the student would have
carried out FFMEA had he used it from the outset, instead
of after he had already gained insight into causes of failures
through the painful experience of witnessing several failures
at first hand. However, the issue of prior knowledge is not
present in case A3, which follows.
C. Case A3: Formal application of systems methods to the
whole project
Having observed the impact generated through applying a
very limited set of Systems Engineering methods, there was
interest in trying a richer system engineering approach: formal-
ising concept of operations, specifying system and functional
requirements, verifying component and system functionality,
and validating the delivered system/component. This case
lasted two months, and concerned the development and inte-
gration of a complex sub-system (integrated heating element).
In this case, there had been no previous work on this design,
although the researcher must have had the concept in mind,
6TABLE II: FFMEA OF PRINT HEAD HOUSING
Function Failure Mode Effects Severity Causes Probability Detection RPN Design Alterations
of Failure of Occurrence Method Probability
of Detection
Hold
pipette still
Bolt grip on
pipette fails
Pipette crashes
into substrate
9 Insufficient friction
between bolt and
pipette
1 Visible to user 1 9 Make hole smaller than the luer
connector of the pipette, making
falling through impossible.
Pipette is not
held steady
Distorted
printing pattern
7 Pipette wobbling
during printing
2 Visible on
camera
2 28 Pin the pipette in place using the
electrical contact.
Provide
high
voltage
High voltage
circuit broken
No jetting will
occur
5 Bolt-pipette
contact broken
2 Visible to user 1 10 Cut out made in print housing so
bolt-pipette contact is visible.
contact to
pipette
Wire-bolt contact
broken
3 Visible to user 1 15 Nut installed on bolt to pinch wire in
place.
TABLE III: FFMEA OF HEATER MODULE
Function Failure Mode Effects Severity Causes Probability Detection RPN Design Alterations
of Fail-
ure
of
Occurrence
Method Probability
of Detection
Mount
substrate
Surface that
substrate is on is
no
Pipette crashes into
substrate
9 Pipette is not a
constant distance
5 Visible to user 1 45 *Commercially
sensitive*
longer level Pipette to substrate
distance becomes
too great for printing
to take place
4 from the substrate
during printing
5 Change of meniscus is
observed on microscope
camera
2 40
Deposition on
substrate is uneven
6 5 1 45
Controllably
heat
substrate
Insufficient heat
supplied to the
substrate
Solvent does not
evaporate
6 Heater is not
powerful enough
2 At maximum setting during
testing heater does not get
to required temperature
3 36 Modular design so
heater is easily replaced.
Heater is not
installed close
enough to the
substrate
1 At maximum setting during
testing substrate does not
get to required temperature
3 18 Distance between
heating element and
module minimized.
Heater has failed
for unknown reason
4 No temperature change
when heater is switched on
1 24 Modular design so
heater is easily replaced.
Substrate gets
overheated
Printing gets
distorted
6 Thermal expansion
of the substrate
2 Distortion in pattern
discovered in post print
analysis
6 72 Model thermal
expansion of substrates
over temperature ranges
used.
Thermal drift of the
carbon tab
2 6 84 Operational procedure
introduced to allow time
for the system to settle
after heating.
Electrical contact
with the high
voltage supply
Heater burns out 10 Voltage overload 4 System immediately starts
losing temperature
2 80 Installation of electrical
insulation layer in heater
module
given prior work on the wider system. The following Systems
Engineering process was conducted:
• Subsystem requirements capture and analysis
• Functional Analysis
• FFMEA
• Design
• Fabrication
• Verification at various development stages
• Validation
An integrated heating element is needed to controllably heat
the substrate to prevent warping due to cooling after printing.
The particular challenges in this project were installing a
heater in such a way as not to impinge on the movement
of the staging, to not heat up parts of the printer other than
the substrate and substrate mount, as some parts had unknown
operating temperature ranges, and to prevent the high voltage
system within the printer from electrically interfering with any
element of the heater. This meant that the heater had to be
electrically insulated from the printer without being thermally
insulated, putting severe constraints on the materials that could
be used as the electrical insulator. Additional complications
arose from the need to avoid parts other than the substrate and
substrate mount being heated, requiring the heating element to
be in close proximity to both, and consequently to parts of the
system that would be at high voltage.
1) Case A3 Narrative (Integrated Heating Element): As
with all systems development, the life cycle processes must be
tailored to project size, organisational constraints, and other
project needs. With one research student and an advisory team
of five academics (small team), it was important not to create
excessive Systems Engineering activity and documentation. A
curtailed set of technical processes, compared to the full list of
ISO15288 [3], was used (see above) and, within that, there
were three aspects to the verification process: verifying the
physical compatibility (footprint, installation, etc.), electrical
compatibility (power supply constraints, grounding, shield-
ing), and operational functionality. The heater component
was shown to be physically compatible with the system in
terms of size requirements and weight restrictions, the latter
being important as it had to be light enough to not impinge
on the nimbleness of the staging. Electrical compatibility
required the heater circuitry to be electrically insulated from
the high voltage section, and the pre-existing wiring for the
heater to be adapted for compatibility with the available
power source. The heater was also shown to be able to heat
a substrate on the staging controllably within the required
temperature range. Each design iteration was verified against
the sub-system’s functional requirements, and mitigations for
its determined failure modes. Once the component had been
fabricated it was installed and tested, allowing its performance
to be verified against its specifications and CONOPS. Lastly,
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during printing
Control pipette voltage
Fig. 3: Functional flow diagram used to inform the functions defined in the
FFMEA of the whole system
validation comprised in-use testing, where it was established
that the heating-element succeeded in relieving the issues it
was intended to address. The steps taken in the project were
as follows:
1) Requirements captured and documented based on the
research student as customer; these were based on func-
tional decomposition from the top level requirements of
"The subsystem shall heat the substrate in a controllable
way."
2) A functional architecture was created as a functional flow
diagram [14], (see Figure 3)
3) A schematic design was created using MS Visio and
iteratively developed (without the need for prototyping) by
verification against the requirements specification, which
included both the subsystem functional requirements and
the integration requirements.
4) Using FFMEA, critical failure modes were identified
(see Table III) and those with a high Risk Priority
Number (RPN) were designed out, through further design
iteration. RPN [15] is calculated simply through the
product of severity, likelihood, and detection probability
(i.e., how certain the failure is to be confidently attributed
to the cause). The criticality of the failure mode is the
product of severity and likelihood. It should be noted
that these values are almost always subjective estimates,
based on the estimator’s experience or intuition. In this
project, the estimates were validated through discussion
with supervisor expertise in 3D-printing.
5) Further design constraints were imposed. These were
required for fabrication simplification; something the
research student had not previously considered.
6) The heating element was fabricated in line with the final
design and integrated into the existing printer.
7) The installed heating element was verified against the
design requirements. There were no specific tests to
satisfy in this step, but verification was determined vi-
sually and operationally by the research student and his
intuitive understanding of how the subsystem should work
according to the design.
8) The subsystem (heating element) was validated according
to it meeting the original need (top level requirement).
Based on the functional requirements specification, the
FFMEA identified potential failures. The main failures high-
lighted are as follows. There is a risk of thermal drift of
the carbon tab distorting the printing if the temperature
changes significantly during printing. In order to prevent this
Fig. 4: A side on schematic of the top part of the heater element, showing the
separation of 3.75mm between the heater element and the top of the substrate.
The rest of the heater element is not shown due to commercial sensitivity.
a procedural instruction has been put in place to heat the
substrate to temperature and allowing a short period of time
for the system to settle before starting printing. There is also
a risk that the substrate is not completely level on the staging,
causing uneven deposition, failure to print, or in the worst
case the tip to crash into the substrate. To prevent this a
program to auto correct for height as the tip moves across
the surface has been written. The potential for the heater
burning out as a result of voltage overload from contact with
the high voltage system is also a high risk failure mode, as
this would require the heater part to be replaced. This lead
to electrical, but not thermal, insulation being incorporated
into the design. By taking these into account a component
design was created that has not had to be re-engineered since
its fabrication, despite numerous subsequent changes to the
whole system. From a project perspective, it was the first
major component that, once designed, did not have to be re-
engineered, or adapted, due to design changes to other parts of
the system. Installation of the element was achieved without
difficulty. It worked to specification the first time, and was
delivered on time (i.e., according to schedule). Although the
initial design process took longer than in cases A1 and A2, the
costs relating to the protracted iterative design process of these
cases, and the knock-on effects of redesign being required
elsewhere in the system, outweighed this initial investment
of time. The researcher recorded spending thirteen hours on
the initial design for the heating element, ten of which were
spent on activities pertaining to Systems Engineering, and
three on other design activities (such as drawing schematics).
Fabrication, carried out by a third party, has consistently taken
one working day for any component. Consequently, it is clear
that a considerable time-saving was achieved by eradicating
the need for repeated fabrication of numerous prototypes, as
had been the case in the earlier project phases.
2) Analysis of Case A3: Although the Systems Engineering
carried out in this case study focused on a complex subsystem,
rather than the whole system, and could be considered to be
lightweight in some parts, it is suggested that the influence of
clearly stated, and verified requirements, and the application of
FFMEA have considerably reduced the amount of rework that
had dogged the previous phases (i.e. inadequate record in I).
Reduction, or removal, of rework is often quoted as a raison
d’être for Systems Engineering [16], [17]. This case has a
marked, and important, difference with the previous one (A2):
in this case the research student had no prior knowledge of the
design article or trial and error experience of its development.
A formal improvement that could have been instituted in this
case would have been the prior and explicit definition of veri-
8fication test criteria and test plan; retrospectively the research
student remarked that this would have been important had the
project been conducted by a larger group in which work was
partitioned between its members. It would provide certainty
to group members regarding the performance of individual
components that were outside their responsibility. Overall,
the research student gained an understanding of constraints,
pre-sighting potential fabrication and integration issues, and
an approach for good experimental design without the need
for excessive prototyping. This was a good example of how
a systems approach develops hindsight in advance. As in
case A2, the research student considered application of the
FFMEA to have the most significant impact on the subsystem
development.
No attempt was made to decide on the optimal amount
of Systems Engineering for this case and additional work
would be required to characterise the appropriate balance and
intensity of Systems Engineering effort for applied science,
experimental design. Furthermore, such optimisation should
also consider the effect on the full life cycle; for instance,
would additional Systems Engineering effort at the experimen-
tal stage lead to more, or less effective commercialisation? The
case study provides no answers to this, and related, questions.
We note the conclusions of Honour [18], that investment
in Systems Engineering is most effective if done early in
the life cycle. However, we can conclude that application of
Systems Engineering has, in this case, improved the design and
fabrication of experimental apparatus in terms of robustness
and project timeliness. It would seem that a significant change
in behaviour has taken place for the research student who,
as a result of learning and applying Systems Engineering
techniques, has developed a design philosophy that is more
holistic and places a greater weight on accurate scoping and
description of the design item than had previously been his
practice.
D. Assessment and summary of case A
To summarise the level of Systems Engineering used in
cases A1, A2, A3, a simple V-diagram, that corresponds to
the component developments, is presented in Figure 5. The
stages of this process are listed in Table IV and the activity
carried out in each case are described. It may be noted that
deployment was only entirely successful for case A3, in which
the most comprehensive application of Systems Engineering
techniques was undertaken. A more detailed comparison of the
three elements of the case study, in terms of research student
performance is provided in Table V. The time expended in use
of design tools (for technical drawing etc.) is relatively unaf-
fected by the use of Systems Engineering, but the number of
design iterations and the total effort are notably different. Case
A1 required 6 iterations, of which 2 designs were fabricated,
A2 required 3 and A3 was right first time. Although the total
time for design for case A2 was 57 days, it should be observed
that 38 days (without Systems Engineering) did not result
in a usable design, but it took only 19 days (with Systems
Engineering) to achieve a successful design. Of course, the
research student was growing in experience throughout the
three case studies and so these times are indicative only, but
they seem to demonstrate the impact of Systems Engineering
on effective working. All three issues of foresight, project drift,
and record keeping, identified in section I are observed through
the various stages of case study A. Following the achievement
of an operational 3D printer, the student remarked: I have gone
from scepticism about Systems Engineering to relying on it.
IV. CASE B - QUANTUM SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SUMMER
SCHOOL
Everitt et al. [4] have argued that Systems Engineering is re-
quired to realise the opportunities presented by the most recent
research in quantum mechanics. Based upon the experiences
related in case A, and on the delivery of two short workshops
on Systems Engineering for quantum scientists, a curriculum
for a five-day summer school in quantum Systems Engineering
was developed.
A. Delivery of Quantum Systems Engineering summer school
This was delivered to thirty PhD students all sponsored
by Dstl and mostly nearing the end of their second year (of
three). The curriculum, designed to provide an overview of
Systems Engineering and training in a small number of useful
techniques, comprised the following:
• Concepts of Operations (CONOPS),
• Systems requirements analysis using Systemic Textual
Analysis (STA) [19],
• Functional requirements analysis,
• Function Means Analysis (FMA) [12]
• Brainstorming and negative brainstorming for concept
generation (though participants generally used FMA with
brainstorming only)
• Functional Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FFMEA),
• Quality Function Deployment (QFD) methods,
• Verification and Validation (V and V),
• Life-cycle analysis.
There were lectures in each topic and the students were
expected to apply the techniques to a project over the course of
the week. The project required them to design, and present to a
panel of industry experts, a design concept for a commercially
feasible complex technical product. They had to apply and
demonstrate the use of Systems Engineering techniques in
order to convince the judging panel that their technology
was credible, and they were expected to highlight design
parameters, features, opportunities, and novel solutions within
their designs. Particular emphasis was placed on a problem-
oriented design process, developing a solution to an existing
problem rather than creating a technology with no application
in mind.
1) Case B Narrative: Over the course of the summer school
the students’ perceptions of usefulness of Systems Engineering
methods was tracked informally, and at the end of the week
their opinions regarding the value of a Systems Engineering
approach, and its applicability to scientific research and
their own doctoral research, was solicited through feedback
forms that were completed anonymously. Throughout the week
observations regarding the approach students were taking to
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TABLE SHOWING DEPTH OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PERFORMED IN EACH CASE STUDY FOR EACH STEP IN THE V-DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 5
V-diagram stage A1 A2 A3
User Requirements None None Bullet point of what the researcher
required from the heater module were
made.
System Requirements None FFMEA (see table II) after initial
designs had been attempted.
A functional analysis (see figure 3)
was performed, leading to an FFMEA
(see table III)
Architecture Design The dimensions of the substrate
mounting were constrained by the
staging.
The maximum dimensions of the
print head housing were constrained
by the existing set up.
The maximum dimensions of the
heater module were constrained by
the existing set up.
Component Design Only the size of the substrate was
considered in the component design.
The design alterations considered in
table II were implemented.
The design alterations considered in
table III were implemented.
Component Manufacture Not considered. Not considered. The geometry of the design was
simplified from circular to square to
aid manufacture speed.
Component Integration Yes Yes Yes
Testing Testing only conducted on clamping
the substrate.
The functions defined in table II were
tested.
The functions defined in table III
were tested.
Deployment Unsuccessful Required several design and
fabrication iterations
Successful
TABLE V
TABLE COMPARING CASE STUDIES A1, A2, A3: TIMES ARE FROM
STUDENT LOGBOOK (DAYS) OR TOGGL FUNCTION OF DESIGN TOOL
(HOURS)
Case A1 A2 A3
Objective Create
substrate
holder
Create print
head housing
Create
integrated
heating
element
Relative difficulty Light Medium Medium
Number of design
iterations
required to
achieve working
component
6 3 1
Effort to achieve
working
component from
identification of
need for
component
30 days
(with no
SE)
58 days (38
with no SE
followed by 19
with SE)
16 days (with
SE)
Effort spent on
design idea
generation
6 days 12 days (10 in
no SE phase
and 2 in SE
phase)
4 days
Functional
Analysis and
FFMEA (total
time)
N/a 2.5 hours 4.5 hours
Technical
drawing (total
time)
3 hours 4 hours 3.5 hours
Number of
manufactured
designs
2 3 1
Fabrication time 2 X 1 = 2
days
3 X 1 = 3 days 1 day
V and V N/a 2 hours 2 hours
Outcome Design
worked
eventually
Design worked
only when SE
adopted
Design
worked first
time
accomplishing their project goals were recorded, in an attempt
to observe how systems thinking affected their behaviour
when tackling a complex problem under time-constrained
circumstances.
Feedback forms requested participants to identify positive
and negative aspects of their experience of the summer school.
With respect to the merits of the Systems Engineering tech-
niques that had been learned and the participants’ systems
appreciation there were no negative comments at all. The
benefits most frequently identified by participants were as
follows:
• it was helpful to view problems from the perspective of
other stakeholders (20/30 students)
• the systems approach enabled a better appreciation of
the problem requiring to be solved and ensured that the
student began with the problem, rather than beginning
with the solution (17/30)
• provided a systematic way to work through a problem in
a group context (15/30)
• the group discussions, using systems artefacts, clarified
boundaries of the problem (12/30)
To conclude this case study, the following unstructured, but
agreed comments from the four main course lecturers provide
an insight into the benefits of educating scientists in some basic
Systems Engineering. Initial scepticism from some participants
dissipated very quickly once work on the project began (on
day two). All groups were thorough in the application of the
techniques at their disposal: STA, FMA,FFMEA, QFD. As in
the previous case studies, it seems that FFMEA was regarded
as the most useful technique learned by the participants (12/30
state it explicitly in the written feedback, and others informally
during discussion). Given that all participants were working
on their PhD research, it is possible that this view is influenced
by an common need for a structured approach to identifying
potential problems with first time builds of experimental ap-
paratus. From written feedback, all thirty participants stated
that the experience had been worthwhile and that they had ac-
quired new knowledge; however, during discussions, many felt
that they were too far into their research to obtain significant
benefit from applying Systems Engineering to their projects at
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the current stage. Several remarked that they wished they had
learned about Systems Engineering at the beginning of their
PhD.
2) Analysis of Case B: To some extent, this case study had
the purpose of testing the conclusions of case study A. It is
different because, whereas Case A tested the implementation
of System Engineering techniques in an ongoing PhD project,
Case B provided training in the techniques to 30 PhD students
from different institutions and sought their opinion regarding
how they might use the techniques within scientific research.
The consistency with which the Case B participants endorsed
the benefits of Systems Engineering supports the conclusions
drawn from Case A, especially in terms of the need for
foresight and recording information in systems artefacts.
Component
Manufacture
Component
Design
Component
Integration
Architecture
Design
TestingSystemRequirements
Deployment
User
Requirements
Verification
Verification
Validation
Fig. 5: Lifecycle diagram showing the order of Systems Engineering pro-
cesses, as well as where verification and validations occurred. Table IV shows
which processes were used for each case.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Critique of Methodology
The methodology was described in section II, in which
we explained the methodological influences on conclusions
that must be considered. In this subsection, we briefly discuss
specific aspects of confidence in the conclusions to be drawn
from the case studies.
For Case A, it is important to note that although the
introduction of Systems Engineering methods is coincident
with improvements in experimental prowess, it is also the case
that the research student was developing his understanding
of the project and his understanding of research techniques
in general. Thus, ongoing development of the researcher
himself is a factor to be considered. Improvements in project
performance can be externally validated by supervision, but
the reasons for improvement are based on the (subjective)
view of the researcher. His analysis may also be affected by
his growing knowledge of Systems Engineering as the project
proceeds, i.e., the linkage between Systems Engineering and
performance may only be internally observable (by the re-
search student) once he has acquired sufficient knowledge of
Systems Engineering to rationalise cause and effect.
The formulation of the summer school curriculum was
based on the knowledge gained during Case A (at least in
part), thus cases A and B are not independent. The fact that
the outcomes of case B are coincident with case A should
not be considered to be proof of the conclusions or imply a
generalisability of the results. Case studies never validate the
results of other case studies, but they may add (or reduce)
confidence in the results. Thus, the results of case B provide
added confidence in the conclusions given below in section
VI, but they do not prove them.
B. Changes in behaviour
Since the 1990s, many commercial organisations have in-
vested in Systems Engineering training because it has been
viewed as organisationally transformational. There are a va-
riety of Systems Engineering competencies that can be de-
veloped to improve an individual’s problem solving ability
in complex environments [20]; in this section we outline the
development of the research students in cases A and B.
At the start of the PhD project the student displayed
resistance to the position that Systems Engineering should be
applied to laboratory research for the following reasons:
• he thought it would mainly be a paperwork exercise
• that although it might support the wider R&D chain, it
would have no value to his individual work
• that the imposition of a rigid framework might inhibit
creativity
• that a cyclical process requiring verification and val-
idation (V&V) to advise an iterative design was not
analogous to laboratory research
• he found it difficult to imagine V&V criteria in advance
• that the time required to learn the techniques would
ultimately outweigh any benefits in the context of a three-
year doctoral programme
• he thought that failure modes were intuitively obvious
After repeated failures to design an apparatus that was suf-
ficiently robust and worked as required, a limited number of
Systems Engineering activities were introduced. Firstly, the
student found that writing a good specification for components
and keeping a record of requirements and failures enabled him
to keep the whole design (rather than just individual compo-
nents) in mind and, thus, enabled more effective integration
with other components. This also facilitated traceability, so
that failures could be properly analysed and understood. The
FFMEA was initially based on observation of failures, but this
quickly led the student to identify failure modes that had not
occurred and had not previously been identified or understood.
This experience refuted one of the initial prejudices noted
above.
By the end of case A2, the researcher had concluded
that, without doubt, specific Systems Engineering methods
could save time in a laboratory context. A very light-weight
application of systems methods to component design had
developed an appreciation of designing both for reliability and
for integration. Furthermore, as the researcher began to take a
systems approach from the beginning of any sub-system design
processes, he noticed that he began to design for production.
This was an aspect that he had not previously considered at
all. During the early stages of the project little consideration
was given to how parts were manufactured. It was left to the
expertise of the technician to mitigate any problems that were
a consequence of poor design. This led to numerous parts
being re-engineered at the point of fabrication, either by the
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technician if the change was minor, or in conversation with
the researcher if major design changes were needed. This is
a costly process, both in time spent by the researcher and
increased fabrication costs; it was significantly reduced once
a systems approach had been adopted.
The researcher found that when no Systems Engineering
was applied (case A1), most re-designs were architectural
changes, or attempts to achieve better performance. However,
when a systems approach was taken (cases A2 and A3),
with significantly more time being spent on the initial design
process, further design iterations tended to focus on improved
integrability and ease of fabrication.
It was also noted that design choices in case A3 were made
keeping in mind the aim of reaching higher TRLs, with the
researcher independently making effort to ensure his designs
would not limit the scope of a future product. For example,
more recent components and sub-systems have been designed
to be modular (enabling easy replacement or change).
The researcher also observed that once a record of knowl-
edge had been established it would be much easier for addi-
tional people to join the project, and be able to quickly develop
the understanding needed to contribute. It would also stop dead
ends being explored multiple times and, conversely, prevent
abandoned ideas being lost when they may have potential
relevance in other situations.
The application of the systems methods was not simply a
formulaic repetition of process, but constituted a change in the
overall behaviour of the researcher in terms of how he viewed
and practised laboratory science. The most significant change
was the development of an holistic view of the research in
terms of the developing system and the system development
over time. Practising the methods (as opposed to simply
reading about them) has had a transformational effect on the
behaviour of the researcher, instilling in him a systems minded
approach.
With regard to case B, one week is not a sufficient period
over which to observe unambiguously behavioural transforma-
tion as a result of new learning. However, the fact that most
participants could identify ways in which Systems Engineering
could have been valuable in their PhDs suggests that there is
the opportunity for behavioural change in the future.
C. Role of Systems Engineering in Laboratory Science
In well-defined experiments, the system boundary is clearly
understood, the interactions of interest are established and
reasonable assumptions can be made about insignificant inter-
actions. This relies on the researcher having a comprehensive
understanding of the situation to be modelled in an experiment.
The scientist must indulge in some engineering in order to
build the experimental apparatus in such a way that the
physical set-up of the experiment will accurately represent
the anticipated physical behaviours and exclude any undesired
behaviours (or that unanticipated behaviours will be obvious
to the experimenter, should they occur). The case studies
reported herein have indicated that a selection of tools used by
Systems Engineers can aid the design of experiments to ensure
robustness, clear definition, and affordable adaptability during
the course of an experimental campaign. They have indicated
that time and resources may be saved (or at least not wasted)
when a systems approach is taken to the design of experiments.
The role of Systems Engineers includes that of integrator (of
systems components and relevant disciplines) and design and
manufacture of experimental apparatus can often be considered
to be a problem of integration. The practice of Systems Engi-
neering should include both systemic (holistic) and systematic
considerations; i.e. the development of convergent-divergent
thinking abilities [2]. This means development of systems
skills requires education to influence the conceptual abilities of
students as well as providing techniques for systematic work.
Fortunately, scientific training tends to develop conceptual
skills well.
We consciously endeavoured to keep the Systems Engi-
neering knowledge and practice required by the scientist to
a minimum (in both case studies), however, the question of
how much (Systems Engineering) is enough? has not been
attempted. One could speculate that a set of principles may
emerge, if physicists adopt Systems Engineering training, that
match the Systems Engineering investment to the experiment
complexity and level of resources. It is generally accepted that
projects tend to be more successful if effort is invested in
Systems Engineering early in the life cycle [18]; the assertion
by many of the PhD students at the summer school that "they
wished they had learned about Systems Engineering at the
start of their PhD" is consistent with this principle.
An area that we have not yet explored, but is expected
to be significant is that of systems reliability engineering.
It is clear from both studies that the FFMEA technique for
identifying (and thence mitigating) failure modes was the one
most valued by the scientists, of those that were tried. One
could argue that the case studies have considered a small
sample of research students and that the need for Systems
Engineering training for all post-graduate science students is
not established, because these could be a minority in terms of
experimental ability. However, it is not our assertion that it is
universally needed, but that it appears there is merit in training
scientists in Systems Engineering in order to reduce the risk
of experimental failure or resource wastage. The students also
noted that the techniques had enabled them to formulate and
understand the problem better (case B) and so it can be argued
that Systems Engineering provides a useful and accessible tool
set for problem formulation in complex experiments.
The case study outputs indicate that the participants felt that
some Systems Engineering training for physicists (e.g., at the
start of a PhD) would be beneficial from the point of view
of managing experimental resources more effectively and of
ensuring that an experimental campaign runs to schedule.
Many experimental programmes involve teams of scientists
and the use of the Systems Engineering artefacts for sharing
knowledge across a team of scientists has been highlighted in
both case studies A and B. For this purpose, the formal docu-
mentation and configuration management aspects of Systems
Engineering will be essential.
The benefits of the systems approach to the future exploita-
tion of research by developers working at higher TRLs has
been considered, but has not been tested in this analysis.
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There are, therefore, two main criteria that may be used to
evaluate the usefulness of Systems Engineering in scientific
experimentation: i) level of rework required in design and
construction of experimental apparatus, and ii) efficiency with
which scientific discovery can be turned into systems of social
or commercial benefit. The first criterion has been met in the
case studies, but the second has not been attempted.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Although this work was originally inspired by considering
the extent to which Systems Engineering could be needed for
experimentation and development of quantum technologies,
we have arrived at a more general conclusion regarding the
role of Systems Engineering in scientific experimentation. The
studies reported herein lead us to propose that laboratory
science would benefit from adopting light-weight Systems En-
gineering processes and techniques to improve the robustness
and efficiency of experiment design. In this context, light-
weight means a broad understanding of the systems approach,
an appreciation of higher-TRL needs to exploit research in real
devices and systems, and a set of techniques for capturing and
analysing requirements, concept generation, functional design,
failure mode identification, and verification and validation. The
techniques used have required only modest training to grasp
and they generate tables and designs using a standard office
suite, rather than specialist tools. Nevertheless, this modest
training seems to improve the issues of lack of foresight,
project drift, and inadequate recording of information for fault
analysis or subsequent development.
Systems Engineering is not uninformed application of pro-
cesses and tools, but also a way of thinking. Therefore,
we propose that there is a benefit to training early career
scientists in basic Systems Engineering. Although adoption
of the Systems Engineering techniques was relatively rapid
in the case studies, it is recognised that there is a hearts and
minds battle to be won to realise this proposal. However, it
seems that experiments are demanding increasing complexity,
and tools are needed with which to deal with this.
Overall, the tools considered have been: CONOPS, STA,
Functional requirements analysis, FMA, concept generation,
FFMEA, QFD, V&V approaches, and life-cycle analysis (see
section III). The technique that appeared to be most useful
to the students was FFMEA; this had the particular merit of
keeping students attention on the wider system.
A. Future Work
Future work will examine a wider range of techniques and
seek to establish the principles of what constitutes sufficient
Systems Engineering for laboratory science. This will include
understanding the appropriate level of Systems Engineering
knowledge for experimental scientists and thence develop a
Systems Engineering curriculum for scientists.
The recommendations included in this paper constitute a
significant change in approach to the training of scientists,
future work will develop the detail of how such a change may
be achieved.
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